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The Book and the Author

The author of this book whose back-

ground, both social and financial,

represents the top strata of American

society is a graduate of Harvard, a

Doctor of Philosophy, and member
of a prominent banking family. He
is married and has three children.

Corliss Lamont holds views which

are in strong opposition to those of

his relatives and many of his friends.

In this book he explains why he

is a radical, why he believes that

Socialism is a better system under

which to live than Capitalism, and

what he thinks will be the course

of transition in this country to a

planned socialized order. It is plain

that Mr. Lamont is not an advocate

of violence, nor is his criticism of

existing institutions and individuals

intemperate or merely theoretical.

He does explain the nature of the

present order, of which he has an

intimate understanding, and he does

insist that an expanding economy
which can provide more of the good

things of life, both material and

cultural, to all of the people is only

possible through the establishment

of a socialist system.

This book carries a challenge that

is not to be ignored, however con-

troversial may be its content. Nor
can the convictions of one of the

ablest young philosophers of our

time be set aside lightly. Both those

who favor, and those who oppose
Socialism as a way of life, have

much to gain from the reading of a

book which presents the issues in

sharp relief and presents them fairly

and objectively to all who care to

examine the nature and possibilities

of a future society*
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Preface

My purpose in this book is to give, in simple and understandable lan-

guage, an inclusive survey of the main reasons that prompt contem-

porary Americans from every walk of life, including members of

the upper and middle class, to adopt Socialism as the way out for this

country and the world. As the title indicates, I invite the reader in

the spirit of free and undogmatic discussion to consider the case for

a Socialist society and to reach his own conclusions.

It would of course be impossible, simply for reasons of space, to

include the many different strands of study, discussion and personal

experience which over a number of years have gradually led me to

become a radical. Nor could I even recall all the impressions, some of

them trivial in themselves alone, which have entered into my intel-

lectual and emotional processes to stimulate and reinforce my Socialist

position. A number of significant questions I have naturally not been

able to treat very fully, and many matters of detail I have not been

able to take up at all. Other volumes, classics in the field, perform

these tasks.

My indebtedness is obvious and far-reaching to writers on Socialism

such as Robert W. Dunn, L. E. Hubbard, Leo Huberman, George

Soule, Sidney and Beatrice Webb, Albert Rhys Williams and, above

all, John Strachey. But the opinions expressed in this book are my own
and I alone bear the responsibility for them.

I wish to thank especially the following individuals for their inval-

uable co-operation and counsel in the writing and publication of this

book: Theodore Bayer, Alice W. Field, Henrietta Weigel, Josephine

White, and my wife, Margaret I. Lament, whose sharing of common
social aims and ideals with me is a steady source of strength and in-

spiration.
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Vl'ii PREFACE

Since throughout this volume and particularly in the last chapter I

have dealt to a considerable extent with contemporary affairs, it is

quite possible that by the time this study is published, events, which

move so swiftly these days, will have swept ahead of or contradicted

me on one point or another. Hence it is necessary to say that this book

went to press on August 18, 1939.

C.L.
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Chapter I

Why Members of

the Upper Class

Go Left

I. Why I Am a Radical

"How does it happen, Mr. Lament, that a person with your back-

ground is a radical?" I have been asked this question an infinite num-

ber of times during the past few years and by all manner of people,

from incredulous workers coming up to speak with me after a lecture

in some Midwestern city to perplexed plutocrats taking me aside for a

confidential chat after a formal Manhattan dinner. Needless to say, I

have never been able, in a brief conversation, to give a very satisfactory

reply. But I have always realized that it was a legitimate and impor-
tant question. And in this book I want to try to answer it simply,

honestly and thoroughly.

Yes, I am a radical. I am on the side of labor. I sympathize in

general with the achievements of the Soviet Union. I am against

Fascism. I want to see a life of abundance for all of the people. And I

believe that Socialism can do the job both in America and the world

at large.

At the same time there can be no doubt that in origin I come from

America's so-called upper class. I mean "upper" only in an economic

sense : that top I per cent of American individuals and families whose

incomes are $10,000 a year or more. From early childhood I have

I



2 YOU MIGHT LIKE SOCIALISM

enjoyed certain undeniable advantages that wealth is able to assure.

Two members of my immediate family are partners in the banking
firm of J. P. Morgan and Company. And since coming of age, I

myself have possessed considerably more than average economic

security.

I betray no state secrets in citing these facts. And I mention them

at the outset, not with any intention of embarking on a series of per-

sonal "confessions," but simply because they represent the truth and

because they are objectively necessary for an understanding of what I

have to say. I think we can take it as settled, therefore, that in the

year 1902 I was born into what became soon afterward a prominent

capitalist family. It was and is, I may add, a very congenial family.

And in democratic, sometimes fiery, but always friendly discussion

with its various members I have worked out much of the material

which appears in this volume.

Why are persons from the capitalist class with backgrounds similar

to mine today joining the ranks of the radicals? Though I can speak

only for myself, I believe that I can throw light on this matter by

telling the story of my own transition to a Socialist point of view. And

perhaps I can clear up to some extent what seems to be an endless

source of amazement and alarm to so many of our fellow-citizens.

They cannot understand how anyone who is normal, "Nordic" and

economically privileged can become a sincere supporter of radicalism

in economics and politics.

But even a cursory glance at the world at present ought to dispel

any appearance of mystery in the fact that an increasing number of

well-to-do Americans are following a leftward course. Here we are

twenty-five years after the start of the Great War and ten years after

the start of the Great Depression and we face once more, both na-

tionally and internationally, an economic and political situation over-

whelming in its extent and gravity. A vast and bloody conflict is

raging in the East; the Second World War is an ever-present pos-

sibility; while behind the facade of so-called peace the brute force of

Fascism is rampant and bludgeons its way to power in country after

country.



MEMBERS OF THE UPPER CLASS

And Capitalism in general has become so
capricious,

so utterlA

undependable, that even the wealthy cannot be too sure of their future \

and that of their children. The stock market reaches the heights one \

day and sinks to the depths the next ; businesses, both large and small,

quickly go from boom to bankruptcy; great fortunes rise and fall;

whole nations suddenly verge on economic collapse. Who is really

secure ? Businessmen and capitalist theoreticians more and more openly

acknowledge that they do not know any way in which the ever-

recurring cycle of boom and crash can be halted. They piously hope

that the next depression will not be so bad as the last, but beyond this

they have nothing to offer a harassed and long-suffering humanity. /
Now I definitely refuse to accept as the fate of mankind the \

defeatist attitude which condemns us to an unending repetition of the

very processes that have brought about such overwhelming catastrophe

and misery durinjg the past quarter-century. I have only one life to

live and I want to make it count for social aims that reach down to

fundamentals. I do not want to waste my time by helping to bring

about little improvements here and there and letting the big things go.

I know of few greater personal tragedies than those of well-meaning
men and women who have devoted their lives to the achievement of

some ideal only to find at the end that they were dealing with surface

causes and cures. Such are the peace workers who think that war can \

be eliminated by governments formally agreeing to renounce aggres- \

sion
;
such are the charity workers who think that poverty can be over-

come by private contributions to the needy; such are all those who
think that depressions can be avoided by tinkering with the capitalist

system.

Reforms within the structure of Capitalism can result in genuine \

amelioration, but I do not believe that they can ever resolve our major j

dilemmas. One severe depression or one widespread international con-

flict can overnight do ten-fold more harm than all the good accom-

plished in the reformist gains of decades. I was once asked why I did

not give over my entire energies to the establishment of unemployment
insurance. My answer was that while I naturally was in favor of

unemployment insurance, its enactment would not solve the problem
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of unemployment. The way to solve that problem is to establish Social-

ism and abolish unemployment. Socialism gets to the roots of things.

And I feel that it is more worth while to be the most insignificant

worker on behalf of something that provides ultimate solutions than

to be a big shot in a system which has terrible difficulty in providing

even temporary ones.

These, then, are the main reasons in my opinion why men and

women of intelligence and good will are everywhere today earnestly

seeking to find a way out for society which will permanently put an

end to the intertwined evils of war and poverty, of economic crisis

and cultural retrogression. As one of the seekers I have tried to think

through the deep-going problems of these turbulent times. And I have

come to the firm conclusion that a Socialist order offers the most

certain hope for the renewal of human progress. Specifically, to sup-

port Socialism means to work for, as the basis of a stable economy and

a great culture, the goal of a planned and peaceful and democratic

society, eventually on an international scale, in which the main instru-

ments of production and distribution are publicly owned and operated.

2. The Voice of Democracy and Reason

I hold that the case for Socialism rests primarily on the belief in

democracy and the appeal to reason. By democracy I mean the fair and

equal opportunity of all individuals in all nations, regardless of race

or religion, origin or occupation, to share in the good things, both

material and cultural, of this life ; and to participate genuinely in the

economic and political decisions affecting their mode of existence.

Only persons who subscribe to democracy in this inclusive interpreta-

tion of the word are capable, I believe, of possessing that passionate

sense of outrage over the cruelties and injustices endured by mankind

which has ever been an attribute of the world's great democrats. Only

such persons are able to give their sincere and abiding loyalty to the

happiness and progress of all humanity as the supreme ethical goal.

In general, it has been simply impossible for members of the upper

\
classes to work sincerely for humanity as a whole, because they have

Iways been filled with such profound sentiments of hatred and con-
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tempt for what they consider inferior classes, races and nations. They \

have accordingly felt that these groups were neither deserving of
equal^/

opportunity nor fit for it. Conversely, the upper classes have been so

certain of their own inborn intellectual, moral and biological superi- \

ority that they have enjoyed with a good conscience the various eco- \

nomic and cultural privileges which have gone with their status in \

the community. Upper-class ignorance of biology and social science

often seems downright willful ;
but more often, I think, it is due to an

unconscious bias which throws up a protective screen of rationaliza-

tion and purblindness to shut out unpleasant knowledge. And this is

why in increasing measure today perfectly sane and sober capitalists

refuse to acknowledge certain facts commonly known facts which

they feel cast some sort of disrepute on their system.

These considerations explain why so many intelligent and formally

well-educated men uphold reactionary views that work hardship on

the masses of the people. If your basic social assumptions are narrow

and ungenerous, if you believe in the God-given right of an exclusive

aristocracy to rule the world and enjoy its finest fruits, then reason

may well lead you to support a social system that cares little for the

rights and happiness of the majority. The exercise of reason alone,

then, does not necessarily point in the direction of Socialism or any

other particular form of society. It all depends upon what assumptions

you start from in your reasoning, especially upon what general pur-

pose you have in mind. Unfortunately, reason, as embodied for

instance in scientific techniques, may operate on behalf of all sorts of

anti-social ends such as aggressive war and unscrupulous profit-

making.

There are admittedly numerous exceptions among the ruling class

to what I have been saying men and women who are devoted to

democracy in the broad sense. Yet surely most of these genuinely

democratic capitalists, like many members of the working class, do not

believe in Socialism! True enough. And here is where the appeal to

reason comes in. For I maintain that an objective intellectual analysis \
of the contemporary scene and of the lessons of history shows clearly

that those who honestly desire the extension of democracy and the I
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continued progress of mankind must sooner or later espouse the cause

of Socialism. Only unflinching reason and the democratic feeling

working together lead to Socialist conclusions. And those believers in

democracy and progress whose faulty thinking takes them in a non-

Socialist direction are in the end bound to meet with defeat and disap-

pointment. Hence all liberals, for instance, or at least all liberals-with-

guts, can hardly fail these days to become radicals.

Why Socialism should, I think, appeal to the reason of true demo-

crats, to all those who are both tough-minded and tender-hearted, can

be indicated by reference to one or two of the most pressing problems

of the day. We radicals hold, for example, that only Socialist plan-

ning within each country and between each country can eliminate the

terrific economic pressures which under Capitalism and just now

particularly in its Fascist manifestations lead over and over again to

the horror of international conflict. I shall later take up in detail the

problem of peace and war. The point I want to make here is that the

radical thesis on this grave question is a matter of intellectual analysis.

It stands or falls on that basis.

What Socialism achieves in an international way is inseparably

bound up with what it is able to do on a national scale and whether, as

I allege, it can establish continuous prosperity and allay the economic

discontent and distress of the various peoples. Here again I say that it

is reason which must decide whether or not the Socialist analysis is

correct. But in this case it is not reason working merely with abstrac-

tions and projecting fine-sounding hypotheses. For the Socialist theory

has for the first time been receiving a large-scale test, going through

a prodigious pragmatic ordeal, in the Soviet Union. There a planned

economy has actually been functioning for a number of years and, as

I learned from my two trips to Soviet Russia, has achieved extraor-

dinary success.

Turning to still broader perspectives, I want to bring out as a fact

of the highest importance that Socialism is not concerned simply with

economics and material things. The Socialist cultural synthesis does

not have merely a theory of economics and politics; it has a theory of

history and art and science ; it has a theory of international and inter-
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racial relations
;

it has an attitude toward the universe. In other words \

it offers the individual an inclusive and rounded philosophy of life

and one which provides him with a high and worth-while loyalty

during his career on this earth. In Socialism I and other non-prole-

tarian radicals find an opportunity to fulfill ourselves. This ought to

make it plain that, even apart from the hope of escaping death in some

frightful armageddon or economic ruin in some precipitous crash, we

are not devoting our lives to Socialism simply as a beautiful, altruistic

gesture. While I would not say that we are entirely selfish, we do

believe that Socialism has at least as much to give us as we have to

give Socialism.

We feel, too, that we are associating ourselves with the most vital

thing in the world today, that we are becoming part of a great, ongoing

and probably invincible tide in the affairs of men, that we are casting

our lot with theTFuture. All during the nineteenth century American

Capitalism presented many challenging and exciting tasks. There was

the opening up of the West, the building of a vast transportation sys-

tem, the discovery and exploitation of our natural resources, the

mechanization of industry and agriculture, the development of mass

production and big corporate enterprise, the transformation of our

country into a definite World Power. But now it appears evident that

Capitalism has seen its palmiest days and that stirring opportunities

within its framework are becoming increasingly scarce. The battle for
"^B^BBBm^gmBmSMI*****1***1*111**^

Socialism and for a long time yet in the United States it will be the

uphill fight of a minority seems to me much the most thrilling and /

at the same time intelligent movement in which one can participate

today.

The general aims of Socialism which I have been reviewing,

from being alien to the spirit of America, are wholly in accord

our traditions. What indeed could be more American than the

complete democracy, of social justice, of economic security, of cultural

opportunity, of world peace and of the right of all men to "life, liberty

and the pursuit of happiness"? I am a radical precisely because such

outstanding American ideals are daily stamped in the mire by Capital-

ism, whether in its Fascist or non-Fascist forms; and because they can

r

ing, far \

>rd with

ideal of
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be rescued and fulfilled only through the establishment of Socialism.

/These ideals, I may add, are sincerely shared by most Americans,

i, including many honest conservatives and members of the upper class.

Let me illustrate from personal experience the meaning of this last

statement. Two or three years ago a red-baiter by the name of Francis

Ralston Welsh wrote an agitated piece about me and my parents

called "Sowing the Wind and Reaping the Whirlwind." He pointed

out that my mother, Mrs. Thomas W. Lamont, was on the Board of

such terrible "Communist" organizations as the Foreign Policy Asso-

ciation and the New School for Social Research, and that my father

aided and abetted her subversive activities and was guilty of some

rather liberal doings himself. "And so the wind was sown," the author

said. Then came the inevitable "whirlwind," he concluded, and in no

other form than my own humble self!

Now in spite of the absurdities of Mr. Welsh, he has a real point.

For much of my radicalism is unquestionably due to my determination

to see actualized certain of the ideals which were taught me in my
home. I think especially of the goal of international peace and un-

derstanding, always a dominant concern of my parents and one which

led my father to depart from his traditional Republicanism in 1920

and support Governor Cox, the Democratic candidate for President,

on the League of Nations issue.

Indeed, in my general family group there has long been a genuine

tradition of independent and progressive thought. My uncle, Ham-

mond Lamont, who died in middle age during the full tide of his

brilliance, was managing editor of the liberal New York Evening Post

for six years and editor of the militant Nation for three. Another uncle,

John P. Gavit, was also managing editor of the Post for several years

and later concentrated on the fight for a saner international order. My
aunt, the former Mrs. Charles Corliss, is a popular novelist bearing the

pen-name of Anne Parrish. A few years ago she wrote, under the

title of Golden Weddingy
one of the most effective contemporary

satires on the wealthy American bourgeoisie. And one of my father's

first cousins, Robert Rives Lamonte, was for many years a prominent

member of the Socialist Party and a prolific author on the subject of
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Socialism. All in all, then, I do not feel very much like a black sheep

in the family circle.

Of course, if my position is sound on the ways and means of achiev-

ing peace and other recognized human values, then all progressive-

minded and idealistic capitalists, including some of my close relatives,

ought to seriously contemplate throwing their energies into the struggle

for Socialism. I am convinced that many such members of the upper\

class would be individually happier in a co-operative society where their \

social sensitivities would not be constantly outraged and where they I

would cease to lead lives which so often today are psychologically /

oppressed, spiritually frustrated, and weighed down by the very bul^
of material possessions.

3. Critique of Well-to-do Radicals

The Marxists believe that the preponderant support for Socialism

must come from the workers, because of their numerical strength and

psychological cohesiveness, because of their basic and productive func-

tion in industrial life, and because their precarious economic situation

more readily leads them to recognize a Socialist order as their chief

hope. The radical movement has in addition always attracted an

impressive number of the middle class, especially Dj^ie^sjo&ak- and

intellectuals, whose training is more prone to make them see the logi-

cal case for Socialism.

Members of the upper class who espouse Socialism are relatively

few and far between. The capitalists' economic stake in the present

order or, rather, border makes this understandable, but they have

an important psychological stake as well. Not only do they possess on

the whole, even in America, a very deep loyalty to their class as such ;

but also their careers and feelings of self-esteem are so bound up with

the present system that to admit that it is failing or that some other

system is preferable would constitute, in their minds, an admission that

their own lives had been a failure. That is why in this era members of

the upper class who come over to Socialism are almost always those of

the second generation whose amour frofre is not necessarily tied up
with Capitalism.
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When, despite all inhibiting economic and psychological influences,

members of the upper class do come over to the Left, it is possible for

them to be as dependable as anyone else. Like any other types in the

radical movement, they may honestly change their convictions or lose

their nerve, grow conservative with age or become tired of it all. But

they can rarely be bought off, because they already possess a goodly
measure of economic security. And they are not likely to be corrupted

by the lure of social prestige because they had plenty of that commodity
to begin with. There is little danger of their enacting the revolting

spectacle of a Ramsay MacDonald betraying British Socialism by

gradually succumbing to the refined and aristocratic atmosphere of

afternoon tea with the nobility.

We well-to-do radicals, however, have our own peculiar problems.

There is the problem of what particular job will enable us to function

most effectively in the movement, of how to handle the numerous and

never-ending financial appeals, of making new and staunch friends on

the Left who will give us understanding and moral support, and of

adjusting our personal lives in a way that is appropriate to the beliefs

we hold. The ordinary upper-class conservative is quite prone to call us

insincere because we do not at once reduce our standard of living to

that of the most poverty-stricken group in the United States. I well

remember an encounter some years ago with that picturesque blusterer,

ex-Vice-President, ex-banker and ex-general Charles G. Dawes, who

leapt up from an excellent Sunday dinner and paced around the table

chewing angrily on his pipe and charging that I had no right to believe

in Socialism until I gave away my last penny. I reminded him that it

was not Lenin but Jesus who had advised giving away all one's goods
to feed the poor. The Christian ex-general, a multi-millionaire at the

time, did not respond to this observation.

The point is that there are more significant things to do on behalf of

Socialism than to make dramatic and half-baked gestures such as

flinging away all one's money or moving to some city slum. It is well

for at least a few friends of the radical movement to remain financially

solvent. And it may be useful, too, for non-proletarian radicals to keep

on working within the capitalist class where they were brought up and
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to try to win over more persons from it or at least to arouse them

against Fascism. It is customary to jeer at what are sometimes known

as "Parlor Pinks"
;
but as a matter of fact very good work can be done

for Socialism in parlors both modest and magnificent. Some of the most

flourishing seeds of the French and Russian Revolutions were planted

in the salons of the high and mighty. And leftists like myself cannot

help feeling that it is rather more important for us to be effective on

behalf of Socialism than to try to satisfy the preconceived whims of

upper-class folk as to how we should behave.

Finally, radicals like myself do not pretend to be either angels or

martyrs; it is our unfriendly critics who concoct that myth and then

accuse us of being hypocrites because we do not live up to it. Neither

are we kill-joys who want to take all the fun out of life, gloomy
fanatics who have no sense of humor, nor slaves to work who think that

a cause can best be served by physical or nervous wrecks. The unexciting

truth is that we are ordinary persons who like ordinary pleasures and

recreations, who try to do a good day's work and who wish to provide

our children with a decent environment in which to grow up. It would

be folly for us, as for anyone else in this capitalist country, to attempt

to act now in all respects as if full-fledged Socialism already existed

in America.

Apologists for the present economic system, however, spare no

efforts in their endeavor to discredit radicals of my type. Sometimes

they attempt simply to laugh us off; sometimes, like Sinclair Lewis in

his recent novel The Prodigal Parents, they resort to absurd carica-

tures. But unquestionably their most frequent procedure is to try to

explain us away by resorting to amateur psychoanalysis. Thus they

claim that we are impelled toward Socialism by strange and obscure

Freudian complexes. We have either a publicity complex, an Oedipus

complex, an inferiority complex, a martyr complex or a romantic

revolt-against-our-elders complex. We either were unhappy and

neglected as children or became bored and took up radicalism as an

engaging fad or had an ineffable, irrational yearning just to be

"different."

Now a little psychoanalysis is a dangerous thing. And the first
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trouble with the psychoanalytic approach to non-proletarian radicals

is that, even granting that some of us, like other people, are afflicted

with Freudian complexes, personal neuroses and social unpopularity,

such psychological stimuli, while important to both thought and action,

do not in themselves push a person toward any particular economic or

political program. Even economic disaster does not necessarily lead a

man leftward, since he may really think that his self-interest lies in

some other quarter. These various types of pressure may and no doubt

usually do move a man to some definite course of conduct in order to

solve his personal dilemmas. He may then proceed to support Socialism

and the labor movement; but instead he may join the Oxford Group,

retire to an ivory tower of one sort or another, become a Fascist storm-

/Irooper or commit suicide. So again it seems to me that the deciding

/ factor in bringing an individual around to the radical viewpoint must

ordinarily be a deep but normal feeling for democracy and reliance on

\ the appeal of reason.

The second trouble with the psychoanalytic theory of radicalism is

that radicals from the middle class or the so-called upper class do not

appear to have been especially afflicted with psychological complexes.

In the process of growing up we undoubtedly went through the

average number of emotional difficulties, but nothing along these lines,

I am sure, which would particularly distinguish us from the other 99

per cent of our social group who have faithfully stood by the existing

economic order. Neither have we been in general unpopular among
our fellows nor denied social recognition nor badly treated by our

parents. Most of us graduated successfully from universities of long

standing and high repute such as Harvard and Yale, Columbia and

Chicago. And we are now engaged in congenial and productive occu-

pations according to our abilities and training.

The third trouble with the psychoanalytic theory is, of course, that,

conceding for the sake of argument that it is substantially true, it does

not really undermine the case for radicalism. Even if personal malad-

justments do drive people toward certain definite economic and politi-

cal programs, this fact in itself by no means discredits such programs,

whether they be radical or conservative in nature. Intellectual proposi-
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tions cannot be disproved by a parading of the various motives that have

led men to accept them, but only by other intellectual propositions

which refute them.

Very pertinent to this discussion is what Karl Marx (1818-1883)

and Friedrich Engels (1820-1895), the founders of modern Social-

ism, wrote in The Communist Manifesto. There they stated: "Just as \

in former days part of the nobility went over to the bourgeoisie, so

now part of the bourgeoisie goes over to the proletariat. Especially /

does this happen in the case of some of the bourgeois ideologists, who /

have achieved a theoretical understanding of the historical movement

as a whole." The reference here to "theoretical understanding" is

roughly equivalent to what I have been calling "the appeal to reason."

True enough, Marx and Engels did not have Freud's very original

and significant work to guide them. But if they had had, I greatly

doubt whether they would have considered some sort of sexual neurosis

or other psychological complex more important in bringing over mem-

bers of the bourgeoisie to Socialism than a certain modicum of good
sound study and thinking.

As a matter of fact, as I have discovered after considerable experi-

ence, the primary object of the psychoanalytic attack on radicalism is

to becloud the fundamental intellectual issues by what are in essence

ad hommem arguments. For years, starting during my term at Har-

vard, whenever I took some unorthodox stand which required a certain

amount of open fighting, people would accuse me of personal publicity-

seeking. This developed in me a self-conscious jear of publicity about

myself which was the nearest thing to a "complex" I ever had. Only

later, when I came to understand the real purpose of such criticisms,

was I able to deal with newspapers and reporters in a natural way.

There is one other ad hominem argument used against upper-class

radicals that also warrants some attention. Since, as I have said, we

usually belong to the second generation, the charge is made that most

of us are either too young in years or too immature in mind to know

what is good for society. It is significant that as long as we agreed in

general with conventional doctrines or did not go beyond a liberal

position, such criticisms were never levelled against us. One is never
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too young to hold an opinion as long as it does not run fundamentally
counter to prevailing views. But if one steps off the capitalist reserva-

tion, it is a very different matter; then one suddenly discovers that no

one under fifty is entitled to an opinion about anything.

From time immemorial the elder generation has used this depreca-

tion of youthfulness in order to block progress and stop dissent. As far

back as ancient Greece there was a proverb current, attributed to the

Athenian Sage, Solon, to the effect that: "A young man who is not an

anarchist is a knave
; an old man who is not a conservative is a fool."

The most familiar modern form of this saying runs: "A man who is

not a Socialist before he is twenty-five has no heart; if he is a Socialist

after twenty-five, he has no head." The delightful implication of this,

of course, is that Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin have all been mere

sophomores in their adherence to Socialism. They never became

mature enough to think things through !

It is important to note at this point that Marx and Engels were

themselves of bourgeois origin. Marx was the son of a lawyer and

married the daughter of a high government official of aristocratic

lineage. Engels was in economic status distinctly upper class, being the

son of a wealthy German textile manufacturer whose firm owned fac-

tories in both Germany and England. He worked in the family busi-

ness for more than twenty years, most of the time at Manchester. Out

of the money he made as a functioning capitalist and also out of an

inheritance he received from his father, Engels supported Marx for

more than three decades and enabled him thereby to pursue those

research and writing activities which resulted in the production of

Capital.

Two other able leaders with capitalist antecedents in the German

pre-War radical movement were Ferdinand Lasalle, who both co-oper-

ated and fought with Marx, and Wilhelm Liebknecht, one of the most

active spirits in the founding of the Social Democratic Party. The

latter's son, Karl Liebknecht, was one of the few German radicals

who uncompromisingly opposed the Great War, spending two years

in prison for his stand. Monarchist officers murdered him, together

with his colleague and co-leader, Rosa Luxemburg, of middle-class
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Polish parentage, at the time of the Spartacus uprising in 191 9. Today
the German radical and anti-Fascist movement, necessarily either

underground or emigre, probably contains more middle- and upper-

class elements than ever before. Perhaps best known in America are

some of the outstanding anti-Fascist writers such as Thomas Mann
and Lion Feuchtwanger, the late Ernst Toller and Karl Billinger,

Prince Hubertus Zu Loewenstein and Ludwig Renn, who inherited

the title of Baron.

In Russia, Nicolai Lenin (1870-1924), the great leader of the

Revolution and first head of the Soviet Government, was a middle-

class intellectual; while his noted wife and co-worker, N. K. Krup-

skaya, was the daughter of an impoverished nobleman. Upper-class

authors like Prince Kropotkin and Count Tolstoi helped to pave the

way for the overthrow of Tsarism. One of the heaviest financial con-

tributors to the Bolshevik Party was a millionaire textile manufacturer

named Alexander Morosov. Leonid Krassin, first Soviet Commissar

for Foreign Trade and an executive of signal ability, was another

wealthy businessman who had a hand in bringing about the Revolu-

tion. Felix Dzerzhinsky, a Polish nobleman, was for many years a

member of the Bolshevik Central Committee, served as head of the

secret police force to combat counter-revolution and became Chair-

man of the Supreme Economic Council. Of the fifteen original mem-
bers of the Council of People's Commissars, the Soviet cabinet, eleven

were middle-class intellectuals.

In France Jean Jaures, orator, parliamentarian and worker for

peace, the leader of the Socialist Party for many years before his

assassination in 1914, was of upper-class lineage. Leon Blum, who
became first Socialist Premier of France in 1936, is the son of a rich

manufacturer. Leading French intellectuals and writers like Romain

Rolland, Andre Gide, Ramon Fernandez and Andre Malraux have

been among the most able and effective supporters of the Left. In

Spain a large proportion of the bourgeois intellectuals supported the

movement to overthrow the monarchy and get rid of King Alfonso

XIII. While a few of them later deserted the Republic when the

Fascist rebellion broke out in 1936, most of them rallied to the defense
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of the Loyalist Government. Manuel Azana, a Left Republican and

lawyer by profession, remained as President of the People's Front

Republic. And the Socialist Juan Negrin, Prime Minister in the cabi-

net which led such long and heroic resistance against the Fascists,

comes from the professional class, having been a noted physician.

In England there has been a long tradition of middle- and upper-

class radicalism, starting in the early nineteenth century with Robert

Owen, wealthy and successful textile manufacturer, social idealist and

experimenter with local Communist colonies. Later came William

Morris, poet and author of the Socialist classic, News ]rom Nowhere;
and after him the Fabian Socialists, including intellectuals like George
Bernard Shaw, H. G. Wells and Beatrice and Sidney Webb (Lord

Passfield). Among the present crop of radicals are members of the

nobility such as Lord Marley and Lord Listowel, Lord Strabolgi and

Sir Stafford Cripps; well-known authors such as John Langdon-

Davies, Harold J. Laski and John Strachey; the poets W. H. Auden,

Stephen Spender and C. Day Lewis; and Major Clement C. Attlee,

parliamentary leader of the Labor Party, and Oliver Baldwin, son

of Earl Stanley Baldwin, former Conservative Prime Minister.

Throughout the world, in fact, and not just in Europe, members of

the middle and upper classes are active in the radical movement. In

China we find that Mao Tse-tung, son of a prosperous peasant, is head

of the Chinese Soviets and the greatest Communist leader in the East,

while Chu Teh, scion of a wealthy family of landlords, is Comman-
der-in-Chief of the Red forces; in Japan the police are constantly

arresting young Reds who prove to be the sons and daughters of

bankers, generals or the nobility; in India Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru,

son of a rich Brahman, and Subhas Chandra Bose, of middle-class

background, two leaders second only to Mahatma Gandhi in influ-

ence, are both militant left-wingers; in Brazil a middle-class lawyer,

Luis Carlos Prestes, is the outstanding left and anti-Fascist leader;

in the United States a countless number of non-proletarians, most of

them from the middle class, have served or are serving loyally and

well in the labor and radical movements.

It is possible to mention only a few of these Americans here. But
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they represent almost every field of endeavor, whether they be authors

like Edward Bellamy, Jack London and Lincoln Steffens; Upton

Sinclair, Harry Laidler and George Seldes; Theodore Dreiser, Ernest

Hemingway and John Steinbeck; Anna Rochester, Anna Louise

Strong and Dorothy Parker; journalists like John Reed, Hcywood
Broun and Louis Fischer; editors like Alfred Bingham, Jessica Smith

and George Soule ; artists like Thomas Benton and Rockwell Kent ;

civil libertarians like Roger N. Baldwin and Professor Harry F. Ward;

political leaders like the Communist, Robert Minor, and the Socialist,

Norman Thomas; clergymen like Reinhold Niebuhr and William P.

Spofford; teachers like Robert Morss Lovett and Granville Hicks;

labor organizers like Powers Hapgood and Lement Harris; or roving

fighters for freedom like Ella Reeve Bloor, Gardner Jackson and

James Waterman Wise.

History records that in times of great social and economic stress it is

a common occurrence for a small minority of the ruling class, pri-

marily for moral and intellectual reasons rather than from economic

need, to sympathize with and take part in the movements of the under-

privileged. Sufficient material is available to write a substantial volume

on this phenomenon alone. Thus we upper-class radicals of the

present day feel that we are carrying on a long and honorable tradi-

tion. While ancestor worship is not a very fruitful thing, a number of

us can if necessary summon up the shades of our forebears to bestow a

blessing on us; I myself had ancestors who sailed across the Atlantic

in the good ship Mayflower and who fought in the American Revolu-

tion. We are, then, by no means breaking entirely with the past; we\

are selecting out of that past what seems to us the highest course of/

conduct and are trying to follow it through.

On the Left with approval, on the Right with disapproval, we are

sometimes called "traitors to our class." But I confess that I do not

care for this negative formulation and find it very inadequate ;
I prefer

to say that in trying to be loyal to mankind as a whole we are com-

pelled to oppose the economic interests of the capitalist class. At the

same time we back the working class and accept its leadership because

it possesses the potentiality of creating a new and better form of society
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and because the labor movement everywhere is in the interests of the

overwhelming majority.

Realistic radicals do not nourish the illusion, however, that we can

get Socialism for nothing; we cannot take the greatest step forward

in history without paying for it. Even where Socialism comes peace-

fully, as I trust it will in America, a lot of people, especially among
the capitalists, are not going to enjoy it one bit. And certain traditional

values, closely bound up with the rise and rule of Capitalism, are

bound to perish. I am sorry that these things have to be
; but the uni-

verse decreed long ago that evolution, however healthy and desirable,

must be a somewhat painful process. As long as mankind continues to

grow, it must endure growing pains.

f It is my thesis that if growth is to go on, it must be in the direction

|
of a Socialist society. I cannot hope to argue people into that demo-

\cratic feeling which is the emotional core of the radical movement;
most Americans have that feeling anyway. What I aim to do, there-

fore, in the remainder of this book is to develop the intellectual case

for Socialism and in so doing to reveal the path along which my own
mind has traveled. I intend also to show in detail how Socialism's

appeal to reason covers not only the realm of economics and politics,

but that of culture and philosophy as well. In short, Socialism, whether

as a goal to be achieved or as an achievement to be experienced and

enjoyed, represents a total way of life.



Chapter II

Capitalism

Fails

Mankind

I. An Independent Analysis

I AM not an orthodox Socialist, an orthodox Communist or an ortho-

dox anything else. I have never been an enrolled member of any polit-

ical party either conservative or radical. So far as I can remember,

in every election in which I have voted, I have cast my ballot for the

candidates of at least three different parties. The most accurate label

I can find for myself is simply that of independent radical and worker

for Socialism. Being an independent has certain advantages and certain

disadvantages, but anyway that is what I am. And in writing about

Socialism I am giving my own interpretations and emphases, with both

omissions and inclusions which any official account would no doubt

consider unjustified.

At the outset I want to call attention to the fact that economics

has traditionally been pictured as a terribly difficult and complex sub-

ject far beyond the grasp of the ordinary mind. This myth has been";

carefully fostered by the capitalist class in order to discourage people]

from asking embarrassing questions about the present system. And it is

easy to see that if the capitalists can succeed in setting up themselves

and their professorial henchmen as the sacred Priests of Economics,

who alone know the inner workings of this abstruse discipline, then the

man in the street will have no alternative except to bow down in awe
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before them. Indeed, if economics really were as difficult as is often

claimed, only a few professional economists would have the intellect-

ual right to hold opinions in this field and it would become all but

impossible to develop a mass movement to change the existing order.

Now of course there are details and ramifications of economic theory,

whether Socialist or orthodox, which only specialists are equipped to

follow. But I insist that the fundamental principles which explain the

way in which Capitalism and Socialism function are comparatively

simple. They can be understood readily by the average American

citizen.

2. The Profit System and Laissez Faire

Let us go back for a moment to 1776. That was a very important

date in the history of America. I cite it, however, not in order to

discuss the Declaration of Independence, but because in that same year

Adam Smith, Capitalism's most talented theoretician and probably

the greatest of all the Smiths who have ever lived, published his famous

book, The Wealth of Nations. This work became an international

best-seller of the period and constituted, in a sense, world Capitalism's

Declaration of Independence.

It is not [wrote Smith] from the benevolence of the butcher,

the brewer or the baker that we expect our dinner, but from their

regard to their own interest. We address ourselves, not to their

humanity but to their self-love, and never talk to them of our

own necessities but of their advantages. . . . The consideration

of his own private profit is the sole motive which determines the

owner of any capital to employ it either in agriculture, in manu-

facture, or in some particular branch of the wholesale or retail

trade. . . . Every individual is continually exerting himself to

find out the most advantageous employment for whatever capital

he can command. It is his own advantage, indeed, and not that of

society, which he has in view. But the study of his own advantage

naturally, or rather necessarily, leads him to prefer that employ-

ment which is most advantageous to the society.
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Thus Adam Smith laid down the principle that if each capitalist

tried to make the most profit for himself and was permitted unre-

stricted opportunity in this endeavor, everything would somehow work

out in the end to the greatest possible benefit of the community as a

whole. Complete liberty in the pursuit of profit implied an absolutely

free market in which, Smith expected, free competition among the

capitalists would result in the survival and success of the fittest and in

the automatic adjustment of prices to the most efficient functioning of

business and the maximum return for the consumer. A free market

also assumed the right of free contract as between employer and

employee, so that there could be unimpeded buying of labor-power

by the capitalists and unimpeded selling of it by its possessors, the

workers. Such a market, Smith thought, would create ever-extending

spheres of economic activity and would stimulate that division of labor

or specialization in production which was the surest way of increasing

wealth.

He advocated the free market not just within countries but also

between countries. For he was convinced that capitalist enterprise

would reach the peak of prosperity only with the establishment of a

market as wide as the world itself, and that international free trade

would carry the division of labor to its logical conclusion by encour-

aging each nation to specialize in the production of those goods for

which its particular economy was best suited. So Smith urged the aboli-

tion of all the cramping rules and regulations, monopolistic dealings

and government restraints, burdensome taxes and duties whether

such practices affected primarily domestic or international trade

which had been the bane of business under the old system of Mercan-

tilism. The new idea was well summed up in the French phrase

Laissez jaire, meaning Let us alone or Hands off.

Capitalists throughout the Western World hailed with acclaim the

principles enunciated in The Wealth of Nations. And in varying

degrees these principles became actualized in each of the chief capi-

talist countries. But the point I wish to stress here is that the capitalist \

does not run his business for fun, for charity, for love, for service, for
j

the social good or any other such purpose ; he runs it, and must run it, /
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/ primarily for the sake of profit, for the return on capital which he can

\
earn in excess of all costs. And that holds as true today as in the

eighteenth century when Smith wrote his book or in the sixteenth

century when the capitalist era first began to come into its own.

Now there is no doubt that the profit system of Capitalism, espe-

cially during the period initiated by the Industrial Revolution and the

new freedom of laissez ]airey succeeded in developing tremendously

the productive and technical powers of mankind. It subdued to a large

extent the forces of nature and harnessed them to useful employment ;

it accumulated wealth on a scale far vaster than anyone had even

dreamt of before ; it extended the pattern of economic enterprise and

progress to every part of the globe; it greatly broadened cultural

facilities in the more advanced nations; and it brought into the realm

of possibility that Socialist form of society which it is the principal

object of this book to elucidate. I would not deny for a moment that

Capitalism has advanced humanity an immeasurable distance beyond

the previous system of Feudalism. Nonetheless, the costs of this

advance in terms of human suffering and social waste have been

frightful and enormous. And laissez faire itself proved unable to

survive.

The results of unbridled laissez faire have everywhere and always

been disastrous for the physique, the morale and general welfare of

the working class. In England, for instance, during the first decades

of the nineteenth century scores of thousands of men, women and

children (from the age of six upward) became broken in health and

spirit toiling in badly lighted, badly ventilated, crowded and unsani-

tary factories for twelve or even sixteen hours a day. No one has por-

trayed more truly the spirit of Capitalism in quest of profits than Karl

Marx himself on this very matter of the working day. He writes:

In its blind, unbridled passion, its werewolf hunger for surplus

labor, capital is not content to overstep the moral restrictions

upon the length of the working day. It oversteps the purely physi-

cal limitations as well. It usurps the time needed for the growth,

the development, and the healthy maintenance of the body. It
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steals the time essential for the consumption of fresh air and

sunshine. It higgles over a meal time, incorporating this when-

ever possible with the process of production, so that the worker

receives his food only as one of the means of production, just as

coal is supplied to heat the boiler, and lubricating oil to facilitate

the running of the machinery. The workers' hours of sleep, of

what should be healthy sleep for the collection, renewal, and

refreshment of the vital powers, become a spell of so many hours

of torpor as are essential to the temporary revival of an utterly

exhausted organism. . . . Capital does not enquire how long the

embodiment of labor power is likely to live. Its only interest is in

ensuring that a maximum amount of labor power shall be

expended in one working day. It attains this end by shortening the \

worker's life, just as a greedy farmer secures a greater immedi- I

ate return from the soil by robbing the soil of its fertility.
*

Accordingly, the capitalists have always strenuously opposed limit-

ing the hours of work to a decent length, fearing that such a step would

reduce profits. And even when they have been forced by law or other-

wise to shorten the working day, they have in compensation to them-

selves introduced into their factories the "speed-up," that is, an almost

unbearable heightening in the tempo of the machines, and the "stretch-

out," that is, a heavy increase in the number of machines to be tended

by each worker. It is no wonder that the spurring on of production by

such devices, putting the workers under a most fearful strain, even-

tually resulted in the well-known maxim of modern industry, "Men
over 40 not wanted."

It is not surprising, either, given the urgency of the capitalist desire

to pile up profits, that businessmen have always contended they would

be irretrievably ruined by the monetary loss involved in paying mini-

mum wages, doing without child labor or safeguarding the workers

from the more obvious hazards connected with employment. When
and where labor is cheap and plentiful, capitalists are only too likely to

adopt the motto of "Safety Last" for their employees. During the

evolution of Capitalism literally hundreds of thousands of workers
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/ have met death and millions have suffered permanent disability

f through preventable occupational accidents due to neglect and stingi-

\ ness on the part of management.
One of the worst results of the hard-boiled profit motive operating

in its pristine state has been the constant creation of hordes of workers

unable to find employment and, until recently, unable to obtain the

aid of public authorities in their plight. When business slackens and a

capitalist cannot continue to make a profit on his regular program of

manufacturing and selling goods, he curtails or stops altogether pro-

ducing and distributing them. And he compels his employees, or a

large proportion of them, to join the ranks of the jobless because it is

temporarily more profitable for him to leave them idle.

f In truth, though the capitalists have grown more and more exer-

I cised over the size of unemployment figures, they do not want to

\abolish unemployment entirely. For they -need a substantial number

of unemployed as a labor reserve to be available during the sudden

expansions and sky-rocketing booms so typical of Capitalism; and,

among other things, they are able to use such a reserve to hold down

working standards and to break strikes. All the while, in spite of the

appalling needs of the millions out of work, the average businessman

has been extremely hostile to state aid on their behalf, both because

this might mean an increase in taxation and also might make the

unemployed less amenable to wage exploitation.

Indeed, whether we study the history of unemployment insurance or

workmen's compensation or some other reform, we see that there has

hardly been one ameliorative measure of this sort in any country which

has not at first been furiously contested by a large majority of the capi-

talist class. The movement, however, for eradicating the most glaring

industrial evils has been so strong that in all the advanced nations of

the West numerous and far-reaching, though usually inadequate,

statutes have been enacted in the field of labor and social legislation,

from the British Factory Acts of the early nineteenth century to the

New Deal reforms of President Roosevelt. The government controls

over business which were designed for the protection of the working

class and which everywhere accompanied the evolution of industry
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constituted the first great breach in the system of laissez \aire. And it is

quite likely that even Adam Smith himself, had he lived to see the

brutish way in which Capitalism developed, would have favored such

measures.

Businessmen have from the start also fought tooth and nail against

trade unions, for fear that collective action on the part of labor would

cut into profits by forcing employers to make expensive concessions to

their workers. This is why in America during the past few years there

has been such bitter and often violent capitalist resistance to the cam-

paigns of John L. Lewis and the C. I. O. And it is likewise why one 'A

of the first important moves of a Fascist regime is to suppress the trade J

unions root and branch.

Toward the end of the nineteenth century in most capitalist coun-

tries labor had won, though only after long and arduous struggles, the

legal right to organize. But many restrictions in law even then

remained on such indispensable trade-union practices as collective bar-

gaining, the strike, and peaceful picketing. Employer recognition of

trade unions, which constitutes the very substance of labor's progress,

has grown extremely slowly, with our own United States a laggard in

this respect and nations like Great Britain and Sweden in the van.

Here again, in the gradually successful efforts of the workers to

organize and protect themselves against the intolerable effects of

uncontrolled profit-making, there occurred another significant lapse

in laissez faire. For the whole idea behind trade unions has violated the

laissez ]aire principle of an absolutely free contract between the indi-

vidual employer and the individual workingman. (The word "free"

here was always a misnomer so far as the workers were concerned.)

At the same time the more powerful the unions have become and the

more able to win wage increases and resist wage cuts, the more they

have interfered with that complete flexibility in the price of labor-

power which was such an essential attribute of the free market.

Meanwhile another change was taking place under Capitalism

which was full of portent for laissez ja'ire
and directly due to factors

inseparably connected with the profit system. I refer to the process of

concentration and monopoly. In order to keep making money, a
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capitalist business has to compete continually with formidable rivals

in the same line. Even during fairly prosperous years an astonishing

number of firms more than 350,000, for instance, in the U. S.

during 1937 discontinue operations because they cannot stand the

pace. When we take bad times into account as well, it is conserva-

tively estimated that at least one-fifth of all capitalist enterprises fall

by the wayside. Up to a certain point the bigger the business, the

more cheaply it can sell its goods on the market and the more chance

it has of coming out on top. For, other things being equal, large-scale

organization and production lowers the cost of manufacture by making

possible comprehensive technological improvements, the standardiza-

tion of output, the utilization of by-products, the general elimination

of waste and the higher productivity of labor. Accordingly there is

a steady tendency for the bigger capitalist, through greater competi-

tive strength and profit-making ability, to drive the smaller out of

the field or absorb him by buying up his business and putting through

a merger.

The fact of concentration and centralization in American business

life is acknowledged in all quarters, though opinion differs as to its

exact extent and even more as to its exact significance. Adolph A.

Berle, Jr., and Gardiner C. Means in their definitive study, The Mod-

ern Corporation and Private Property, show that out of approximately

300,000 non-banking corporations in the United States, some 200

control one-half of the total corporate wealth. We are all familiar with

the names of some of these huge companies whose assets run into bil-

lions of dollars. Who has not heard, for instance, of United States

Steel, General Motors, Pennsylvania Railroad, American Telephone

and Telegraph, Standard Oil, General Electric, Anaconda Copper,

United Cigar, Radio Corporation of America, Liggett Drug Stores,

Metropolitan Life Insurance, the Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea

Company?
The Census of Manufactures, compiled by the U. S. Department

of Commerce, informs us that in 1929, out of 210,945 manufac-

turing plants in America, those with an output worth $1,000,000 or

over, though constituting less than 6 per cent of the total number,
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employed almost 60 per cent of the workers and accounted for almost

70 per cent of production. These figures do not reveal the full degree

of concentration, however, since many of the plants concerned are

simply units in huge industrial combinations or trusts. Even in retail

trade, where the small shopkeeper is ordinarily thought to retain such

strength, 25 per cent of the stores in 1929 enjoyed the lion's share

75 per cent of the business. The ever-growing chain stores alone

accounted for 2 1 per cent of the total retail trade.

Concentration and centralization extend into the banking field

where houses such as J. P. Morgan & Company, the Guaranty Trust

Company, the Chase National Bank and the National City Bank

wield tremendous financial control. Out of approximately 25,000
banks in the U. S. in 1930, 140, or 0.58 per cent of the total held

almost 50. per cent of the banking resources (excluding those of

savings banks). Our whole economic life, whether in industry or

agriculture, transportation or retail trade, is indissolubly bound up
with the complicated system of credit which the banks administer.

Large-scale industry, with its huge expansion programs and capital

requirements, has come more and more to depend on financiers to

provide the necessary loans and to float the necessary stock or bond

issues. Monopoly in industry and monopoly in finance have grown

together; but the ultimate and greater power, exercised both nation-

ally and internationally, now rests in the hands of finance. And this

era well warrants being called that of Finance Capitalism.

I need not labor the point of capitalist concentration. While plenty

of small business continues to function in America, big business has

without question come to play the decisive role here. And in its rise

to power and subsequent career it has ruined beyond recognition the

original scheme of free competition in a free market advocated by
Adam Smith and the other supporters of Icnssez jaire. For not only

does a business reach the monopoly stage by strangling competitors;

but also, once it acquires something of a monopoly in its field, it is

prone to boost prices inordinately and freeze them at a level which

forces the consumer to take a severe drubbing. The net result is a

market inflexibility that makes quick and adequate adjustment to
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changing economic conditions virtually impossible and that constitutes

a major reason why depressions under monopoly capitalism have

become deeper and more acute than ever before. True enough, the

government may step in and try to remedy the situation by anti-trust

laws and the like. Such measures, however, have had little more

effect than King Canute's famous attempt to stop the incoming tide

by decree; and of course ipo facto they have constituted yet another

violation of Icnssez faire's principle of Hands off.

Though unrestrained competition in profit-making leads inexorably

to the stifling of competition, it is most necessary to add that the

different monopolies themselves compete to the death with one

another. Since, furthermore, it is the inmost essence of capitalist

enterprise to expand or perish, when a business has exhausted the possi-

bilities within a country it looks abroad for further spheres of con-

quest. Then the battle between monopolies proceeds to take place on

an international scale; the giant trusts, which sometimes enter into

international price and production agreements, divide up the world

among themselves; and the various capitalist governments, each one

representing the profit-seeking urges and the monopolistic tendencies

of a national capitalist class as a whole, struggle to obtain, through

means fair and foul, peaceful and violent, trade advantages and terri-

torial possessions from one end of the earth to the other.

One of the most common measures of economic warfare to which

capitalist governments have resorted is that of the protective tariff.

The reader will recall the strong emphasis which Adam Smith laid

on the idea of international free trade. Great Britain, which had a

considerable head-start over every other nation in the new adjust-

ments called for by the Industrial Revolution and which depended

on foreign commerce as its very life-blood, naturally favored a free-

trade system. Thus, during the first sixty years of the nineteenth century

British Capitalism step by step reduced and finally eliminated its

protective tariffs on manufactured goods and foodstuffs.

But other countries wanted to stimulate their own industries and

felt that they must shield them from foreign competition, especially

that of England. The United States, under the leadership of Alexan-
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der Hamilton, took this position from the beginning. France made

only wavering gestures in the direction of free trade. And during the

last part of the nineteenth century all of the European Powers except

Britain, and most of the smaller nations as well, erected a system of

high-tariff walls. This unhappy development continued in the twen-

tieth century, reaching a culmination in the Great Depression of the

nineteen-thirties when some of the tariffs grew into virtual embargoes.

It was then that even England, the great and traditional free-trade

nation, finally succumbed to the pressure of economic self-defense

and enacted far-reaching tariff laws. Indeed, the protectionist idea

has recently been stretched to such fantastic lengths that formidable

trade barriers, with particular application to farm products, have been

set up between different states in the U. S. A. "Today," reports Secre-

tary of Agriculture Henry A. Wallace, "we cannot say that we have

free trade between the states."

Though the tariff system has of course swelled immensely the

profits of particular capitalists and corporations, its price to the peoples

of mankind has been incalculably high. It has proved a constant

obstruction to the flow of commerce and the interchange of mutually

desired goods; it has been a potent factor in causing ill feeling between

nations and fanning the flames of international conflict
;

it has brought

about an enormous loss of wealth by leading to wasteful duplication

in production as between various countries; it has raised the cost of

living by enabling capitalist business, protected from the competition

of foreign imports, to push up beyond all reason the prices of goods

on the domestic market; it has resulted in the establishment of high-

pressure lobbies in all the chief capitals and has notably contributed

to the corruption of public officials; and it has fatally disrupted the

vast world market envisioned by latssez jcnre.

Since 1929 other changes have taken place in the capitalist system

which have lent cardinal assistance to the tariff racket in ripping to

pieces laissez jaire
y
s romantic picture of international free trade. Of

primary importance is the fact that the monetary systems of the dif-

ferent capitalist nations have been experiencing extreme vicissitudes,

with all the chief countries going off the gold standard and using their
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depreciated currencies as weapons to gain trade advantages over one

another. The result has been that the value of money, at best never

very stable under Capitalism, has come to fluctuate more and more

on both a national and international scale, with dire consequences

for the ideal of the freely functioning market.

Meanwhile the various capitalist governments, in their panic-

stricken efforts to secure national self-sufficiency, or autarchy as it is

called, have been striking out wildly in the most diverse directions.

As the English writer John Strachey points out in his brilliant book,

The Coming Struggle for Power,

A whole science, designed for maximizing the exports and

minimizing the imports of each and all of the nations of the

world simultaneously, has now been elaborated. Import "Quotas,"

import licenses, export bounties, subsidized railway rates to the

frontier, penal railway rates from the frontier, subsidies to export

industries of every kind, subsidized advertising of "home" pro-

duced products, the systematic placing of all Government and

municipal contracts "at home," regardless of comparative costs,

a whole labyrinth of measures for the restriction of international

exchanges has been elaborated by the patient and devoted civil

servants of every nation.

What tariffs, export bounties and all the rest really amount to is

intervention by the government on behalf of certain favored business

interests. And the capitalist class, in spite of all its talk about rugged

individualism and government coddling, has always enthusiastically

backed those repudiations of laissez jaire which have seemed to promise

bigger and better profits. Professor W. Z. Ripley, formerly of Har-

vard, estimates that in the days of the great trans-continental railway

expansion, federal, state and municipal contributions to construction

costs came to no less than $700,000,000 and that the grants of public

lands totaled 155,000,000 acres. Government authorities in America

have in effect subsidized the automobile industry to the extent of

billions by constructing a vast network of concrete and macadam
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roads running to every part of the country. And contemporary capi-

talists, however loud their outcries over public aid to the sick, the

aged and the unemployed, have offered up hosannas of praise and

gratitude for the timely loans which the Reconstruction Finance Cor-

poration has granted to ailing banks and businesses.

The American capitalist class, too, has ever been most alacritous\

in attributing to governmental agencies terrible "wastefulness" and \

lack of foresight in public affairs. Yet it was this same class, which

in its mad scramble for immediate monetary gain, recklessly gutted

natural resources right and left throughout the country. That is why
here in the United States we have witnessed the irredeemable waste

j

of billions of dollars worth of oil and gas, coal and timber. And the

tragic devastation of our forests has finally led, because of the inter-/

dependency of Nature, to chronic floods and the ruination of hugfe

tracts of fertile land.

All the developments which I have discussed in this section and \

I have by no means been able to include the whole story are the J
direct outcome of the great and glorious profit motive in action./

And they prove without a shadow of doubt that the pure and perfect

profit system of laissez jaire dreamt of by Adam Smith and the others

is dead beyond all hope of resurrection and a future life. If you set

up the aim of individual private profit as the central principle of

economic enterprise, then you should not be surprised when the logical

consequences of this principle actually come into being. But there is

another consequence which has revealed itself with increasing sharp-

ness during the more recent decades of Capitalism and which brings

out most dramatically of all the fundamental weakness of the existing

system. That is the well-known and ever more insistent paradox of

unceasing want in a world of actual and potential abundance.

3. Poverty Amid Potential Plenty

Until the full unfolding of the Industrial Revolution the many
movements of social protest had little chance of achieving a high
standard of living for the masses of the underprivileged, since there

simply did not exist the productive equipment to supply to everyone
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the necessary consumers' goods. Hence those movements frequently

ended up in a blind alley, though always keeping awake the spirit of

revolt and the urge for a better life. Today the situation is very dif-

ferent. Today every schoolboy knows that in the industrially developed

nations there is enough goods-producing machinery to insure a very

fair level of existence to the entire populations of such communities.

Today for the first time we have the means to bring true that material

well-being of mankind which the great Utopia-painters of the past

have so vividly portrayed.

In the United States, above all other countries, we possess the

natural resources, the mechanical equipment and the technical skill

to provide all of our citizens with a thoroughly satisfactory standard

of living. Yet President Roosevelt, in his second inaugural address,

stated that even during the New Deal recovery one-third of the

American people were "ill-housed, ill-clad, ill-nourished"; and the

President was being conservative. This was proved in the autumn

of 1938 when the National Resources Committee, a government-

appointed organization composed of Cabinet members, expert econo-

mists and private businessmen, made a report, after painstaking sur-

veys and research, on income levels in the U. S. for the year 1935-36.

The scientific findings of this committee were startling and demon-

strated, on the most conservative interpretation, that at least one-half

of this nation's population, or 65,000,000 people, fit the President's

description.

The report showed that one-third of all American families and

single individuals received during 1935-36 annual incomes of less

than $780, with the average income of this group amounting to $471
or $9 a week. One-half of our families and individuals had incomes

of less than $1,070 and two-thirds less than $1,450. Even this latter

figure is below the sum set by the U. S. Department of Labor as

necessary for the average American family to live with a minimum

of decency and comfort. Taking the figures for the 29,000,000
American families alone, we find that 14 per cent of them had

incomes of less than $500, 42 per cent less than $1,000, 65 per cent

less than $1,500 and 87 per cent less than $2,500.
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At the other end of the scale the National Resources Committee

stated that a bare 3 per cent of American families received incomes

of $5,000 or more and I per cent $10,000 or more. But this top 3

per cent got 21 per cent of the total national income and this top

I per cent 13 per cent of it, as compared with the 16 per cent share of

the lowest 42 per cent of all families and the 10 per cent share of the

lowest one-third of the families and individuals taken together. The

Committee also established the fact that there is an unfortunate sec-

tional concentration in wealth, with average family income in New

England at the apex of the pyramid and that in the South at the bottom.

Agricultural areas in general also have far less income than urban.

The statistics of the National Resources Committee check fairly

well, if allowance is made for the changed economic situation, with

those on the mal-distribution of American wealth worked out for

the prosperity year of 1929 by the respectable Brookings Institution,

a private research organization.

The full import of this discussion strikes home only when we
contrast what might be with what is. The Brookings Institution pub-

lished in 1934 an extremely significant volume entitled Americans

Capacity to Produce. This study reported that at the peak of 1929

prosperity in the United States our production of goods was about 2O

per cent below the actual capacity of our economic plant. For the

five-year period from 1925 through 1929 the loss of potential output

was 22 per cent. Using these figures as a base, it can be shown that

production in 1932, the worst year of the Great Depression, fell 45

per cent, or almost half-way short of its possibilities; in 1934, 40

per cent; and in 1935-36, 30 per cent. Reliable estimates show that

full use of our economic resources from 1922 through 1934 would

have increased the total income of the American people by 248 billion

dollars, a sum more than half as large as the entire accumulated

wealth of the U. S. A. and almost five times as great as the cost of

America's participation in the First World War. Undeniably peace

has its losses as well as war.

Another way of grasping the terrible waste that occurs under the

capitalist system is to look at the unemployment figures. Even in
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1927, a year of upswing and bustling business activity, there were

around 4,000,000 unemployed in the United States. At the bottom

of the depression the number rose to probably 15,000,000, not to

mention the millions of others who were working only part-time. At

the height of the first New Deal recovery, in the winter of 1936-37,

there were still 8,000,000 without employment in the U. S. And

with the recession that followed, this figure went up to at least

I2,OOO,OOO.

/'"What all this means is that year after year millions and millions

( of willing and able-bodied men and women are compelled to sit idly

I by instead of producing the billions upon billions of dollars worth
xof goods which could serve to enrich both themselves and others. It

has been authoritatively reckoned, for example, by Mr. Franklin P.

Wood of the Rural Electrification Administration, that ten million

unemployed in the United States could, working forty hours a week

with two weeks' vacation, account for the following in one year: ade-

quate food and clothing for 10,000,000 people, 5,000,000 five-room

houses with proper furnishings, 10,000,000 radios, 10,000,000 re-

frigerators, 10,000,000 automobiles, 2,500 schools, 150,000 miles

of rural power lines, 30,000 miles of highways, 10 Boulder Dams.

How much income could the average American family of four

expect to earn if the tremendous wastes and inefficiencies of the

present order were eliminated? Some years ago Howard Scott and

his technocrats, in the first flush of their enthusiasm, said $20,000.

That is obviously too high a figure. More modest and reliable was

the estimate given by Harold Loeb and his associates in the Chart

of Plentyy
a solid and scholarly study issued by the National Survey

of Potential Product Capacity. This report, proceeding from the

basis of the plant and equipment available in 1929 and making
allowance for two or three work-shifts wherever feasible, put the

possible income for each family at $4,370. I do not wish to quibble

over statistics. But after giving due attention to the various estimates

made and to the more than 25 per cent rise in labor productivity over

the last ten years, I believe it is unquestionable that under a more
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rational system it would be possible to guarantee promptly an annual

return to every American family of goods and services equivalent in

value to at least $5,000, thus raising the present proportion of families

attaining that level from 3 to 100 per cent.

Our economy of abundance, however, instead of being a blessing

is turned into a curse. And we are told by the master minds of the

capitalist system that this very abundance, in the form of a strange

phenomenon known as "over-production," is the cause of all our

troubles. In other words, the real reason for one-half the American

people being ill-housed is that there is too much wood and steel and

concrete
;
the real reason for these tens of millions being badly clothed

is that there is too much cotton and wool and leather; the real reason

for them being underfed is that there is too much meat and milk and

wheat ! Instead of being thankful for the bounteousness of nature, we
dread it as much as a drought. These and similar absurdities have

been exposed many times, but they remain as completely repugnant to

reason and common sense as before.

The truth of the matter is of course that, except perhaps in a few

luxury trades, there is not and never has been an over-production of

goods that the people need, but only of goods that they can afford

to buy. It is far more accurate, then, to say that the root of the diffi-

culty lies in under-consumption on the part of the masses of the popu-
lation. And this under-consumption is forced upon them by the inexy
orable operation of the profit system itself.

For profit-making, to cite Mr. John Strachey again, is not only
the motive of every capitalist; it is also the regulator of capitalist

production.

Under Capitalism it is not only the object, it is the very

condition of production that a profit should result. Those things,

that is to say, which will yield a profit can and will be produced,

but those things alone. For anybody who produces things which

do not, either directly or indirectly, yield a profit will sooner

or later go bankrupt, lose his ownership of the means of pro-
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duction, and so cease to be an independent producer. Capitalism,
in other words, uses profitability as the criterion, or test, of

whether any given thing should or should not be produced, and,

if so, how much of it should be produced.

This means that no matter how much the people may be in need

of a commodity or how great may be the technical capacity for pro-

ducing it, considerations of profit take precedence. For the capitalist

system the general human welfare is merely a by-product which may
or may not result from normal business activities.

If a business, especially one of the big monopolies I have described,

decides that it can make more money by keeping its prices high and

products scarce, then scarcity there must and shall be in that particular

field, even if this entails the actual destruction of goods. Capitalist

concerns, furthermore, in spite of the greater efficiency implicit in

labor-saving machinery, are as likely as not to get the jitters over the

prospect of fresh technological advance, because it may lead to the

obsolescence and junking of present equipment and to an increase in

that very abundance they so fear. In fact they suppress new inven-

tions by the thousand. Though the Rust cotton-picking machine, for

example, promises to bring about another progressive economic revo-

lution in the South and to eliminate a huge sector of dreary and back-

breaking toil, numerous businessmen all over America tremble at

the thought of its widespread introduction. Indeed, throughout the\

capitalist world there has recently sprung up a whole philosophy of

retreat from modern technique, with its adherents crying out that >

the "machine is devouring humanity" and repeatedly urging "scientific /

holidays" and a "moratorium on invention."

The paradox grows even more fantastic during times of crisis

when the population is more in need of consumers' goods than ever,

but when the creation of artificial scarcity is carried on with redoubled

energy. In his masterly book Man?s Worldly Goods Mr. Leo Huber-

man tellingly sums up what happened during the Great Depression:

"Confronted by the paradox of poverty in plenty, capitalist countries

devised a plan for tackling the problem. The plan was to abolish the
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flenty." Who can possibly doubt that, whatever else is wrong with

the capitalist system, it has come to represent stupidity incarnate and

to be an intolerable affront to a sane man's intelligence?

*
;

d

4. The Central Contradiction of Capitalism

Now obviously enough there would be no fear of plenty, nor would

business ever slacken, if the capitalists could depend on a steady market

for all the goods that they and their workers produce. Unfortunately,

however, quite contrary is the actual case. The market is forever fail-

ing and fading away, so much so, in fact, that in the United States

during the 150 years since 1790 we have gone through no less than

fifteen major and twenty minor economic breakdowns, each of the

major ones and several of the minor causing large-scale unemploy-

ment and untold hardships amongst the population. On the average

during this long period there has been about one year of depression

for every year and a half of prosperity. And much the same story of

ever-recurring crisis has been true of the other capitalist nations. All

of which constitutes an easily readable barometer of the "efficiency"

of the profit system.

Now the basic reason for the continual failure of the capitalist

market is simply that the masses of the people do not have sufficient

purchasing power to absorb the plenty, to buy the vast abundance of

goods produced and producible. Hence the crucial question for

Capitalism is: Why does that purchasing power remain insufficient?

That question brings us straight up against the central and inescapable

contradiction of the capitalist system; and the answer to it is in a

nutshell this: On the one hand, you cannot raise wages high enough
to give the people sufficient purchasing power to absorb all the available

goods and services, without at the same time so reducing the total

amount and rate of capitalist profit that economic crisis periodically /

results; on the other hand, you cannot hold down wages sufficiently ^
to insure profits without keeping the purchasing power of the people

j

so low that economic crisis periodically results. Whatever solution

of this dilemma the capitalists attempt, supply and demand (the latter

of which depends on purchasing power) are certain to become mal-
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adjusted every so often to a calamitous degree. And this brings dis-

ruption of the market and depression.

For the purposes of this analysis I include under the heading of

wages 90 per cent of the fine-sounding category of salaries. Wages
and salaries are of supreme importance in the picture because they

constitute the mode of compensation for four-fifths of the American

people and because, as Karl Marx showed so clearly in his Ca-pttaly

the employers make their profit by underpaying their employees and

thus exploiting their labor-power. In general, asserts Marx, it is the

policy of the capitalists, unless under pressure by a trade union or
;

some other extraneous factor, to pay their workers only the very/

minimum necessary to keep them alive and functioning and to insure/

the biological reproduction of more workers who will some timf

take their place.

/ But the workers in field and factory, in transport and store and

office, turn out goods or services worth far more in value than their

own pay; they are able to produce value equivalent to their wages in

vless than the total working day, say in five out of eight hours. The re-

maining three hours Marx calls surplus labor-time, and the value pro-

duced in this period surplus value. The capitalist employer appropriates

this surplus value, the amount of which will vary according to circum-

stances, and it enables him to make his profit. Thus all profit, whicfy
includes the categories of rent and interest, has its direct or indirect!

source in surplus value; and all surplus value is in substance "the

materialization of unpaid labor-time."

I would consider it both unnecessary and unfruitful to take up
in this book the widespread and unending controversy that has been

waged over the Marxist theory of surplus value. I happen myself to

believe that Marx is substantially correct. At the very least, however,^
all radicals must admit that this theory symbolizes most successfully

the terrible exploitation to which the working class is subject under

Capitalism; and that a very large proportion of capitalist profit, if

not the whole amount, has its origin in this exploitation. It als

enables us readily to understand that constant strife I have already
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mentioned between capitalists and workers over the matter of hours

and wages.

Even conservative capitalists and orthodox economists must admit

that pay-rolls constitute both the largest and most flexible element

in production costs, and that the favorite method used by business

to economize, on behalf of profits, is to keep wages from going up

or to force them to go down. To quote our old friend Adam Smith

once more : "The workmen desire to get as much, the masters to give,

as little as possible." I remember during the Great Depression talking

with any number of businessmen who bewailed the efforts of both

the Hoover and Roosevelt administrations to maintain wages at

former levels. They insisted that recovery could come only through

lowering wages so that the ball of profit could be started rolling

again. I always surprised these capitalists by saying that this analysis

was quite Marxian. For it was Marx's contention that a major part

of the regular capitalist procedure of recovering, always temporarily

of course, from economic crisis consisted of riding out on the backs

of the workers by reducing wages; or by stopping wages entirely I

through dismissing workers from their jobs.

Though America has been able to boast of a rather high wage
standard in comparison with other countries, the point about insuf-

ficient purchasing power applies here because that standard, in the

light of our enormous wealth and economic resources, has never been

relatively high enough to properly balance purchasing power and

production. "If," as Professor Reinhold Niebuhr so forcefully puts it/

"we produced ten times as much goods per capita as Europe and our

millionaires were ten times richer than European plutocrats and our

workers had a wage ten times higher than European proletarians,

our economy would still be subject to violent dislocations if our mar-

kets could not absorb our productive capacity because of the faulty

distribution of our wealth." The figures I have cited prove how dis-\

mally low our living standards are on the basis of even minimum/
needs. But it also remains true that, while most American businesses

could well afford to pay considerably higher wages, and by all means
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should do so, they would cease to make a profit altogether if pay
rolls went up beyond a certain point.

Another way of looking at what I have termed the central con-

tradiction of Capitalism is from the point of view of prices. If prices

go down on a widespread scale, then what economists call real wages

(that is, wages fairly adjusted to fluctuations in the price structure

or currency values) go up, since each dollar is able to buy more than

before. An expanding consuming power results. This is the method of

achieving economic stability advocated by a number of observers these

days, prominent among them being Dr. Harold G. Moulton of the

Brookings Institution. It is plain, however, that capitalist businesses

cannot keep reducing prices indefinitely without also reducing profits

to the zero point. And even if they could all be persuaded to lower

prices to that minimum compatible with an attractive amount of

profit, the masses of the people would not thereby sufficiently increase

their purchasing power to solve Capitalism's problem.

As a matter of fact, aside from the ultimate implications of the

price-reducing policy, it is extremely doubtful whether the capitalist

world in the main, and particularly the monopolies, could be counted

upon to put it into effect and establish it as a permanent program.

Though individual firms may reap huge profits through continual

price-cutting, nothing is more full of potential disaster for the average

businessman. And regardless of the effect on the country's economy

as a whole, he will boost prices whenever he thinks such a course will

bring more profits. For example, the inveterate tendency of the capPv

talists, as soon as trade unions have won wage increases from them

and have enlarged to that extent consumer buying power, is to/

cancel this gain by pushing up the prices of their goods on the markef.

This is exactly what has happened in America following the successes

of the C. I. O. and the A. F. of L. during the past few years.

The fundamental dilemma of the capitalist system comes to light

again when we investigate the question of private saving versus private

spending. If we include, in addition to the earnings of those who

work for average wages and salaries, the fancy emoluments of the

upper-class executives and professionals, the incomes of all the capi-
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talists and the profits of business in general, the total sum is sufficient

to buy back the goods which the capitalist system produces. Then

why does not this fact counterbalance the lack of purchasing power
on the part of the masses which I have already discussed?

The hitch occurs in that the small minority in whose hands the

wealth of America is concentrated do not spend anywhere near all

their incomes; they quite understandably save a large proportion. And

they reinvest their savings or use them for speculation on the stock

exchange or, in bad times, simply hoard them by letting them stagnate

as deposits in the bank, which in turn is unable to find good invest-

ment opportunities for its assets. The more money you have, the more

money you are likely to save. In 1929, for example, American fami-

lies receiving over $20,000 annually saved more than half of their

total incomes. And of the $15,000,000,000 of individual savings in

that year, $12,000,000,000 came from persons with incomes of more

than $5,000.

There are several good reasons for this phenomenon of saving on

the part of the economically privileged. After all, the most opulent

plutocrats possess only one stomach, a limited amount of energy and

twenty-four hours per day. Try heroically as they may and gorge on

luxuries as they will, our most consummate spendthrifts can only

absorb a certain quantity of consumers' goods food, drink, clothing,

radios, automobiles, houses, yachts and so on and no more. So even

the most extravagant millionaires find it difficult to spend their entire

annual incomes, though they sometimes resort to the most fantastic

and wasteful extremes in attempting to get rid of their money.

Besides, the profit motive, the fun of successful speculation, and

ordinary convention spur on the rich to get richer: the lesser fry to

become millionaires, the millionaires to become multi-millionaires and

all capitalists in the upper brackets to increase the family possessions

as much as possible.

One of the chief ambitions of the average capitalist-minded indi-

vidual is to amass enough property in stocks and bonds and real

estate so that he can support himself and his family indefinitely simply

on dividends, interest and rent. This deep desire to maintain solvency
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through the magic of unearned increment is shared by the hospitals,

universities and other institutions to which capitalists sometimes give

a portion of their largess. Such institutions, in order to ensure per-

manent security, prefer to be always adding to their endowment and

to spend only the annual return from it. Another significant item in

the sphere of saving is the vast reserve funds, usually in liquid form

(that is, in cash or easily convertible into cash), which businesses of

every kind, feeling none too secure under their beloved Capitalism,

build up for the inescapable rainy day.

X* Aside from all this, however, and more important than anything

/ else, is the fact that the very nature of capitalist business compels it

/ to go on forever accumulating, to keep plowing back a big percentage

of its profits into self-improvement and self-expansion or to seek

\ outside financing for these ends. In Marx's words:

\
The capitalist process of production is at the same time essen-

tially a process of accumulation. . . . The development of

capitalist production necessitates a continuous increase of the

capital invested in an industrial undertaking; and Capitalism sub-

jects every individual capitalist to the immanent laws of capi-

talist production as external coercive laws. Competition forces

him continually to extend his capital for the sake of maintaining

it, and he- can only extend it by means of progressive accumu-

lation.

The method of accumulation, of what might well be called dynamic

saving, is to take profits and, instead of spending them on consumers'

goods, to use them to expand capital goods, that is, production goods,

further and further. Capital goods consist of all the materials, machin-

ery and other equipment produced by heavy industry and used by

light industry for the direct manufacture of consumers' goods such

as clothing, automobiles and books. They include of course the various

means necessary for the operation of heavy industry, and also most

forms of construction and housing. It is generally agreed among
economists of all schools that the mainspring of capitalist prosperity
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lies in continuous investment in a successfully functioning capital-

goods industry.

For a while, in a country like the United States, the new invest-

ment and expansion in capital goods heightens business activity and

augments consumer purchasing power. But the fresh profits being

garnered by the capitalists are, as always, based on the under-payment
of the working masses; pretty soon the increasing supply of con-

sumers' goods which the increasing quantity of production goods
makes available starts to outrun demand, since the purchasing power
of the population cannot keep pace with the new productive power
of the capitalists. A glut of unbought consumers' goods, immediately

reacting to create a glut of capital goods, quickly ensues. Light industry

slumps and pulls down heavy industry after it; agriculture (in an

unmitigated state of doldrums in the U. S. since 1920) sinks to still

lower depths; and mounting unemployment and declining pay-rolls

decrease ever more alarmingly the purchasing power that has already

failed.

Thus over-investment, over-accumulation, over-saving on the part

of capitalist individuals, institutions and businesses bring on "over-

production." And economic crisis descends upon every section of the

population. This tendency of savings to outstrip the possibilities for\

profitable investment used to be cyclical; the ominous thing now is )

that in recent times it seems to have become chronic. Year after yeair

billions upon billions of capital has been lying idle in American

banks. Such an enormous hoard of unemployed money inevitably leads

to unemployed factories and unemployed men. And it is a phenomenon
which has received some well-deserved attention from Senator Ma-

honey's Monopoly Committee.

Of late at all stages of the economic cycle the capitalists have

resorted to increasingly desperate expedients in order to evoke con-

sumer demand. Everybody remembers the pathetic "Buy Now" cam-

paigns of the early thirties. Everybody suffers from the high-pressure

advertising that continually shrieks at one from magazine and news-

paper, from billboard and radio. And everyone is led into the valley

of temptation by our ultra-modern and stream-lined methods of
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installment selling. Previous to both the Great Depression and the

1937-38 recession millions of American citizens had over-extended

themselves by installment buying of everything from perambulators

to permanent waves, from refrigerators to radio sets. Of the vast

number of automobiles sold in the U. S. A., 60 per cent are purchased

on the installment plan. In 1937 total installment sales in all lines

amounted to well over $5,000,000,000. In this way American con-

sumers mortgage to an uncertain future, not just their houses and

land, but their wages, salaries and entire means of livelihood. And
when the inevitable crash comes, this mountain of indebtedness topples

over to make the wreckage even worse.

But the most important device of all in re-animating the dormant

pocketbook of the consumer and one which gives another valuable

insight into the great quandary of Capitalism has come to be gov-

ernment spending. What a government does in effect in a large-

scale spending program is to tap the surplus profits of the capitalists

through taxes and especially through borrowing and to transform this

money into fresh purchasing power by means of public loans and

expenditures of a wide variety. But to distribute indefinitely sufficient

purchasing power in this fashion for the masses of the people to buy
back the output of business either would entail such burdensome

taxation on profits (assuming that business was not able merely to

pass on such taxes to the general public) that capitalist enterprise

might not deem it worth while to go on; or would so strain the

whole financial structure of the community through the huge, unbal-

anced budgets and the constant resort to borrowing by federal, state

and municipal authorities that governmental bankruptcy would occur.

Such bankruptcy might well take the form of disastrous inflation,

of the government setting its printing presses going full tilt and turn-

ing out paper money by the carload. If and when serious inflation

comes to a country, the added purchasing power that a state spending

program may have brought is quickly offset. For as more and more

money is thrown into circulation, its value rapidly depreciates, prices

rise sky-high in compensation, and the real wages of the people suffer
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a drastic decline. Public spending can go quite far, however, befoi

bankruptcy or severe inflation begins to threaten. The federal debt
>

of the United States, for instance, still remains, in terms of propor-

tionate population figures, less than one-third the size of Great Britain's

and could be enormously increased without bankruptcy or inflatk

necessarily drawing near. And income taxes in this country are mi

lower than in England.

Nonetheless, it is unquestionable that in this era of capitalist decline,

the gigantic budgets for unemployment and social insurance, public

works and armaments, are proving terrific burdens for the average

capitalist government to carry. So it is quite natural for capitalist

apologists like the Austrian economist, Professor Hayek, to become

fearfully worried over the expanding social services of the modern

state. And the time may soon come when most capitalist economies

can no longer afford to maintain even the present inadequate stand-

ards of unemployment and social insurance. Yet they cannot afford,

either, to cut down on these expenditures very far. For to reduce

government spending as drastically as Professor Hayek and the ordi-

nary businessman so devoutly wish would not only cause millions of

people especially the unemployed infinite hardship and stimulate

dangerous unrest, but also would react most unfavorably on business

by curtailing mass purchasing power.

Our American economic situation since 1933 provides convincing

proof of much that I have been saying. In addition to the payment

of the soldiers' bonus, the indispensable and predominant factor in

the partial recovery that culminated toward the end of Roosevelt's first

term was the colossal "pump-priming" program which the President

put across through such agencies as the FERA (Federal Emergency
Relief Administration), the PWA (Public Works Administration)
and the WPA (Works Progress Administration). But Mr. Roosevelt,

under pressure to reduce expenditures by the very capitalist interests

which profited from his spending, decided that it was dangerous to

continue this program. Accordingly, at the beginning of his second

administration he started to reduce greatly the governmental outgo.
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And this was a decisive reason for the sharp recession that began late

in 1937. Then in 1938 the Democrats again proceeded to prime the

pump to the tune of billions, and an upturn again resulted.

If the "economy" conservatives and the budget-balancers sooner

or later prevail once more at Washington, they probably will heavily

slash public expenditures in hopes that business will be able to carry

on by itself. We can be reasonably sure, however, that their hope

will not come true, at least over more than a very brief period. And
whether the Democrats or Republicans happen to hold power, it will

finally become plain that temporary primings are not enough for our

ailing American Capitalism. For as soon as the new purchasing power '.

due to government spending has become actualized in fresh consumer \

demand, a disproportionate share of it is promptly siphoned off into/

profits for the capitalists. This is exactly what happened during the

first New Deal upswing when the rate of increase in real wages

lagged far behind that of dividends, interest and other forms of

profit; and also behind the increase in labor productivity. Hence the

mal-distribution of wealth continued much as before and the customary

depression-making processes repeated their natural course.

So our analysis comes full circle once more. Neither extreme gov-

ernment economy, which in its lessening of purchasing power is com-

parable to extensive wage-reducing or price-raising, nor extreme gov-

ernment spending, which in its augmenting of purchasing power is

comparable to extensive wage-raising or price-reducing (practices that

the capitalists have never been guilty of over-stressing), nor a moderate

program in between promises any ultimate unraveling of Capitalism's

Gordian Knot.

Finally, we discover that Capitalism's basic difficulty reappears,

with some additional trimmings, on the international scene. Not being

able to sell enough goods in the home market to maintain prosperity,

the capitalists naturally try to get rid of them in foreign fields, some-

times going so far as to bolster up foreign purchasing power by

lending huge sums abroad. But the desperate search for purchasing

power in the world at large necessarily leads to all the characteristic

ills of imperialism. And at best it affords but temporary relief. Today,
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even if a free international market existed or could be assured in the

near future (suppositions wildly contrary to reality), so that each

nation were at full liberty to find customers in every section of the

globe, the same phenomenon of lack of purchasing power would

eventually be repeated on a world scale. And a United States of

capitalist Europe, for instance, would not necessarily solve any more

economic problems in the long run than has the United States of

capitalist America.

After studying, then, the central contradiction of Capitalism as

it reveals itself in these various forms, I am ready to state definitely

that Capitalism in the smallest and poorest country, Capitalism in

the largest and richest country, Capitalism in all countries considered

together, inevitably leads to an unbalanced and lopsided distribution

of income, to lack of purchasing power, to depression and crisis. To
ask why purchasing power under Capitalism is always insufficient

is really equivalent to damning the system, since there is no way of

eliminating this insufficiency as long as we retain the present order.

Therefore all those proposed remedies for the situation which leave

the fundamentals of the profit system intact amount to little more

than futile fumbling in the dark.

5. Solutions Superficial and Retrogressive

These observations about profits and purchasing power, wages and

prices, private saving and public spending, show why I feel certain

that no prescription short of planned Socialism can cure the creeping

paralysis that has seized upon our contemporary world. The conjur-

ing-up of scapegoats such as Jews or Bolsheviks, politicians or trade

unions, on whom to load the sins of the capitalist system is on a par

with the ancient device of blaming everything that goes wrong on

black magic and witchcraft. Coming to more substantial suggestions,

I think it is patent that all the fancy currency schemes, with their

almost inevitable tendency toward inflation, run afoul of Capital-

ism's inescapable and inmost contradiction. The once much-vaunted

"New Capitalism," with high wages as its chief ingredient, meets

this same insuperable obstacle. And so does the panacea of a single
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tax on land and rent put forward by Henry George and his disciples.

There are those who argue that Capitalism has adequately solved

the problem of production and that it falls down only in respect to

the problem of distribution. While undoubtedly our present short-

comings become most obvious on the level of distribution, I hope

that the analysis which I have been making shows how impossible

it is to divorce the problem of distribution from that of production

and the profit system in general. It is for this very reason that we

must regard as superficial beyond measure the numerous "share-the-

wealth" schemes, from the dazzling proposals of the late Senator

Huey Long to the old-age pension plans of the Townsendites and

the recent $3O-Every-Thursday idea popularized in California.

These promised short cuts to Utopia are one and all variations on

government spending as the way out. They at least serve to dramatize

the mal-distribution of wealth and the completely correct sense of

the people that the American economy ought to be able to do far

better by them
;
but they also shunt the minds and energies of millions

into most wasteful channels.

To carve up, for instance, the cake of national wealth and income

into equal slices for everyone would not only be highly imprac-

ticable, but would be worse than useless if the underlying charac-

teristics of the capitalist system were left untouched. Confiscating all

it once and to such an extreme degree the profits of the more well-

to-do sections of the community, would fatally cut the nerve of the

money motive so essential to Capitalism. Thus the unplanned, com-

petitive anarchy of the present order would remain minus its chief

driving force. And since the share-the-wealthers have worked out

no alternative for such a situation, the certain consequence, as both

radicals and conservatives agree, would be complete and fruitless

breakdown.

j What we radicals want to put through is not madcap projects to

I divide up the national income, but a program that will release to the

\utmost our productive potentialities. As a prominent New Dealer,

Mr. Adolph A. Berle, Jr., puts it: "The underlying and eternal

problem is the problem of so using our national plant and our resources
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that the income of the country may steadily and continuously rise.

The job is to level up far more than to level down. Distribution is

one problem. But if the ultimate goal is to be reached, there must be

a great deal more to distribute." The millionaire Republican, the

late Ogden Mills, Secretary of the Treasury under President Hoover,

said much the same thing when he asserted that the way to prosperity

is not through "the sharing of poverty," but through the creation of \
new wealth. So Democrats, Republicans and radicals can all unite

on this goal, however much they disagree about the requisite methods f
of arriving there.

What I have already said in passing should have made it evident

that the methods of the New Deal are not in my opinion far-reaching

enough to solve the economic problems facing the American people.

Much of the legislation that has been enacted under the two Roosevelt

administrations is all to the good. I give my wholehearted support

to the National Labor Relations (Wagner) Act, the Social Security

Act, the Securities Exchange Act, the Fair Labor Standards (Wages
and Hours) Act and other federal or state measures of a progressive

nature. Such laws ought to go a long way in bringing us abreast of

advanced European countries like England in the sphere of reform.

I also much prefer government spending of the New Deal sort

to government parsimony. For such spending genuinely, if only tem-

porarily, relieves human misery; and an intelligent public works

program, designed to fill basic community needs, can bring about

lasting improvements and is akin to what a Socialist regime will itself

undertake on an infinitely greater scale. Furthermore, the New Deal

policy has been able to stave off economic disintegration during a

period when, the American people still being unready to accept

Socialism, such disintegration might have brought stark reaction or

even Fascism into the saddle. At the same time President Roosevelt's

measures have educated the people to realize that only government

intervention can cope with present-day problems and that certain

standards of welfare are to be considered the unquestioned right of

the entire population.

It is, then, a hundred times preferable to have the Roosevelt Demo-
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crats holding political power than the Republicans. But extensive

reform has not prevented economic depression and crisis in other

countries; nor will it in the United States. And radicals as well as

conservatives, Joseph Stalin as well as J. P. Morgan, know perfectly

well that public spending within the limitations imposed by Capi-

talism can achieve, in an economic sense, little more substantial than

the familiar "monkey-gland" recoveries of recent years. On the other

hand, the frenzied wail of the businessmen that all their troubles

stem from government extravagance is about as far away from the

truth as can be.

A secondary solution for Capitalism which seems to have been

intermittently pursued by Mr. Roosevelt is that all would be well if

we could replace certain malevolent capitalists with certain noble-

minded capitalists. This good-man, bad-man analysis of economics

and politics will not hold water. It is an unrealistic approach because

it does not get down to economic fundamentals. If the leading capi-

talists of the world were all able to qualify for the communion of

saints, they would still find it impossible to make their system work

satisfactorily. This is why appeals for a world-wide revival of religion

or for the ethical regeneration of mankind, under the slogan of "moral

rearmament" or anything else, cannot do much to eradicate the evils

of Capitalism, unless they somehow stimulate people in the direction

of a Socialist society.

It is a question of economics, not ethics. The capitalist cannot per-

sonally be held responsible for all the terrible things that happen

under the profit system. That system is cruel, but individual capi-

talists, inextricably caught in its toils like everyone else, usually are

not cruel. They act under the circumstances as psychologist and

philosopher would expect the ordinary man to act, their behavior

being conditioned by their environment and education. Thus, Karl

Marx himself, in one of his prefaces to Captal, said:

The persons of capitalists and landowners are not, in my book,

depicted in rose-tinted colours; but if I speak of individuals, it is

only in so far as they are personifications of economic categories,
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representatives of special class relations and class interests. Inas-

much as I conceive the development of the economic structure of

society to be a natural process, I should be the last to hold the

individual responsible for conditions whose creature he himself

is, socially considered.

To my mind, more futile than any of the palliatives I have been

discussing are those dreams of a return to some far-off Golden Age
of Capitalism that supposedly existed sometime, somewhere in the

shadowy past. Most of these nostalgic fantasies envision a revival of

old-fashioned laissez ]cnre or some variation of it. But if we could

today somehow wipe the slate clean over the entire earth and begin

anew with a laissez jalre system, the inexorable workings of the profit

motive would in all probability create a situation as far removed from

laissez jaire as the present one. The only possible way to have pre-

vented the anti-laissez jaire developments of laissez jaire would have

been to pass a drastic series of government acts in every nation which

from the outset would have constituted a fundamental violation of
^

laissez jaire. In short, the history of the last 150 years has pretty well

proved that Adam Smith, who undoubtedly had the best interests of

mankind at heart, far from qualifying as the realist he has been

reputed to be, was one of the most Utopian thinkers who ever lived.

His blueprint for a capitalist paradise was doomed from the start.

Yet here is a well-known English liberal of the old school, the

Marquess of Lothian, present British Ambassador to the United States,

in an essay entitled Liberalism in the Modern World, naively calling

for a re-establishment of the free market and calmly overlooking all

those deep-lying capitalist tendencies which led businessmen them-

selves to whittle away that market with such devices as tariffs and

huge monopolistic corporations. This noble lord proceeds to put the

chief blame for the parlous state of the world on "international

anarchy," especially as displayed in the First World War. Again,

Lothian's mind never seems to have the faintest glimmering of the

fact that the capitalist classes of the various nations, ever ready to

fight one another to the death in their imperialist ventures, were them-
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selves responsible for the evolution of international anarchy and the

disaster of the Great War. It is easy, but hardly profound, to push

the cause-effect sequence back only as far as the cataclysm of 1914-18
and attribute all the current troubles of mankind to that one event.

A slight knowledge of history also plays havoc with Mr. Walter

Lippmann's recent book The Good Society in which the author, like

the Marquess of Lothian, advocates a return to the free market and

true liberalism. Mr. Lippmann identifies the root of all evil in "au-

thoritarian collectivism," which he sees as based on the principle that

men can be made happy through the coercive power of the state and

centralized economic planning. It was after 1870, Mr. Lippmann

claims, that the deplorable collectivist movement came into its ascend-

ancy. Yet long before then Capitalism was afflicted with its charac-

teristic ills; and the free-market phase upon which Lippmann looks

back with such longing was not, after all, a very happy one for the

great majority of mankind. Like Lord Lothian, Mr. Lippmann
almost totally ignores those inescapable aspects of the profit system

which made it what it is today. And, fatal inconsistency, he finally

outlines a series of social reforms much like those of the New Deal,

one of the collectivisms he so despises, though these reforms would

entail many of the same governmental controls that he denounces

elswhere in his book.

To put it briefly, Mr. Lippmann's facile remedy for the sickness

of modern society is for Capitalism to return to the days of its radiant

youth, but miraculously cleansed of all the original sin with which

it was born and rid of all the caprices and crudities of adolescence.

The unfolding of nature, however, and the sequence of events in this

hard, hard world are irreversible ; it is not so simple to turn back the

clock of history a hundred years. And I think it is true to say of Lipp-

mann what he himself says of Herbert Spencer: that he is defending

positions which have in fact been abandoned by events.

Akin to Lord Lothian and Mr. Lippmann is that school of Utopian

retrogressives Distributists, Neo-Agrarians and others who propose

a return to a small-business economy as the solution of the world's

present woes. Whereas in earlier days the crusade against big business
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came mainly from agrarian and petty bourgeois sources that feared

the growing encroachments of large-scale enterprise and which

focused upon the limited end of curbing this danger, now we have

a pretentious little-business philosophy which brashly sets itself up
as an economic cure-all.

The prime defect in this philosophy is the cavalier way in which it

ignores how twentieth-century concentration grew naturally and

inevitably out of the original capitalist competitive system, and the

casual fashion in which it accordingly suggests an utterly impracticable

about-face in the dynamics of history, a sudden and hazardous throw-

ing into reverse of the speedily moving machine of modern indus-

trialism. To actualize such a program, for instance, as Mr. Herbert

Agar sets forth in his Land of the Free, would mean scrapping the

major portion of our technical improvements during the last 75

years. To overcome the immense economic and political obstacles

involved would definitely require something in the nature of central

planning and a government dictatorship, both of which loom as

horrible spectres in Mr. Agar's mind. And this dictatorship would

need a huge bureaucracy to keep small business small and to enforce

that 100 per cent system of competition so dear to the hearts of our

backward-lookers.

Moreover, we must ask, even if the platform of the small-business

enthusiasts were somehow achieved, where would we be then? Did

the small-business era in America, prior to the eighteen-seventies, pro-

vide a solution for our economic problems? It did not. Beset always

by the recurring failure of purchasing power, it brought that same

cycle of boom and depression and unemployment that constitutes

the worst economic feature of the capitalist system. More than that,

the abolition of big business would, as Mr. Agar and his friends

readily admit, result in a considerable decline in the American

standard of living, a standard which even as it is rates abysmally

low from the viewpoint of the masses of the population.

Inadequate or dangerous or both as are the various proposals which

I have been reviewing, I would prefer any one of them to the adoption

of Fascism. For Fascism decrees the end of very nearly everything
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that I, and most other Americans as well, hold dear. Fascism means

unceasing violence, in both domestic and foreign affairs; it means

war and imperialism and the whir of bombers overhead; it means

the erection of racial and national prejudice into a major principle

of government; it means the death of democracy and labor's rights,

of civil liberties and academic freedom; it means the burning of the

books and the degradation of culture; it means a constant decline

in living standards and a sharpening of all Capitalism's economic

contradictions, including the central one revolving around purchasing

power and profit.

f Fascism represents the last desperate attempt, through resort to

unprecedented force and savagery, of Capitalism and the capitalist

class to survive in a world which has outgrown them. Fascist tyranny

stands as the brutal and reactionary essence, undisguised and un-

ashamed, of the capitalist system. Fascism is contemporary Capitalism

in the nude, stripped of all garments that hide its ugliness. And

neither Capitalism nor capitalists in any country can escape their

share of responsibility for what Fascism, that is, Fascist Capitalism,

does.

The capitalist supporters of the chief Fascist Governments those

of Italy and Spain, Germany and Japan may have some mental

reservations about the reckless dynamite-hurling of their dear dictators

in the international sphere. But what promptly over-rules such qualms

is that the Fascist regimes put an end to the trade unions and other

working-class organizations, shoot or throw into concentration camps

all the liberals and radicals who do not succeed in fleeing the country,

and check or drive into underground channels the movement toward

Socialism. It is for these reasons that a good many upper-class Ameri-

cans look upon Fascism with profound sympathy not only in its foreign

aspects, but also as a possible program for the United States.

Though it is true that Fascism has been able to prolong Capitalism

for a while in the totalitarian lands, the experience of capitalists in

Germany, Italy and Japan ought not to make the businessmen of other

countries any too enthusiastic over the prospects of Fascist dictatorship.

For in the three main Fascist states there has been an ever-increasing
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encroachment by the government in the realm of private business,

whether finance, industry or agriculture. When Capitalism becomes

particularly hard-pressed, it extends its collective controls in order to

make itself more efficient. This happened in the big capitalist powers

during the First World War, and has been happening again since the

Great Depression. The Fascist states being in the most precarious con-

dition of all, capitalist collectivism has gone further within them than

anywhere else. And we find in the Fascist economies a sprinkling of

semi-Socialistic measures designed to head off real Socialism
;
"a form

of planning-to-avoid-planning," as Professor Max L/erner says in his

discerning book It Is Later Than You Think.

More distressing than anything else to businessmen in the Fascist

countries is that they are simply staggering under the load of taxation,

mainly for armaments and other war purposes. In Italy Mussolini even

went so far as to make a 10 per cent capital levy on all real estate and

corporations in order to help pay for his Ethiopian venture. Able econ-

omists, both conservative and radical, increasingly agree that the

eventual outcome in the Fascist states is likely to be national bank-

ruptcy, either in a war or during the natural course of peace. So it is

becoming more and more plausible to suggest that in Fascism the capi-

talists have raised up a Frankenstein monster which in the end will get

completely out of control and involve them in an unparalleled eco-

nomic collapse accompanied by a holocaust of violence. When the

Fascist dictatorships start to totter, we may be sure that the domestic

scene will not be one of peace and politeness. And if Fascism really

does lead ultimately to all this, the capitalists in democratic countries

may well ask themselves whether a peaceful transition to a Socialist

society, avoiding altogether the hideous Fascist episode, would not be

a great deal better for themselves as well for everyone else.

Since none of the programs, Fascist or non-Fascist, conservative or

liberal or sheer quack, which the capitalists and their varied assortment

of theoreticians have proposed or put into effect, are anywhere near

adequate to lead the world out of its economic morass and slough of

despond, there can be no question that Capitalism stands today in a

most critical state. Hardly anyone, even among conservative business-
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men, can pretend that the future of either the Fascist, semi-Fascist or

democratic Capitalisms looks very bright. Whatever may be the defects

of Socialism, it is impossible to discover any humane or workable

Alternative to it. And the proverbial observer from the planet Mars

/ might well decide that it is not we radicals who are unrealistic and

/ sentimental, throwing our lives away on behalf of a Utopian day-

dream, but rather the poor capitalists, those blind, pathetic idealists

\ who will go down nobly with their lost cause singing one last hymn
\ to Rugged Individualism.

Now conceivably the reader will ask here whether Capitalism has

not always surmounted its difficulties and gone on to better things. This

was indeed true up to the Great War and, in the United States, up to

the Great Depression. Since 1929 America, however, as well as

Europe, has continually been in the midst of or on the edge of economic

crisis; and the recovery periods between depressions are growing both

shorter and less substantial. There is a mass of evidence on hand that

henceforth, whatever upward movements may take place, the course of

Capitalism will be in general downward in terms of living standards.

In the chief capitalist nations and especially in the United States, no

great new industries appear to be in the offing to spur on that expansion

of capital goods and productive equipment which formerly used to

result in at least a temporary upsurge of mass purchasing power and

business prosperity. Moreover, the mechanization of existing industries

has already been carried out to a high degree ;
and in any case further

mechanization, under our general conditions of decline, is nearly

certain to swell mightily the ranks of the unemployed.

What bodes least well of all for Capitalism is the international

situation. Never in the history of the present system has the export of

surplus commodities and the profitable investment abroad of surplus

capital been attended with such difficulties. It is not simply that the

spheres of foreign exploitation have been fairly well exhausted or

gobbled up, and can be encroached upon only through new economic

or military warfare; nor simply that one-sixth of the earth, Soviet

Russia, lies outside the orbit of regular capitalist exploitation; nor

that the colonial and semi-colonial areas are awakening and threaten-
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ing to unloose the bonds of imperialist domination ; nor that artificial

barriers to international trade are more serious and extensive than

ever before. On top of all this there looms a second world conflict,

which, if it comes, will probably be even more devastating than that

of 1914.

This menace of war is everywhere having a ruinous effect. In

Europe the big nations, and most of the little ones too, are spending

far more on armaments than at any time except during the Great War
itself. In the world at large the sums earmarked for military purposes

have trebled during the past four years and during 1938 reached the

staggering total of $18,000,000,000, a four-fold increase over 1913.

If indirect military expenditures were added, the figure would prob-

ably go up at least 50 per cent. In most countries the huge armament

budgets have been financed through government loans, a procedure

which tends definitely in the direction of rising prices and perilous

inflation. And it is undeniable, as the English review The Round

Table reminds us, that in so far as rearmament heightens industrial i

activity, "it does so only at the cost of distorting the balance of the <

national economy, driving sound recovery into unsound boom and /

gathering labor into industries where its future employment depends/

on the continuance of world-wide political madness."

Even if the much-feared general war does not take place, economic

catastrophe threatens. For in most of the capitalist countries of Europe

present economic activity is dependent in a decisive measure on the

armaments race
;
and in America also heavy armament orders on the

part of our own and other governments have contributed substantially

to such prosperity as there has been in the past few years. The ghastly

paradox is that when the armaments race stops or even measurably
slows down, the effects on European and world economics may well be

disastrous. Benito Mussolini himself, one of the chief offenders in the

direction of armament and aggression, recognizes the economic dan-

gers involved. To quote an interview from the Scripps-Howard news-

papers in May, 1937: "So many people are now employed in the

world-wide armament program, II Duce holds, that if the wheels were

suddenly stopped and the armament workers thrown out of jobs, the
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world might well be set back to where it was seven or eight years ago
at the beginning of the depression." Unless, therefore, something
drastic were done, "the consequences might easily be as terrible as war

itself."

Even supposing, in spite of all these dire portents, that the capitalist

system both in America and elsewhere does some day stage a complete

recovery from its recent ills and achieves higher average living stand-

ards than before, such an outcome does not to my mind seriously

affect the argument for Socialism. For I know that in any event

Capitalism is doomed sooner or later to plunge downward again into

another big depression; that mass unemployment, with millions and

millions out of work, has become a permanent feature of the system ;

and that international wars, with their ever more scientific slaughter-

fests, will continue to afflict the peoples of the earth. Progress upward
at the cost of so much misery and destruction is too frightful and sense-

less to contemplate. We have had more than enough of this unhappy

muddling through ; it is time to discover a better method. I am through
/with Capitalism because I want mankind once and for all to be

/ through with the wretched cycle of suffering and violence and cruelty

ythat this system makes inevitable.

I recognize the historical function of Capitalism and the important

part it has played in the evolution of mankind. But this system no

longer has a useful role to fulfill ; it is time for it to retire from the

stage of history and permit a more competent actor to take its place.

/In fact, in my opinion, the job which Capitalism alone was fitted to

I perform, the function in which it was unique and indispensable, was

\finished close to a century ago. Once Capitalism had broken through

the cramping feudalist bonds and had developed to a substantial degree

the factory system and the working class, the division of labor1 and the

process of mechanical invention, it would have been desirable, I believe,

regardless of how far politically possible, to establish a Socialist system

in the Western World. And certainly this was the position of Marx

and Engels, who as far back as 1848 were calling for the end of

Capitalism in The Communist Manifesto.

If the chief nations of the West had been operating under Socialism
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these last hundred or seventy-five or fifty years, I am convinced that

they would be far beyond where they are at present in terms of the

wealth and welfare of their populations as a whole. And many of the

most crushing costs, both material and spiritual, of capitalist evolu-

tion, such as the Great War and the Great Depression, would have

been avoided. What I want to point out in addition is that equally

heavy or even heavier costs face the world in the future unless it gets

rid of Capitalism, and gets rid of it quick. Every year, every month,

every day that we prolong the hopelessly infirm and decadent life of

the present system, we prolong the agony of humanity and consign

to limbo an infinity of splendid hopes and potentialities that could

otherwise find fulfillment.

This is the most poignant tragedy of our times and perhaps of all

times: that the finest and fairest new world that has ever been imagined

lies within our grasp, but that we do not have quite the strength, quite

the courage, quite the intellectual force to make it wholly and indis-

putably ours.

The key that will open up that new world for us is Socialism and

its planned economy.



Chapter III

Socialist Planning

for

Abundance

I. Everyone Can Live Well

LIKE anyone else I want to live well, and I want my wife and

three children to live well. I believe in the wholehearted affirmation

and enjoyment of life. There are surely few mortals who appreciate

more than myself the simple material things that both sustain human

existence and can bring to it such delight. I enjoy good food,

comfortable living quarters and surroundings that are pleasant and

healthful. I am very fond of sports, especially tennis, skating and swim-

ming. I like to dance. And I enjoy, too, the pleasures of culture : the

leisured reading of books and poetry, stimulating wit and conversation,

evenings at theater and concert and motion picture, the opportunity to

write.

Some of my conservative upper-class friends occasionally banter me

on the exuberant way in which I relish the sweets of existence, as if

such relish showed that I could not really believe in Socialism. But

they miss the point. For it is precisely the destiny of Socialism to bring

to the whole community those felicities of living that up to now only

a small minority have had the chance to enjoy. I want everyone to

live well. And I am convinced that Socialist planning could quickly

assure to every American family not merely economic security, but

also a fair degree of comfort. For this reason the idea of a Socialist

60
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society ought to attract profoundly not just the more poorly paid \

workers and farmers, but most of the middle class and many members J
of the upper class as well.

If we attain Socialism in the United States during my lifetime, I

fully expect that I and other persons who are at present economically

privileged will be able, if we work loyally under the new system, to

maintain a very decent standard of living, though not one that is

luxurious or extravagant. This Socialist promise of general prosperity \
is one of the chief reasons why I consider so infinitely short-sighted and j

unintelligent those members of the upper class who oppose with such /

bitter-end stubbornness the passing of Capitalism. For they themselver

can share to a substantial extent in the abundance which Socialism will

make actual. And so long as they prevent this abundance from coming
to fruition, they are playing the invidious role of dogs-in-the-manger.

They are saying in effect to the people: "It is true that we cannot our-

selves unlock the untold possibilities of this modern economy, but just

the same we don't intend to let you do it."

Suppose the American people woke up some fine morning and read

in the newspapers that every factory and farm in the country was

operating at full blast, that all the millions of unemployed had been

able to find jobs, that sweeping increases in wages would shortly go
into effect and that for the first time in years federal, state and munici-

pal governments saw the sure prospect of balancing their budgets. One
can imagine the sense of relief, the happiness, the positive thrill that

would be felt from one end of the country to the other; one can picture

the rejoicing that would be called forth in every American home, in

every place of business, in every public gathering. It would be like the

ead of the Great War; indeed, it would be the end of a Great War,
the war on poverty, on unemployment, on depression and the thousand

ills that accompany these major maladies of the capitalist system.

All this I have been depicting is no mere word-mirage. It is a close

approximation of what would actually take place under full-fledged

Socialism. For Socialist planning means that the American economic

system would in fact be kept going at 1 00 per cent capacity, that its

potential plenty would at long last be released, its productive resources
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and distributive techniques utilized and developed to the maximum for

the people and by the people. The almost immediate outcome would be

that $5,000 income for every American family that I mentioned

earlier. And as time went on, this figure would steadily rise. These

considerations spell out why Socialism means wealthy fabulous wealth,

and eventually tenfold, yes a hundredfold, more wealth than Capital-

ism has ever been able to bring mankind.

2. The Principles of Planning

The fundamental principle that lies behind planning is fairly simple

and one which we encounter in some form in many different realms of

human behavior. It consists of co-ordinating our activities in the light

of our capacities and of the objective external environment, especially

its economic aspects. As individuals we all plan to some extent, whether

it be for a day or a month, a year or a decade, always keeping a weather

eye on the state of our finances.

If we have a family, then planning becomes more complex and

essential. The intelligent family looks into the future so far as is

possible and plans, according to its resources, for the needs of its

various members. If it is wise and has any sort of dependable income,

it will make an annual budget, allocating definite sums to food,

housing, clothing, recreation, baby carriages and the like. It will also

probably try to set aside certain amounts as savings; and the most

prudent heads of families will plan years and years ahead for the par-

ticular needs and vicissitudes of old age. Thoughtful people will take

an even further step and, through the process of wills, lay careful plans

for friends and family long after they are dead.

Coming to purely economic units, we find that every kind of busi-

ness concern, no matter what its size and nature, must plan. The

larger and more complex it is, the more attention it has to pay to

planning. Any big corporation, for instance, with its many different

departments, must have central planning in order to co-ordinate its

various activities and to function successfully as a business. This is

true whether the U. S. Steel Corporation or General Motors is con-

cerned, whether R. H. Macy and Company or American Telephone
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and Telegraph, whether Standard Oil of New York or the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad. The planning necessary for the efficient management
of huge businesses like these reaches out to all parts of America and in

some degree abroad as well. And in certain fields where big business

has come to be overwhelmingly predominant, the planning of a few

large trusts or even of a single monopoly may extend over well-nigh

a whole industry.

The purpose of planning in all capitalist enterprise is, of course, to

make money. And this means that each business, in the process of con-

tinually establishing and re-establishing its own superiority, must plan \

against its rivals and win away from them more and more customers,j
Trusts in the same industry have to plan against each other and also, in

order to capture a larger and larger share of the general consumer's

income, against trusts in other industries. Thus, in enterprise both large

and small, the plans of individual businesses and businessmen tend to

cancel one another out to a considerable extent. The capitalist theory

is that the most efficient and intelligently managed concerns come out

on top. Undeniably this is frequently true ; just as often, however, it is

ruthlessness and lack of moral scruple that turns the trick, as has been

amply illustrated in the lives of our "robber barons." But whether

efficiency or ruthlessness or perhaps both together are operative in any

particular case, the result for the_ community is in the end economic

In order to mitigate or prevent the disastrous results of anarchic

Capitalism in some important field, capitalist governments sometimes

put into effect a species of planning for an entire industry. In most

European countries the telephone and telegraph are publicly owned

and operated, and in several the railways as well. Then, too, there are

public planning schemes in existence over particular localities. A good

example of this is the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), which

is exploiting the power resources of the Tennessee basin on behalf of

the population of the vicinity, much to the chagrin of the private utility

companies. These types of piecemeal planning, however, no matter ,

how well they may work in the sectors allotted to them, cannot go far /

in solving the economic problems of a country as a whole. /
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It is characteristic that the most far-reaching schemes of public

planning under Capitalism should be for profit, or for profit and war.

The so-called planning of the New Deal during President Roosevelt's

first term was directed, especially in agriculture, toward decreasing

production in order to bring back profits by making goods scarcer and

prices higher. While the Great Depression was still ravaging the

United States, the NRA (National Recovery Administration) and

the AAA (Agricultural Adjustment Administration) nobly co-

operated, through planned destruction, with the usual haphazard

destruction for profit by individual capitalists. Those were the days

when almost over-night a fourth of the cotton crop was ploughed

under, the wheat acreage reduced by 20 per cent, and five million

pigs destroyed. The AAA, doing its best under the circumstances to

rescue the American farmer by boosting the price level, actually paid

bonuses to all the producers who participated in this wholesale sacrifice

to the capricious gods of capitalist economics.

During the Great War, America, and more than half the nations

of the earth as well, carried out planned destruction on an even larger

scale. Not only did this war planning entail the shooting away into

nothingness of billions and billions of dollars worth of goods in the

form of munitions; even the food, clothing and other supplies for the

military and naval forces were for the purpose of enabling millions of

men to engage in the entirely unproductive function of fighting to the

death millions of other men. In order to wage war more efficiently, the

American Government proceeded to co-ordinate in some measure the

economic life of the United States by setting up the War Industries

Board, the War Trade Board, the Shipping Board, the Fuel Adminis-

tration, the Food Administration and the Railroad Administration.

Since the railroads under private management could not stand the

added strain of war conditions, the Government took them over

entirely and administered them on a unified basis.

Unhappily, today again, the bulk of the planning that is going on

in capitalist countries is for belligerent purposes. This is especially true

of the Fascist Powers Germany, Italy and Japan in each of which
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the whole economy has for a number of years been on a war basis. As

these Fascist states push farther and farther their present aggressions

and prepare for new ones, they are forcing the democratic Capitalisms

to introduce ever more extensive planning for the object of armed

self-defense.

This brief review of the limited planning that takes place under

Capitalism shows how far removed it is in aim and scope from Socialist

planning. Planning under Socialism is for use, not profit, for increasing

production, not decreasing it, for ^eace^ not war. And it demands as an

absolute prerequisite the socialization of production and distribution.

For as long as private capitalists retain possession of a country's natural

resources and transportation facilities, of factories, farms, banks and

all the rest, they have the power to throw out of gear the best-laid of

Plans. It is common knowledge that even with the minor public con-
. . -

.

trols established under Roosevelt's NRA, the American capitalists,

long before the law was declared unconstitutional, constantly sabo-

taged, dodged and defied the Act.

But Socialist planning puts a finish to that unending tug of war, so

characteristic of Capitalism, between the Government, supposedly

representing the public in general, and various business interests jockey-

ing for control of it and determined to carry out whatever profit-

promising policies seem most advantageous. Under Socialism, politics

and economics are thoroughly integrated.

The socialization of economic activity which I have in mind, how-

ever, does not necessarily entail either nationalization by the federal

government or ownership by state or city governments. Many indus-

tries under Socialism the national government will certainly take

over; many other economic concerns, less far-reaching in their ramifi-

cations, state or city governments will own and operate. But besides

all this, there will be a broad sector of enterprise which is socialized

yet not governmental. It will be advisable to run some industries

through the instrumentality of Public Corporations, which will be

subject to control by the government planning authorities, but largely

independent in their administrative work. In the non-governmental

class will also be collective farms and fisheries, and indeed almost the
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whole of agriculture; co-operative societies for production and dis-

tribution; and much of journalism, art and culture in general.

This means that there will be a sizable number, running into several

millions, of independent individuals not on the pay-roll of any govern-

mental concern. These will include a large proportion of the handi-

craftsmen, farmers, fishermen, inventors, teachers, authors, journalists,

actors, artists and intellectuals. They will make their living by work-

ing in such organizations as I have just mentioned; or by selling their

products or services to such organizations, to public agencies or to

other individuals. So, in the Socialist state there will be plenty of room

for freelance workers of every type.

Socialist planning differs from any sort of capitalist planning, lastly,

in that it is not confined to special localities, industries or periods of

time, but is continuous and nation-wide. A genuinely planned economy
demands not only that all individual businesses in one industry,

whether it be concerned with hats, shoes, sugar, coal or anything else,

be consciously co-ordinated, but that each industry as a whole, includ-

ing the prices of its products and the wages and working hours of its

employees, be co-ordinated with every other industry as a whole. Think

of the increase in efficiency and the decrease in waste that would result

from planned co-ordination among America's big energy-producing

industries: coal, gas, oil and electric power. Such co-ordination, how-

ever, could reach its high point only when there was complete co-ordi-

nation also among the industries to be served. For only when we know

how much energy is required throughout the whole country, and

where and when, can we accurately gauge how much coal, how much

gas, how much oil and how much electric power should be made

available in a given period and in a particular locality.

Again, it is obvious that there is so much overlapping in the field

of transportation among railways, boats, buses, trucks and airplanes

that the situation cries out for unified planning. But it is not possible

to separate transportation from the things to be transported. A plan for

coordinated transportation implies a plan for coal and steel, farm

products and finished goods, just as a plan for all these things definitely

implies a plan for transportation.
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And of course all of agriculture must be carefully correlated with

all of manufacture. The flow of foodstuffs to the cities must be co-

ordinated with the flow of manufactured goods from them. The needs,

of the farmers must be estimated. Our steel plan, for example, must

take into consideration the demand for tractors, combines and other

agricultural machinery; and our agricultural plan the particular food

requirements of the heavily laboring steel workers.

Likewise there must be a well-worked-out plan for wholesale and

retail trade, linking up these two main branches of distribution all

along the line with industry, transportation and agriculture. The

shops in town and city, the restaurants, the warehouses, the gasoline

stations and other such distributive units all come into the planning

picture here.

Since the planning I envisage covers the entire socio-economic

scene, it naturally extends into the fields of health and recreation, of

education and culture. Socialism is particularly concerned to bounti-

fully provide all the different activities and services in these realms

with the necessary equipment and other economic prerequisites. The

educational plan of the country, moreover, must be always closely

interrelated with the economic plan, so that there may never be a lack

of the needed technicians, scientists and other experts nor a deficiency

of suitable employment opportunities for graduating students.

Finally, the entire economic and cultural life of the country must

be carefully correlated with finance under one vast, unitary budget

that takes in all branches of industry and agriculture, of commerce and

trade and extra-economic endeavor.

This completes, in outline form, the picture of the great National

Plan which Socialism sets in motion, a Plan which brings into the

economic and social affairs of any country that adopts it a closely knit

unity, a smoothly functioning team-work, among all the myriad enter-

prises and individuals involved, making each one count for infinitely

more and lifting the collective achievement to new and unheard-of

heights.

Because of its controls over production and distribution, currency
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/and capital investment, prices and wages and hours, Socialist planning

f is able to overcome totally and permanently the central capitalist diffi-

\:ulty of lack of purchasing power. As more and more goods come out

of the factories, wages go up throughout the land or prices decrease or

the working day grows shorter. To take care of the increased turn-

over in commodities, currency may, depending on its velocity of cir-

culation, be expanded. Since there are no capitalists to appropriates

a large proportion of the value which the people produce, the full

instead of only the partial value of their labor returns to them in /'

one form or another. Thus, the unceasing abundance of goods is

matched by an unceasing abundance of purchasing power. And this

results in that depression-defeating, prosperity-ensuring balance

between production and consumption, supply and demand, which

every orthodox economist and capitalist has fondly dreamed of seeing

Capitalism itself attain.

The United States and other capitalist nations are only as rich as

the amount of goods that can be sold for a profit during any given

period. But Socialist planning makes a country exactly as rich as its

entire productive capacity during any period. This is why I say with-

out hesitation that Socialism, in terms of sheer economic efficiency, is

sure to far outstrip Capitalism.

Since finance is the most important single element in Socialist plan-

ning and more crucial, if anything, than in a capitalist economy a

fact which ought to give some slight consolation to capitalist bankers

I want to discuss the subject in more detail. In a Socialist state the

banking system operates under and administers an all-embracing

Financial Plan for the nation as a whole. This Financial Plan is the

counterpart of the Material Plan and translates all the production and

distribution schedules of the latter into dollar units. The dollar is the

common denominator in which the various aspects of the National

Plan can be accurately expressed and clearly related to one another.

The Financial Plan and the Material Plan are, in effect, two versions

of the National Plan and each serves as a check on the other.

The Government Treasury Department, together with the State

Bank and its numerous branches, acts as a great central pool for the
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national income. This it does not only through taxation of Socialist

business concerns and of individuals, but also through receiving a sub-

stantial share of whatever surpluses the different businesses, including

those involved in foreign trade, succeed in accumulating. A consider-

able portion of such surpluses, however, are retained locally by the

factory or other unit earning them and are used collectively for expan-

sion, improvements or social benefits connected with the same enter-

prise. The Government also raises a certain amount of capital through

savings banks and through the flotation of public loans, which continue

to be necessary during the first stages of Socialism.

The surpluses or "profits" which economic enterprises build up
under Socialism have a very different status and play a very different

role from what we have been accustomed to expect under Capitalism.

They are, in fact, mainly a book-keeping device. Socialist business

is run, as I have said, not for the sake of making profits, but in order

to provide goods and services to the community. The most convenient

process of accounting and of distribution, however, demands the mech-

anism of buying and selling, of money and prices. Furthermore,

identifiable "profits" are necessary so that our Socialist planners can

set aside a certain proportion of the nation's income in order to meet

depreciation and obsolescence and, above all, in order to expand the

means of production. Soviet Russia, for instance, put into social sav-

ings for such purposes an annual average of one-third its total in-

come during the first two Five-Year Plans, a feat which stands out %>

all the more owing to the fact that capitalist economists have always

argued that a Socialist government would act like a reckless spend-

thrift and could not possibly exercise the foresight and intelligence to

accumulate capital.

Whereas under Capitalism money and prices control the output of

goods, under Socialism it is the output of goods that controls money
and prices. Money is on a goods standard, not a gold standard. No real

need exists for the latter unless to make the initial transition from Capi-

talism psychologically easier in the minds of the people. There can be

no such thing as financial bankruptcy unless the supply of commodi-

ties proves inadequate ;
the value of the currency does not depend on
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any gold reserve, but on the quantity and quality of goods that nation-

wide planning has made available. Money ceases to be a commodity in

itself, as under the capitalist system. It simply serves as the recognized

unit of economic measurement and exchange, a function that some

medium will have to perform in any future stage of society.

The most obvious advantage of a Socialist financial system is that

it enables the public authorities to distribute and re-distribute the

nation's capital resources according to the needs of the entire economy.
The surpluses acquired in one sector of business can be transferred to

other less developed and less lucrative branches of economic activity.

This is analogous, on a national scale, to the various allocations within

the huge budgets of some of the bigger capitalist corporations. Under

Socialism a number of enterprises, particularly in the sphere of educa-

tion and social services, will continue to show financial loss, perhaps

permanently. And there will also be deficits in the industrial field,

especially when some great new project is getting under way.
Socialist financial planning requires that there be an ordered flow

of capital investment all along the line in place of the slap-dash, hap-

hazard methods prevalent in capitalist countries today. Instead of over-

investment in some directions and under-investment in others, with

crisis-causing disproportions as the certain result, Socialist planning

ensures a balanced and even distribution of capital resources, that is,

social savings, in the directions most useful and important. It would be^X

inconceivable, for example, for vast quantities of capital to go into the

building of palatial homes, yachts and other super-luxuries for a small

class of the economically privileged while millions of families lived

in houses beneath even a minimum standard of decency.

It would also be inconceivable for socialized capital to go into the \

production of things clearly harmful to health and well-being such

as noxious drugs, patent medicines and deleterious foodstuffs for

which there might be unintelligent and perverse demand. It would be

impossible, too, for capital to create manufacturing plants and services

that would be continually duplicating one another, ruining one

another through cut-throat competition, spending huge fortunes in

misleading advertising, and inundating a locality or even the entire
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country with a bewildering flow of practically identical goods. The

huge sums of money and the very large personnel involved in specu-

lative activities in commodities, in land, and in stocks and bonds would

also become a thing of the past. And, alas for the gamblers of high

finance, that symbol of Capitalism at its worst, the stock market.,
would be no more. **r

The perfect synchronization between savings and capital investment

that Socialist planning makes possible is one of the weightiest argu-
ments in its favor. Since the decision of how much and where and

when to save and the decision of how much and where and

when to invest rests in the hands of the Planning Commission and the

Government, there is no danger that these important decisions will be

at odds with each other as they so often are under Capitalism. The

unplanned capitalist method means that two sets of different people,

frequently with conflicting interests, save and invest as they see fit,

with the result that the relations between saving and investment are

always becoming maladjusted. Either savings cannot find an outlet

in profitable investment or needed investment cannot find sufficient

savings to put it across. In either case economic troubles are the out-

come.

Under the financial system I have been outlining, every producing
and distributing unit in the country has an account in the central

State Bank or one of its branches. And it is the duty of each bank to

check up on the use of the credits, long-term, short-term or emergency,
which it issues at any time. It must make certain that the automobile

factory, for instance, to which it has advanced a certain amount of

credit, actually produces the motorcars called for by the Plan and

supposedly made possible by the credit. The factory has the obligation

of giving the bank definite reports on definite dates showing how it is

fulfilling its program. If the bank discovers that the credit is being

wasted or used inefficiently, it will at once stop further credits until

the matter is cleared up, even instituting a special investigation if

necessary.

Thus, under Socialist planning, the banks become the watchdogs
of the whole economy by carrying on what amounts to a constant audit
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of all business enterprises. They act as the vital link between the

various sets of plans drawn up on paper and the fulfillment of these

plans in terms of concrete goods and services. Their vigilance means

that there can be no let-down on the part of either management or

workers in a concern without the whole personnel being called to task.

In this function the banks are aided by a system of accounting which

penetrates into every nook and cranny of economic activity. Socialist

accounting, organized on the strictest basis, aims to cut production costs

and to attain the greatest possible results for the least possible expendi-

ture. Book profits enter again into the picture here as a partial test

of whether or not a plant is being operated efficiently. So the idea

sometimes advanced that, under Socialism, extravagant executives

will fling away heedlessly and without restraint the financial resources

of the community is merely a caricature.

Furthermore, besides the checks and balances inherent in the tech-

nical set-up of Socialist planning, there is always the control exercised

by the people themselves through regular democratic procedures. At

established intervals they can approve or disapprove of the planning

schemes in effect or proposed by electing representatives and officials

committed to carrying out the popular will. And at all times they can

bring pressure to bear by criticisms and suggestions through public

meetings, the organs of opinion, individual or organized lobbying, and

other such processes of democracy. Of paramount importance in this

connection will be the role of the trade unions, to which virtually all

working persons will presumably belong. There is nothing, then, in the

nature of Socialist planning which prevents it from being administered

in a thoroughly democratic manner.

One can easily imagine some of the big public issues which are

almost certain to emerge in the natural course of collective economic

planning. Since the standard of living under Socialism goes steadily

up, the question will arise as to how the people can most benefit from

the increasing wealth. Shall our planners put the emphasis on raising

wages continually or on providing more and better free services like

libraries, parks and public concerts? How much of the national income

shall be saved for the purpose of new capital construction? And in this
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connection will the time come when the population will prefer to

stabilize the standard of living at a certain point and concentrate on

enjoying the consumers' goods producible at that level rather than to

continue with vast expansion programs? For under Socialist planning\
there is no categorical imperative, as under Capitalism, for an economy^
to keep on expanding indefinitely.

This particular issue might well develop in relation to the matter

of the average annual working time. In order that more leisure be

secured, one political party might advocate reducing the work-day by
a third or augmenting the number of holidays or cutting the age of

retirement to fifty; another party might call for the maintenance of

existing work-time schedules and for a mighty increase in production

which would lift the standard of living to even greater heights. Or
another burning issue might come to the fore, once the necessities of

life had been provided for everyone, over whether to stress the provision

of cultural as distinct from material goods and services.

The exact planning techniques which I have been describing will

certainly not be used in all stages of Socialism nor in all countries

adopting the new system. For it is crystal clear that each nation will

use somewhat different methods, adapting Socialism to its characteris-

tic traditions, political institutions and degree of economic develop-

ment. It would be foolish to imagine that if central planning were

introduced in China at the same time as in the United States, it could

be put into effect by precisely the same measures or at the same rate.

Indeed, there will be plenty of differences even between two countries

both as highly evolved industrially as America and Great Britain, one

obvious reason being that the latter is in so many ways economically

dependent on the outside world. But just as the general principles of

the capitalist system were potentially applicable in every quarter of the

globe, so the general principles of Socialist planning are applicable to

the United States and all other nations.

3. Socialist Planning for America

To make the picture of Socialist planning more concrete, let us

visualize how it would work out in a definite country. And let us take
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as an example our own U. S. A. Suppose that in the elections of 1952
or sometime thereafter the American people elect a President and a

substantial majority in Congress pledged to establish Socialist planning

throughout the country. Let us assume, furthermore, that the Supreme
Court declares the legislative measures of the planning Party con-

stitutional or that they are promptly made so through amendment of

the Constitution at special state conventions. Leaving aside for the

moment a discussion of the necessary transitional steps and without

pretending to any finality, let us see what the pattern of American

Socialist planning would in general be like.

Apart from the political field, the key organization in the American

planning system, as in any other, would be the National Planning

Commission, with headquarters at Washington, D. C. The President,

with the advice and consent of the Senate, chooses the eighteen mem-

bers of the Executive Council of this Commission, including its

Chairman, who sits as a member of the Government Cabinet. The

appointments are non-political and are made from among experts

especially qualified by wisdom and experience to deal with broad social

and economic problems. The Commissioners are to regard themselves

as trustees of the public interest. They will each receive salaries of

$15,000 a year, except the Chairman, who will draw $20,000.

Each of the Commissioners heads one of the eighteen different

Divisions into which the Commission is organized. These Divisions,

together with some of their more prominent Sections, are as follows:

Steel

Machinery
Heavy Indusuy Hous;ng

Timber, Etc.

Clothing

T . . _ . Footwear
Light Industry ,,

r urmture

Motor Vehicles
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Finance

Transportation

Communications

Distribution

Social Welfare

Education

Culture

Banking and Currency

Capital Investment

The Budget
Taxation

Railroads

Motor Transport

Air Transport

Shipping (Domestic)

Telephone

Telegraph
Radio

Post Office

Retail Trade

Storage

Co-operatives

Consumers' Needs

Unemployment Insurance

Pensions

Public Health

Recreation

Primary Schools

Secondary Schools

Technical Institutes

Colleges and Universities

The Arts

Motion Pictures

Science and Invention

The Press
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Fuel and Power

Agriculture
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Coal

Oil

Electricity

Gas

Cotton

Wheat

Dairy

Livestock

Forests

Soil

Conservation & Reclamation Flood Control

Sub-soil Deposits

Foreign Trade

Defense

Labor

Statistics & Research

Exports

Imports

Merchant Marine

Foreign Exchange

Army
Navy
Air Force

Munitions

Wages and Hours

Workers' Safety

Employment Exchange
Women Workers

Industrial

Agricultural

Population

Social Trends
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Education of Planning Experts
Organization Personnel

Inter-Divisional Problems
Co-ordination n ,,. n i

Public Relations

The functions of all but the last two of the Divisions are clear

enough from their names. The Organization Division has charge of

managing and selecting the personnel of the Commission, which

employs as trained statisticians or technical experts at least a thousand

persons, as well as thousands of ordinary clerical workers. Appoint-

ment to a responsible position on the Planning Commission or the

numerous subordinate commissions throughout the country is on a civil

service basis. Only men and women who have fulfilled certain definite

requirements are eligible for appointment. And one of the chief tasks

of the Organization Division is to ensure the proper training of plan-

ning experts in a special Government institution or in already existing

colleges and universities, which will establish special courses or gradu-

ate work for those who are aiming to enter the profession of planning.

The Co-ordination Division, the head of which is always the Chair-

man of the entire Commission, has the crucial task of constructing and

synthesizing the final National Plan from the figures and projects

submitted by the other Divisions and by the various sub-commissions

throughout the country. It also oversees the relations between the

National Commission and the Government, and through its Public

Relations Section takes care of all publicity work for the Commission.

The Plans drawn up by the National Planning Commission and

its subordinate commissions, while tremendously important and influ-

ential, are by no means final. Bills embodying the National Plans must

be passed by Congress and signed by the President. They are subject

to debate, criticism, and amendment like all other measures brought

before the Senate and the House of Representatives. Since, moreover,

the Commission is not an administrative body, its different Divisions,

except those of Statistics & Research and Organization, must be

matched in the national Government by corresponding administrative
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Departments, each of which has a planning board within it as one of

its Bureaus. This naturally entails a considerable amount of reorgan-

ization in the structure of the Federal Government. The Departments

of State and of Justice alone will retain their present set-up.

Each of the forty-eight states in the Union has its own Planning

Commission, of which the ten members are appointed by the Gov-

ernor. Each of the territories and dependencies, such as Alaska and

Hawaii, the Pacific Islands and the Canal Zone, also has its separate

Planning Commission; and in addition there is a special Regional

Commission with responsibility for them all. There are also nine

regional Planning Commissions covering various states as groups

according to the following arrangement:

New England

Region

Middle Atlantic

Region

South Atlantic

Region

Gulf Region

The six New England states

New York down through West

Virginia

Maryland to Georgia, including

Kentucky and Tennessee

Florida west to Louisiana and

Arkansas

Headquarters at

Boston

Headquarters at

New York

City

Headquarters at

Atlanta

Headquarters at

New Orleans

Great Lakes

Region

Great Plains

Region

Ohio, Indiana,

Michigan

Illinois and

Wisconsin in the east to the

Dakotas in the west and Mis-

souri and Kansas in the south

Headquarters at

Chicago

Headquarters at

Des Moines

Southwest

Region

Texas to Arizona Headquarters at

Dallas
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Rocky Moun- Six mountain states with Mon- Headquarters at

tain Region tana in the north, Colorado in Denver

the south and Nevada in the

west

Pacific Region California, Oregon and Wash- Headquarters at

ington San Francisco

Within the states each county and each city has its own Planning
Commission. And in the more sparsely settled agricultural districts

every unit of population amounting to 10,000 or more has a com-

mission. There are also Planning Commissions for each industry as

a whole and for each sub-division of each industry. For instance, the

entire steel industry as a unit has its Planning Commission ; the various

regional steel trusts, of course publicly owned and operated, likewise

have their separate commissions; as does each substantial producing

unit within each trust. Finally there exist planning committees in each

factory and even in each shop of each factory.

Thus, all of the workers in a steel factory combine to put through
a plan for that unit; all the factories in a certain district combine to

put through a central plan for the steel trust of which they are part;

all the trusts combine to put through a plan for the steel industry as

a whole; and then the steel industry itself, the co-ordinating centers

of which are a Division of the Planning Commission and a Depart-

ment of the Government, combines with every other industry and

economic activity to put through a balanced Plan for the entire

country. The geographical planning bodies operate on the same prin-

ciple, that is, from the smaller up through the larger. The cities'

plans fit into that of the county, the counties' into that of the state,

the states' into that of the region, and the regions' into that of the entire

country.

Planning under Socialism is, then, a complex process embodying
three different but intimately related aspects. All of the plans are,

in the first place, plans over a definite period of time. Taking the

presidential term in America as an appropriate time-span, our Com-
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mission adopts for the nation a First Four-Year Plan, a Second Four-

Year Plan, a Third Four-Year Plan and so on. Inside these Four-

Year Plans there are one-year, quarterly and even one-month plans.

In the second place, there is the geographic aspect of the plans.

Besides the country as a whole, each region, state, county and city

has its own four-year and one-year plan. In the third place, there is

the functional aspect of the plans as applied to each industry and its

sub-divisions. These three fundamental aspects of planning the

temporal, the geographic and the functional are thoroughly inte-

grated by the National Planning Commission in each big Four-Year

Plan.

It is this Commission that welds together in one vast, integrated,

long-range Plan all the minor plans and reports of all the various

regions, states, counties, cities, industries, factories, distribution units,

and cultural organizations throughout the entire United States. It

is this Commission which takes the thousand and one estimates pour-

ing in from all parts of the country and correlates them into the

considered and rational whole which constitutes a National Plan.

It is this Commission at Washington which from week to week, from

month to month, from year to year, casts its all-seeing eye over the

economic activities of the nation and shifts the schedules within the

Plan to keep pace with new and unforeseen developments.

America's First Four-Year Plan will need careful and extensive

preparation before it can be put into effect. If our planning Party is

victorious in the national elections of November, 1952, it will have

two months of leeway before the new President and Congress come

into office in the first week of January, 1953. Accordingly, it can be

expected to have ready for action by Congress bills empowering the

Government to take over at once a few key enterprises such as the

railroads, communications, fuel and power, and most important of

all the banks. Provision will be made for appropriate compensation

of the owners over what must necessarily be a long period of years.

The planning Party will also submit bills establishing the general

structure of the planning system and giving very general estimates of

what is to be accomplished during the First Four-Year Plan. I expect
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that the complete functional activization of existing capacity will be

the main productive goal of this period.

Eight months later, September I, 1953, the National Planning

Commission will be ready with a preliminary draft, giving detailed

figures and measures for the First Four-Year Plan. During the next

three months this draft will be published abroad throughout the land

and given the widest kind of publicity in newspapers, magazines,

radio programs, public meetings, educational institutions, scientific

institutes and other organs of public opinion. At the same time the

Planning Commission will send out to all subordinate planning organi-

zations the provisional quotas to be fulfilled in the geographical or

functional sectors for which they are responsible. Thus, the prelimi-

nary Plan will be discussed and criticized from one end of the country

to another both by the public in general and by the specific planning,

economic, and cultural agencies concerned in translating it into actu-

ality. "How can we improve the Plan?" will become a nation-wide

slogan.

By December I the various planning units, after careful consid-

eration and in light of whatever suggestions have been made, will

return revised drafts to the Planning Commission. During the next

six weeks the Commission will proceed, after receiving all available

information and criticism from its sub-commissions and other sources,

to draw up a final Plan for presentation to Congress in the middle

of January, 1954. Congress will then thoroughly discuss the Plan

according to its regular procedures and will undoubtedly amend it

to some degree. We can probably count on having the President's

signature on the final congressional planning bill by May I, 1954, so

that it can become definitely operative at the beginning of the fiscal

year on July I.

This means that the First Four-Year Plan (ending June 30,

1957) will be in operation as a completed and functional whole for

only three years out of the full period. There is no way of avoiding

this, however, for the first National Plan
; but the second will over-

come any time-lag and will go into effect July I, 1957. All of the

Plans will begin and end with the regular fiscal year. The Planning
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Commission will release its preliminary draft of the Second Four-

Year Plan (1957-1961) on July i, 1956, to run the gamut of public

opinion. Its final version it will have ready promptly on January I,

1957, for submission to Congress. The Commission will not wait for

the formal completion of one Four-Year Plan before starting to draw

up estimates for the next; and this preparatory work will ordinarily

begin a full year before each Plan is due for presentation to Congress.

The standard-of-living goal for each family of four at the end of

the First Four-Year Plan will be an annual minimum of $5,000 in

consumers' values, including those made available by the extension of

free government services. This goal will be achievable through the

full utilization of our present labor supply, taking in the able-bodied

unemployed but totally ruling out child labor, on the basis of a seven-

hour day, a five-day week and a yearly holiday of three weeks. The

minimum mentioned would be even higher if the new regime were

able to eliminate America's soaring defense and armament expendi-

tures. In any case, my $5,000 estimate by no means adequately rep-

resents the advantages which the American people will enjoy under

Socialist planning. For it is impossible to evaluate in financial terms

even the physical gains which will, for instance, accrue to the urban

masses when they all live in houses or apartments which have plenty

of room, good light and fresh air. And it is also out of the question

to put a definite money value on the immense psychological boons

which Socialism will bring, especially through insuring everyone a

job and eliminating the chief economic worries of the present.

One of the most important problems that our planning experts will

have to face is that of procuring trustworthy data on the capacities and

needs of the various areas and of the country as a whole. It is not

possible even to start planning without some such data; yet it is not

possible to obtain complete and reliable data until planning is well

under way. For only an organization like the National Planning

Commission, with its hundreds of subordinate agencies in different

localities and economic enterprises throughout America, is equipped

to gather in and organize all the necessary statistics. The Commis-

sion's own Division of Statistics & Research plays a central role
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here. Thus as planning makes headway, we shall see a steady improve-

ment and enlargement of the statistical base, making the intricate

network of economic forces more and more measurable and bringing

about what has aptly been called by economists complete economic

visibility.

In regard to this important matter of statistics, Socialist plann

in America will not, as in Soviet Russia, have to start almost from

scratch. For there already exist here a number of agencies, both public

and private, which are constantly building up the kind of statistical /

knowledge that planning demands as a foundation. In the public field

the most useful of these is the National Resources Planning Board,

formerly called the National Resources Committee, which has pub-

lished a number of volumes particularly pertinent to the subject of

planning. Then we have the reports of the numerous local planning

organizations, there being in the U. S. A. at present no less than 42

state planning boards, 400 county and over 1,100 municipal all with

very limited powers, of course.

In addition, each of the main Departments of the Federal Gov-

ernment carries on vital fact-finding activities, outstanding in this

respect being the Bureau of the Census and the Bureau of Standards,

both under the Department of Commerce; the Bureau of Internal

Revenue and the U. S. Public Health Service, both under the Treasury

Department; the Bureau of Labor Statistics, under the Department

of Labor; the Bureau of Home Economics, under the Department of

Agriculture; and the Geological Survey, under the Department

of the Interior. There has also been established recently at Wash-

ington a Central Statistical Board to render information and advice

in the working out of inter-departmental problems. Under private

auspices we find the substantial studies issued by the Brookings Insti-

tution and the Russell Sage Foundation, the reports of well-known

research bodies such as the National Bureau of Economic Research

and the National Industrial Conference Board, and the regular pub-

lications of organizations for the protection of the consumer such as

the Consumers Union.

A huge aggregate of carefully organized and up-to-date statistics
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is as essential for the carrying out of a Four-Year Plan as for its

preparation. For the National Planning Commission must keep

informed on the progress or lack of progress that is being made

throughout the country. For this reason the vast network of sub-

commissions send into it frequent reports, at least once every two

weeks. And the Commission has the duty, which is also an oppor-

tunity, of constantly revising the Four-Year Plans in the light of the

specific situation at the beginning of each year, each quarter and

each month. Whatever changes the Commission recommends to the

Government Departments empowered to put them into effect, must

of course fit in with the general perspectives laid down by the original

Four-Year Plan, but need not conform exactly to the original figures.

These periodic readjustments are essential because in large-scale and

long-range planning there are sure to occur both under-fulfillments

and over-fulfillments. Then, too, it is perfectly obvious that a Planning

Commission, even if composed of the wisest men in the world, is

bound to make some miscalculations.

Moreover, there exist certain factors which the most flawless tech-

nique of planning can hardly anticipate: weather conditions, for ex-

ample, affecting the fortunes of crops throughout the country ;
new in-

ventions and new discoveries of mineral wealth, affecting the progress

of industry and agriculture ;
the movement of world prices, affecting

payments for needed imports; and the whole international situation,

affecting the day-to-day psychology of the people and the proportion

of the industrial plant which has to be geared to defense. All of these \
reasons combine to make intelligent flexibility a natural and funda- \

mental principle of social-economic planning in the dynamic and

ever-changing society of today; the notion that Socialist planning /

implies some sort of strait-jacket thrown over the life of the people/

is very wide of the mark.

It is most important to note that the planning procedures which I

have in mind make ample allowance for local initiative. The idea

behind Socialism is not to set up a group of dictatorial supermen who

sit in Washington and hand down orders to the rest of the country,
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but to provide for continuous and democratic interaction between the

local planning units and the ones higher up, between the organizations

on the circumference and those at the center. Within the framework

of the National Plan it is possible and indeed highly desirable to

give a good deal of leeway to the lower planning and administrative

agencies in working out the details for their own particular sectors

and in making final decisions on matters of primarily local signifi-

cance. The National Planning Commission or the Federal Govern-

ment steps in only if decisions seem to violate or disturb in some way
the objectives and schedules of the National Plan.

S Naturally enough, our Socialist planners are going to take full

advantage of that bigness and concentration which is so marked a

characteristic of American industry; and of the collectivism which

objectively exists today in the form of mass concentration of workers

\ in the factories, of extensive trade-union organization, and of the

^ar-flung collective controls of corporate enterprise. A Socialist regime

would find many problems solved in advance if it proceeded, for

example, to take over the steel industry. For steel in the U. S. A.,

with a handful of monopolies ruling the roost, is already unified to

such an extent that the step to total unification required by Socialist

planning would be comparatively easy. And the same point holds true

for a number of other basic industries. Indeed, if the present man-

agements of these industries could be trusted to administer them

faithfully on behalf of a Socialist commonwealth (and this is a very

big if), they could be left substantially in charge.

Undoubtedly, in some cases concentration has already gone too far

for the highest efficiency. There is such a thing as administrative

breakdown from sheer bulk. But the unification intended by Socialism
^

does not rule out decentralization in production. The over-concentra-

tion of industries in urban areas, resulting in crowded living condi-

tions, bad air and lack of decent recreational facilities, is one of the

first things which Socialist planning aims to rectify. The principle to

be followed throughout is that of the greatest possible degree of decen-

tralization and autonomy consistent with nation-wide co-ordination.
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The final guarantee that local initiative will flourish under Social-

ism is that in the last analysis the drawing up and execution of any
social-economic plan depends on individuals. The extent to which the

beautiful blueprint of a Four-Year Plan is written into concrete

material and cultural achievement rests upon the initiative and intelli-

gence and energy of the workers and farmers, the technicians and

professional people, throughout the length and breadth of America.

Without their unceasing co-operation and support every Plan must

fail. Hence the Public Relations Section of the National Commission

has the vital task of educating every category of the population on the

fundamentals of planning and of arousing their enthusiasm concerning

the objectives and possibilities of the Four-Year Plans.

It must bring to every individual an understanding of his part in

the total planning set-up and the connection between his own function

and that of others. And this in itself constitutes one of the outstanding

benefits of Socialist planning, since everyone in the community becomes

able to see how and why his job fits into the larger scheme of things

and to feel a significance and dignity in his work that was seldom

present before. In this way central planning for the whole nation

brings central planning into the activity of each person, pulling

together the conflicting strands of his nature and making of them a

potent unity.

Socialist planning, carried out in America in the American way,

will present to the citizens of this country the greatest challenge they

have ever had. Limited as war planning was in the U. S. and destruc-

tive as was its objective, it did show that the theory and practice of

nation-wide planning is not something entirely alien to the American

genius. It is my firm opinion that under Socialism all the idealism

and practical engineering technique for which America is so noted,

freed at last from the shackles of the profit system, w^ll
have unprec-

edented opportunity for fulfillment in projects of almost unlimited

scope and grandeur. There will be no lack of tasks to appeal to the

imagination and ambition of new generations. And the American

people in their boundless energy will sweep forward to conquer new

heights of economic and cultural achievement.
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4. Some Objections Answered

With this general view before us of Socialist planning and of

how it would operate in the United States, I want to consider spe-

cifically some of the more common objections to this new way of

handling the affairs of the world.

What I have already said about democratic processes, adminis-

trative flexibility and local initiative in a planned economy ought to

have made it plain that political dictatorship is by no means a neces-

sary part of Socialist planning. Quite contrary to the truth, therefore,

is this typical statement made by Mr. Walter Lippmann: "If the

social order is to be planned, it has to be directed as it is in war time,

and the liberty of private transactions has to give way to regimenta-

tion." This line of criticism has gained weight because in Soviet

Russia, which is the only nation where Socialist planning functions

today, a dictatorship still exists and aggression from abroad unfor-

tunately continues to be a grave menace. But with the steady democ-

ratization of the U. S. S. R., that dictatorship is gradually passing

away. And the constant threat of war, while of course an important

factor in Soviet policy, has in no sense been the guiding principle

behind the planned economy of the country.

Mr. Lippmann, moreover, instead of acknowledging the obvious

fact that the danger of war has enormously handicapped the Soviet

Five-Year Plans, maintains the extraordinary thesis that the war

danger is what has made any Soviet planning possible and that "when

Russia no longer feels the need of mobilization, it will become neces-

sary to liquidate the planning authority." Tnt.ead-.of

undeveloped state of industry in Tsarist Russia and its irrational,

uneconomical concentration in a few regions, Lippmann argues that

the laying of a heavy industrial base for the Socialist economy and

the building of some of it in strategically invulnerable parts of the

country demonstrates that the primary objective of Soviet planning

has been military and not the improvement of the general standard

of life.

Crowning folly of all, in order to show that planning is incom-
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patible with democracy, Mr. Lippmann tells us that "a plan subject

to change from month to month or even from year to year is not a

plan." Since precisely such flexibility is a basic characteristic of plan-

ning, I submit that a comment of this sort could be made only by a

person who has forgotten the commonplace planning procedures of

daily life, who has ignored most of the extant literature on economic

planning and who has been blind to events in Soviet Russia over the

last fifteen years. And it is not surprising to learn that Walter Lipp-

mann, the smooth and solemn refuter of Socialist economics, has

never once bothered to visit the Soviet Union in the entire twenty-two

years since the Communist Revolution, though it is his custom to

make an annual pilgrimage to the other leading Powers of Europe.

While I propose to take up the whole matter of democracy at

length in a later chapter, it is essential to state now that concepts like

regimentation and liberty cannot be adequately considered apart from

existing economic conditions. Who could be more regimented, for v

instance, than those wretched multitudes under Capitalism who are/

condemned through no fault of their own to unemployment P^Afid
if Socialist planning really does result in the elimination of depression

and unemployment and in an enormous rise in the material and cultural

standards of the whole population, then "regimentation" is hardly

the correct word to apply to it. For such gains mean a very large

increase in the liberty of the masses of the people.

The end of unemployment not only creates a new life for the

unemployed, but also puts a quietus on the fear of discharge that

haunts the employed. The rise in the standard of living gives millions

of workers and farmers and members of the professions a hundred

freedoms which they never had before, infinitely enlarging the vistas

of their lives and the opportunities of their children. As Mr. Lippmann

himself writes in an unguarded moment, "The existence of plenty

is a condition of liberty, and multiplies the individual choices." The\

fact is that those capitalist apologists who are forever crying out that \

planning will exterminate freedom are thinking mainly of the unim-

peded, godlike freedom of the present leisure class. They are afraid
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it may be curtailed by collectivism ; and so it may. Indeed, "Share the

freedom" might be rather effective as a slogan in the campaign for

Socialism.

Closely akin to the charge that Socialism means some sort of dicta-

torship is the claim that it will bring into power a vast army of gov-

ernment bureaucrats who will proceed to boss all of us about and tend

to become a self-perpetuating body of slack, corrupt and privileged

functionaries. While such an outcome may be theoretically possible,

it is not inevitable nor even probable. For one thing, Socialist planning

means the establishment of industrial democracy in business enter-

prise where private capitalists have hitherto acted like little tsars,

hiring and firing, reducing wages and raising prices, restricting and

expanding production all at their own sweet profit-motivated will.

Then, too, since those elected to office will be dealing with the chief

economic as well as political questions of the day, the people will

presumably be a good deal more vigilant than at present in keeping

abreast of public affairs and checking up on their representatives.

In the sense that any economic system must have the personnel to

administer it, every economic system has a bureaucracy. And there is

no proof whatsoever that an administrative group working as public

servants is any less efficient than such a group working at the direction

of private business and constituting a private bureaucracy. Whether

character or ability is in question, we should reflect that when the

main economic enterprises of the nation are all parts of governmental
or some other form of socialized service, the administrators of which

are consistently well-paid, the highest talent available will enter that

service.

jr Then there will no longer exist the present situation in which a

vast majority of the best men and women go into private business

because of its greater rewards in terms of money, social prestige and

\sense of power. Today only too often those who have shown out-

standing capacity as government servants are lured away by capitalist

corporations which then use the experience and energy of such men
to fight the Government. This has been particularly true in regard
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to the noble efforts of the capitalists to beat the income tax laws and

to circumvent certain government restrictions and regulations imposed
on business in the public interest.

In spite, however, of the greater attraction that private business

holds at present for average men and women of ambition and capacity,

the public administrations in city, state and nation have on the whole

done a pretty good job. Who would dream of suggesting, for instance,

that we turn back into private hands the local fire departments, the

postal service, the building of highways, or the water-supply systems

of New York and other cities? And think of the splendid accomplish-

ments of the TVA and the WPA; of many city-owned utilities and

power plants throughout the country; and of the Port of New York

Authority, which has had charge of the construction and administra-

tion of the George Washington Bridge across the Hudson River and

the Holland and Lincoln tunnels under it.

The fact that during the Great War the American railroads under

Government ownership piled up large deficits is often cited as proof

that public operation of a great industry is sure to be inefficient. These

deficits were due mainly, however, to the Government's high-wage
labor policy and to its holding down of railway rates, on behalf of

the general war effort, in relation to the rising prices of coal and

other materials. The fundamental purpose of the Wilson adminis-

tration was, after all, to win the war and not to make a success of

the railroads in the usual business sense. This matter of the railroads \

also brings out the point that since governments usually take over

weak or failing industries, public ownership and operation often start /
off with a heavy handicap and for this reason seldom receive a gen-

uinely fair test.

Further objection is offered to public ownership and operation on

the ground that government officials cannot be relied upon ethically.

Now while it is true that the governments of modern societies have

been honey-combed with graft, it is probable that dishonesty and

shady dealing in private business have been far worse. At once there

leap to mind the names of notorious capitalist crooks of the last decade

such as Ivar Kreuger, the Swedish match-king and forger extraor-
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dinary; Richard Whitney, Wall Street stockbroker and embezzler in

the grand manner, and F. Donald Coster-Musica, versatile president of

McKesson & Robbins, who juggled the accounts of the big drug

company to the tune of $18,000,000.

Most essential of all to remember is that political life takes its color

from the dominant economic institutions and practices of the time.

Public officials are naturally affected by the prevailing motivations

of the era. When making big money is held up as the big object of \

life, government functionaries as well as private capitalists are likely /

to nourish high pecuniary ambitions and not be too particular how'

they fulfill them. Corruption in politics is a function of the corrupt

capitalist system. Almost always when a public official goes wrong,

there is a private businessman on the other end of the transaction

offering an outright bribe or some other form of speedy enrichment.

The scandals of the Harding Administration, for example, were not

due merely to weak and faithless officials; important oil interests

represented by unscrupulous businessmen, with their bribes and

little black satchels and all the rest, played an indispensable role.

As Lincoln StefFens, the dean of American muckrakers, discovered\
over and over again, the badness of the bad men in municipal govern- j

ment, of the bosses and the lesser grafters, always in the end came/
down to "the system" rather than to the individual. And whenever

he pushed his investigations toward the ultimate roots of the trouble,

he ran into the sullen opposition of vested business interests frightened

to death that they themselves would be exposed. Even reform admin-

istrations are able to accomplish little of a permanent nature. Steffens

sums it up: "The same privileged interests which controlled the old

'rascals' find ways to influence, moderate, and gradually to control

the new reformers, and things go on as before." The peculiarly^

American institution of "rackets" also has a definite connection with \
our faulty economic order. As Thurman W. Arnold, Assistant

United States Attorney General, states: "The gangster with a racket /
is an answer to competitive conditions in which current ideals refuse/

to permit sensible organization."

Yet capitalist democracy, on those brief occasions when it becomes
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thoroughly aroused over government by thieves and thugs, can go

quite far in cleaning house, as the accomplishments of Mayor LaGuar-

dia and District Attorney Dewey in New York well show. Their

work gives a hint of what an alert and determined Socialist adminis-

tration would do. I do not claim that Socialism will completely put

an end to graft ;
but by mercilessly prosecuting crooks of every variety,

by eliminating permanently the private business elements that do so

much of the grafting, by ensuring good pay to public officials, by

steadily extending the civil service system and by changing the moral

atmosphere of economic and political life, it will make corruption in

government both more difficult to get away with and less tempting

psychologically. In so far as Socialism discourages and rules out dis-

honesty, it will of course increase the efficiency of government admin-

istration. One of the more important but less obvious reasons for

this result is that today much of the red-tape in government services

is due to the fact that they are organized on the basis of a lot of

infuriating checks and balances designed primarily for the prevention

of graft.

Another criticism of Socialist planning is that there is no man

or group of men in a nation wise enough to carry it through. Says Dr.

Benjamin M. Anderson, Jr., formerly of the Chase National Bank:

"If a government of a collective system undertakes to regulate the

business of the country as a whole, and to guide and control produc-

,tion, there is required a central brain of such vast power that no

human being who has yet lived, or can be expected to live, can supply

it." This is of course a naive caricature of the planned economy, since

no one ever proposed that one man assume such an impossible burden.

The fact is that the "central brain" for planning is the collective brain

of the entire country. In other words, it is millions and millions of

individual brains functioning through the multifarious planning com-

missions and attaining final co-ordination in the National Planning

Commission and the Government.

Returning to Walter Lippmann, we find him arguing that plan-

ning cannot possibly operate in an economy of abundance as distinct

from an economy of scarcity and that in America "the sheer com-
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plexity of the industrial system . . . would baffle any set of official

planners who set out to direct it." What Lippmann really does^ ^'

in this statement, it seems to me, is to throw up his hands in de- WlllX^

spair before the mentally overpowering chaos he sees around him \

at present. And my comment on his capitulation is that precisely

because the economic order has become so terribly complicated in the /

United States and other countries of a high technical development, I

planning is now the most vital need of our times. The old capitalist''

methods become more and more disastrous as the economic repercus-

sions of events in one area tend increasingly to spread throughout a

country and the repercussions in one country throughout the world.

Mr. Lippmann buttresses his thesis by reference to Soviet Russia.

Thus he writes that "what they may be able to do in a nation which

has no capitalistic inheritance certainly provides no analogy for the

United States, where the most highly developed Capitalism the world

has ever seen is a going concern. For Russia is still at a stage in the

development of manufacturing industries where there is not enough

of anything, where the demand outruns any visible supply, where, in

short, no plan to increase production can be very wrong." Yet the

indubitable fact is that the farther the Soviet Russians go in building

up their economy, which is no longer exactly simple, the more smoothly

and successfully does social-economic planning function. And as\

Lippmann himself would have to admit, there are very few, if any, j

high-grade industrial products even in America which have outrun/
the actual needs of the masses of the population.

The further assertion is made by Mr. Lippmann that "the more

varied are the products of an industrial order the less possible it

becomes to deal with it as a planned economy." Obviously such a

statement conflicts with the very idea of Socialist planning, since the

chief productive aim of this new system is that everyone should have

an abundance of all sorts of personal possessions, including so-called

-luxuries. One of the most common misunderstandings about Socialism

is the idea that it rules out the owning of personal property such as

houses and automobiles, furniture and fountain pens. The point is

that personally owned property must be for consumption, for use, for
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enjoyment. Only private property in the means of production and

distribution is collectivized under Socialism; intimate personal things

are not and never will be.

Mr. Lippmann's opinion to the contrary notwithstanding, the con-

sumption goods which a planned economy turns out will be as dif-

ferent in quality and design as the consumer wishes. One of the main

duties of a National Planning Commission and its country-wide agen-

cies is to keep informed on the needs and desires of the consumers.

And as I have already pointed out, the Commission has a special

Section on Consumers' Needs which will concentrate on this task.

This Section will no doubt make special tests of consumers' habits and

send out questionnaires on a large scale to the public, as many capitalist

businesses and magazines do already. Occasionally, the Planning Com-

mission would, I am sure, gravely over-estimate or under-estimate

demand; in fact, almost all of its estimates would have to be approxi-

mate rather than exact. This means that undoubtedly a certain pro-

portion of consumers' goods would be wasted. Some waste in the

mechanics of distribution, however, is inevitable under any economic

system; under Socialism it would be cut down to a minimum and

would not be a very serious matter.

Furthermore, so far as quality and variety are concerned, with So-

cialist planning producing for use and beauty instead of profit, there is

/hot the same pressure for utilizing cheap and non-durable materials

Sajid neglecting aesthetic considerations. Harold Loeb, one of Amer-

ica's most able economists, claims that the competition for cheapness

which Capitalism makes inevitable "is particularly keen in clothing,

utensils, household furnishing, and speculative building, and is char-

acteristic of nearly all mass-production lines. A very small addition

to the cost of the cloth, or of the plumbing, would result in an article

likely to withstand a great deal more wear and tear. Unfortunately,

under our present system the additional life that might be built into

consumer goods, at so slight an additional cost, would in no way

benefit the manufacturer. His pecuniary interest lies in selling a sec-

ond article to replace the one that has been worn out."

Another of our more progressive economists, George Soule, reminds
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us that "A certain amount of standardization is not incompatible with

useful variety and freedom of choice. We should not suffer if we did

not have to choose between hundreds of brands of canned fruits or

vegetables whose relative merits we cannot know without laboratory

experiments. . . . The American public is not impoverished because

its choice of automobiles is now limited to a few standard makes in

each price range, nor is a rather strict planning and control in the

manufacture of these cars incompatible with a satisfactory variety in

style and color." In some fields, indeed, greater standardization, which

will permit the economies of mass production, is a crying need. The

whole sphere of housing, for example, is an outstanding case in point.

Naturally enough, errors will be made under Socialist planning,

particularly at the start. And I hope I have not given the impression

that I think a planned economy will result either immediately or in

the long run in a final solution of all our problems. Mankind is always

going to have plenty of stiff problems to keep it occupied. What Social-

ist planning does is to solve permanently some of our basic economic

difficulties and to lift thereby all our other problems onto a higher

level. Critics of Socialism, and sometimes its advocates, are prone to\

overlook the fact that a number of undesirable things are bound to I

remain in some form or other under any economic system whatsoever. /

Thus in our planned society there will surely be a certain amount of

favoritism
; personal "pull" will continue to play a part in the obtain-

ing of jobs. There will of course be leaders who achieve the more

important positions and also-rans who hover around the bottom and

bite their nails in jealousy. There will be some dishonesty and some

red-tape. But a slight residue of such well-known human traits could

not be a very cogent reason for condemning Socialism.

Certainly our planners will have to be exceedingly stupid and per-

verse if they ever achieve mistakes as ruinous as the Great War and

the Great Depression. And I cannot help thinking that critics like

Messrs. Anderson and Lippmann are of the type who in the early\

days of the American Republic would have opposed the establishment \

of a United States Supreme Court on the ground that no group of I

men were wise enough to lay down the law for the entire country./
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Pursuing this thought further, I would say that the great issue facing
America today is whether or not we are to have, as it were, a Supreme
Court of Economics in the form of a democratically controlled

National Planning Commission.

In the address from which I have already quoted, Dr. Anderson

states that, "Our present system relies upon the unconscious, auto-

matic functioning of the markets." Precisely! And we all know, both

by reading history and experiencing the present, what calamitous

results this "unconscious, automatic functioning" has brought upon
the American people and the human race in general. We all know
how tragically the countless splendid individual intelligences and

abilities of mankind keep thwarting one another in the chaotic anarchy
of unplanned Capitalism. Socialist planning with its collective coA
ordination would release these now frustrated intelligences and abili-

ties. It means just the opposite of what Dr. Anderson recommends in

defense of Capitalism. In short, Socialist planning means the conscious,

purposeful, non-automatic, unceasing functioning of the great com-

munity mind on behalf of the common
j^ood.

It means embodying in

human affairs what philosophers have called the life of reason. Thus

Socialism not only appeals to reason, but also promises to give the

method of reason far larger opportunities than ever before in history./

5. International Planning

Socialist planning can never be considered complete until, with

the U. S. A. and all other nations closely co-operating, it goes into

effect on an international scale as the basic foundation of that great

and peaceful world society which, long an ideal in the minds of

statesmen, has become an acute necessity for our age.

Looking for a moment at the situation under Capitalism, we find

that just as a species of planning can take place within nations under

the present system, so also there can be certain forms of international

planning within its framework. The most far-reaching example of

capitalist international planning yet known was in the work of the

Allied Maritime Transport Council, which during the last year of

the Great War carried out a program for co-ordinating the shipping
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of England, France, Italy and the United States. In peace times, too,

there have been capitalist attempts at international planning. These

have usually taken the form of "cartels" or other special agreements

in which steel manufacturers, oil producers, rubber planters, sugar

growers and other varieties of businessmen from different countries

extend internationally the well-known capitalist device of fixing prices,

curtailing production and restricting competition among themselves

for the purpose of maintaining or restoring profit markets.

Socialism's goal of world planning has in view very different

methods and very different ends. When the same general principles

of national planning that I have proposed for America are in effect

over a sufficient proportion of the earth, Socialism envisages a series

of Twenty-Year World Plans that will immeasurably raise the living

standards of all humanity and sweep unemployment, depression and

war off the face of the globe. This would entail, besides the establish-

ment of National Planning Commissions in each country, an Inter-

national Planning Commission with headquarters at Geneva or some

other appropriate city. There would also be Continental Planning

Commissions for North America, South America, Europe, Asia, Africa

and Australia; and, wherever necessary, sub-divisions of these cov-

ering several countries. It is quite possible that part of the mechanism

of international planning could be worked out through a greatly

revamped League of Nations, which, with its constituent members

Socialist instead of capitalist-imperialist nations, would be a very

different organization from what it is today.

All this, I admit, is looking rather far into the future, and I do not

intend to be so presumptuous as to prophecy the details of the First

Twenty-Year World Plan. A concrete illustration, however, of how

international Socialist planning might function within the next five

or ten years is provided by imagining either Germany or Japan, or

both, becoming Socialist commonwealths. In the latter eventuality they

could immediately start to co-operate closely with the existing Soviet

planning system. Germany and Japan, both of which lack foodstuffs

and raw materials, would receive a proper proportion of these from

the resources of the present U. S. S. R. in exchange for their excellent
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finished goods. And these two new Socialist units would proceed to

function in the production of abundance for a vastly enlarged planning

area. The most vexing economic problems of Germany and Japan
would quickly advance a long way toward solution. So, instead of

attempting to solve their difficulties by foreign aggression, these two

nations would obtain peacefully far more than they could gain through

the most successful war.

In the Western Hemisphere, if the United States, with its immense

prestige, power and economic potentialities, were to adopt Socialist

planning, it would probably not be long before other countries in North

and South America followed suit. Mexico in particular, where con-

siderable strides in planning have already been made, might speedily

become desirous of co-operating with its northern neighbor in setting

up a Socialist planning area of continental proportions.

But whatever may be the precise mode in which true international

planning develops, the radical answer to the faint-hearted and timid-

minded of these times is that modern men have the capacity to plan

and plan well not only for a nation as a whole, but also ultimately

for the world as a whole.

Socialism and Socialist planning will put a final end to the eco-

nomics and politics of drift. They will bring to all peoples the abundant

life promised by the potentialities of this good earth. They will make

mankind at last the happy master of its high destiny.



Chapter IV

Socialism in

Soviet Russia

I. The Russian Background

THE only place in the world where country-wide Socialist planning

exists is in the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics (U. S. S. R.). It is

primarily for this reason that Soviet Russia has so much to teach the

other nations of the earth, including our own American Republic.

Yet I must make the important qualification here that I by no means

rest the entire case for Socialism on what has happened in Russia

during the two decades and more since the great Revolution of 1917.

For the fundamental logic behind Socialist planning would endure

even if the Russian Revolution had never occurred; even if there had

been no concrete example of Socialism so far in the world; or if the

Socialist experiment in the Soviet Union had broken down. In other

words, the principles of Socialism do not stand or fall because of

what happens in a single nation; like experiments leading to new

inventions, the initial efforts to establish a new form of society may
fail in significant respects or even altogether. The basic principles of

Socialism, international in their application, remain sound so long as

the radical analysis of the socio-economic situation remains sound.

It was back in 1932 that, accompanied by my wife, I made my
first visit to the Soviet Union. We spent six weeks in Russia at that

time and traveled extensively throughout the western part of the coun-

try, from Leningrad in the North as far as Tiflis and the Black Sea
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in the South. We stayed three weeks in Moscow, took a boat down

the length of the winding Volga River from Gorki to Stalingrad,

motored through the beautiful and awe-inspiring Caucasus Moun-

tains, enjoyed ourselves in the warm and sunny resorts of the Crimea,

and concluded our tour with the key cities of Kharkov and Kiev in

the Ukraine. It was a splendid and rewarding trip. Then in the spring

of 1938 we went to the U. S. S. R. again. This time we remained a

month and concentrated on the larger cities and on collective farms.

We did not get a chance to repeat our sail down the Volga or our

tour of the Caucasus and the Crimea; but otherwise we covered about

the same territory as before and were able specifically to compare con-

ditions as between 1932 and 1938.

Before, however, taking up in detail the current situation in the

U. S. S. R., it is essential to run the eye over a few simple facts about

the physical characteristics and historical background of this remark-

able land. The Soviet Union is the largest country in the world, cover-

ing a vast and sprawling territory representing between a sixth and

a seventh of the entire land surface of the earth. It is greater in area

than all of North America and two and a half times as big as the

United States. When the American aviator, Howard Hughes, flew

round the world, roughly one-half of his land flight was over Soviet

territory. From the Arctic Ocean to Afghanistan more than 2,700

miles south, from Poland to the Sea of Japan more than 5,500 miles

east, the Red flag flies; and over a total population of 170,000,000.

In Bering Strait less than five miles of water separate islands belonging

to the Soviet Union and islands belonging to the United States as

part of the Territory of Alaska. And it is interesting to reflect that, if

Secretary of State Seward had not put through the purchase of Alaska

from Tsarist Russia in 1867, Soviet Socialism might today have a

foothold on the North American continent reaching to within approxi-

mately five hundred miles of the United States proper.

These huge proportions of the Soviet Union entail immense advan-

tages in the scope and variety of natural resources, making the country

the most completely self-sufficient political unit in the world from

an economic point of view. Within its extensive domains lie one-half
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of the earth's iron ore, one-third of the oil reserves, two-thirds of the

manganese, and 95 per cent of the platinum. Its coal reserves are

more than a thousand billion tons, the second largest in the world;

while copper, lead, zinc, gold, bauxite, potash and apatite are plentiful.

Its unending timber reserves cover two billion acres of forest-land;

its harvests of grain, flax and sugar beets are larger than any other

nation's; its cotton production stands third. And most of these figures

are likely to need revision upward as further scientific surveys proceed

throughout the Soviet Union and as its economy develops.

These almost infinite resources of the U. S. S. R. and its enormous

territorial expense prove the truth of the old peasant proverb, "Russia

is not a country, it is a world." Obviously the Soviet regime has been

building Socialism in what amounts to a whole continent rather than

in one nation in the ordinary sense of that term. These facts mean

also that from a military standpoint the workers' and peasants' republic

is all but impregnable. Yet at the same time these far-reaching bound-

aries and economic potentialities create a sheer problem of adminis-

tration which is breath-taking in its extent and complexity, and which

in itself alone explains many of the troubles that the Soviet Govern-

ment has encountered in the first two decades of its existence.

This problem of administration is made even more difficult by the

fact that within the U. S. S. R. and comprising nearly half of its popu-

lation, there live, in addition to the Russians proper, 188 different

minority peoples, speaking 150 different languages, and adhering to

40 different religions. Some of the better known of these peoples are

the Ukrainians, the Tatars, the Armenians, the Jews, the Kazakhs

and the Mongols. The Tsars cruelly oppressed all of the national and

racial minorities, discriminating against them in many ways, forcing

upon them a policy of strict Russification, and attempting to stamp

out their native cultures. The Jews were, of course, especially subject

to persecution, found themselves forced to live in ghettoes, and endured

time and again the most violent reigns of terror. Co-operating closely

with Government authorities in these atrocities was the corrupt and

reactionary Greek Orthodox Church, the official State Church of old

Russia with the Tsar himself as its head.
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The semi-feudal Tsarist autocracy treated the masses of the workers

and peasants with appalling brutality, condemning them to a wretched

life of economic misery, political repression and cultural backwardness.

Although pre-War Russia had a long revolutionary tradition and a

most alert and able intelligentsia, the country had never experienced the

progressive and invigorating influences of a Renaissance and Reforma-

tion, an Enlightenment and Bourgeois Revolution. In 1917 capitalist

industry was weakly and spasmodically developed, and largely depend-

ent on foreign financing and technical management. About 85 per

cent of the people were peasants (muzhiks) engaged in agricultural

pursuits and using, for the most part, decidedly primitive methods. Up
until 1 86 1 these peasants had actually been serfs in the old medieval

sense. Over 70 per cent of the entire population was illiterate; and

enjoyment of the great Russian achievements in literature and drama

and music was confined to a very thin layer of the economically and

socially privileged.

Genuinely democratic institutions were practically unknown under

the Romanov dynasty. The Duma or House of Representatives, con-

ceded by Nicholas II as a result of the unsuccessful 1905 Revolution,

soon became reduced to a parliamentary nonentity. At the same time

the Tsarist Government was notorious throughout the world for its

nepotism, its corruption and its impossible inefficiency all of which

contributed notably to the Russian breakdown during the Great War.

Looking at Russia as a whole, we can say without exaggeration that in

1917 it lagged a century or more behind advanced nations like Great

Britain and the United States in the development of industry and

machine technique, of public administration and a modern culture in

general.

Such was the unpropitious setting in which the Russian followers of

Karl Marx set out to construct the first Socialist commonwealth in

history. Even had no other important factors entered into the situation,

Lenin and his colleagues would have had a hard enough time; but

other factors did arise which made their task at least twice as difficult.

When in November of 1917 the Bolsheviks took over the state from

the muddling liberals and middle-class republicans, Russia had already
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been through one revolution, that of March, which resulted in the

abdication of the Tsar and the establishment of the Provisional Gov-

ernment. Meanwhile, in the intervening eight months, the condition

of the country had gone from bad to worse, with the transportation

system in collapse, the fields denuded of working hands and the bread

lines in the cities growing longer and longer. The nation had endured

more than three years of disastrous warfare and had undergone therein

more than 9,000,000 casualties, with approximately 2,300,000 dead,

4,700,000 wounded and 2,000,000 taken prisoner.

Within a few months the Germans seized a large part of the rich,

grain-producing Ukraine and forced the humiliating Treaty of Brest-

Litovsk on the Soviet Government. But the troubles of the Communists

were just beginning. For in spite of Lenin's sincere and continued

efforts to establish peace, armed intervention on the part of the Allies

began in the spring of 1918 and went on for several years, long after

the defeat of the Central Powers had done away with the shadowy
excuse of trying to re-establish the Eastern Front. During this period

of intervention the armies of no less than ten foreign nations, including

an expeditionary force from the United States, invaded the Soviet

Union, maintained a hostile blockade and gave lavish aid and comfort

to the White counter-revolutionaries.

In fact, there can be little doubt that, had it not been for the support

in men, munitions and money which the Allies contributed to the

Whites, the civil war in Russia would have come to an end in rather

short order. As it was, it lasted in extreme form three terrible

years during which 2,000,000 people were killed, approximately

$6,000,000,000 worth of property was destroyed and indirect losses

were suffered amounting to some $20,000,000,000 more. Industrial

production was reduced to less than 20 per cent of the pre-War level,

while the Allied blockade almost completely eliminated foreign com-

merce. When the Communists came into power in 1917, they ad-

mittedly did so with comparatively small loss in life and property; that

later there took place a cataclysmic counter-revolution, stimulated and

sustained by widespread foreign intervention, was certainly not of

their choosing.
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It is illuminating to quote in this connection from the English
writer Bruce Lockhart, who was a member of the British diplomatic

corps in Russia during the exciting civil war period and who neither

was nor is a Soviet sympathizer. In his book British Agent Mr. Lock-

hart writes, as of March 1918, that the Communists "had not yet

embarked on their own campaign of suppression. I mention this com-

parative tolerance of the Bolsheviks, because the cruelties which fol-

lowed were the result of the intensification of the civil war. For the

intensification of that bloody struggle Allied intervention, with the

false hopes it raised, was largely responsible. ... It sent thousands

of Russians to their death. Indirectly it was responsible for the Terror."

The fact is that the "Red Terror," so played up by foreign com-

mentators, did not go into effect until the autumn of 1918 after the all

but successful attempt on Lenin's life and after Allied intervention had

got well under way. Thus it becomes perfectly clear that the Com-

munists, so often portrayed as bloodthirsty sadists, resorted to extreme

measures only when internal and external violence forced them to do

so in order to save the Soviet regime. But with their backs to the wall

they fought desperately and, like their opponents, with every weapon
at their disposal. Both sides in this terrible civil conflict fully bore out

the old Russian saying, "One life, one kopek," popularized by Mr.

Walter Duranty, brilliant Moscow correspondent of The New York

Times
y
as the title of his novel on the subject of these tragic years.

In the spring of 1920, when the Soviet Government had clearly

gained the upper hand over the White armies, Marshal Pilsudski of

Poland launched a totally unprovoked and temporarily successful

attack on the Ukraine. The Red troops finally drove out the Poles

and, indeed, carried their counter-offensive to the very gates of War-

saw, whence they were driven back. The added strain on the U. S. S. R.

was very severe. Yet still another great emergency was to try the

Soviets. In the autumn and winter of 1921-22, after the Government

military forces had finally triumphed throughout the length and

breadth of the land, a new enemy appeared on the scene. Its name was

drought, failure of crops, famine. This crisis on field and farm, aggra-

vated by the shattered state of transportation and the general war-
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weariness of the peasantry, brought another fearful toll of death. Well

over a million persons perished.

Besides the terrific inroads on life and property during this period

of storm and stress, the Soviet Union suffered, either through military

force or independence movements, the loss of all the western provinces:

Finland, Esthonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland and Bessarabia. In these

regions had been many of the most highly developed industries of the

Tsar's empire, including the Polish coal and textile centers and the

Finnish pulp and paper mills. Though these districts comprised only

one-thirtieth of the area of old Russia, they possessed one-fourth of

its manufactures, one-fifth of its railway trackage, and nearly one-

sixth of its population. They also embraced all of Russia's shipping

outlets on the Baltic Sea. Hence the loss of these territories entailed such

an extensive reorientation of Russia's economy as to constitute in itself

a major task for the Soviet Government.

When one reflects, then, upon the Soviets' five-year ordeal of civil

conflict, foreign invasion, territorial loss, economic breakdown and

grueling famine, all following hard upon three calamitous years of the

Great War and two far-reaching revolutions, it seems something like a

miracle that they came through with their heads up and their colors

flying. It was an epic triumph of unsurpassed energy and intellect on

the part of an inspired people ;
and some day, I hope, will be described,

as it deserves, in a literary document of Homeric quality and propor-

tions. When on this background which I have outlined I view the

picture of the Soviet Union's progress during the last fifteen years, I

have no reservations in saying that the achievement of its people has

been one of the greatest and most heroic in human history.

2. The Five-Year Plans

It required several years, as well as a number of concessions to the

deeply engrained feudal-capitalist spirit and the traditional method of

conducting business activities, before the Soviet Republic was able to

recover from the destructive civil war period and work its way back

to the economic level from which, had fate and history been kinder, it

might have started forward in 1917. Then in the autumn of 1928,
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following three years of experimentation in comprehensive planning,

the First Five-Year Plan went into effect. A year later such immense

progress had been made that it was decided to attempt fulfillment of

the Plan in four and a quarter years and thus bring it to a close

December 31, 1932. While the revised and final schedules of the Plan

were not all 100 per cent achieved by this date, the main objectives

were carried out and the original 1928 estimates greatly surpassed.

In general the major goals of the First Five-Year Plan were to

establish heavy industry on a sound and permanent basis, to mechanize

and socialize agriculture, and to bring about the rapid technical training

of the population. These achievements were designed both to provide

a solid and lasting foundation for the building of complete Socialism

and to make the Soviet Union, in case of need, independent of the

capitalist world. The Plan admittedly cost a great deal in terms of

human stress and strain, especially since the emphasis on heavy industry

meant unprecedented savings for capital investment and therefore the

temporary foregoing of consumers' goods. Accordingly, the Soviet

people tightened their belts in order that the manufacture of producers'

goods such as blast furnaces and steel foundries, tractors and agricul-

tural combines, hydro-electric plants and all kinds of machinery, should

go forward at top speed. Huge quantities of foodstuffs and raw mate-

rials, which could easily have been used at home, were exported in face

of declining depression prices on the world market to pay for the

import of machines and the hiring of foreign technicians.

The socialization of agriculture in Russia meant collectivization)

that is, the merging of separate farms into large-scale collectives

{kolkhosi) managed as a single co-operative unit by the individual

peasant members and owners. The average size of the Soviet collective

farm is about 1,300 acres. Usually each peasant family retains the

ownership of its own dwelling, small kitchen garden, cow, pigs, poultry

or perhaps beehives. In other words, the communal side of the collec-

tives chiefly involves the major aspects of agricultural production in

sowing, reaping, storing, making improvements and, above all, in

applying machine technique and scientific methods in these various

activities. Undeniably crucial in the collectivization program was the
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establishment throughout the countryside of the Government-run

Machine-Tractor Stations, which rent to the collective farms tractors,

reapers and other machinery as well as providing the necessary tech-

nical assistance or instruction for the operation of this mechanized

equipment. Eventually more than 7,000 of these Stations were set up.

Besides the collectives the First Five-Year Plan saw instituted

thousands of huge State farms (sovkosi), owned outright by the Gov-

ernment and managed by a special Commissariat. These State farms

are in actuality big agricultural factories with all their hands working
for regular wages and organized in unions. One of their main functions

has been to carry on large-scale agricultural experiments. In practice

the State farms often proved, mainly because of the early Soviet tend-

ency toward "gigantomania," somewhat unwieldy and inefficient.

Hence they were later much reduced in area and in many cases broken

up into collectives.

There can be no shadow of doubt that collectivization was an abso-

lute necessity for the advance of Socialism in the U. S. S. R. The con-

tinued existence of some 25,000,000 scattered strips and separate

peasant holdings throughout the nation meant, in the first place, pro-

duction that was terribly inefficient and therefore insufficient for the

needs of a growing population and an expanding Socialist economy.

The obvious solution was to combine these innumerable small farms

into two or three hundred thousand large enterprises (about 250,000

is the present number) in which the benefits of modern machinery and

planned co-operative endeavor could be utilized. In the second place,

the retention of the old individualistic agricultural system meant the

persistence of the old individualistic psychology that went with it. And
since the Soviet peasants constituted an overwhelming proportion of

the population, it would very likely in the long run have proved fatal

for the new society had they gone on maintaining their anti-Socialist

system and attitude. Hence collectivization had to come in the Soviet

Union and did come to stay.

Admittedly, however, certain organizers temporarily pushed the

drive for collective farms too hard, as Joseph Stalin himself told them

in his famous speech warning against "dizziness from success." This
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error in tempo markedly increased the amount of waste and inefficiency-

inevitable in the process of the peasants adapting themselves to the new

system and did not give the factories time for the production of suffi-

cient tractors and other agricultural machinery. In addition, there was

widespread sabotage engineered by dissident Right and Trotskyite

elements, the stubborn resistance of the kulak class naturally opposed

to the whole idea of collectivization, and serious passive resistance

stirred up by the Ukrainian nationalists who aimed at a separatist

revolt. The combined result of these factors was a poor harvest in 1932
and a terrible slaughter of livestock by disgruntled peasants. An alarm-

ing food crisis developed. And during the winter of 1933 the entire

Soviet Union felt the effects of the food shortage, which in some areas

undoubtedly was responsible for a heavy toll in malnutrition, disease

and death.

But as so often happens in Soviet Russia, a bad situation quickly

changed for the better. The Soviet Government made certain conces-

sions to the individualistic tendencies among the peasants, established

special political departments in the Machine-Tractor Stations, and

dispatched 25,000 picked Bolshevik workers to some of the key agri-

cultural districts to help in the 1933 campaign. At the same time the

resistance of the kulaks was broken by severe measures which included

deportation of the more recalcitrant ones to distant regions of the

U. S. S. R. The result of these various moves became clear in the fall

of 1933: the country had the biggest harvest in its annals. But even

more important was the fact that collectivization, which means Social-

ism in agriculture, had won a great and lasting victory. This was one

of the most significant agrarian revolutions in history ; and without it,

no matter what strides industry made, full Socialism in the Soviet

Union would have been impossible and even partial Socialism

endangered.

The accomplishment of the third great goal of the First Five-Year

Plan, the mastering of modern technique, was likewise a costly process.

A large proportion of the old skilled professional class left Russia at

the time of the Revolution; many of those who remained continued to

be hostile in their attitude and to sabotage whenever possible the
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economic program of the Socialist Republic. Hence, the Soviet Gov-

ernment had to train a whole new generation of Socialist technicians

whose efficiency and loyalty could be counted on. This took time. It

was also expensive in terms of production costs. Tens of thousands of

unskilled workers and raw peasants from the fields started from scratch

to learn how to operate complicated machinery. It is no wonder that

they showed a great deal of awkwardness at first and that they ruined

a great deal of machinery in the course of their education. In the end,

despite these various obstacles, the objective was largely achieved. The

Soviet workers demonstrated their proficiency in the arts of modern

industry. The Soviet institutes of technical education turned out

increasing numbers of engineers and other specialists fully capable of

coping with the complex problems of the machine age. And the quality

of all sorts of manufactured goods steadily and notably improved.

The Second Five-Year Plan, extending from January I, 1933, to

December 31, 1937, continued in practically every respect the advances

made under the First Plan. The chief differences were a greater stress

on consumption goods clothes, kitchen utensils, furniture, bicycles

and the like and a somewhat less arduous rate of expansion. As the

Second Plan progressed, the Soviet people proceeded more and more

to reap the benefits of their hard work and self-sacrifice under the

First. Consumers' goods, the output of which had more than doubled

by the end of 1937, poured out of the factories in vast quantities, caus-

ing an enormous retail turnover throughout the country, and quickly

and noticeably raising the standard of living in urban and rural dis-

tricts alike. Labor productivity in industry, stimulated especially by
the Stakhanov movement to increase the workers' efficiency, went up
82 per cent and the average real wage more than 113 per cent.

The last year of the Second Five-Year Plan in the Soviet Union

saw the gross volume of industrial output, with socialized property

accounting for 99.8 per cent of it, rise no less than 800 per cent above

1913 and attain a place among the countries of the world second only

to that of the United States. Taking 1929 levels as 100, Soviet indus-

try had advanced 371 per cent at the end of 1937 compared with 103.5

per cent for industry in the capitalist countries as a whole. Today the
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U. S. S. R. is first in the aggregate production of tractors, agricultural

combines, wheat and hemp ;
and second in respect to gold, coal, oil and

the generation of electricity.

"Communism," Lenin wrote, "is Soviet power plus the electrifica-

tion of the whole country." Lenin's dream has gone a long way toward

fulfillment; for scores of huge, modern power stations now cover the

Soviet land from one end to another and high-tension transmission

lines carry energy to factories throughout the nation. The annual out-

put of electric power in Russia today is more than twenty times that of

the pre-revolutionary era. The biggest power plant in the U. S. S. R.

and in fact the largest in all Europe is that of the Ukraine's Dneproges,

which American engineers helped to build. I was greatly impressed by

my visit to this dynamic center in 1932 when it was under construc-

tion and again in 1938 when the magnificent dam and the nearby

factory concentration, the Soviet "Pittsburgh," had been completed.

In agriculture, during the Second Five-Year Plan the proportion of

collectivized peasant households rose to 92 per cent of the total num-

ber and, together with some 4,000 State farms, covered 99 per cent of

the cultivated land. Since 1933, with the exception of two years in

which drought conditions were widespread, Russia's harvests have been

progressively the greatest in its history. The biggest one of all in 1937

amounted to more than 1 10,000,000 metric tons of grain as compared

with an annual average of 80,000,000 before the Great War. At the

same time there have been enormous increases in industrial crops such

as cotton, flax and sugar beets; while the livestock situation has rapidly

improved since the tense days of the early collectivization period.

Famine and the threat of famine, which for generation after genera-

tion in the old Russia constituted the major economic evil there were

nineteen famines in the last century alone have become merely bad

memories. And there has even been serious discussion recently about

the free provision of bread to everyone on the same basis as water.

In the sphere of foreign trade the Soviet Union had, during the ten

years from 1928 through 1937, a total business turnover of approxi-

mately $6,600,000,000 and imported $3,250,000,000 worth of goods
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without once defaulting on a single penny; and this in spite of the

unusually severe credit terms imposed by capitalist business. Socialist

planning has meant that behind every obligation, small or large, of

the U. S. S. R., stand the resources of the entire nation. Soviet Russia

for many years has been a very good customer of America and during

the worst period of the Great Depression provided an invaluable outlet

for certain of our machine-tool industries. Since 1935 the Soviet

Government has made purchases in the United States averaging more

than $40,000,000 annually, and since 1937 has done more buying in

this country than in any other.

My own faith in the economic soundness and stability of the U. S.

S. R. I put to a concrete test in 1932 when I bought a few Soviet

Government I o per cent gold bonds available then for foreign inves-

tors. I felt that this investment was about the best and safest that could

be made at that time in the entire world market. A number of my
American friends were exceedingly skeptical about my judgment, but

future events decidedly bore me out. Interest payments, through the

Chase National Bank in New York City, always came through fully

and promptly. The exceptionally strong financial condition of the

Soviet Government enabled it to call all of this issue of bonds for

redemption late in 1936. During the slightly more than four years in

which I held these I o per cent bonds, their principal increased in dollar

value, due to the United States going off gold, to the extent of 68.5

per cent. At the same time the average annual interest, in terms of the

original investment, amounted to 16.5 per cent instead of merely 10.

When my wife and I made our second visit to the Soviet Union in

1938 we everywhere found evidences of the vast progress which the

Second Five-Year Plan had brought. The contrast with 1932 was

especially striking in the realm of consumers' goods, both foodstuffs

and manufactured articles, which filled to overflowing the shops of

Moscow, the other cities we visited and the villages through which we

wandered in the Ukraine. The people in general were much better

dressed than before, with both men and women increasingly well-

groomed and the latter paying much attention to manicure, coiffure
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and cosmetics. There was an abundance of bread and pastry, milk and

cheese, fresh eggs and vegetables, meat and fish, Spanish oranges and

good ice cream, including delicious chocolate-covered eskimo pie.

Wherever we went in the cities we found fleets of trim blue and white

kiosks on wheels, selling nuts, fruits, soft drinks and cigarettes. At the

many stations where we stopped on our three-thousand mile tour

women appeared with appetizing sandwiches, chocolate and other light

edibles for sale. The meals on the dining cars were ample and well-

cooked. All this was very different from 1932. And there can be no

doubt that for the first time in their age-long career the Russian

people are getting plenty to eat.

Another of our chief impressions was occasioned by the immense

amount of construction that was going on everywhere. The first thing

we noticed coming into a city by train was that new buildings were

rising wherever we looked. All of the chief cities have great five or

ten-year plans of reconstruction and are in the throes of erecting fac-

tories, workers' apartments, offices, hotels, schools, theaters, stadiums

and bridges. It is a sight that should make sick with envy those Ameri-

can economists who are always hoping to pull the United States out of

the doldrums through big building booms. Despite all this Soviet con-

struction, urban housing still lags behind the needs of the people, who

have flocked to the cities by the million in the last decade and in some

cases, like that of Moscow, have actually doubled the pre-revolutionary

population. Another shortcoming in my opinion is the architectural

quality of Soviet workers' apartments, which do not yet measure up to

the splendid Vienna housing developments I saw in 1932 or the fine

Stockholm co-operative apartments I visited in 1938.

I was struck, too, on this trip to the U. S. S. R. by the widespread

mechanical development. Russian manufactured automobiles, buses

and trucks now fill the newly macadamized streets of Soviet cities with

quite heavy traffic and, I may add, with quite ear-splitting noise. The

new Moscow subway, with its smooth-working escalators and beau-

tiful, airy stations, runs with admirable efficiency and altogether con-

stitutes a remarkable feat in the art of engineering. Soviet mechanical
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progress extends of course to military equipment, as we saw for our-

selves on May Day when we stood for six hours on the Red Square and

watched the tanks and artillery, the airplanes and other mechanized

units, pass in review.

As for the Soviet people, they constantly impressed us with their

spirit of gaiety and confidence. We saw them dancing and merry-

making in the public squares; we mingled with them in the streets and

the parks, at workers' clubs and children's schools; ,we participated

with them in festivities during holidays and other occasions; we

enjoyed with them theater and movie, opera and ballet; we met them

personally at their offices and homes, at lunch and dinner and during

special outings. One of our more memorable days was a long boat trip

down the new Moscow-Volga Canal with about thirty Russians

artists, authors, journalists, economists, professors and others with

whom we conversed freely and frankly, on topics both light and seri-

ous, for hours on end. And in all our contacts we found hardly a trace

of that psychology of fear which certain observers have claimed was

ruling the Soviet people on account of the recent liquidation of counter-

revolutionary elements. Nor did we meet suspicion or hostility because

of our status as foreigners.

The widespread idea that tourists in Russia are "shown" only what

the authorities wish them to see and are strictly kept away from every-

thing that might make a bad impression is simply fantastic. While my
wife and I used an interpreter in talking with Russians who did not

know English, French or German, we wandered around alone a large

part of the time and observed plenty of things that were far from

ideal. As for our favorable impressions, it is rather difficult to believe

that Stalin issued a secret decree ordering the Soviet people everywhere
to smile and look happy on our behalf or that the bustling economic

activity and large supplies of consumers' goods were in any sense faked.

It is no secret that in spite of the enormous increase in consumption

goods, Soviet industry is not yet able to meet the ever-increasing com-

modity demands in either the urban or agricultural districts demands

to a large degree generated among the people by the economic and
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educational advances of the Socialist system itself. Prices remain rela-

tively high in some lines, while in others new stock is quickly bought
out. Distribution and retail trade are not yet as efficiently organized as

production. And production of consumers' goods is itself handicapped

by the degree of work-time which has to go to turning out military

supplies for purposes of defense. Then there have been the widespread

sabotage and wrecking activities of the past few years activities which,

in my judgment, probably set back the Soviet economy as a whole

by I o or 1 5 per cent.

But the human resources in the U. S. S. R. are just as great as the

natural resources. New and younger elements, vigorous, able and well-

trained, have come up from the ranks to fill the gaps left by unfaithful

officials exposed in the purge. The Soviet economic machine is again

hitting on all cylinders in its swift course forward, with industrial

production for the first half of 1939 15 per cent above the corre-

sponding period of 1938. The Army, too, has more than recovered

from its personnel troubles and is unquestionably at its all-time high

in strength and reliability. And the fast-growing Soviet Navy, its

submarine fleet already the largest of any in the world, is a more

powerful bulwark of defense than most foreign observers realize. Of
the various non-Fascist peoples I observed in Europe in 1938, the

Russians seemed much less nervous over the possible effects of a war

than anyone else.

In a general sense, the most significant thing of all in the total

Soviet picture is, I think, the fact that during the first two Five-Year

Plans the Russians have accomplished the unprecedented feat of elimi-

nating the cycle of boom and decline by making controlled prosperity

a continuous and permanent thing. Though various sorts of growing

pains will no doubt from time to time continue to cause trouble in

particular industries or regions of the U. S. S. R., the general, country-

wide breakdowns which characterize capitalist crises seem to have

become consigned to the past.

The fundamental reason is that wide-scale and long-range plan-

ning, which is the very heart of the Soviet or any other Socialist system,

makes certain such a complete and harmonious adjustment between the
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purchasing power of the people as consumers and the productive power
of the people as workers that the disastrous phenomenon of over-pro-

duction cannot take place. There can be no piling up of unbought

commodities, as in capitalist lands, in profitless plenty in store and

warehouse so that a crisis for the owners as well as the would-be con-

sumers inevitably results. If my opinion on this matter is correct, then

surely Soviet Socialism has achieved a step forward in economic affairs

at least equal in importance to the Industrial Revolution.

As regards the future, I think it can be said that the potential capac-

ity of a people, even one with a relatively high standard of living, for

absorbing consumers' goods approaches infinity. Yet it is conceivable

that some day what we might call absolute over-production in one field

foodstuffs, for example could threaten a Socialist economy like

that of Russia. In such a case it will not be difficult to adjust the situa-

tion by reducing the hours of labor in agriculture or arranging for some

of the farm workers to shift to other vocations. If, as I hope, Socialism

comes about in the world at large, the possibilities of absolute over-

production in any field will become so remote as to constitute a purely

speculative problem.

The Third Five-Year Plan started January i, 1938, and will end

December 31, 1942. The Soviet State Planning Commission expects

that more will be achieved in this third period than during the First

and Second Five-Year Plans together. Special stress will be laid on

further increasing average labor productivity, which is admittedly

still two or three times lower than that of American workers, and on

improving the quality of goods. The Planning Commission is already

looking ahead in a general way to the Seventh and Eighth Five-Year

Plans which will be finished respectively in 1960 and 1965. It is

expected that by the latter date the Soviet population will have

increased from its present 170,000,000 to over 300,000,000. At the

New York World's Fair which opened in the spring of 1939, Ameri-

cans have been able to see, in the magnificent Soviet pavilions, repre-

sentative exhibits showing past and projected progress under the Five-

Year Plans.
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3. Soviet Cultitral Progress

I have been emphasizing so far the Herculean economic achieve-

ments of the Soviet Union. But we should not forget for a moment

that cultural growth in the Socialist Republic has paralleled the material

and has been just as striking. The ultimate goal of Socialism is to build,

upon the foundations of lasting economic security and equilibrium, the

greatest culture that the world has yet seen both in terms of its qualita-

tive achievements and the number of people able to participate in it. I

shall review a few outstanding examples of the Soviet advance toward

this goal without in any sense trying to cover in toto the country's

many-sided cultural life.

It was Lenin himself who said: "Art belongs to the people. It ought

to extend with deep roots into the very thick of the broad toiling

masses. It ought to be intelligible to these masses and loved by them.

And it ought to unify the feeling, thought and will of these masses,

and elevate them. It ought to arouse and develop artists among them."

These ideas of Lenin about art are daily becoming more and more of

an actuality in the Soviet Union. Art there has become the possession

of the entire people and has entered into the very fiber of their beings;

it is no longer the private property of a small minority at the top. The

whole population is sharing in the enjoyment and creation of litera-

ture and painting, the theater and the motion picture, music and

dancing. Amateur art circles flourish by the tens of thousands. As so

often among the Soviet Russians, a succinct slogan sums up the situa-

tion. In this case it is, "To live without work is robbery ;
to work with-

out art is barbarism."

Socialist planning has made huge sums available in the Soviet Union

for the encouragement of art. Already hundreds of new museums have

been built; Moscow alone has erected 125 since the Revolution.

Millions and millions of people visit these museums every year, absorb-

ing the rich heritage of their nation's past and gaining a consciousness

of the meaning of art. One of the busiest organizations in all Russia

is the special Bureau for the Restoration of Historical Monuments,

with its large staff of historians and technical workers. This Bureau
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has restored hundreds of ancient churches, mosques and other build-

ings; and has discovered countless rare art treasures, including many

superb frescoes and ikons which had been hidden for centuries by

whitewash and plaster applied to old walls by ignorant monks.

In the realm of education the progress in the U. S. S. R. since Tsarist

times has likewise been prodigious. Some of the statistics here are

enlightening. During the First and Second Five-Year Plans illiteracy

went down to 5 per cent of the population as compared with the 70

per cent pre-War figure of 1913; the number of children in

primary and secondary schools increased from 8,000,000 to almost

30,000,000; and the total of students in a vastly augmented number

of higher educational institutions grew five times over. There are

550,000 such students in the Soviet Union today as compared with a

combined aggregate of 4 1 6,OOO in the higher educational institutions

of Britain, France, Germany, Italy and Japan. Ninety per cent of

these Soviet students, moreover, are provided with free tuition, free

living quarters and a monthly allowance for ordinary expenses. It is

significant, too, that 38 per cent of them are women.

Lenin told the rising generation to do three things: to study, to

study and to study. But everyone in Soviet Russia, of whatever age,

has adopted this precept. In his absorbing volume The Soviets Albert

Rhys Williams writes:

Schooling is in no wise a monopoly of the youth ;
nor is it con-

fined to the regular system run by the State. Alongside of it rise

up other systems conducted by and inside the Communist Party,

Labor Unions, and the Red Army; some form of educational

effort is an intrinsic part of the activities of every big enterprise.

. . . There are Radio-schools broadcasting cycles of lectures,

each one complete in itself, so the casual listener may profit

thereby; Home-study groups taking courses by mail; Workers*

Faculties, Trade-schools, Night and Day "Universities."

Formal education is already compulsory between the ages of eight

and fourteen. The eventual aim is to make it so for everyone up to
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eighteen; and the Third Five-Year Plan will see this step accom-

plished in the city districts.

At the same time the masses of the Soviet people have become vora-

cious readers. In 1937, 2,ooo magazines were being published in the

U. S. S. R. with an annual circulation of 391,000,000 copies; 7,000

newspapers, nine times the pre-War number, with a circulation sixteen

times as great; and 53,000 titles in books and pamphlets with

1,300,000,000 copies, ten times the 1913 level. When Mr. Williams

wanted to express what was going on in this field he did an article

appropriately called "Billions of Books." "Today," he says, "book-

stalls and bookstands are as numerous in the Soviet Union as are soda

fountains in the United States. The problem is no longer that of

awakening an interest in books, but rather of finding some way to

satisfy the truly insatiable demand. In the last fifteen years seven

billion copies of books have been published." Even in the rather

abstract sphere of philosophy the Russians print editions ranging in

number from 10,000 to 150,000, including translations of the chief

classics from Plato and Aristotle to the twentieth century. Such pub-

lishing figures for philosophical works are unheard-of in any other

country.

The spread of education in the Soviet Union has gone on, not just

in the cities, but throughout the agricultural regions as well. The

awakening of millions and millions of formerly ignorant and illiterate

peasants to the new cultural life has been perhaps the most noteworthy

thing of all. During my trips to Russia the young people with whom I

talked in the villages and collective farms seemed just as intelligent

and alert as the students I met in the urban centers. The educational

program has also extended to all the national and racial minorities

throughout the U. S. S. R. In many cases new alphabets have been

created for the benefit of backward minority groups. And, exactly

reversing the policy of the Tsars, the Soviet Government has not only

permitted but has encouraged these minorities to develop their own

languages, their own theaters, their own schools and their own institu-

tions in general. The result has been a veritable renaissance of the
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various minority arts and cultures in Russia along the lines of the

general principle, "national in form and Socialist in content."

Another group in the U. S. S. R. which has especially benefited

from the cultural and social remodeling of the country are the women.

They have experienced a far-reaching emancipation, and now are on

a plane of equality with men, both legally and otherwise. It is reveal-

ing that as of 1938 there were in the All-Union Congress of Soviets

184 women, or 16 per cent, out of 1,143 deputies as compared with

twelve women, or 2 per cent, in the British House of Commons and

six women, or I per cent, in the Congress of the United States. In the

extensive Mohammedan regions of Russia the women have gained

through the abolition of the old custom of polygamy by act of the

Soviet Government, so often portrayed as encouraging lax sex rela-

tions. In these districts, too, they have won freedom from wearing the

veil and from the evils of child marriage and bride purchase.

Again, it was Lenin who said that no nation can be free when half

its population, the women, are household slaves and doomed to "daily

sacrifice to a thousand unimportant trivialities." This saying has

become a basic principle in the Soviet Union. Women in their function

as mothers are provided for with particular care; babies and small

children are allotted the best of everything that the land possesses. The

Communists are not, in my opinion, breaking up the home ; what they

are breaking up is family drudgery and family egotism. They v/ant

people's ambitions and interests to extend beyond the domestic circle

to the country at large.

Since the tumultuous years of revolution and civil war, the institu-

tion of the family in Soviet Russia has been growing more and more

stable. Prostitution has been almost completely eradicated. Licentious-

ness is considered an offense against Communist ethics, not because it

is a "sin" in the old religious sense, but because it is a self-indulgence

which interferes with productive work and the welfare of the family.

During the past few years the Soviet Government has enacted, pri-

marily on the grounds of furthering physical well-being, decrees

making abortions decidedly difficult to obtain. And it is encouraging
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modern contraceptive methods as the sanest and healthiest way of

effecting birth control. No medical expert would for a moment dispute

the wisdom of this policy.

In Soviet medicine we find established as axiomatic the idea which

many eminent physicians and surgeons in America have recently been

publicly supporting, that "the health of the people is the direct concern

of the government." Since the Revolution the Soviet Government has

increased the number of doctors from less than 20,000 to more than

100,000; it has increased the number of hospital beds from 175,000
to over 500,000; it has reduced infant mortality by more than 50

per cent and the general death rate by more than 62 per cent. Whereas

in the United States only one out of every thirty dollars spent on medi-

cal care goes to the prevention of disease, in Soviet Russia the whole

system of public health is built around the idea of prevention. And the

guiding principle is the creation of the best possible conditions for work

and living.

In the new Soviet Constitution there is a remarkable clause that

reads: "Citizens of the U. S. S. R. have the right to rest and leisure.

The right to rest is ensured by the reduction of the working day to

seven hours for the overwhelming majority of the workers, the institu-

tion of annual vacations with pay for workers and other employees, and

the provision of a wide network of sanatoria, rest homes and clubs

serving the needs of the working people." In addition to these

admirable provisions, the development of sports and all kinds of other

recreational facilities has contributed greatly to the increasing health

and well-being of the Soviet population. Stadiums, for example, have

been built throughout the land; and the physical culture movement has

millions of adherents.

An excellent measure of the difference between the old Russia and

the new is the situation in the sphere of science. Whatever political

commentators may say about the Soviet Union, foreign scientists who

have gone there and studied conditions in their specialty almost invari-

ably bring back glowing reports. The number of professional scientists

has increased from 3,000 under the old regime to 40,000 now. In

every field, from public health to archaeology, and in every locality,
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from the thickly populated industrial cities to tiny hamlets in distant

Siberia, the truths and techniques of science are replacing the myths

and methods of religious supernaturalism and are exerting a far-reach-

ing and beneficent influence.

In their monumental and definitive book on the Soviet Union the

English authors, Sidney and Beatrice Webb, tell us:

We find today in the U. S. S. R., what exists in no other coun-

try, an elaborately planned network of more than a thousand

research laboratories, with their own extensive libraries and col-

lections, scattered over the vast territory between the Arctic

Ocean on the north, and the Black Sea or the Central Asian

Mountains on the south, at each of which selected staffs of trained

researchers, with salaries and expenses provided, are working in

co-ordination on particular problems, allocated largely with

special reference to local needs, opportunities, or resources.*

While the Soviet Russians believe that in the long run all science

should be made to serve practical purposes, they are thoroughly awake

to the need of "pure" scientific research more or less remote from

immediate utilitarian pressures.

The extraordinary scientific work which Soviet Socialism fosters

has been dramatically symbolized in the stirring non-stop flights of

Soviet aviators to the West Coast of the United States via the North

Pole and to the East Coast of Canada via the Great Circle route. Of
even weightier import have been the thrilling and successful efforts

to explore and develop the Arctic regions. The Soviet regime has sent

out expedition after expedition during the past fifteen years to these

far-northern territories, has laid the groundwork for the exploitation

of their fishing and other vast resources, set up seventy-five Arctic radio

stations for the study of climatic and other conditions, established a

regular Northern Sea Route from the West to the East of the Arctic

Sea and trained a special air fleet to aid and co-operate in these ventures.

*
Sidney and Beatrice Webb, Soviet Communism: A New Civilization? New

York, 1938, p. 956. Quoted by special permission of the publishers, Charles
Scribner's Sons.
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The high point of all this activity came in the spring of 1937 when

Soviet airplanes flew a group of scientists to the North Pole itself to

conduct scientific studies. Four of these men remained nine months on

an ice floe, which finally drifted far from the Pole. In February of

1938, with their records and specimens intact, they were at last

rescued off Greenland by Soviet icebreakers.

It is of course impossible to consider the present role of science in

Soviet Russia apart from the new economic system. For that system of

Socialist planning in effect turns the country into one huge laboratory

in which, because of the central controls, scientific experiments of

unparalleled scope can be carried on. Furthermore, in the economic

realm, since there is no fear of over-production, there is no fear of

science. Thus the Science Section of the State Planning Commission

encourages all kinds of new labor-saving inventions and experiments,

every Government commissariat has a special experimental division,

and each large industrial enterprise maintains laboratories for scientific

work.

While the individual Soviet inventor is amply rewarded, the fruits

of his work go to industry as a whole. There are no private interests

in the U. S. S. R. to patent an invention and limit its use, for the sake

of profit-making, to one particular business concern. If a worker or

technician in a steel plant in the Ukraine invents an important instru-

ment or process, every steel mill throughout the Soviet Union will as

a matter of course soon be using it. Nor are there any private interests

in the Socialist Republic which can buy up and put on the shelf new

inventions lest they ruin existing investments. Under Socialism science /

fulfills its proper end of serving mankind and does not, as under Capi- /

talism, have a prior obligation to the cause of profit.

The evolution of experimental science in the U. S. S. R. is the best

possible proof that the Marxism of the Soviet Russians will never suc-

cumb to the dead hand of a dead past and that it is not, as its opponents

claim, a rigid orthodoxy laying down the law from a Bible interpreted

by a Pope and a College of Cardinals. Lenin himself set the tone when

he wrote : "We do not by any means look upon the theory of Marx as

something final and inviolable
;
on the contrary, we are convinced that
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it only laid the cornerstones of the science which Socialists must advance

in all directions, if they do not want to lag behind events." Applying

this generalization to the individual, Lenin stated: "We do not want

anything to be accepted with the eyes shut, to be an article of faith.

Everyone should keep his head tight on his own shoulders, and think

out and verify everything for himself."

Along with the educational and cultural developments in Soviet

Russia there has occurred so profound an alteration in human motives

that it is legitimate to call it a spiritual revolution. It may be asserted

that the Communists have changed human nature, but it is more

accurate to say that they have channeled it. That is, they have taken

the raw materials of human impulse and set them going in certain

specific directions both rewarding for the individual and beneficial to

society as a whole. There is, for instance, more ambition in Russia

than ever before; but this ambition, instead of finding an outlet in

trying to make a million rubles, fulfills itself in doing a first-rate job

for the community and climbing the ladder of achievement in socially

useful ways. Not only is its fulfillment through the exploitation of

others definitely ruled out; its expression in the form of personal

vainglory or in ruthless careerism is an offense against Soviet ethics,

as many an arrogant bureaucrat has discovered to his grief. The point is

that in the U. S. S. R. ambition is fast becoming thoroughly socialized,

which is to say that for the first time in human experience it is becoming

truly civilized.

In their devotion to the great ends and inspiring philosophy of

Socialism the citizens of the Soviet Union have literally forgotten

themselves. In their adherence to the new, invigorating loyalties they

have been released from age-long economic fears, sexual repressions, J
and religious guilt-feelings. Their more personal problems and

^

Freudian complexes have been driven into the background. Of course,

the high purpose and enthusiasm of the Soviet Russians in their drive

toward the goal of a free and classless society has had its analogies in

other countries. During the Great War some of the belligerent powers

produced a somewhat similar mass spirit, thus bearing out the statement

of Karl Marx that "The highest heroic effort of which old society is
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still capable is national war." But the Soviet Union is the first nation \
in history to harness the inspired imagination and devoted energies of

^

an entire people to the constructive works of peace instead of the /

destructive works of war. And this is a most important difference.

From all this it ought to be perfectly clear that, far from discour-

aging individuality, the Soviet Socialist order aims to give every

member of the community the greatest possible opportunity for devel-

opment. The Communists insist, however, that economic freedom is

the basis of all others; and that only through planning can they free

mankind from the chaotic control of the market and its blind, uncon-

scious forces. The much-publicized issue of individuality versus col-

lectivism or Socialism is a totally false one. The truth is that in the \

industrialized and mechanized world of the twentieth century some

sort of collectivism is necessary in order that individuality may flourish.

Socialism rules out only individualism in the narrow, selfish sense of

people exploiting, harming, ruining others for the sake of their own

personal advantage. Marx himself wrote in Captal of Socialism as a

"higher type of society whose fundamental principle is the full and

free development of every individual." And the motto he chose for

himself was "Follow your own bent, no matter what people say."

4. Democracy and Peace

The deep concern of Soviet Socialism for the individual is clearly

discernible in its aim of developing a democracy in the fullest sense.

The very term Soviet has a democratic connotation, since it is the

Russian word for council. In Marxist theory the dictatorship of th&?

proletariat has always been considered a temporary phase for a transi-

tional period, an adamantine instrument in the creation of the Socialist

society and for defense against its class enemies. This dictatorship,

however, disappears as the need for it disappears. Here we have one

of the most important differences between a Communist and Fascist

dictatorship. People are habitually lumping the two together as if they

were in essence the same, but with Fascism the dictatorship has a very

different purpose and is supposed to go on forever; there is no thought

of or provision for an ultimate transition to democracy. Hitler talks
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of the Nazi form of government lasting a thousand years, while Mus-

solini revels in calling democracy "a putrid corpse." Stalin, on the

other hand, only recently made the following characteristic statement:

"Leaders come and leaders go, but the people remain. Only the people pO
are immortal. Everything else is transient."

Undoubtedly, the Communist Party still remains the most impor-

tant and powerful organization in the U. S. S. R. Composed now of

about 1,600,000 members, subject to strict discipline and expected

to set an example in both public affairs and personal behavior, this body

has been since the Revolution the greatest cohesive and initiating force

in the growth of Soviet Socialism, giving an indispensable and decisive

impetus to everything from economic planning to the formulation of

the new Constitution. It has provided, as the Webbs put it, an organ-

izing group for "the vocation of leadership." This does not mean that

the many non-Party sympathizers and the masses of workers and

peasants do not themselves demonstrate the qualities of initiative and

leadership; but the best of them, as they reveal their ability, tend to

gravitate toward the Communist Party and become members of it.

The same tendency exists in the two large youth groups closely asso-

ciated with the Communist Party: the Young Communists or Com-

somols, numbering 8,000,000 between the ages of fourteen and

twenty-three, and the Pioneers, numbering n,OOO,OOO between the

ages of ten and sixteen.

It is true that at present no other political party besides the Com-
munist exists in Soviet Russia. As time goes on, however, and democ-

racy develops more and more, it is my guess that important disagree-

ments over Socialist policy will result in groupings which, whatever

their formal position or designation, will act in some sense as parties.

In America itself, it is appropriate to recall, the theory of the Founding
Fathers did not make a place for parties; two distinct and functioning

political parties did not come into existence for a good fifteen years

after the Revolution ; and George Washington was unopposed in the

first two elections for President. Whatever the particular evolution of

democracy in the Soviet Union, and whether it eventuates in a multi-

party system or adopts more efficient forms, that evolution must be
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judged chiefly in terms of the particular conditions which come to

prevail in the country. For .we can neither expect nor wish Socialist

democracy in the U. S. S. R. to follow the pattern of the democracies,

or rather pseudo-democracies, with which the world is already

acquainted.

The most convincing sign that the Soviet Union is putting democ-

racy into effect was the enactment of the new Constitution in the

latter part of 1936. Since the Soviet idea has been from the start that

true democracy demands certain economic and cultural foundations,

this Constitution reflects the tremendous progress that has been made.

Its epoch-making new "rights of man" the right to employment, the

right to leisure, the right to free education, the right to material security

in old age or in the event of physical disability, the right of sex equality,

the right of racial equality show that, in Stalin's words, "the com-

plete victory of the Socialist system in all spheres of the national

economy is now a fact." Soviet Russia is surely the only nation in the

world that would dare make unemployment unconstitutional.

The socialization of agriculture and the remarkable growth of

education in the rural areas have written themselves into the Constitu-

tion in the important provision establishing electoral equality between

the workers and peasants. Formerly the workers had a relative advan-

tage in voting power of about two to one. The Constitution gives the

franchise to all persons of both sexes eighteen years of age or over,

which automatically means restoring the ballot to certain groups

which, like the kulaks, the clergy and former Tsarist officials, were for

many years disfranchised for political reasons. This step signifies to

what a large degree the old class lines have been obliterated and to

what a large extent there has been actualized the policy announced by

a leading Soviet official several years ago that "All those who work for

the Socialist State are comrades, including those who have joined the

working class in that work as well as those born in it." The Constitu-

tion also guarantees by law freedom of religious worship, freedom of

speech, freedom of the press, freedom of assembly and meetings, and

freedom of street processions and demonstrations. The creation of a
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second legislative chamber, the Soviet of Nationalities, ensures that

the particular interests of the various minorities shall be protected.

There can be no doubt that prejudice as between the many different

nations and races making up the U. S. S. R. has all but disappeared,

both because the security and well-being guaranteed by Socialism has

removed the roots of economic jealousy and because all of the minori-

ties feel a new sense of unity in their common endeavor to carry out

the great objectives set up by the present regime. In view of the grow-

ing persecution of Jews in many countries, it is of profound signifi-

cance that in the Soviet Union the expression of anti-Jewish prejudice,

like that of any other racial animosity, is treated as a 'crime under the

law; and that Joseph Stalin, himself a native of once oppressed Georgia,

now one of the eleven constituent Republics of Soviet Russia, should

specifically denounce anti-Semitism "as a relic of cannibalism" and "a

lightning conductor" which enables the exploiting capitalists to evade

basic economic issues.

It is easy to say that this new Soviet Constitution is only a "paper"

one. However, it is obvious in the nature of the case that all written

constitutions are paper constitutions. The extent to which constitu-

tional provisions become actualized is always dependent on the good

faith of the government and people involved. Now I do not contend

that the new Soviet Constitution will be observed 100 per cent, espe-

cially during the first years of its existence ; yet I venture to say that

its fundamental principles will become the law of the land sooner than

in most other instances. The United States Constitution has been in

effect for one hundred and fifty years, but we know how frequently

is violated even today, particularly its guarantees regarding civil liber

ties and minority rights. And those who laud the British parliamentary

system as the last word in perfection should remember that it has been

in process of development upwards of six hundred years.

An element of primary importance in the functioning of Soviet

democracy is the trade union. Out of a working population of

28,000,000 eligible for membership, almost 24,000,000 belong to one

of the 1 66 different unions, a far larger proportion than in any other

,n

o
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country. Since in a Socialist society the economic well-being of every

individual is a universally acknowledged right and since the exploiting

capitalists, together with the class struggle, have disappeared from the

scene, the Soviet trade unions have little trouble in negotiating favor-

able contracts as to wages, hours and working conditions. Hence they

are able to put much of their energy into educational and administra-

tive work and have full charge of administering the extensive social

insurance benefits which so substantially supplement wage income in

the Soviet Union.

What about the recent purges in the U. S. S. R., and do they indi-

cate a trend away from democracy? I do not think so. The purges are

now definitely over, it seems. In any case they were transitory

phenomena which do not represent the fundamentally democratic

direction in which the country is moving. I do not like violence, I do

not like executions, I do not like any sort of bloodshed. But I can hardly

blame the Soviet Government for dealing sternly with the plotters and

wreckers who aimed to pull down the structure of the first Socialist

society. Whether these enemies were out-and-out Fascist agents from

abroad, followers of Leon Trotsky or Nicolai Bukharin aiming to

overthrow by force the present Soviet regime, generals with Napoleonic

ambitions, or White Russians seeping over the far-eastern border from

their big emigre settlements in Manchuria, it seems to me that they

deserved the utmost severity.

I, like so many others, was deeply shocked and troubled by the series

of treason trials at Moscow. But after reading the long and detailed

verbatim testimony of the three big trials a check-up which few critics

of Soviet justice have bothered to make and after careful considera-

tion of the main factors involved, I felt no doubt of the defendants'

guilt and of the genuineness of their sweeping and frequently surprising

confessions. For years Trotsky, burning with resentment because the

Soviet people refused to follow his hair-brained policies and driven to

the most fearful extremes by his megalomaniac itch for political power,

has been openly agitating on behalf of a violent counter-revolution

against the Soviet Government. Both he and his followers have made

it clear that they consider any means toward this end justified. And
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they actually succeeded in 1934 in assassinating Sergei Kirov, one of

the top Soviet leaders. Since Trotsky and his fellow-conspirators

could count on no mass support in Russia, it is easy to see why the

natural result was terrorist plotting and, as a last desperate measure,

even co-operation with foreign governments interested in bringing

about the downfall of the Soviet regime.

History clearly shows, not only that the defenders of the status quo

always fight a new social order to the last gasp, but also that bitter

dissension usually develops among the makers of far-reaching revolu-^

tions. And because the Revolution in Russia is the most far-reaching \
that has ever occurred, because it abolishes and not just re-arranges

private property in production and distribution, the struggles revolving /

around it are bound to be more ferocious than in other cases. The/
Webbs give us the correct historical perspective when they say :

Even England and Scotland, in the small population of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, with a much less funda-

mental revolution, produced generation after generation of con-

spirators, to whom treason and killing, with lies and deceit, were

only part of what they felt to be a righteous effort. . . .

The French Revolution of 1789-95 ushered in a similar period

of conspiracy and struggle, leading to a whole succession of

counter-revolutions, not reaching the stability of a democratic

republic, with its large measure of personal security and social

equality, for nearly a century. ... In Russia (which was in

1900 in the matter of morals and civilization very much where

Britain and France stood in 1700) the pattern of behavior of the

revolutionary conspirators culminated in a bitterness and mutual

antagonism more acute and all-pervading than in any other

example.*

The Soviet Republic, I may add, is not going to permit the unhappy
French experience of successful counter-revolution

;
nor the unhappy

American experience of dreadful civil war long after the founding

*
Sidney and Beatrice Webb, op. cit., pp. 1158-59.
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Revolution; nor the unhappy Spanish experience of bloody, Fascist \

militarist rebellion throttling the emancipation and progress of the \

people. These things are simply not going to happen in the Soviet /

Union. And I for one am glad that at least in one land violent revolu- /
tion is once and for all over and done with.

Unfortunately, however, many liberals and radicals in foreign coun-

tries have become quite confused over the internal troubles which the

U. S. S. R. has experienced. A number of them have joined either the

international brigade of Soviet-haters or the association of fair-weather

friends. Intellectuals such as my former teacher and colleague, Pro-

fessor John Dewey of Columbia University, have aligned themselves

with the professional enemies of the Soviet people and have allowed

themselves to become regular publicity agents on behalf of the Trot-

skyites. Most of Trotsky's defenders in America, are, like Dr. Dewey
himself, New York intellectuals. Trotsky as an individual seems to

have a fatal fascination for such people. They view him as a brilliant,

dashing, heroic, misunderstood intellectual quite similar to them-

selves whose dramatic role as the Lucifer of the world revolutionary

movement arouses all their sentimental impulses. To these incurable \

romantics Stalin appears prosaic and unexciting in comparison, despite

the fact that in a quiet and unspectacular way he has played the out-

standing part in the consolidation of Soviet Socialism.

I am convinced that today the chief factor holding back the full

flowering of Soviet democracy and especially of the proper psychologi-

cal atmosphere for it, is the constant threat of military aggression on the

part of foreign powers, together with their constant attempts within

the borders of the U. S. S. R. to sabotage, carry on espionage work and

enlist for their own hostile purposes whatever dissident individuals

they may still discover. With spies of the German War Ministry

developing into a regular plague in the United States and all over

South America, we can be sure that the Nazis are stopping at nothing

in nearby Russia, which they regard as their foremost enemy. Hitler's

recent annexation of Czechoslovakia and Memel, makes the peril to

the Soviet Union greater and nearer.

It is to be remembered that at present international war, open in
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Asia and underground in Europe, is actually going on, with the Fascist

states of Germany, Italy and Japan everywhere the aggressors. The

ultimate aim of the Fascists and their allies in every nation is to crush

the Soviet Republic, to put an end to the ever more successful Socialist

commonwealth whose stirring example fills the masses of the people

in capitalist countries with what the Japanese so charmingly call "dan-

gerous thoughts." As long as the foreign situation remains as menacing
as it is today, one can hardly expect the Russians to act as if they were

surrounded by nothing but sweetness and light. Toward the enemy\
within the gates and the enemy outside they must necessarily maintain !

an attitude of stern vigilance.
*

For some strange reason persons who admit that the Soviet Union

was justified in using armed force in its early stages to defeat the

interventionists argue today that this country is hypocritical in building

up a large army while its representatives unceasingly talk about the

establishment of international peace. But the Soviet people remember

only too well the extensive efforts of the capitalist powers to overthrow

their republic during the civil war years. In this turbulent period of

world history, there can be no doubt that the U. S. S. R. is fully justi-

fied, nay, morally obligated, to maintain its own defenses. And radicals

must necessarily view an attack on the Soviet Union as an extension of

the class struggle into the sphere of international war, with foreign

capitalists, Fascists or otherwise, launching violent counter-revolution

in the form of unprovoked aggression upon the first Socialist state.

That the U. S. S. R. does not itself harbor aggressive military

designs is proved by its whole conduct since the founding of the Repub-
lic. It was on the day following the October Revolution that Lenin

proposed to all the belligerent powers that they start negotiations at

once for "a just and democratic peace." But the answer of both Ger-

many and the Allies was invasion. It is hardly too much to say that

the idea of peace was treated as a sinister Bolshevik plot! Even after

the period of civil war and intervention came to a close, the Soviet

Union found great difficulty in establishing normal relations with the

capitalist countries. One would have thought that Soviet Russia had

been invading them rather than the other way round. Nonetheless, as
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time went on, most of the capitalist nations, both big and small, entered

into commercial and diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union. Of
the larger powers the United States was most stubborn, holding off

recognition for sixteen years until the late date of 1933.

Shortly after it came into power, the Soviet Government proceeded
to publish the secret imperialist treaties connected with the Great War,
a step which the capitalist nations have never forgiven, and to renounce

the imperialist aims of the former Russian Governments. Instead of

continuing to cherish the romantic Tsarist vision of annexing Constan-

tinople and the Dardanelles, the Soviets initiated cordial relations with

Turkey and even ceded that country certain territory near Armenia. In

China the U. S. S. R. gave up all its extra-territorial privileges. In

Manchuria, it sold its rights in the Chinese Eastern Railway to Japan
in order to lessen the chances of friction in the Far East.

The Soviet Union's policy of international amity registered particu-

lar progress during the period from 1930 to 1939 when Maxim

Litvinov, who carried through the difficult negotiations for American

recognition, was the Soviet Commissar for Foreign Affairs. Under

Litvinov's leadership Soviet Russia signed the Kellogg Peace Pact and

later entered the League of Nations. Mr. Litvinov negotiated non-

aggression pacts, marking a new stage in strictness and clarity of

definition, with all twelve of the states bordering the U. S. S. R. except

Japan, which steadfastly refused to enter into any such treaty. In con-

ference after conference at Geneva the Soviet delegation demonstrated

its sincere desire for disarmament and consistently made proposals

toward that end far more concrete and drastic than those of any
other nation.

At the same time the Soviet Union has been thoroughly realistic and,

since the open Fascist offensive against world peace, has supported more

stoutly than ever the principle of collective security. This principle is

based on the belief that aggressors can be stopped dead in their tracks

if those nations truly desiring peace will band themselves together and

unequivocally declare their intent to invoke economic and, in case of

final necessity, military sanctions against war-makers. The Soviet

Government stood willing and ready to participate in sanctions when
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Fascist force was used against Ethiopia, Spain, China, Austria and

Czechoslovakia. And not only was it foremost in exposing and opposing

these acts of aggression; it also sent substantial aid to the invaded

Spanish and Chinese peoples, to the latter in fulfillment of its pledges

as a member of the League of Nations.

I have often heard it said that the main reason for the peace policy

of the Soviet Union is that it has plenty of territory for its present

purposes. Now while it is certainly true that the U. S. S. R. is not land-

hungry, it should be recalled that the Tsarist Empire, one of the most

imperialist, war-mongering regimes in history, possessed much more

territory than the new Russia, which lost so heavily in the West

after the Revolution of 1917; and that Nicholas II aimed to enlarge

his domains greatly following the expected victory in the World War.

The point is that Tsarist imperialism, no matter how much land it

acquired, was always hungering for more.

But Soviet Russia, with its Socialist economy, has neither the need

nor desire to expand. It has eradicated within its borders all those eco-

nomic factors that make for war. Because the Soviet people as a whole

own the productive property of their country and because they have

abolished private profit-making, the possibilities of war-profiteering are

nil. Because Socialist planning has put an end to capitalist crisis and

has brought under its control the country's foreign trade as well as its

domestic, the Soviet Union has been able to pass sentence of death upon
the chief practices of war-provoking economic imperialism. Surely the

most prejudiced Soviet-hater can see that from the point of view of

sheer self-interest the U. S. S. R. most ardently wants peace. For the

most important and pressing item on the agenda of Soviet Russia is the

unimpeded building of Socialism throughout its vast homeland.

In addition, there are the moral considerations involved in Socialist

Russia's attitude toward world affairs. There is the fact that the Soviet

Republic, from the very start, has stood for full equality between the

various races and nations of the earth. On account of the many dif-

ferent minorities living in happiness and harmony within its borders,

it is in itself a functioning and splendid example of international co-

operation and understanding. As the first existing Socialist state, Soviet
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Russia believes in internationalism as a basic principle and refuses to

admit that geographic boundaries or differences in physiognomy should

be allowed to limit the expression of the human spirit and the inter-

change of human values. There can be no doubt in my mind that col-

laboration with the Russian peace efforts is one of the categorical

imperatives for both nations and individuals that are sincerely working

for the abolition of war.

5. Some Criteria of Judgment

In formulating a final judgment on the economic and cultural

achievements of the Soviet Union since the Revolution of 1917 and

during the first two Five-Year Plans, it is highly necessary to keep in

mind certain general considerations concerning the particular charac-

teristics of the U. S. S. R. I have already mentioned the very special

historical background of the country. Now given that background, it

is obviously absurd to expect that Russia could completely catch up in

twenty years in all respects with nations such as England, Germany
and the United States. As a standard of reference in regard to things

like modern technology and administrative efficiency, these countries

must always be held in view. But one cannot be fair to Soviet Russia

without constantly taking into account the question : How much have

conditions improved since the time of the Tsars? In other words, we

cannot afford to neglect the important principle of historical relativism.

Consider the matter of shoes. It can easily be demonstrated that the

Soviet masses are still in need of more and better shoes and that it will

be some time before they overtake the people of the U. S. A. in this

important sphere of equipment. The most significant point to remem-

ber, however, is that the Soviet Union is turning out nine times as

many shoes as in pre-War days, that is, 180,000,000 pairs per

year in comparison with 20,000,000. Moreover, before the Revolution

the shoes were distributed mainly in the cities and among the upper

classes. The great majority of the peasants went barefoot in the summer

and fashioned themselves straw footwear in the winter. When the

average peasant wanted to get married he had to hire a pair of decent

boots for the occasion from one of the well-to-do farmers in the com-
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munity. Today, on the other hand, the shoes which are manufactured

are distributed to all sections of the population and not just to a

privileged group.

This same principle of making comparisons between Soviet Russia

and other countries on a relative rather than an absolute basis holds

in other fields. I think especially of the modern conveniences and

mechanical gadgets so dear to the heart of Americans. Anyone familiar

with traveling in Russia before the Great War knows that conditions

were unclean, uncomfortable, and generally unsatisfactory. The last

edition of Karl Baedeker's Russian guidebook, published in 1914,

makes this very plain. It is hardly to be expected that the Soviet Rus-

sians, who have had world-shaking and world-making problems on

their hands, could have turned the U. S. S. R. into a tourists' paradise

over-night. Yet tourists continually come back from Russia disgruntled

and disgusted with the whole country because it was so difficult to find

taxicabs in Moscow, because meals in the hotels were not always served

with the accustomed American dispatch, and because they could buy

only drugs in the drugstores and not milk-shakes and fountain pens.

Now everyone knows that Europe in general lags far behind the

United States in its provisions for creature comfort. From personal

experience I have learned, for example, that plumbing in France and

Italy, especially in the provinces, is in drastic need of improvement-
where it exists at all. Yet American tourists are willing to overlook or1

even to romanticize the discomforts which they meet in traveling

through European countries other than Russia. For some stranj

reason, though, they will return from the U. S. S. R. and construct

whole books or lecture tours around the profound subject of their

troubles with trains and hotels, food and insects. As time goes on, such

lopsided travelogues should occur less and less frequently, since, as I

discovered myself in 1938, the Soviet Russians are becoming increas-

ingly efficient in the small things that often loom so large in the con-

sciousness of travelers from abroad.

Another misunderstanding on the part of foreign observers is in

reference to the various compromises and shifts in policy that occur in

the Soviet Union from time to time. Now no intelligent Marxist ever
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dreamed that it would be possible for Socialism in any country to leap

up full-fledged all at once from the chaos of the old order. How much

less so, then, in a land which was as far behind as the Russia of 1917!

There one could see that the building of Socialism would quite obvi-

ously entail a long, difficult struggle even had there not been an imme-

diate background of international and civil war. In such a struggle

there are bound to be bad years as well as good, failures as well as

triumphs, detours as well as marches straight ahead. And it is essential

to distinguish temporary setbacks from permanent defeats.

Since the Soviet Union was the first nation in history to attempt

the construction of a Socialist society and had no precedents on which

to draw, serious and unforeseen problems have inevitably arisen and

unfortunate mistakes have on occasion been made. Far from attempting

to cover up their blunders, the Soviet officials and workers have set

them forth in self-castigating detail in the press throughout the land.

Their frank self-criticism has become a veritable institution and has

been an exceedingly effective weapon in combating bureaucracy and

inefficiency. At the same time, thanks to it, foreign detractors have

obtained some of their most potent ammunition. A naive reader of

the average Soviet newspaper can easily get the impression that the

whole country is daily going to the dogs.

Lenin's formula of "one step backward, if necessary, in order to

take two steps forward" has seemed to be just plain common sense ii

the Soviet Union. What temporary compromises or changes in policy

indicate is not failure, as hostile critics are always claiming, but a will-

ingness on the part of the supposedly dogmatic Communists, controling

a radical Government actually in power, to face the facts and to exer-

cise an intelligent flexibility in carrying out their program. Certainly

no other compromise compares in extent with the N. E. P. (New
Economic Policy) which was introduced by Lenin himself in 1921 in

place of the stringent "War Communism." Yet this far-reaching but

transitory move in the direction of capitalist principles did not result,

as the outer world predicted, in the abandonment of Socialism in Soviet

Russia. Indeed, not many years later the First Five-Year Plan was dis-
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placing the N. E. P. In other words, the Soviets always eventually

take those two steps forward.

An excellent example of Soviet procedure and foreign reaction to

it is to be found in the handling of the 1932-33 food crisis which I

have already described. In November of 1932, when the agricultural

outlook was rather gloomy, the New York Herald Tribune published

an editorial entitled "The Retreat from Marx," in which it said that

the Soviet agrarian problem could be solved "only by such a swift

retreat from Marxian first principles as will leave no doubt in any
Russian or foreign mind of the collapse of the Communist experiment
under the relentless pressure of faulty but unalterable human nature."

In point of fact, "a swift retreat" did take place, a wise and statesman-

like one that abandoned certain extremist policies which were pro-

voking opposition among the peasants; but it was not a retreat that

sacrificed any fundamental Marxist principle. By November of 1933

things had improved in such a startling measure that, as I stated

earlier, a harvest breaking all records was the result. Hence, the only

thing that collapsed was the prophecy of the Herald Tribune, originally

made, I suspect, "under the relentless pressure of faulty but unalter-

able" editorial policy.

Not only internal, but also serious external difficulties arise to con-

front the U. S. S. R. and to make its general forward march follow

something of a zigzag pattern. Ever since the Japanese militarists

invaded Manchuria in 1931, the Soviet Union has been faced with

the acute possibility of aggression in the Far East. Then in 1935 the

rise of the Fascists to power in Germany brought a serious threat from

the West, with Adolf Hitler stating that the dearest aim of his life

was to make large portions of the Soviet Union part of an all-con-

quering Nazi Empire. These dangers have forced the Soviet Govern-

ment to make extensive alterations in the Five-Year Plans and to

allocate to the manufacture of munitions and other military equip-

ment men and materials that could ill be spared from normal pro-

ductive operations.

There remains to be mentioned one compromise which the Soviet
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Union supposedly makes, but which is not really a compromise at all

because it has never been part of the Socialist program. Some critics

assert that the new regime has failed in Russia because it has not

established equality in wages. Wage equality under Socialism, how-

ever, was at no time an item on the Soviet agenda. In a speech at a

recent Congress of the Communist Party, Stalin took especial pains

to make the present Soviet policy clear. "Equalization of needs and

personal living conditions," he said, "is a reactionary, petty-bourgeois

absurdity, worthy of a primitive sect of ascetics, and not of a Socialist

society organized on Marxist lines, because we cannot demand that

everyone have similar needs and tastes, that everybody in personal life

live according to one model."

Indeed, absolute equality in wages is not even an aim under that

far-off Communism toward which Soviet Socialism is beginning

gradually to evolve under the Third Five-Year Plan. According to

Marx, the eventual Communist stage of society will see actualized

as its chief distinguishing characteristic the ideal formula: "From

everyone according to his capacities, to everyone according to his

needs." But though this means an approximate equality in compen-

sation, it allows for a certain amount of variation due to the fact that

everyone's needs are not the same. Thus a man with a weak heart or

some other physical disability will require more to support himself

comfortably than a perfectly normal person; a scientist is likely to

need more than a retail clerk. In any kind of society men who, like

scientists, are performing certain highly complicated functions must

have more extensive material facilities than others for carrying on

their work. It makes little difference whether the community provides

for such requirements by a special grant from the budget or by paying

the individual a higher salary. But the need must be met.

Because so many people seem to think that Soviet Russia and the

Fascist states are basically the same, I want to sum up briefly here, at

the risk of some repetition, the twelve most fundamental respects in

which the Soviet Union differs from Hitler's Germany and Musso-

lini's Italy: The U. S. S. R. has been and is a bulwark against world

war and envisions a peaceful Socialist internationalism as the final
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goal ;
it has practically eliminated racial and national prejudices within

its borders; it has instituted the public ownership and operation of all

industry; it has socialized agriculture through the process of collec-

tivization; it has established nation-wide Socialist planning; it has

built the trade unions into the very fabric of its society; it has emanci-

pated woman and the family; it has brought about a most far-reaching

cultural and educational advance among its people ;
it believes in the

philosophy of anti-supernatural Dialectical Materialism ; it follows the

method of experimental science in social and economic affairs; it has

abolished the old social structure of classes based on the exploitation

of man by man; it considers political dictatorship as a transitional

measure and has shown a steady growth toward democracy.

Any proper evaluation of a country, besides taking into account its

past and present, also demands some estimate of its probable future.

The Soviet Union is certainly no millennium as yet; and simple-

minded folk with an essentially religious psychology (like Eugene j

Lyons, author of Assignment in Utopia) who have gone to Russia/

expecting to find paradise were bound to become disillusioned and

bitter. It can hardly be doubted, however, that from both a material

and cultural standpoint the direction in the U. S. S. R. is steadily,

sometimes spectacularly, but in any event on the whole, upward.

The problems are very definitely those of growth and not decay.

Undeniably the Soviet people have made great sacrifices since the

Revolution. But these sacrifices have been, I think, worth while and \

constructive, and made with a high purpose held consciously and con-

tinually in mind. In the rest of the world, too, millions and millions

of people have been making sacrifices; but these sacrifices for the most /

part have been purposeless, muddling and to a large extent useless. /

There has been no plan behind them. They have not led anywhere/
unless to a new world war and fresh economic crises.

What compensating gains, for example, resulted from the sufferings

of the fifty million unemployed in the capitalist nations during the

four years of the Great Depression ? And does it not seem likely that

the sufferings of these millions and their families and of other

millions and their families will continue indefinitely under Capi-
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talism? In the final perspective of history this distinction between

constructive and fruitless sacrifice is bound, I believe, to be of the

utmost importance. History judges no great event or social change

simply by tallying up the number of lives lost and the amount of

suffering that went on. It always asks what was the total situation:

what kind of a past were the people trying to escape from and what

kind of future were they trying to build? And I am confident that

the ultimate judgment of history on these first twenty-two years of

the Soviet Republic will be a most favorable one.

It might be well for us in the U. S. A. to remember that during

the first two decades after the American Revolution our own Republic

went through a rather trying period. In 1798, twenty-two years after

the Declaration of Independence, the youthful United States was

still experiencing grave troubles. The Constitution had been in effect

comparatively few years; the country was in a turbulent state, chaotic,

disunited and poor; European observers were predicting failure;

foreign powers loomed menacingly on the horizon. And, paradoxi-

cally enough, the most reactionary of the old world nations, Tsarist

Russia, refused to recognize the American Government for thirty-

three years after the break with England. No one could have foreseen

in 1798 the immense and startling developments which would come

to the United States in the next century of its existence. Yet I venture

to say that, relatively speaking, equally unforeseen and remarkable

things will take place in the U. S. S. R. during the next hundred years.

Today, as the U. S. S. R. swings into the full rhythm of the Third

Five-Year Plan, it looks very much as if the Soviet people had finished

the most difficult and grueling stage of Socialist construction. The

Third and Fourth Five-Year Plans, in comparison with the First

and Second, are going to be comparatively easy. This does not mean

that there will not be plenty of good hard work to be done. But the

tempo will be slower and the nervous pressure less. Meanwhile the

standard of living will continue to rise rapidly; and it would seem

that the future in Russia has more than just hope, indeed that it has

'promise, of a steady and almost limitless advance in every field of

human endeavor. Of course if the U. S. S. R. is forced into war,
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another period of storm and stress will sweep the Russian land and

the people will again have to live twenty-four hours per day in the

heroic mood.

It is my own feeling that the Soviet people are well-nigh invincible

in an economic, moral and military sense. From without Soviet

Socialism can undoubtedly be set back, but hardly destroyed; from

within there is about as much chance of its being brought to an end

as of the United States voting to become again a colony of Great,

Britain. The idea to which the Trotskyites still cling, that there can

be a successful revolution against the present Soviet regime, is fan-

tastic, since the class divisions and economic discontent which are the

Marxist prerequisites for revolution simply do not exist in the

U. S. S. R. I do not consider it over-optimistic to state that happen

almost what may, Socialism has come to stay in the world. This is

the portentous fact that all the dire prophecies about the impending

"collapse of civilization" so blindly ignore. For ci

niably taken a new and lasting lease on life in the Soviet Union.

Though my enthusiasm for the U. S. S. R. is profound, I do not

want to claim too much on its behalf. Yet this, finally, can be added

with no danger of exaggeration: The very fact that, over a territory

far larger than the United States and non-Russian Europe combined,

Socialist economic planning has for many years been operating on a

fairly efficient basis proves that it can be done. It proves that though

the opponents of Socialism may continue to talk themselves blue in

the face, Socialist collectivism is a system which can maintain itself

and make both substantial and rapid strides ahead. It proves that,\

while in no country can the capitalists possibly get along without

the working class, in the Soviet Union the working class has got along /

swimmingly without the capitalists. S
And if Socialism works in the Soviet Union, a country so inde-

scribably backward in 1917, then how would it work in this mechan-

ical wonderland of America? My own opinion is, though any guess

may soon be out of date because the Soviet Union is catching up so

fast, that Socialist planning would at present work at least twice as

well in the U. S. A. as in the U. S. S. R.



Chapter V

The

Road to

Peace

I. The Awful Malady of War

To WRITE about peace at all in these days might well be interpreted

as optimism of the most unrealistic variety. As I start this chapter

(March, 1939) Adolf Hitler and his Nazi legions are on the move

in Eastern Europe. Within the short space of two weeks they have

annexed Memel and the greater part of what was once the free,

proud state of Czechoslovakia. No man can tell what another day

will bring forth. Though the civil war in Spain, in essence an inter-

national conflict, has simmered down, Mussolini keeps the Mediter-

ranean pot boiling and can be counted on to cause plenty of trouble

in the near future. On the other side of the world, in the Far East,

Japan and China are still locked in deadly combat. The war is likely

to be long drawn-out. As it proceeds, the Far Eastern interests of

France and Great Britain, the United States and Soviet Russia, are

certain to become increasingly jeopardized. All Europe, all Asia, are

in turmoil. And the fear of war and its horrors hangs like a black

shroud over the peoples of the earth.

Meanwhile the whole world feverishly arms and during 1938, as

I stated earlier, spent at least four times as much on armaments as in

the year prior to the outbreak of the Great War. The three aggressor

142
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states Germany, Italy and Japan naturally lead the way, each

of them devoting well over half of its national budget to military

expenditures. The non-Fascist powers are straining to the utmost to

meet the threat. Britain alone, in its enormous rearmament program,

will have expended nearly $8,000,000,000 during the five years

from 1935 through 1939. Since it cannot make up this terrific sum

out of its regular budgets, it is saddling its already heavily taxed

citizens with huge armament loans. France and Soviet Russia are

financing comparable programs. Even little Switzerland has been

trebling its armaments for fear of aggression from the direction of

Fascist Italy and Nazi Germany.
Nor does the United States lag in military outlays. For the fiscal

year beginning July I, 1939, the American Government appropriated

more than $1,600,000,000 for the Army and Navy, the biggest peace-

time budget since the immediate post-War years. It constituted approxi-

mately 1 7 per cent of the total budget ;
but when we include pensions,

the bonus, and interest and retirement on our past war debt, our annual

tribute to the greedy appetite of Mars is approximately 31 per cent

of the annual budget.

It is clear that today's colossal armament programs are, in terms

of economic waste, equal to or greater than full-blown wars in pre-

vious centuries. And if the armaments race continues on its present

scale much longer, the capitalist powers of Europe and Asia will, even

without a world conflict, find themselves in a condition of bank-

ruptcy or close to it. Their unmistakable drift in this direction is

meanwhile hastened by their suicidal efforts, again motivated by the

war danger, to become economically self-sufficient. At the same time

the threat of foreign conflict retards all sorts of reforms long overdue

at home, not simply because there is not sufficient money left over

from the armaments budgets, but also because the minds of whole

peoples are anxiously intent on the international scene and because

they fear that the readjustments involved in drastic social and economic

change would weaken resistance to a potential enemy. So everything

must wait until the war menace ends, which it shows no sign of doing.

I am not trying to prove the self-evident proposition that war is
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bad. But it may be well to refresh our memories on what the Great

War actually cost mankind. While absolutely exact estimates are not

possible, reliable and conservative figures inform us that from 1914
to 1918 13,000,000 combatants lost their lives, almost three times

as many men as were killed in all the major wars from 1790 to

1913, including the American Civil War. Due to causes directly

connected with the Great War, 13,000,000 civilians perished, thus

making a grand total of 26,000,000 dead. Among other results of

this enormous death toll were 9,000,000 war orphans and 5,000,000

war widows. There were 22,000,000 fighters wounded, 7,000,000

of them being crippled, blinded or otherwise permanently disabled.

One powerful reason for the madness of post-War Europe, culminat-

ing at the present time, has been that so many of the potential leaders,

the best minds and wills, of the belligerent states were killed off

in mutual slaughter or returned from the trenches too physically or

nervously shattered to take their rightful places of responsibility.

The direct financial costs of carrying on the struggle on both sides

amounted to slightly more than $186,000,000,000; but if we add

the indirect costs such as property losses on land and sea, the decrease

in production, and the capitalized value of the lives lost (at about

$2,500 per person), the final total comes to $337,000,000,000.

Statistics alone, however, cannot possibly give an adequate conception

of the unending series of ills that have flowed from the Great War,

especially when we consider the long-range as well as the immediate

effects.

Whoever is the victor and whatever the terms of settlement, the

economic and political problems to which international conflict gives

rise make no treaty of peace; when the soldiers and the diplomats

go home, these problems everywhere go marching on. The far-

reaching consequences of the holocaust of 1914-18 for both victors

and vanquished the huge burdens of debt piled up by the participating

nations, the disastrous dislocations of complex economies, the bitter-

ness and misery of the exhausted peoples, the unholy encouragement

to the methods and morals of violence will still be felt, directly or

indirectly, for generations yet to come.
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Surely, of all the evils that beset our tortured civilization war is

the most hideous and devastating. Its ever more awful actualities,

paralyzing the minds even of those who view from afar, dramatically

sum up and symbolize as nothing else can do the degradation and

dilemmas of this age. But however fearful the horror, this is no time

to throw up our hands in despair and abandon the struggle for peace.

On the contrary, it is a time to renew as never before our energies

and our efforts; to seek out the reasons for past failures; to discover

the proper cure for war by unraveling its true causes. The task is

pressing; for unless we men can put an end to war, war will most

certainly put an end to us.

2. False Theories of War

Homer tells us that centuries before the flowering of Athenian cul-

ture and the imperial sway of Alexander the Great, the Greeks and

Trojans waged a terrible conflict over the wrongs done to a very

beautiful and alluring woman by the name of Helen. But I have an

idea that back of that famous Grecian campaign against Troy, back

of the immortal exploits of Achilles and Hector and Ulysses and the

others, there lay much more fundamental causes. And I also suspect

that the Greek ruling class of that time, in order to arouse the ardor

and fighting spirit of its warriors, tried to conceal the real reasons

for the war by trotting out Helen. Just as in our own day and age

the ruling class has tried to camouflage its actual war aims by claiming

that the fight is over that beautiful woman variously used to symbolize

Justice or Democracy or Liberty.

It is a commonplace that during the Great War the different capi-

talist governments invented romantic symbols of precisely this nature.

And they likewise broadcast all sorts of other myths and propaganda

tid-bits for popular consumption. Both the Allies and the Central

Powers alleged that they were fighting a purely defensive war to

preserve the fatherland; that they were struggling to save culture

from barbarians who would destroy it. Both sides concocted hideous

and fantastic atrocity stories about the other; both played up inherent

national or racial superiorities in order to make it appear that God,
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or at least Nature, regarded their cause as just and their victory as

necessary. The Germans carried this strategy farthest with their

elaborately constructed theories of the Teutonic supermen. The
British and French were not at all enthusiastic about such theories

when directed against themselves; yet for a century and more they,

too, had been using biological apologies of a like variety, which pro-

pounded the natural superiority of the white race and particularly

themselves, in order to justify their imperialist exploitation of the

colored and colonial peoples.

The manifest lesson of the past is that if we are to be realistic, we
must not confuse what the capitalist class persuades the people to

believe about its policies, either in times of war or of peace, with the

true causes and aims of such policies. Nor can we afford to accept

at their face value the resounding rationalizations with which capi-

talists persuade themselves that they are the true saviors and redeemers

of mankind. Individual men go out to fight for their country for a

variety of reasons, ranging from the most intense sentiments of

patriotism to the simple fact of being conscripted. But the reasons why

capitalist controlled governments become involved in war are very

different.

Among the other myths there is the one, disseminated by hard-

boiled militarists utilizing half-baked psychology, which attributes

wars to something called "the instinct of pugnacity." Since this instinct

is inherent in man, the argument goes, war must always remain

inevitable. Furthermore, nature's great law of the survival of the

fittest operates through this instinct. Now aside from the fact that

in modern warfare the fittest from each side are likely to kill each

other off, the fact that there are other and more intelligent criteria

of men's ability than their prowess in fighting, and the fact that on

the human level, at least, it is mutual co-operation that has the greatest

survival value aside from all this, scientific psychology does not

recognize a separate and identifiable instinct of pugnacity. Men are

moved on occasion by a variety of competitive and combative im-

pulses, but the mode of expression that such impulses assume depends

on the conditioning circumstances, including both environment and
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upbringing. They may find their outlet in the constant battle that Man

wages against Nature; in the wide realm of sport; or in definitely

anti-social activities such as commercialized gambling and violent

crime.

The point is that the many different sorts of impulse for which

"the instinct of pugnacity" stands as a rough summary term have no

single natural outlet. There is no more reason why these impulses

should be expressed in warfare between nations, which is civil war

in the great world community, than in civil warfare between rival

groups within a nation or in warfare between city gangs or racketeers.

And there is no more reason why they should be expressed in any

kind of warfare than for men's impulses of self-preservation to be

expressed in sun worship, human sacrifice and other superstitious

practices to appease the forces of Nature.

Another common illusion as to the causation of wars is that which

assumes they are brought on by what is known as "over-population."

But as any competent economist will agree, the extent to which a

country is either over-populated or under-populated is primarily a

function of the economic situation. At the height of the Great Depres-

sion when there were 15,000,000 unemployed in the United States,

this country, assuming an average of only two dependents for each

of the unemployed, was over-populated to the extent of 45,000,000,

In 1939 on the same basis, with 10,000,000 unemployed, we are

over-populated by 30,000,000. Yet no one dreams of proposing that

the U. S. A. should acquire more land to accommodate these surplus

millions, since even the simplest mind understands that the real

trouble is mismanagement of our economic resources and technical

equipment. China, the largest country in the world next to Soviet

Russia and with a population density one-half of that of "under-

populated" France, is nonetheless very much over-populated with

its 450 millions.

There is hardly a nation on earth which, if it had a rational eco-

nomic system together with rational relations in the international

sphere, could not adequately cope with present population figures.

This is not to assert, however, that every country has that size of
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population best suited to its inherent resources. Of course govern-

ments which believe that their people are over-crowded could easily

institute effective educational campaigns on the subject of birth con-

trol. But the truth of the matter is that the talk about over-population

is usually little more than a pretext for imperialist expansion. While

one day Mussolini makes a speech about how the Italian people are

being suffocated from lack of space, the next day he makes another

speech urging all mothers to have more children and signs a decree

imposing extra heavy taxation on bachelors. In Germany and Japan

the same sort of thing goes on.

As a matter of fact, even when these so-called over-populated

nations have acquired extra territories, their teeming millions have

not emigrated to them in any substantial degree. Back in 1895 Japan

vanquished China in a short war and annexed the large and fertile

island of Formosa. Yet the Japanese population there today is still

only about 5 per cent of the total. In 1910 Japan annexed Korea,

but today its nationals number hardly more than 2^/2 per cent of the

population. The same story has been repeated in Manchuria. The

same story is also true of the African colonies which Germany and

Italy acquired before the Great War. And this makes patently hypo-

critical the Nazi outcry for "living space" and for the return of the

former German colonies to absorb an overflowing population.

Closely associated with the over-population fable is the claim on

the part of Germany, Italy and Japan that they are poor and op-

pressed "Have-not" nations striving to obtain economic justice in a

world controlled by the "Haves." This apology for the Fascist drive

toward war, though it has the merit of bringing certain economic

problems into the open, is nonetheless almost altogether specious.

As the Raw Materials Committee of the League of Nations reported

in September of 1937, these countries, far from requiring colonies

for basic industrial products, could buy all the raw materials they

need were it not for their feverish construction of armaments. Not

only do they put into guns, tanks and military planes a wantonly

excessive proportion of commodities which are the lifeblood of trade

and industry; but they use up most of their foreign credits purchasing
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more and more raw materials for war purposes. General Goering

tells the suffering German people that they must forego butter in

order that more guns may be manufactured; and then a little while

later Adolf Hitler gives a fiery address demanding colonies for

Germany in order that its people may have sufficient food!

But suppose that the "Have" powers Britain, France, Soviet

Russia, and the United States agreed to hand over peaceably to

Germany, Italy, and Japan substantial colonial areas in various parts

of the earth. Would this do away with the threat of war? It would

not. The colonies which the Nazis have been demanding as part of

the price of peace, the imperialist Germany of Kaiser Wilhelm II

possessed before the Great War; but their possession did not prevent

Germany from marching to Armageddon in 1914. Has Italy become

less warlike since seizing Ethiopia, and Japan since seizing Man-

churia? Open your morning newspaper and see. Capitalist imperialism

is never content; it has an infinite itch to expand. Were Britain,

France, and Russia satisfied with their huge empires before 1914?

They were not. When the war was over Britain and France were

only too happy to add to their domains at the expense of the defeated

imperialisms. And had Russia been able to see things through under

the Tsar, it would have followed suit.

Even if what the so-called Have-not nations consider a more

equitable division of colonies could be made today, it is not likely

that general satisfaction would result or that many years would

elapse before revisions were called for. Such a settlement could be

made only on the basis of numerous compromises. And as time went

on and the different capitalisms involved developed in their different

ways, new pressures for expansion would come to the fore and a new

inter-relationship of forces take place. What Lenin said in 1916 in

his brilliant little book, Imperialism, holds as true as ever: "There

cannot be, under Capitalism, an equal development of different un-

dertakings, trusts, and branches of industry or countries. Half a cen-

tury ago, Germany was an insignificant country, as far as capitalist

strength is concerned, by comparison with Britain. Japan was simi-

larly insignificant as compared with Russia. Is it thinkable that in
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ten or twenty years' time, there will have been no changes in the

relative strengths of the capitalist powers? Absolutely unthinkable."

While today the threat of the Fascist nations overshadows every-

thing else in international politics, tomorrow it may be the aggression

of a non-Fascist power or group of powers that takes the limelight.

Thus, the theory of the Have-nots vs. the Haves is also misleading

in that it pictures the Haves as being altogether peace-loving and

Christian. Quite possibly, too, some of the colonies of England or

France, awakened to national consciousness and stimulated to action

by the revolutionizing influence of Capitalism itself, will attempt,

like the America of 1776, to cast off the imperialist chains. In which

case Britain and France, so long as they are controlled by the capitalist

class, will respond, we can be sure, with all the force at their disposal.

The smug, self-righteous imperialists, repeating their unctuous plat-

itudes about "the White Man's burden" would not have us too cog-

nizant of their unceasing exploitation of the colonial and semi-colonial

territories in Asia, Africa, and Latin America. World Capitalism

wrings its profits not only from the toil of the under-paid laboring

classes within the various industrial countries, but also from the misery

of economically subject peoples throughout the earth. At least half

the population of the world, a billion people, live in the exploited

colonial and semi-colonial areas. All of us who are citizens of the

rich lands of the West, including radicals and the working class, par-

ticipate to some degree, at least indirectly, in this crime of imperialist

parasitism. And in all the chief capitalist nations the ruling classes

have long distributed part of the booty of imperialism to quiet and

confuse the upper layers of the proletariat.

In the colonies as at home the foremost object of the capitalist is

to make money. The welfare of the subject peoples, most of them

belonging to colored races which he regards as "inferior," is almost

his last consideration. Whatever wealth the capitalist is able to find

or develop in the colonial areas goes primarily to enrich himself and

not to benefit the land and the people whence he has extracted it.

The history of modern colonial expansion is one long tale of blood

and terror, enslavement and impoverishment of native populations,
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from the time of the Spanish rape of Mexico and Peru in the six-

teenth century to the latest sanguinary exploits of Germany, Italy

and Japan. No capitalist nation, small or large, that has or ever has

had possessions abroad can boast of clean hands.

Among the most iniquitous and injurious forms of present-day im-

perialist exploitation is the international traffic in opium throughout

the East. One of the first steps of the Japanese Government in Man-

churia and the conquered provinces of North China was to set up a

monopoly to promote the trade in opium and its derivatives in these

districts. The Japanese Government, however, prohibits opium smok-

ing among its own nationals. It is to be observed in general that gov-

ernment opium monopolies in the Far Eastern territories under con-

trol of Great Britain, France, Holland, and Portugal sell prepared

opium to the native orientals, but are sufficiently solicitous of the

welfare of Europeans to forbid the sale of this commodity to them.

Yet despite the long and scandalous story of imperialist stimulation

of the opium traffic, westerners will still tell you that the oriental

peoples are inferior because of their weak-minded addiction to the

drug habit. The opium traffic has, to tell the truth, become one of

the great vested interests of international Capitalism.

The liberation of the colonial countries from such an evil and from

their long nightmare of oppression in general is something that lies

entirely outside the purview of the Have-not vs. Have theory. For

that theory, as the English writer R. Palme Dutt so clearly explains,

"is built on the vicious imperialist assumption of the necessity and

permanence of the subjection and exploitation of the colonial peoples,

and finds the 'injustice' and source of conflict only in the non-possession

of colonies by certain Powers, not in the colonial system itself."

A lasting peace, however, demands a just and democratic settle-

ment among the nations of the earth. And that means the finish of

the colonial system ;
it means a world order in which the principle of

international democracy holds sway, with all countries, whatever

their present status, living on terms of equality, freedom and friend-

ship and not interfering with the legitimate and peaceful aspirations

of one another. Nothing short of this can destroy the existing germs
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of war and insure the healthy sort of international environment in

which no new ones can be bred.

3. The Economic Causes of War

It is the radical thesis that war and the menace of war will not end

until their primarily economic causes, which are part and parcel of

the capitalist system, are obliterated never to return. I believe that

the history of war up till 1914, the Great War itself, and the course

of international politics since the downfall of the Central Powers in

1918 all substantially support this conclusion. Naturally, economic

factors are not the whole story behind war; there are a number of

contributing causes such as dynastic ambitions on the part of royal

families, the influence of professional military and naval castes, the

existence of huge and provocative armaments, the clash of opposing

ideologies. But factors of this sort are not sufficient either separately

or together to bring about war; in my opinion at least 80 per cent of

the story remains economic, meaning in this connection largely the

attempt to make up for domestic deficiencies in the way of gold, raw

materials and, above all, purchasing power as embodied in markets.

To quote one of our most conservative and respectable economists,

the late Professor E. R. A. Seligman of Columbia University: "If

I read history aright, the forces that are chiefly responsible for the

conflicts of political groups are the economic conditions affecting the

group growth." And he goes on to say: "The great wars of the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries, fought in order to control the sea

and to expand the colonial empire, all had in view the development

of nascent industry on capitalist lines." In other words, all those wars

between the growing imperialist powers, between the English and

the Spanish and the French and the Dutch and the rest conflicts

which the accepted history books not so long ago pictured mainly as

quarrels between rival dynasties all those wars were economic in

their roots. If we go back to ancient times and consider the wars

between Egypt and Assyria, between Greece and Persia, between

Rome and Carthage, we see that the same thing is true. And I feel
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certain, also, that the even earlier struggle between the Greeks and

Trojans had its basis in hard, unromantic economic fact.

Turning to the origins of the First World War, we find general

agreement on the fact that the assassination of the Archduke Ferdi-

nand of Austria-Hungary at Sarajevo was only the immediate cause,

the accidental spark that lit the very ready and omni-extending dyna-

mite fuse. Everyone might agree, too, that the fundamental cause

was, in a general way, "uncontrolled nationalism." But this does not

get us very far until we determine exactly what "nationalism" is.

And what a careful analysis reveals is that modern nationalism is

nothing more nor less than an expression of the economic status and

political power, the habitual attitudes and prevailing ambitions, of

the ruling class in any country, however qualified by internal oppo-

sition and however camouflaged by high-sounding doctrine.

For the capitalist classes of the various countries war has ever been

one of the mightiest instruments of national policy. British navalism,

for instance, no less than German militarism, was from the start the

most sure and potent means available to the domestic capitalists for

economic expansion and for directing an ever-increasing flow of the

world's wealth into the home coffers. We have a special word to

describe the capitalist nationalism that reached its zenith early in the

twentieth century, when the partition of the earth into colonies or

spheres of influence had been almost completed and monopolies and

finance capital had risen to domination on a world scale. That word

is imperialism.

When German patriots before the Great War waxed warm over

the subject of the Fatherland obtaining its rightful "place in the sun,"

they were either consciously or unconsciously expressing in grandilo-

quent fashion the wish of German capitalists for more territories to

exploit in the accustomed imperialist manner. Not until the last third

of the nineteenth century did Germany obtain unification as a nation

and become a powerful capitalist state in the modern sense. By that

time most of the choice and weakly defended regions of the world

had been appropriated by Great Britain, France, Russia and Austria-
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Hungary; or were the property of empires in their dotage like those

of Portugal and Holland. In 1870 Germany robbed France of

Alsace-Lorraine, with its rich coal and iron deposits, picked up some

fairly worth-while territories in Africa, and got a foothold in China.

Its empire, however, seemed to its proud and ambitious ruling class

"cabbin'd, cribb'd, confin'd" in comparison with the country's fast

developing economic and military power.

Of this undoubted power the capitalists of Great Britain, France,

and Russia were only too well aware. Britain, especially, seeing the

speed with which Germany had built up a powerful navy, a great

merchant marine and widespread foreign markets, feared its eco-

nomic competition in the international sphere. Russia feared the Ger-

man program of economic penetration in the Balkans and on through

the Near East, centering around the idea of the "Berlin to Bagdad"

railway and the slogan of "Drang nach Osten" (the Drive toward

the East). The Tsarist Empire itself had long cherished the thought

of expanding in this direction and held as its fondest wish the acquisi-

tion of Constantinople from the Turks. In the middle of the nine-

teenth century England and France had trounced Russia in the

Crimean War to prevent this very dream from coming true.

In 1914 Russia and Germany's chief ally, Austria-Hungary, were

also jockeying against each other for a superior imperialist position

in the Balkans. Italy, too, though nominally an ally of the Central

Powers, was jealous of Austria-Hungary's influence in the Adriatic

Sea and longed to detach certain territories in that vicinity from the

Empire of Franz-Joseph. Capitalist France not only nourished deep-

lying feelings of revenge toward Germany for the humiliation of

1870, but also, like England, greatly feared it as an economic rival.

The French, to be sure, wanted Alsace-Lorraine back on the grounds

of sentiment; but more basically they wanted it back because of its

rich mineral deposits and because its possession would bring them

certain definite industrial advantages over Germany.
The most conclusive proof that the Allied governments were the

faithful servitors of collective capitalist greed on a national scale lies

in the secret treaties which they concluded at various times during
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the war. In 1915 and 1916 the Allied Powers agreed that Russia

was to annex all of German and Austrian Poland, Constantinople

and the Straits, a large part of Turkish Armenia, and most of the

land immediately south of the Black Sea; that France was to have

Alsace-Lorraine and huge sections of the Turkish Empire; and that

Britain was to appropriate the greater proportion of the German colo-

nies and gain control of lower Mesopotamia. In similar treaties the

Allies promised important territorial gains and spheres of influence

to Italy, Rumania, Japan and Greece. Because, however, of the col-

lapse of Tsarist Russia, the recalcitrance of the new Turkish Re-

public, and the restraining influence of the United States, the final

peace settlements did not follow out a number of these earlier under-

standings for dividing up the plunder.

Versailles and the other treaties did put into effect a substantial

proportion of the secret agreements and also added significant pro-

visions of an imperialist nature. Germany was forced not only to

yield valuable territory to Poland and Czechoslovakia, but to sur-

render its merchant fleet to the Allies and the United States, to

permit French exploitation of the rich Saar basin for fifteen years,

and to agree to pay reparations tribute in the staggering total of

$31,500,000,000. According to Allied estimates Germany never

paid more than $5,500,000,000 of this amount. But the crushing

terms imposed upon her were clearly designed permanently to end

the threat of successful economic competition with the capitalisms

represented by the Allied Powers.

It is indisputable that wiser and more generous Statesmanship on

the part of the Allies, a more equitable and far-reaching Treaty of

Versailles, could have done much to establish a more stable post-War
world. But we might as well recognize that it is not in the nature

of things, and especially not in the nature of international Capitalism,

for countries seeking economic gain and winning a long and devas-

tating war to deal over-gently with those whom they have conquered.

Had Germany and Austria-Hungary been triumphant in 1918, they

would in all probability have imposed an even more humiliating and

hate-provoking settlement on the Allies than the Allies did on them.
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In the Draconic treaties which they crammed down the throats of

defeated Russia and Rumania everyone saw how overweening were

the imperialist ambitions of the Central Powers.

One does not have to be any kind of radical or Socialist or Com-
munist to hold that the underlying reasons for the First World War
were economic. Plenty of liberal historians and economists take this

same view. In a well-known speech in 1919 one eminent person in

public life made the following statement: "The real reason that the

war we have just finished took place was that Germany was afraid

her commercial rivals were going to get the better of her, and the

reason why some nations went into the war against Germany was

that they thought Germany would get the commercial advantage of

them. . . . This war, in its inception, was a commercial and indus-

trial war. It was not a political war." Was this Lenin speaking,

perhaps, or Eugene Debs or some other radical leader? It was not.

It was President Woodrow Wilson of the United States.

Though Mr. Wilson was referring to the European origins of the

conflict, this statement nonetheless looks passing strange when com-

pared with his idealistic message to Congress in 1917 calling for the

entrance of the United States into the war in order to save civilization

and make the world "safe for democracy," with scarcely a word

about America's economic stakes. As everyone knows, President Wil-

son had a passionate fondness for rhetoric and was one of the most

effective slogan-makers who ever entered American public life. More-

over, he was the head of a Government which had to arouse suffi-

cient enthusiasm in its people to win the greatest war of all time. But

regardless of these considerations, is it reasonable to conclude, in view

of the fact that the Allied Powers were fighting for primarily eco-

nomic reasons, as asserted by Mr. Wilson himself, that the United

States went to war in 1917 entirely apart from motives connected

with trade and commerce ? I do not think so.

In the very first stages of the Great War it became apparent, since

Britain and its associates controlled the seas, that if America, apart

from all sentimental considerations, was to do business with any of

the belligerents, it would have to be with the Allies. And a very big
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business indeed it did do with them, for almost three years prior to

its own participation in the struggle. During all this time America

was the chief market of supply for the Allied Governments, which spent

billions of dollars here purchasing munitions, food and other com-

modities necessary for the conduct of the war. As part of the financing

of these vast purchases the British and French Governments floated

loans in the U. S. A., through J. P. Morgan & Co., which totaled

$1,550,000,000 up until America's entry into the war in April, 1917.

These two governments pledged American stocks and bonds mobilized

from their own citizens as security against approximately two-thirds

of the loan total.

The bulk of the loans were undoubtedly distributed far and wide

throughout the regular American investment community and were

not held to an unusual degree by banks and bankers. Moreover, the

purchases which the Allies were able to make through the proceeds

of these loans as, indeed, their huge purchases in general were of

immense economic advantage to business of all types throughout the

United States. As my father, Thomas W. Lamont, a Morgan partner

during the war years, writes in his biography of Henry P. Davison,

another partner: "During this two-year period, roughly from the

spring of 1915 to the spring of 1917, almost every department of

American industry and commerce was stimulated by the business

proffered by the Allied Governments." Mr. Lamont goes on

to say: "It was almost a romantic story, that of the Allied purchases

in America: how from small beginnings they grew in an orderly way
to the great totals that manifestly spelled such high degree of pros-

perity for American agriculture and industry, and that brought

increased wages to the workingman ;
how the favorable effect of these

purchases of all sorts of farm products and of manufactures spread and

reached even the remote corners of the country."

In another place in his book Mr. Lamont, speaking of the Anglo-
French loans, states: "It was manifestly to the distinct advantage of

the American community to extend credit on such a scale to the

Allied Governments as would enable the latter to continue their

enormous purchases of American grain, cotton, copper, steel, leather,
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and other products." Undoubtedly so. And if this was true in 1915 and

in 1916, it was also true in 1917 when the Allies were becoming
so hard-pressed that probably America's support as an out-and-out

belligerent could alone save them and guarantee continuance of their

purchases. Mr. Walter H. Page, our Ambassador to England, un-

doubtedly expressed a thought quite widespread in highest circles,

when he cabled President Wilson a month before the American

declaration of war: "The pressure of this approaching crisis, I am

certain, has gone beyond the ability of the Morgan financial agency

for the British and French Governments. ... It is not improbable

that the only way to maintain our present pre-eminent trade position

and avert a panic is by declaring war on Germany."
The point which I am driving at is that by the spring of 1917 it

was not just an inside group of international bankers or a small coterie

of big munitions manufacturers, but the entire business enterprise of

America, agriculture as well as industry and finance, which had a

tremendous stake in the solvency and the victory of the Allies. Here,

in the country-wide capitalist involvement in the lucrative war trade,

is where I see the fundamental economic motivation for America's

finally taking up the sword. Bankers, munition-makers, industrialists,

farmers, ambassadors, politicians, journalists, writers and even so-called

liberals all did their share in bringing about this result. And whatever

other factors contributed to America's joining in the Great War, I

am certain that we would never have done so if it had run counter

to our basic economic interests at the time.

The official reason for America's resort to arms, the immediate

reason, and what many Americans still consider the main reason,

was the ruthless and unrestricted submarine warfare of the German

Government. Yet while the natural human indignation of the Ameri-

can people over the suffering and loss of life brought about by the

U-boat campaigns was deep and genuine, the respective policies

adopted by the German and American Governments vis-a-vis those

campaigns had economic roots. Germany was not interested in tor-

pedoing ships, whether Allied or neutral, unless they carried supplies
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directly or indirectly useful to the enemy's war effort. And that is

exactly what they did carry, including the S. S. Lusitania.

In other words, it was the close economic relationship between the

Allies and the United States that drove the Germans to the desperate

recourse of unrestricted submarine attack. This attack on Allied and

neutral shipping constituted a direct and serious threat to America's

great war trade. It was an open violation of "the freedom of the

seas"; but what that freedom concretely meant under the circum-

stances was the freedom of the United States to trade with belligerent

nations and the freedom of its citizens to travel across the Atlantic

for business purposes. So again we come back to economics.

The most important factors of a non-economic variety contributing

to America's participation in the war were the three years of pro-

Ally propaganda, the numerous, heavy-footed German diplomatic

blunders and our natural feeling of kinship toward the Allied coun-

tries: toward England because of ties of blood and origin; toward

France because of a traditional friendship starting with La Fayette

and the American revolution
;
toward England, France, Italy, and

for eight months in 1917 Russia, because they were in form, like

the United States itself, political democracies. Germany, Austria-

Hungary and Turkey, on the other hand, the American people looked

upon as despotic autocracies. But such feelings in themselves alone

could never have drawn the United States into the world conflagra-

tion. Like the planned propaganda that so exploited them, they per-

formed a martial function only in conjunction with the more funda-

mental economic forces.

Logically enough, I think that the economic interpretation also

applies to the foreign wars fought by the United States during the

nineteenth century, not to mention the Revolution and the Civil War.

The War of 1812 with England, the Mexican War of 1846, the

many Indian Wars in the West, and the Spanish-American War of

1898 (in which humanitarian idealism was admittedly an important

factor) were all waged for good economic and imperialistic reasons.

And in the course of these conflicts America acquired one of the
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world's richest empires, stretching from the Atlantic to the Pacific,

from the Great Lakes to the Rio Grande, and including colonial pos-

sessions and spheres of influence throughout the region of the Caribbean

Sea and even thousands of miles away in the Pacific Ocean. In the

same category, as parts of the imperialist game, were the numerous

expeditions led by the navy and the marines to protect and extend

American business interests in places like Haiti, Honduras and Nica-

ragua. Particularly brusque and cold-blooded was the manner in

which President Theodore Roosevelt managed to obtain sovereignty

over the Panama Canal Zone for the United States.

Everyone agrees that the world as a whole loses through modern

imperialist war. Yet undoubtedly in the past certain national capi-

talisms have profited economically and politically through war; and

no sure proof exists that they cannot continue so to profit in the

future. There is no question that Prussia gained immensely in the

War of 1870 with France, that Japan gained in the War of 1905
with Russia, that Britain gained in fact, won the world's greatest

empire in the many and bloody wars that it fought before 1914.

Whether a war is profitable in this modern era all depends on the

kind of war. A quick and relatively inexpensive victory, such as that

of the Germans over the French in 1870, is of course what every

nation hopes for when taking up arms. Though the Great War resulted

in a long and unbreakable deadlock that impoverished all of the

chief European participants, this experience by no means conclusively

shows, as many commentators seem to think, that future struggles or

another World War will follow the same pattern.

Even if it could be demonstrated that wars are no longer worth

while even for the victors, it still remains true that they can be most

profitable for individuals or groups within a belligerent state. While

America by its participation in the Great War ran up a debt of some

$32,000,000,000, capitalist business here profited hugely from our

martial adventure ; and the war boom temporarily increased prosperity

even among the rank and file of the population. In England, where the

national debt due to the war rose to $12,000,000,000 more than in

the United States, private war profits in excess of taxes and losses
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amounted, according to the late Viscount Snowden, former Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer, to approximately $15,000,000,000. Of the

$186,000,000,000 total of direct expenditures for the waging of the

Great War, an enormous proportion went to swell the profits of busi-

nesses furnishing to the different governments all the varied materials

required by armies, navies and air-fleets.

All this is not to deny that there are forces within Capitalism which,

in their limited way, have made for international peace. During the

nineteenth century and the first decade of the twentieth, capitalist

economic internationalism took considerable strides. International

economic agreements in the form of trusts and cartels sprang up here

and there
;
finance capital extended its influence and operations over

the whole earth
;
international trade and transport reached new highs

and drew the various countries more closely together. Imperialism

itself is quasi-international in spirit and can impose temporarily the

peace of conquest. But the war-making factors in Capitalism, the

intense economic rivalries of the more powerful nationalisms and of

the nationalisms become imperialisms, far outweighed the peace-

making factors and dealt the latter their death-blow in the Great War.

Today international antagonisms are far deeper and more wide-

spread than in 1914. Despite this fact, certain capitalist theoreticians

have recently broached the fond notion that beyond our present trials

and tribulations lies a period of "ultra-imperialism" in which a

political federation of great powers and an economic structure of

international trusts will bring an end to war. John Strachey effectively

punctures this bubble of an idea when he states that if Capitalism

"leads to,the peace of world monopoly at all, it does so by a series of

the most gigantic and devastating wars between the great monopolist

groups, and the nations which they own. It leads only to a desert peace,

established by some victor empire after the last supreme war of the

world."

The economic interpretation of war that I have been trying to,

elucidate does not include the naive thesis that the capitalist class in

most countries today goes about secretly plotting international conflict.

The majority of capitalists throughout the world feel that large-scale
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modern war has become such a frightful Juggernaut of ruin and revo-

lution that it no longer constitutes one of the better business risks. And

they are well aware that their own children and relatives are likely

to get killed and wounded in the fighting and that they themselves may
meet death in some terrific air raid.

Yet the fact is that war is almost as much as integral part of the

capitalist system as the cycle of boom and depression. Now the capi-

talists do not want economic depressions. What happens is that they

drift into them, since they cannot prevent the occurrence of phenomena
which are inherent in our present economic order. In somewhat the

same haphazard manner most capitalists and the nations they control

drift into Armageddon. Let me be frank. So deep-going are the roots

of war in Capitalism and so far-reaching are the contradictions of the

system, that even radicals in capitalist countries find great difficulty in

following, in every aspect of their existence, a course which consistently

makes for peace and discourages war.

Though it is true that certain munitions manufacturers have been

and are consciously active in fostering war and provocative armaments,

I would not say that most armament-makers are actually against peace

and in favor of war. What they are in favor of is selling their wares;

and since in the present state of the world someone is sure to make

money from munitions, they figure that they might just as well cash

in on the job themselves. When a government puts in an armaments

order they are naturally glad, because armaments is their business.

Thus the producers of munitions are primarily concerned with the

fact that they are engaged in a legitimate means of livelihood; and if

the armament business happens to help pave the road to war, they feel

that that is hardly their fault.

This matter of armaments indicates the tragic dilemma of the

entire capitalist class: all capitalists, no matter how worthy their

motives, must in their characteristic economic activities do things

which, though somewhat more indirectly than in the case of the

munitions-makers, definitely sow the seeds of war. Consider the ques-

tion of tariffs. Many capitalists, sincerely opposed to war and intelli-

gent enough to know that the high tariff system is an all but impene-
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trable obstacle in the way of international peace, are nevertheless

constrained in their capacity as private businessmen to acquiesce in this

fundamental cause of war. They will even sit on the Board of Direc-

tors of corporations the profits of which depend in some measure on the

tariff system and which carry on propaganda for the maintenance or

raising of current duties. And never, never will their minds come down

to real bed-rock and recognize that the competitive economic national-

ism which tariffs represent is simply the expression on a national scale

of the competitive economic individualism which is the motive-power

of the capitalist order.

I have granted that many individual capitalists honestly desire inter-

national peace. This should not lead any reader, however, to overlook

the fact that there is a considerable section of the capitalist class which

frankly and consciously supports war and the threat of war as a means

of attaining certain economic and imperialist ends. In the world of

today this group is made up chiefly of those Fascist-minded gentlemen

who either give their direct allegiance to the aggressor governments of

Fascism or collaborate with them in their efforts to make the rule of

blood and iron supreme in all parts of the earth.

4. The Fascist Menace

In all the tumult and the shouting over the Fascist onslaught on

peace and civilization, we are likely to forget that economic causes lie

behind the present international crisis just as behind that of 1914-18.

It is assuredly no mere coincidence that today's three big war-making

states, Germany, Italy and Japan, set out on the path of military con-

quest in the years subsequent to the Great Depression of 1929. The

world-wide economic and political troubles of the past decade have

aggravated all the existing forces making for international war.

Internal and foreign tensions have multiplied on every hand; whole

classes and nations have grown desperate ;
and in their desperation they

have resorted to the most extreme measures, finally falling back on

brute force as the way to solve their problems.

The Fascist governments particularly, confronted with increasingly

unstable economic conditions at home, have been anxious to divert the
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attention of their restive peoples from domestic woes to exciting and

glamorous foreign adventure. When a regime can no longer provide

its population with sufficient bread or circuses, then a great military

crusade may temporarily stave off disaster; such a crusade can itself

be considered as the necessary circus. And it is plain enough that if the

governing castes of any capitalist nation feel that their control is on the

point of crumbling from within, they will not refrain from precipitat-

ing even a general war as a final madcap throwing of the dice to keep

themselves in power.

The militaristic ruling class of Japan started the imperialist parade

of the thirties with its assault on Manchuria in 1931, continued later

with the seizure of several provinces in North China, and enacted a

grand finale in 1937 with outright war on the whole of China. What
the Japanese capitalists mainly want in Manchuria and China proper

is a sure and handy source of food and raw materials, a market all their

own for the disposal of surplus goods, and an exclusive outlet for the

profitable investment of capital. They also hope to set up undisputed

Japanese dominion over the Far East by incorporating large blocks

of rich Chinese territory within the Empire, by erecting a solid bar-

rier against the spread of Soviet economic and political influence, and

by squeezing out the commercial interests of the three great Western

democracies.

In 1935 and 1936 came Fascist Italy's invasion and annexation of

the Ethiopian Empire, when Mussolini's legions, opposing a primitive

and ill-armed people with the latest and most efficient machine guns,

tanks, bombing planes and poison gases, swept through to easy victory.

The complete pacification of the country, however, has been proving a

most formidable task. The primary aim of the Duce and his capitalist

henchmen was to obtain for exploitation the valuable raw materials of

Ethiopia, especially the large oil deposits it was reputed to have. Sec-

ondly, they desired this colony as a base from which to threaten the

Suez-Red Sea lifeline of Britain to India and the Far East. And,

thirdly, they were anxious to bolster up the dwindling prestige of the

Fascist state.

The behavior of Nazi Germany in Central Europe likewise can be
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understood only when seen in relation to the economic background.

One of the cardinal factors in Hitler's rise to power in 1933 was the

misery and unrest of the German population during the Great Depres-

sion. And economic considerations have played by far the largest role

in the policies followed by the Nazi Government since it first took

over the state. Since, as every student knows, the economic stresses and

strains within the Third Reich have grown by leaps and bounds, it is

quite natural that the dominant Nazi-capitalist elements should try

to ease the pressures through outward expansion. Hitler himself in a

speech early in 1939 cried out that his country must "export or die."

The Nazis annexed Austria, to be sure, partly because they wished

to unite its German-speaking population with the Reich. But they also

had a heartfelt yearning for its timber and its gold reserve, its man-

power and the beauties of its strategic geographical position all of

which could be used for further imperialist ends. By the spring of 1939
conditions had so deteriorated within hard-pressed Germany that

Hitler, in spite of the riches he had plundered from the Jews, needed

some more quick booty. This he obtained in large quantities when he

seized Czechoslovakia according to his regular routine of bluff,

blackmail and brigandage. And in addition he got control of the great

Skoda munitions works and of very considerable material resources of

a permanent nature.

To think that calling the Nazi Chancellor a "madman" gets to the

bottom of the problem is equivalent to the superstitious practice of

ascribing human ills to the malevolent activity of a Devil. Hitler is no

madman, but on the contrary the very able representative of a particu-

larly reactionary and brutal plutocracy, led by the armament capital-

ists, which is hell-bent on gambling for the economic hegemony of

Europe and the world, even at the cost of drenching the whole earth

in blood and even with the definite possibility that it will be digging

its own grave beneath the crashing pillars of the temple. After all, the

motto of the capitalist class in every nation is "Rule or ruin." And if

Hitler is crazy, he is crazy only in the same degree and manner as the

German capitalist system that produced him. We can never afford to

forget that Fascism is a form of Captalism.
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What those two faithful friends, the dictators of Germany and

Italy, did together in Spain was in some respects most enlightening of

all as to the mind and morals of Fascism. In the summer of 1936 a

group of Spanish army officers and reactionary capitalists, advised and

aided from the outset by Messrs. Hitler and Mussolini (both of whom
later openly boasted about it) started a rebellion against the legitimate,

democratically elected and moderately reformist People's Front Gov-

ernment of Spain. There is no question that the Loyalist Government

could have quelled the revolt in short order had it not been for the

assistance that General Franco, the Fascist leader, received from Ger-

many and Italy. Throughout the nearly three years of civil war the two

major Fascist Powers provided him lavishly with munitions, airplanes

and technicians; transported to Spain a combined army of more than

I oo,OOO men for his support ;
and co-operated in the blockade of the

Loyalists by sending to Spanish waters warships and submarines, the

latter of which sank neutral vessels at will until nine of the nations

affected instituted an anti-piracy patrol.

Moreover, all this help from Mussolini and Hitler, which eventually

carried the day for Franco, was in complete and cynical violation of

the Non-intervention Pact into which the Great Powers of Europe

entered during the early days of the revolt. Only when the extent of

German and Italian intervention had become a world scandal did

Soviet Russia and France put into effect substantial counter-measures ;

and only then did the anti-Fascist volunteers start flocking to Loyalist

Spain from the ends of the earth to form the famous International

Brigades. Unfortunately the United States, by invoking its very

un-neutral Neutrality Act and imposing an embargo on military sup-

plies to both sides in Spain, collaborated with the other democratic

nations in strangling the Spanish Republic, which was fatally handi-

capped in the purchase and delivery of munitions from abroad, though

Franco and his Fascists got everything they needed from their foreign

allies. Time and again the representatives of Loyalist Spain at the

League of Nations rose to protest the outright invasion of their country

by the Fascist Powers, but they received scant support except from the

delegates of Soviet Russia and Mexico.
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Indeed, the attitude of foreign capitalists in the so-called democ-

racies toward the Spanish imbroglio was one of the most disgraceful

things in the entire situation. For years the upper classes of America,

England and France had asserted that they were for democracy and

opposed to violence and revolution; yet when a Fascist revolt broke out

against a democracy which they feared had some radical intentions,

they suddenly found themselves in favor of revolution of the bloodiest

variety. For years they had made loud protestations of their desire for

peace ; yet when the Italian Fascists and the German Nazis dispatched

all the engines and materials of war for the subjugation of Republican

Spain, these noble-minded capitalists readily excused any and all acts

on the part of the aggressor governments. Their hypocrisy, however,

was fully matched by their folly; for unquestionably the Spanish

triumph of international Fascism gave a far-reaching stimulus to

aggrandizement against the democracies and much strengthened the

Rome-Berlin axis by creating for it a new partner, committed like its

big brothers to the principles of war and violence.

Similarly shortsighted has been the covert encouragement that an

number of influential foreign capitalists have exerted on behalf of a

Japanese victory over China. Some of these businessmen, particularly

in the United States, are motivated by their economic ties with Japan ;

others feel a real kinship with the Japanese aristocracy. Some think that

Japan, cramped for space on its little islands, has the right to expand

like Britain of yore; all profess to see a red star or pink rainbow in the

ascendant over China and fear that the defeat of Nippon would mean

the downfall of Capitalism and the rise of Sovietism in the Far East.

No one should be surprised that a sizable proportion of those same

capitalist elements who have previously been friendly toward Fascism

in Europe should feel favorably inclined toward the Tokyo extension

of the Berlin-Rome axis, no matter what this implies in condoning

aggression and barbarity.

The Fascist governments all claim that their military actions are

on behalf of the great and holy cause of halting the spread of Com-
munism. Thus the Japanese have constantly attempted to excuse their

robberies on the mainland of Asia by conjuring up the Communist
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bogey. Yet up until recently the present Chinese Government was

engaged in fighting the Chinese Communists with all the resources at

its command. It was precisely the continued aggression of the Japanese

Government that finally resulted in a truce and a united anti-Japanese

front between the Chinese Reds and the Chinese bourgeoisie repre-

sented by Chiang Kai-shek's regime. As a matter of fact, nothing could

be better calculated to help bring about Communism in China and

Japan than the disastrous economic repercussions that the present war

is having in both countries.

So far as the Spanish situation is concerned, every impartial observer

realizes that Hitler and Mussolini wished primarily to extend their

spheres of influence, to obtain concessions in respect to the valuable

mineral resources of Spain and to win a military ally and geographic

bases in the Pyrenees region, the Balearic Islands and near Gibraltar

with which to threaten France's rear and British communications

in the Mediterranean. In one of his more indiscreet moments, Hitler,

referring to the Third Reich's need for iron imports, publicly stated:

"That is why we want a Nationalist government in Spain, so as to

enable us to buy Spanish ore." And for the Italian Fascists to claim

that they sent armies into Spain solely for the high and altruistic

purpose of fighting the Reds is only slightly less absurd than if they had

said that they invaded Ethiopia and Albania to save those countries

from the influence of Moscow.

Let me momentarily grant, for the sake of argument, that the

Fascist triplice has been waging aggression for the sole purpose of

putting an end to the alleged menace of Bolshevism. Can any sincere

believer in peace take for a minute the position that governments are

justified in making war on other governments whose forms they

happen to dislike? If so, then the Fascist states will be justified in next

hurling themselves against the democratic nations, whose political

systems they wholeheartedly hate and consider as only a step removed

from Communism itself. In fact, the Fascists constantly talk about

wiping out Communist "and similar regimes." To uphold war and

armed intervention on such principles is equivalent to eliminating

permanently the chances of international peace. Those who really wish
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a warless world must make up their minds once and for all that indi-

vidual nations have the right to determine their own destinies, whether

in the direction of Communism, Fascism, capitalist democracy or

anything else.

I do not mean to imply that the Fascist nations would not go to

war to suppress Communism. They would; and in fact they already

have well-laid plans afoot for attacking Soviet Russia. Up to date,

however, they have been using their anti-Communist slogans to cover

up their felonies against non-Communist countries and to confuse

world public opinion. Under the guise of a pact to oppose the machina-

tions of the Communist International (the Comintern), the Fascist

International (the Fascintern) has been extending its rule to nation

after nation as part of a grandiose plan for world domination. Though
not one single country has yet followed the example of Russia in suc-

cessfully setting up a Socialist or Communist regime, the Fascist

pattern spreads like a cancer to every section of the earth. And only

the mentally blind can deny that the great and immediate threat to

national integrity comes from the Axis Powers and their satellites.

That war which the Fascist governments, and perhaps other gov-

ernments as well, may some day undertake against Socialism in its

Soviet form will not be merely or even mainly a conflict motivated

by ideology. It will be another call to arms the causes of which are

basically economic. For it will be grounded in the capitalists' dread

lest the Soviet system so incontestably prove its superiority over Capi-

talism that the people of other lands will throw off the shackles of the

present order; and in the capitalists' desire to bring back once more the

rich expanses of Russia into the orbit of imperialist exploitation either

through the setting up of spheres of influence or through out-and-out

annexation. The Soviet Union, on the other hand, will defend to

the utmost its material resources, its economic interests and its So-

cialist system in general.

The Japanese imperialists have made no secret of their profound

longing to take over the Far Eastern provinces of the U. S. S. R. Nor

have the Nazis attempted to conceal their ultimate intentions toward

the Soviet Union. In his definitive book Mein Ka>rrvpf Adolf Hitler
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asserts: "We stem the eternal Germanic migration to the south and

west of Europe and direct our eyes toward the lands in the East. . . .

If we speak today in Europe of new land and soil, we can primarily

think only of Russia and its subject border states. Providence herself

seems to point the way." This beautiful, not to say divine, thought the

new German War Lord enlarged upon in a famous speech during the

summer of 1936 when he shouted to a large assembly of his followers:

"If I had the Ural Mountains with their incalculable store of treasures

in raw materials, Siberia with its vast forests and the Ukraine with its

tremendous wheat fields, Germany and the National Socialist leader-

ship would swim in plenty." Never in the history of modern times has

the head of a state expressed with such brutal frankness his hopes of

annexing extensive territories in a nearby and peaceful country.

It is not surprising that a number of capitalists outside of Germany
should have felt that it would be wonderfully convenient if it were

possible to appease Hitler and his Nazis by letting them carry through

their project of expanding eastwards and incorporating choice slices

of the Soviet Union. This sentiment is the key to much of the

shilly-shallying in international politics during the past few years.

However annoyed American, British and French capitalists may have

grown over the ungentlemanly behavior of the Fascist states, they have

ever regarded Socialism as the arch-enemy. And the perfect solution

for the capitalist classes of the Western Powers would be for Germany,

Italy and Japan to concentrate their bellicose attentions on the U. S.

S. R., deliver Soviet Socialism a perhaps mortal blow, and in the

process exhaust their own fighting energies for a long time to come.

The non-Fascist capitalists have all along been terribly apprehen-

sive over the possible collapse of Fascist Capitalism, fearing it would

be supplanted by a Socialist system which would confiscate their invest-

ments within the Fascist nations and set a very bad example to the

people of the remaining capitalist states. So, up until the Nazis seized

Czechoslovakia, the Cliveden sets throughout the capitalist democracies

were principally worried, not that their own countries would be

defeated in war, but that the Fascist countries would be. As a corol-
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lary of this attitude they were extremely averse to having their

Governments co-operate in any way with Russia on behalf of interna-

tional peace. There have always been plenty of die-hards who hate

Socialism and the Soviet Union more than they do war.

The brilliant idea of unloosing the wolves of Fascism against the

U. S. S. R. played a large part in the settlement which Prime Ministers

Daladier and Chamberlain made with Hitler and Mussolini at Munich

in September of 1938. It did not work out well for two main reasons.

First, the Nazis became so impressed by the very great economic and

military strength of the Soviet Union that they decided they should

seek easier prey in Central and Western Europe. Second, bourgeois

public opinion in France and England finally awoke to the fact that

the Fascist dictators really meant what they had been declaiming for

so long about partitioning the French and British Empires.

It became obvious that whatever gains Hitler made in Eastern

Europe would be only the prelude to his marching straight on toward

Turkey, Iraq and India or to his turning directly, with vastly aug-

mented resources, toward the West with the purpose of overwhelming
the capitalist democracies. And it likewise became evident that Europe
must take seriously even Mussolini's fantastic talk about re-creating

the ancient Roman Empire and turning the Mediterranean into an

Italian lake. When one of the Duce's leading newspapers justified the

sack of Albania because it had been part of a Roman province in 250
B. C., Frenchmen and Englishmen, who remembered some of the

other territories Rome had held, at last began to sit up and take notice.

Finally, the ruling classes of Britain and France decided, though,

with the utmost reluctance, to institute apparently genuine measures for

resisting Fascist aggression, including the long negotiations for a joint

alliance and peace front with Soviet Russia. These steps they took,

not because of any ardent desire to defend peace or democracy or the

rights of small nations, but because they realized that the British and

French peoples would no longer tolerate the old appeasement policy

and because they saw that their own economic interests were becoming

gravely and directly jeopardized. Had the Chamberlains and Daladiers
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taken the trouble merely to thumb through Mein Kamff, they could

easily have learned what was in store without first surrendering

Czechoslovakia and Spain to the enemy.
In spite of Herr Hitler's Napoleonic complex and his fanatical deter-

mination that Germany should dominate the world, we find that

after all he has a big heart. For, though first making it clear in his

book that in the "eternal struggle" between nations "all considerations

of humaneness or aesthetics crumble into nothing," he tells us later

that "the ideas of pacifism and humanity may be quite good after the

supreme race has conquered the world in such a way as makes him its

exclusive master. . . . Therefore, first fight, and then perhaps

pacifism." Hence, "Anyone who really and sincerely would desire the

victory of the pacific idea, should back by every means the conquest of

the world by Germans." This indeed shows that the Fuehrer has

thought long and deeply and has even studied history; for what he

evidently intends is a Pax Germanica along the lines of the old Pax

Romana.

It is to be noted that Hitler makes no room in his unique world

Utopia for forms of national Fascism other than German. This omis-

sion gives a clue to what would happen if the present Fascist bloc were

victorious in an international war. Its members, like thieves in general,

would eventually fall out among themselves and fly at one another's

throats. Since intense nationalism and imperialist aggressiveness are

integral parts of both the Fascist creed and Fascist need, a world under

the thumb of Capitalism in, its Fascist uniform would be more than

ever a prey to internecine struggle. And it is not unlikely that the first

inter-Fascist war would occur when Germany and Italy started to

quarrel over the spoils of conquest and their respective roles in the

Danube Basin and the Balkans.

Benito Mussolini, like his co-dictator, from time to time has also

expressed with admirable clarity the true Fascist attitude toward war.

"Three cheers," he wrote in 1914, "for war in general. . . . War,

a physical and spiritual fact combined, cannot fail to exist in a world

which has always seen it and always will." In speeches more than

twenty years later the Duce repeatedly affirmed this position as a basic
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tenet of Fascism. "War," he asserts, "is to man what maternity is to

woman. From the philosophical and doctrinal viewpoint I do not

believe in perpetual peace. Only a sanguinary effort can reveal the

great qualities of peoples and the qualities of the human soul." Again :

"We reject the absurdity of eternal peace, which is foreign to our

creed and our temperament." It was only natural that Mussolini's

eldest son, Vittorio, in telling about the Ethiopian campaign, should

call war "the quintessence of beauty."

In his book Flights on the Ethiopian Plateau Vittorio Mussolini

recounts with glee how much he enjoyed bombarding the defenseless

Ethiopian villages. "I had never seen a fire in my life,'' he writes.

"Every time I used to run after a firemen's car to see one, I was chased

away. Thus, perhaps because someone had learned of this unsatisfied

desire of mine, one day an order was issued to bombard the territory

of Adi-Abo with incendiary bombs only. I do not think there existed

any more important reason for this order. . . . We received the

order to repeat the bombardment. It was a pleasure." Like his father,

young Vittorio has worked out a general philosophy of war. "War,"
he says, "certainly educates. I recommend it to everybody. I believe

that every man must at least make one war. . . . War for us has been

a sport, the most beautiful and complete of all sports."

Naturally the Japanese militarists have not lagged behind their

Western brothers in butchery and have tried hard to break the morale

of the Chinese people through the method of unmitigated ferocity.

Not even the Fascist aerial bombardments in Ethiopia and Spain have

been able to match in horror those that the Japanese have let loose upon
the civilian populations of Chinese cities. And recently the Japanese

military even issued an order forbidding the International Red Cross

to send medical supplies to the wounded or food to the survivors in the

bombed areas. The Japanese Government also has an extraordinary

sense of humor. Shortly after its planes, raining high explosives and

incendiary bombs on the city of Chungking, had killed some 5,000

Chinese in the most terrible air-raid in history, its representatives at

the New York World's Fair released into the open sky 150 "doves of

peace" to show the Japanese love for their fellow-men.
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Undeniably the armies of the Fascist states have manifested a

savagery till now unknown in modern warfare and have solidly estab-

lished themselves as the world's most wanton killers. But not forever

will the peoples of the earth put up with these new barbarians and their

philosophy of frightfulness. The heroic defenders of undefeated China

and defeated Spain have given an example of what intrepid resistance

can do. The Fascists can be stopped.

5. The Cure for War

I strongly believe that the only feasible way of meeting the current

crisis in international affairs is through the application of the principle

of collective security. This means that the peace-loving nations of the

world stand together to take co-operative and affirmative action against

aggression. The first step is an open pact of mutual assistance, either

inside or outside the framework of the League of Nations, that puts

every government on notice that any aggressive military move on its

part against any other government whatsoever in any section of the

globe will immediately make it subject to certain definite and drastic

penalties and bring into operation collective aid on behalf of the victim

nation. The second step, in case of an act of aggression, is the imposi-

tion of economic sanctions on whatever country or group of countries

are violating the peace. The third step, to be taken only when all

other measures have failed, is to put into effect military sanctions

against the aggressor state or states.

The theory behind the principle of collective security is that the

threat of economic and military sanctions by an overwhelming majority

of existing states would probably be sufficient to prevent war by making
a potential aggressor afraid to go ahead. If nonetheless such an aggres-

sor did go ahead, the aggregate strength of armed power against him

would be so formidable that he could be crushed in short order. More-

over, the combined might of the peaceful countries would be so great

that vast increases in armaments on their part would not be necessary.

A good example of how collective security would work is to con-

sider what would have happened if the United States and other coun-

tries had put economic sanctions into effect against Japan when it pro-
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ceeded to the invasion of China in 1937. Sanctions in this case would

have entailed a complete financial embargo against the Japanese so

that they could not obtain loans or credits abroad and a complete

embargo on the shipment to them of all war materials such as muni-

tions, oil and scrap iron. Since the United States has recently been

exporting about $200,000,000 worth of goods per year to Japan, pri-

marily for war uses, and in 1 938 provided 5 7 per cent of her imports of

essential war materials, our nation alone, through the proper economic

measures, could probably fatally cripple the continuance of the

Japanese military effort.

When Mussolini invaded Ethiopia in 1935-36, the League of

Nations voted to put into effect economic sanctions against Fascist

Italy. Nazi Germany of course opposed this policy; the United States

refused to co-operate ;
and France and Great Britain supported it with

faint-heartedness. Soviet Russia was the only Great Power willing to

go through with the sanctions campaign as originally planned. Hence

the League sanctions soon faded away and only served to goad the

Italians to anger and rally them around the Duce's imperialist venture.

Yet had a majority of the members of the League been faithful to

their principles in this instance, the economic strain on Italy in the

end would have been overpowering.

There is grave doubt whether any capitalist government would

ever apply sanctions on an effective basis, for fear that a temporary
letdown or dislocation of business would ensue. For this reason the

peace-loving peoples of the different countries must either bring enough

pressure on their governments to make them take sanctions seriously

or carry out anti-aggressor measures on their own initiative. One such

measure is a consumers' boycott against imports from an aggressor

nation, cutting down the trade balance of the aggressor abroad so that

he is handicapped in getting foreign exchange to buy further supplies.

The impressive results, particularly in America, of the consumers'

boycott against German and Japanese goods show what can be accom-

plished along the lines of peaceful, non-governmental action.

The Roosevelt administration's imposition of a prohibitive 25 per

cent duty on German imports following the forceful Nazi annexation
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of Czechoslovakia was the sort of "short-of-war" economic move that

may help to bring an aggressor nation to its senses. In the same category
Was the American Government's denunciation, in the summer of

1939, of the 1911 trade treaty with Japan, which had enjoyed defi-

nite commercial advantages under the pact. Whatever private boy-
cott movements are able to achieve, it is obvious that official action by
a government, including within its possible scope all business transac-

tions with an aggressor state, can be very much more effective.

I would be the first one to admit, however, that there is no assur-

ance that the threat or application of economic sanctions against a

warlike state will prevent its committing or continuing an act of

aggression. If economic measures are unsuccessful in their aim,

there is no guarantee, either, that even the prospect of military sanc-

tions will serve to calm down a potential or actual aggressor who is

perversely insistent on playing with fire come what may. Yet collec-

tive military sanctions against an aggressor are in the last analysis the

only immediately practicable alternative to permitting gangster gov-

ernments to ride roughshod over the whole earth, killing, conquering
and annexing at will. And there is an excellent chance that the imposi-

tion of such sanctions on the part of a large group of states will at least

doom the aggressor or aggressors to rapid defeat.

Though the ideal would be an agreement by all nations to under-

take economic or military sanctions in case of need, the sanctions

method can be extremely effective if only a few of the big countries and

a few of the little ones participate. It is most significant that when

Prime Minister Chamberlain finally set about creating a stop-Hitler

bloc, he had to fall back on the old League idea of collective security,

though in a decidedly limited form. Again, while the ideal is for

collective security at once to include in its scope the entire world, it

may be necessary to apply it to one crisis at a time
;
to attempt to extin-

guish the blaze lit by the Fascists in the West before turning to the

conflagration raging in the East. Of course Japan, as a member of the

Fascist triplice, might well forestall this strategy by entering promptly

into any general war precipitated by its German and Italian partners

in crime.
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The utilization of sanctions is not something that can be done light-

heartedly. But when all is said and done about the dangers involved

in sanctions the fundamental question remains, How much are we

willing to pay to stop war? For the prevention of war is bound to cost

something, though its non-prevention is bound to cost a hundred

times more. While conceivably individual nations, like individual per-

sons, may rise on occasion above material self-interest, it is clear that

modern states, whether Socialist or capitalist, will not enter into pro-

grams for collective security unless they are convinced that they will

benefit economically thereby. It is the blindness of the capitalist democ-

racies in discerning what is their true self-interest that has largely

been responsible for their lukewarm or hostile attitude toward the

principle of collective security. For an armament-saddled, war-ridden

world will in the long run do far more harm to the capitalist system

than any immediate losses from boycotts or sanctions.

If a sufficient number of nations do finally come to rely on economic

and military sanctions and use them successfully against aggression,

such measures must nonetheless be regarded primarily as emergency

stop-gaps in a world where the main economic compulsions toward

war continue to exist. The whole international capitalist system still

is ultimately responsible for the curse of war and the threat of it. Even

so, with the development of international law and consultative tech-

niques, it is possible today as never before to identify the aggressors.

And sanctions are assuredly worth while as a means of arresting the

current Fascist onslaught, a goal which is unquestionably the most

pressing item on the agenda of those working for peace.

What course in international affairs should America follow in

these perilous times? Most of our people are, I think, thoroughly dis-

illusioned over what our country's participation in the Great War

accomplished. There can be no doubt, either, that the geographical

position of the United States, as distinct from some of its possessions,

insulates it to a certain degree against the danger of aggression. This

insulation, however, is relative and not, as some isolationists and paci-

fists argue, absolute. When one reflects that it is already possible to

fly from the United States to Europe in sixteen hours, it is not difficult
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to see that the science of the not so distant future may well make

deadly aerial attacks from the other side of the Atlantic or Pacific a

comparatively simple thing. In the words of President Roosevelt,

"Beyond question, within a scant few years air fleets will cross the

ocean as easily as today they cross the closed European seas."

Then, too, there is the possibility of a warlike Fascist bloc, under

the influence of Germany and Italy, coming into power in Latin

America and challenging the position of the U. S. A. in the Western

Hemisphere. The victory of General Franco in Spain has given a strong

stimulus to Fascism on the South American continent. And the Nazis

are angling for military and aeronautical bases all the way from Pata-

gonia at the southern extremity of Argentina to Iceland in the North

Atlantic. If, furthermore, the Fascist triplice should decisively crush

the European democracies, the United States might well face the

unenviable assignment of simultaneously repelling the Japanese fleet

in the Pacific and the Italo-German fleet in the Atlantic.

Whatever the implications of geography, that policy of international

political isolation which many sincere workers for peace have been

urging for the United States is to my mind utterly impracticable unless

we also have international economic isolation. Our trade involvements

abroad are so great that we could not attain economic isolation without

throwing into reverse and indeed ruining vast sectors of our business

life. Sooner or later a major war in any part of the world is bound

seriously to affect America. Though an isolationist policy may keep

us out of war temporarily, it will not do so permanently. And by

yielding to the blackmail tactics of aggressor nations, the day of reck-

oning is merely postponed and made more catastrophic. "Keep
America out of war by keeping war out of the world" is one of the

soundest slogans ever invented.

As President Roosevelt stated in his notable Chicago speech of

I 937 agamst the aggressions and inhumanities of the German, Italian

and Japanese Governments: "If those things come to pass in other

parts of the world, let no one imagine that America will escape, that

it may expect mercy, that this Western Hemisphere will not be attacked

and that it will continue tranquilly and peacefully to carry on the
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ethics and the arts of civilization. . . . There is a solidarity and inter-

dependence about the modern world, both technically and morally,

which makes it impossible for any nation completely to isolate itself

from economic and political upheavals in the rest of the world, espe-

cially when such upheavals appear to be spreading and not declining.

. . . International anarchy destroys every foundation for peace. It

jeopardizes either the immediate or the future security of every nation,

large or small."

Mr. Roosevelt went on to say: "The peace-loving nations must

make a concerted effort in opposition to those violations of treaties and

those ignorings of humane instincts which today are creating a state of

international anarchy and instability from which there is no escape

through mere isolation or neutrality. ... It seems to be unfortunately

true that the epidemic of world lawlessness is spreading. . . . When
an epidemic or physical disease starts to spread, the community approves

and joins in a quarantine of the patients in order to protect the health

of the community against the spread of the disease."

I agree with the implication of the President's address that America

has the obligation, both from considerations of self-interest and inter-

national morality, to participate in collective agreements and actions

with other nations, not "to save democracy," but with the definite and

limited aim of preserving world peace. Fulfillment of this obligation

demands the immediate repeal of the present Neutrality Act which

makes no distinction between attacked and aggressor nations. The obli-

gation is binding even if it leads America eventually to take up arms. I

do not think that "peace at any price" is a very noble sentiment
;
and I

hold that our country can be faithful to its highest destiny only by

contributing its full part to the peaceful advancement of mankind.

There are those who argue that participation by the democracies in

any sort of war, even one to curb Fascist aggression, is certain under

present circumstances to result in Fascism at home. I confess that this

argument sounds farfetched to me. While a war would undoubtedly

mean a great increase in state controls and capitalist collectivism, such

steps do not necessarily have to take the form of Fascism or continue

after military activities cease.
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Long before the more or less permanent international crisis of

today I was in favor of the principle of collective security. In fact, the

first thing I did after my graduation from Harvard College was to

spend a summer at Geneva studying the workings of the League of

Nations under the tutelage of my old law teacher, Professor Manley
O. Hudson, who later became a Judge of the Permanent Court of

International Justice at the Hague. In connection with the League I

had the opportunity of meeting many of the prominent international

figures of the day. Of all those with whom I came in contact the

English statesman, Lord Cecil of Chelwood, still stands out in my
mind as the one with the most understanding and integrity. Year in

and year out, Lord Cecil, though a conservative and a leading member

of the British aristocracy, has supported unyieldingly the principle of

collective security and has opposed the fatuous maneuvers of his

class to save Fascism and isolate Soviet Russia at the expense of world

peace.

For several years I gave considerable time and effort to the campaign

for America's entrance into the League of Nations and the World

Court. In so far as the League has stood for international peace and

co-operation, for disarmament and collective security, it has always

represented a sound idea; but in so far as it has stood for the enforce-

ment of the Versailles Treaty and has reflected the imperialist ambi-

tions of the various powers, it has actually been a factor in preserving

the war system. Unfortunately, the basic contradiction between these

two different sets of tendencies within the League constantly weakened

it and in the end well-nigh ruined it. In addition, it was crippled all

along by the absence of the United States and, during the greater part

of its career, by the absence of Germany and Soviet Russia as well.

Now most radicals condemned the League of Nations from the start

as worse then useless. This was a bad mistake, I think, since the organ-

ization always had real possibilities for good. And when Soviet Russia

became a member of it in 1934, a number of these same radicals felt

rather embarrassed. There can be no doubt that the constant presence

at Geneva since that time of a Soviet delegation, pledged to uphold

without compromise collective security and the principle that "peace
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is indivisible," and unafraid to name names and call bluffs, has had

a wholesome effect on the deplorable international situation. The

Soviet leaders thought that they might be able to reduce the chances of

immediate conflict by working through the machinery of the League
and using its meetings at Geneva as a means of educating world

opinion. But they never had any illusions that the League, as it stood,

was an adequate instrument to abolish war in a mainly non-Socialist

world.

For the only certain path to peace is to make Socialism and the

Socialist principles of international conduct predominant. World

Capitalism is quite clearly caught in the twists and turns of a descend-

ing spiral. Its national economic difficulties lead to international eco-

nomic difficulties; these latter complications result in war or near-

war; war and the threat of war bring about an ever more critical

economic situation; this stimulates further war; and so it goes indefi-

nitely. Capitalism cannot escape from its own nature. But there is a

way by which humanity can escape from Capitalism, can break free

from the fatal spiral. That is the way of Socialism.

Socialism will eliminate the economic causes of war by eliminating

the capitalist evils of depression and unemployment, cut-throat compe-

tition in international trade and private profits from armaments and

Armageddon. Public ownership of the instrumentalities of production

and distribution means that no individuals or groups can make money
from manufacturing munitions or selling any other goods or services

needed in armed hostilities. Socialist planning, by establishing a just

and rational economic system at home, makes it unnecessary for gov-

ernments to attempt to extricate themselves from domestic troubles

by adventures abroad. Because their own people will always have the

purchasing power to buy what is produced, Socialist nations will feel

no irresistible economic pressure driving them on to get rid of surplus

goods in the foreign market or to compete with other countries in

vicious hunting expeditions for colonies, protectorates and spheres of

influence.

Likewise, since the Socialist economies will put into effect a planned

investment of capital and since there will always be plenty of oppor-
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tunities for it on the domestic scene, there will be no great, compelling

need to send capital abroad for investment. Moreover, since planning

will take place between the different Socialist states, no national unit

need longer fear that it may be cut off from essential sources of raw

materials or lose out in some disastrous currency war. Socialist inter-

national planning, in conjunction with the disappearance of special

business interests lobbying for protection in the various countries, will

also lead to the abolition of tariffs, except perhaps for the minor purpose

of raising revenue.

Thus there will be removed one of the chief impediments to world

trade and commerce and a factor that is acknowledged on all sides as a

primary cause of international friction. The natural exchange of goods

will accordingly increase on a vast scale and all the advantages for

which free traders have been agitating ever since the time of Adam

Smith will come into being. Paradoxically enough, only Socialism,

which liberals fear and oppose, can ever fulfill the old free-trade ideal

of liberalism.

Socialism, then, as it unfolds internationally, puts a finish once and

for all to the fierce struggle, with the whole world as the arena, among
the capitalist imperialisms, minor and major, to survive and expand at

the expense of one another and of exploited peoples. And it forever

sets free the colonial countries from the heavy bonds of imperialist

overlordship and control.

The point of departure for international Socialism is the fact that

Capitalism has laid the material foundations, at least, for a truly

world society, even though it is incapable of erecting upon them the

firm edifice of a peaceful and co-operative international order. The

unceasing development of long-distance transportation facilities has

been bringing the different countries of the earth nearer and nearer

to one another in a physical sense. Today New York is closer to

London than Boston was to Philadelphia at the time the thirteen

American states, each in reality an independent nation, adopted a

federal Constitution. The speedily evolving transoceanic air services

will knit the world together ever more tightly. And an international

federation, a United Socialist States of the World, somewhat along the
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lines of the American union, is by no means beyond the bounds of

possibility for this twentieth century.

There are reasons other than strictly economic ones why the influ-*

ence of Socialism is so fundamentally on the side of peace. Socialism

works everywhere for the liberation of the masses of the people

workers, farmers, and middle-class employees from the ills inherent

in the capitalist system. Now it is just these masses who are always
hardest hit in war. They constitute the bulk of the fighting forces; they

are the ones who meet suffering and hunger, mutilation and death, by
the millions; they are the ones who bear the brunt of the economic

aftermaths of international conflict. All this is especially true in

modern warfare, in which the demoralization of whole peoples is a

primary objective. In the First World War we became used to the

blockading and starving out of belligerent countries; today, in addition,

the scope of hostilities includes the ruthless bombardment of civilian

populations in the biggest and most crowded cities.

The extreme disdain with which the Fascists and their supporters

look down upon the masses of the people everywhere is an important

factor in their readiness to resort to violence and war. Their aristo-

cratic political morality, or rather immorality, has no place in it for

the worth and dignity of human life outside of a small ruling clique at

the top. And the pseudo-biological principles which they invent to

rationalize their international policies make scorn and abuse of other

races and nations an integral part of their philosophy. It is not just the

Jews who are held in contempt. At the 1936 Olympic Games in Ger-

many the Nazis accused the U. S. team of bad sportsmanship for enter-

ing "fleet-footed animals," that is, Negroes, in the races. Likewise it is

an essential element in the official Fascist creed to look down upon
the English and the Americans, the French and the Czechoslovaks, the

Poles and the Russians and the Chinese, as degenerate peoples.

Nothing could present a more complete contrast to all this than

Socialism's unyielding opposition to every form of racial and national

chauvinism. Socialism does not believe that there is any "chosen" race

or nation ;
and it takes this position on the grounds of scientific fact as

well as ethical principle. Neither modern biology nor anthropology
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recognizes the existence of races which are inherently superior or

inherently inferior. Indeed, these two sciences can find no such thing
as a pure race. Peoples such as the Anglo-Saxons, the Teutons and the

Slavs, to all of whom there has been ascribed at one time or another a

god-given superiority entitling them to rule the world, are themselves

the result of biological mixtures so complex as to defy analysis. Hitler's

notion that either in Germany or elsewhere there exists a pure-blooded

"Aryan" race is as fantastic as the superstition still accepted in some

quarters that the earth is flat.

No genuine radical ever analyzes the international or other troubles

of the world in terms of "the German menace," "the Jewish menace,"
"the British menace," "the Jap menace" or "the Yellow menace."

The enemy from the Socialist point of view is never a race or nation

as a whole, but always a ruling class forcing some race or nation into

an unresolvable predicament. Socialism's analysis cuts across all

national frontiers to find the explanation of things in the class align-

ments which are much the same the world over. It holds that only

action by the entire international working class and its allies can bring

a victory over the international capitalist class and that the outcome

must be Socialist reconstruction on an international scale. All this is,

indeed, so central in Socialist doctrine that the official song of the

radical movement is entitled "The International."

Precisely because of this generous and open devotion to internation-

alism, Socialism's enemies are constantly denouncing it. But Socialism

openly accepts the challenge of the reactionary cult of hate, war and

world anarchy. Yet at the same time the adherents of the coming

society remain nationalists in the best sense of the word. They take

pride in and encourage the peaceful flowering of national cultures; they

see, however, no more reason why an integrated international common-

wealth should prevent the expression of the spirit and genius native to

the various nationalities than why a closely knit nationalism should do

away with the characteristic contributions of city, state or region.

Clearly Socialism stands as the greatest hope for those ideals of

international peace and understanding which have been both an inspira-

tion and a goal for countless men and women of good will in all ages.
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The ideal of human brotherhood throughout the earth, regardless of

race, nationality or religion, is one of the oldest in the history of

thought. In every ethical philosophy worthy of the name from the

ancient Greeks to the twentieth century, this ideal has had in some

form or other a rightfully important place. The Stoics expressed it in

the term cosmopolitanism, the Christians in the precept, Love thy

neighbor as thyself the slogan-makers of the French Revolution in the

word fraternity. This conception of human brotherhood has often been

scorned as sentimental, but today the most hardheaded realist must

agree that our civilization can hardly be saved without it.

As we look forward into the future in this year 1939 the prospects

for international peace are not auspicious. It may well be already too

late to stave off the Second World War. I do not grant that such a con-

flict will mean the end of civilization. There is little danger that any

of the countries on the two American continents will become major

scenes of battle and carnage ;
Soviet Socialism is too powerful utterly

to collapse; and in any case I imagine that the belligerent nations,

when the holocaust is over, will start building again from the ruins.

Yet unless Socialism grows sufficiently strong, unless enough of the

more important countries go Socialist so that they, supported by the

radical movement in other lands, possess the power and the will to

make peace prevail, mankind will again build only to stumble almost

surely once more into the awful abyss of new wars.

The best and the living proof of what Socialism means for world

peace is the splendid record of the Soviet Republic in international

affairs since it came into existence in 1917. That record, which I out-

lined earlier, and the argument of this chapter show that Socialism

proceeds to the permanent outlawry of war, not through drawing up

nobly phrased documents and instituting pompous organizations, nor

merely through education on the horror and stupidity of modern war,

but through drastically altering the most fundamental and pervasive

relationships the economic ones of society. It is the supreme oppor-

tunity of peace-loving men and women from every nation and every

class to grasp the Socialist vision of a planned and democratic inter-

national order and to help actualize it in the affairs of mankind.



Chapter VI

Toward

Greater

Democracy

I . What Democracy Is and Is Not

I HAVE found that most Americans tend to think of democracy mainly

in terms of free political activity and traditional civil liberties. Democ-

racy does include, of course, as most essential elements, complete polit-

ical democracy and complete civil liberties. But it means in addition

economic democracy, in which no class can exploit another class, in

which everyone possesses material security and in which all adults have

a voice in the conduct of economic affairs; cultural democracy, in

which everyone has an equal opportunity to share the fruits of culture ;

sex democracy in which legally and in all other relevant ways women

stand on an equal plane with men; racial democracy, in which all

racial groups, whether they be minorities within a state or nations in

themselves, are on a par with other racial groups and not subject to

any sort of discrimination; and, finally, international democracy, as

defined in the preceding chapter.

The emotional drive behind the ideal of full democracy is distinctly

not a sentimental or condescending sympathy for the underdog as

such ; when it comes to Soviet Russia I, along with most radicals, sup-

port and sympathize with the top dogs, the workers and their leaders

who have built a Socialist society in the face of tremendous odds. Nor

186
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is this feeling for democracy quite what Christianity means by

brotherly love, though it is akin to it. Rather, the democratic attitude I

have in mind is best expressed as a general one of well-wishing and

friendliness toward all humanity and of faith in the ultimate common

sense of the common man to make reasonable decisions in the adven-

ture of self-government.

As far back as I can remember, my natural feeling toward people,

whether as individuals or en masse, has been one of warmth. That was

always the way I felt toward everybody : toward members of my own

class, toward the workers, toward foreigners, toward unjustly treated

racial groups such as the Negroes and the Jews. From the start I fol-

lowed the principle that every man was my friend until he proved

himself my enemy, and that is still my philosophy today. When I went

away to the Phillips Exeter Academy, probably the most democratic

private school in the country, my equalitarian feeling was strongly rein-

forced. But even at Exeter there were snobs; and I constantly felt

offended by their haughty, anti-democratic attitude and by that of the

upper-class boys I later met at Harvard College. The parents were

usually even crasser in their Bourbonism.

Equally repulsive to me was my discovery of the inveterate pro-

pensity of the American capitalist class for social-climbing within its

own ranks. This phenomenon it was easy for me to observe during

my college days when so many of my fellow students, egged on by

expectant relatives, nourished as their dearest ambition election to

membership in Harvard's exclusive clubs and an entree into Boston

high society. Since then I have witnessed time and again the fatuous

competition for social prestige among different individuals and groups

in the upper class. The topmost stratum of American capitalist society

itself does plenty of climbing in the direction of the much longer

established European, and especially British, aristocracy, which social-

climbs in its turn toward King and God.

Not a few of our society leaders, both male and female, look wist-

fully across the water at the highly stratified English social system,

ever feeling homesick for that deferential subservience to name and

money which so disgusts democratic-minded Americans traveling in
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the British Isles. And many an American magnate, in the full flush of

wealth and success, has sighed sadly to himself, "Oh that this were

England where they would make me Earl." The marital scramble

after titles is the most brazen example of American social-climbing

under foreign inspiration, with the racket of being presented at the

Court of St. James running a close second. The inferiority complex
of the American bourgeoisie also takes more subtle forms such as the

continual kowtowing to old-world culture and the acceptance of old-

world leadership in the intricacies of international diplomacy. For

example, it would be impossible to exaggerate the effects that the

slightest whispered hint from an English Lord or Lady has upon
members of the American ruling class and its representatives in the

diplomatic service.

I first began to recognize the extent to which the spirit of democ-

racy is violated in America when A. Lawrence Lowell, Boston blue-

blood and former President of Harvard, ruled that a Negro boy I knew

could not room in the Freshman Dormitories with the other members

of his class. This act of discrimination was later reversed by the Uni-

versity authorities; but in the public uproar over the incident and the

many arguments back and forth I learned a lot about racial prejudice

in the United States. Soon after graduating from college I spent several

weeks in the South studying the Negro question at firsthand from

Washington to Atlanta. And I later served on the Board of Directors

of the National Urban League, an organization devoted to the social

betterment of the Negroes.

The position of the Negro in this country and particularly in the

South excellently illustrates how the different types of democracy, or

rather wwdemocracy, are linked together. The Negro minority, orig-

inally introduced into America on account of the lust for profits of

planters and slave traders, has remained a subject class economically

from the beginning; and has therefore naturally been unable to estab-

lish for itself political, cultural or racial democracy. Though the Negro
race supposedly won political freedom almost seventy years ago through

the ratification of the Fifteenth Amendment, it has in actuality largely

been disfranchised in the southern states right up to the present day.
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As for sharing equal rights under the law and the advantages of ordi-

nary civil liberties, everyone knows that the Negroes below the Mason

and Dixon Line have had less than a beggar's chance. Thus we have

a group of native-born American citizens in the South numbering no

less than nine million, to whom the ruling class openly refuses to grant

the political guarantees of the Constitution.

Turning to the sphere of culture, we find that the allocation of

funds in the South as between public educational facilities for Whites

and Negroes is nothing short of scandalous. Throughout the fourteen

southern states the expenditures for each white child range from three

or four times to ten times as much as for each Negro child. In a recent

study the National Education Association reports: "In South Carolina

the annual expenditure for education is $4.48 per child for Negro
children and $45.45 per child for white children. In Georgia, where

the Negro population is 36.8 per cent of the total, the figures are $7.44

per year for the Negro child against $35.34 for the white child, while

the figures for Florida are respectively $11.41 and $75.07." These

figures show why the Jim Crow schools of the South are generally run-

down and badly equipped, why the teachers are usually poorly trained

and atrociously paid, and why the school terms are anywhere from

two to six months shorter than those for white children.

Racial prejudice in the United States extends to other minorities

such as our indigenous Indian population, the French Canadians in

New England, the Orientals in the West, the Mexicans in the South-

west, various immigrant groups from Europe, and especially the Jews.

Unquestionably this country has of late seen an alarming growth in

anti-Semitism, fanned by our continuing economic pressures and the

heightened race consciousness caused by Fascist persecutions and the

emigration of Jews from their homelands. The Institute for Propa-

ganda Analysis estimates that there are some 800 Fascist or semi-

Fascist organizations in the U. S. carrying on anti-Semitic propaganda

at the present time. Yet there has long been a strong anti-Jewish feel-

ing in America which has expressed itself in various ways, from dis-

criminating against Jews in business and the professions to excluding

them from hotels and educational institutions. Again, Harvard taught
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me a good deal about the educational angle of the Jewish question

when the reactionary Lowell regime tried to put through a percentage

limitation on the number of Jewish students attending the College.

Let us make no mistake about the fact that the leaders and pace-

setters of anti-Semitism in the United States have been the ruling capi-

talist class of native-born Anglo-Saxons. This class seldom considers

even those Jews who are most useful to it, such as certain reactionary

columnists, above the status of rather bright lackeys. Though many
American capitalists have been repelled by Hitler's excesses against

the Jews and by his expropriation of their private property a most

dangerous precedent it remains true that they themselves share

a large measure of moral responsibility for American anti-Semitism.

Years before the hideous Nazi ideology arrived to plague the world

these same capitalists were trying to lay the foibles and failures of the

present system at the door of the Jews. And as part of its strategy of

"Divide and rule," the capitalist class has ever tended to encourage

anti-Semitic and other racial prejudices.

In view of the position of racial minorities in this country, it always

amazes me to hear upper-class Americans who talk about keeping

Negroes and other "inferior" people "in their place" railing against

the iniquities of dictatorship in the Soviet Union, where the principle

of racial equality is the law of the land and the practice of the people.

The same illogical stand is invincibly maintained by the small British

aristocracy which throughout the Empire controls, on the basis of

armed might and highly undemocratic government, colored subjects

numbering more than 400,000,000. The fact is, of course, that the

white ruling classes shudder at the very suggestion of extending the

concept of democracy to include the black, brown and yellow peoples

of the earth.

Yet Christian ethics, which the capitalist classes profess to uphold,

as well as any other genuine moral philosophy, cannot do otherwise

than condemn racial prejudice as one of the most despicable things in

our present-day world. For this insidious and illiberal attitude dooms,

for the accidental quality of mere color or physiognomy, hundreds of

millions of innocent persons generation after generation to an atmos-
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phere of hate and humiliation and to a status of inferiority in the

national and international community.

Coming to another important form of democracy, I think it is incon-

testable that no democratic system can be complete until women

possess full and equal rights with men, both in law and established cus-

tom. In America the female sex did not win the suffrage until 1920.

And though in general women have been relatively free in this coun-

try, there is still a long way to go. In the field of education, for

example, the opportunities for girls and young women are far less than

for members of the male sex. Pitifully small sums are spent on women's

institutions as compared with men's; and only a small proportion of

the universities have opened their professional schools to the female

sex. In most of the capitalist countries of Europe, and in all the coun-

tries of Asia, the significance of women achieving equality would be

simply immense.

When we examine the question of cultural democracy, which I treat

more fully in the next chapter, we see what very great inequalities of

opportunity exist in America. In a recent book entitled American Busi-

ness Leaders Professor F. W. Taussig and Dr. C. S. Joslyn, both of

the Harvard faculty, analyze the 1927-28 edition of Whoy
s Who in

America and find that only 6.7 per cent of the persons listed have

working-class fathers. And they add: "Most of the persons in 'Who's

Who' (about nine-tenths) won their places by distinction in the pro-

fessions, in the arts, or in letters the very callings from which

laborers' sons, by reason of the educational requirement, are virtually

debarred." Thus Professor Taussig and his collaborator admit with

entire frankness the lack of democracy in the realms of cultural and

professional endeavor.

Yet for some strange reason, when through other studies they dis-

cover that the sons of working-class fathers constitute only slightly

more than ten per cent of business leaders in the United States, they

"strongly suggest" that this situation is due to lack of innate ability

on the part of the proletariat. While I cannot undertake to endorse the

statistics of Messrs. Taussig and Joslyn, their tabulation sounds rea-

sonable. But what their elaborate figures strongly suggest to me is not
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that labor is wanting in native talent, but that the traditional claim that

every American enjoys a fair and equal opportunity of working his

way to the top is without foundation, which is what the radicals have

been saying all along.

How, indeed, can we possibly pretend that there is equal oppor-

tunity in any sense when millions upon millions of able-bodied and

able-minded Americans can find no jobs, when millions more are

working only part-time, and when millions of others simply do not

possess the financial means to obtain the good things of life ? Decades

ago, with the disappearance of the frontier, it became impossible for

individuals and families to solve their economic problems by moving
to the rich open spaces of the West. Now a man has little choice but to

stay where he is and fight it out in the economic wilderness of his own
home town. And with the omnipresent concentration of business enter-

prise it is not so easy, even if you do have a little capital to start with,

to set up on your own either in city or country. American class rela-

tions, which once were marked by considerable fluidity, have become,

like those of Europe, more and more "frozen."

Clearly the old economic basis for American democracy, that of

individuals owning their independent means of livelihood, has grown
to be the exception rather than the rule. And no new form of economic

democracy has become established in its place; nor can be under the

present system. True enough, the organization of all American workers

into trade unions would constitute a most important step in the direc-

tion of real economic democracy. But out of some 35,000,000 poten-

tial members only 8,000,000 are yet unionized : approximately 4,000,-

OOO in the C. I. O., 3,500,000 in the A. F. of L. and 500,000 in the

Railroad Brotherhoods.

As regards political democracy, the underprivileged elements in this

country are very far from having attained it in full measure. In the

vital matter of elections, the substance, as distinct from the form, of

power rests on the possession of sufficient economic resources to buy

radio time and newspaper advertisements, to rent meeting halls and

print pamphlets, to do the thousand and one things that vigorous and
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effective electoral campaigns demand. No one can suppose that the

workers have anywhere near the funds which the capitalist class can

make available for these purposes.

Lack of financial strength is by no means the only thing which

handicaps the political activities of the workers and of anti-capitalist

minority groups. For the suppression of ordinary civil liberties has long

been one of the outstanding features of the political scene in the capi-

talist democracies. And nowhere in allegedly democratic nations has

this phenomenon been so marked as in our own United States, with its

much-vaunted Constitution, including the famous Bill of Rights

embodied in the ten original Amendments. Most crucial of all for civil

liberties is the First Amendment, which reads as follows: "Congress

shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibit-

ing the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech or of

the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble and to peti-

tion the Government for a redress of grievances." Other Amendments

establish the right of trial by jury and give assurances against illegal

search or seizure, excessive bail or fines, and cruel or unusual punish-

ments.

The Bill of Rights was implemented by a section in the Fourteenth

Amendment providing that, "No State shall make or enforce any law

which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the

United States . . . nor deprive any person of life, liberty or property

without due process of law." The Civil Rights Act of 1871 reinforced

the constitutional provisions already cited. And in addition the various

state constitutions also lay down guarantees for the maintenance of

civil liberties.

Yet in spite of this galaxy of laws, American citizens have had to

wage, from the earliest days of the Republic, a constant battle for the

preservation of their constitutional freedoms. One organization, the

American Civil Liberties Union, was founded in 1920 for the sole

purpose of aiding in this cause. As a member of its Board of Directors

since 1932 I have had a particularly good opportunity over the past

few years to keep abreast of the civil liberties situation in the United
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States. Let us now consider specifically this sector of affairs which is

of such paramount importance to the future of democracy in this

country.

2. The Violation of Civil Liberties

It is a sad and ironical fact that the majority of those Americans

who have recently been most vocal about "saving the Constitution"

have never in their lives raised a finger to protest against the continual

violation of the civil liberties guaranteed in the Bill of Rights. Year

after year, while workers have been shot down in cold blood, while

Negroes have been lynched, while freedom of speech in every part of

the country has been abrogated, these self-appointed defenders of the

Constitution have kept silent as the grave. More than that, many of

them, reactionary in their views and hard-boiled in their methods, have

actually encouraged the use of violence against American citizens with

whose opinions they happen to disagree. But let so much as a legisla-

tive whisper be heard implying some slight curtailment of property

interests for the public good and these worthy gentlemen spring into

swift and noisy action. They then suddenly discover the Constitution,

and that it was drawn up for the sole and glorious purpose of protecting

the rights of private property.

One of the reasons why these American capitalists care so little

about civil liberties is that their civil liberties are hardly ever infringed

upon. Violation of the Bill of Rights revolves around labor, liberal

and radical groups because they are the ones who are urging reforms

or fundamental changes in the social system which seem dangerous to

the capitalist class. These and other such groups clearly add up to a

majority of the population. It is on this account that Max Lerner, in

his recent book on democracy, says quite correctly that the biggest

problem is to preserve the civil liberties of the majority rather than of

minorities. For in the United States it is the ruling-class minority, at-

tempting to impose its will on the rest of the people, which has been

the chief offender against the Bill of Rights.

Unquestionably the most serious and frequent violations of civil

liberty in the United States have taken place over labor's right to
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organize, strike, picket, demonstrate, meet, and bargain collectively.

The suppression of workers' rights is usually carried out in the name of

"law and order," but in an overwhelming majority of cases this

means in fact anti-legal or extra-legal violence and intimidation on the

part of employers, vigilantes, troops, special deputies, private thugs or

police officers who neither know nor care about the Bill of Rights. Such

attacks are far more serious than the restrictions imposed on civil liber-

ties by ill-advised legislation. Now I do not for an instant claim that

American workers are a lot of white-winged angels, always gentle and

perfect in their behavior. Like American citizens in general they are

proud, freedom-loving, quick to sense unfair tactics, and ready to fight

back if pressed too far. Yet it is also accurate to say that 95 per cent

of the violence that so often flares in labor disputes is started by the

employers or their agents or by government authorities.

In many situations the government authorities themselves are noth-

ing more nor less than the "agents" of the employers, who are experts

on ways and means of getting others to do their dirty work for them.

The revelations of the Senate Civil Liberties Committee, headed by

Senator Robert M. LaFollette, Jr., regarding the methods used by big

business and little business alike in fighting trade unionism and break-

ing strikes are as shocking as they are dramatic. The testimony of labor

spies, of professional strikebreakers, commonly known as "finks," and

of employers themselves has definitely established the fact that much of

the violence attributed to strikers is purposely fomented, in order to

discredit them, by agents provocateurs of various types.

Take, for example, the story sworn to on the witness stand by pro-

fessional strikebreaker Edmund B. McDade, in the employ of the

Wisconsin Light and Power Company. McDade described how a

building was dynamited by strikebreakers and the blame placed on

the strikers; and how the home of a company official was painted red

by strikebreakers, and the strikers and their sympathizers then accused

of the deed. To quote a representative passage from the report of the

Senate Committee : "A Corporations Auxiliary spy sat in the meetings

of the strike strategy committee of the Dodge Local of the United

Automobile Workers in 1936 and urged the use of force and violence.
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A Pinkerton spy in the International Association of Machinists in

Atlanta sought to provoke a general strike. A National Metal Trades

spy in the Black and Decker strike at Kent, Ohio, in 1936, urged his

fellow unionists to dynamite the plant. The fact that strikes and vio-

lence increase the business of detective agencies is a contributing cause

to this sort of conduct."

The LaFollette Committee found that labor spying is "a common,
almost universal practice in American industry. . . . The known

total of business firms receiving spy services is approximately 2,500.

The list as a whole reads like a bluebook of American industry. . . .

Large corporations rely on spies. No firm is too small to employ them."

The sums spent on spies are immense. For instance, the General

Motors Corporation paid almost $1,000,000 to detective agencies for

spy services from January of 1934 through July of 1936. The Com-

mittee also revealed that many spies succeeded in worming their way
into positions of high responsibility in the trade unions. Thus approxi-

mately i oo, or one-third, of the spies employed by the Pinkerton agency

were officials of unions, one being vice-president of an international

union. Hand in hand with the spy racket has gone the expenditure of

huge amounts by capitalist business on munitions, tear gas, and other

forms of industrial armament.

This is one of the main reasons why in labor troubles it is always

the workers who are the chief sufferers. One never hears of an em-

ployer being injured or killed in a strike. During the steel strikes in the

first half of 1937 many newspaper readers received the impression that

the workers were resorting to widespread and illegal violence. The

American Civil Liberties Union, however, made a careful survey of

the entire situation on the basis of the available reports. It found that

throughout America, from January ist to the end of July, 1937,

twenty-four strikers and sympathizers were killed and 490 injured,

chiefly on picket lines and while not engaged in any act of violence.

During the same period one police officer was killed and seventy

injured. No non-striking workers were killed, and only thirty-one

injured; 140 persons whose affiliation could not be determined were
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also injured. These proportions of the affiliations of those killed and

injured are typical of the whole of American labor history.

Almost half of the strikers' fatalities mentioned above occurred in

the fearful "Memorial Day Massacre" at South Chicago in which

police brutally attacked a peaceful parade of workers on their way to

demonstrate before a plant of Mr. Tom Girdler's Republic Steel Cor-

poration. The police fired their revolvers point blank into a dense

crowd of men, women and children, and then pursued and clubbed

them unmercifully as they frantically tried to escape. Ten strikers

were killed instantly or died later and ninety-seven other persons were

badly injured. More 1 than half of those killed or injured by bullet

wounds were found to have been shot in the back.

While such incidents have happened again and again in this land

of liberty, we are fortunate in this instance in possessing thorough and

indisputable documentation in the form of a newsreel. Paramount

News at first suppressed this film for fear that it would lead to riots,

but later released it to the general public. The picture gives a grue-

some and graphic presentation, accompanied by the roar of pistol

shots, the thump of police clubs and the screams of the victims, of one

of the most atrocious episodes in the long life of the American common-

wealth. All of the policemen involved in this cruel and cowardly

blood-fest were later completely whitewashed by a politically con-

trolled Chicago grand jury.

What happened during the steel strike at Massillon, Ohio, in July

of 1937 was, despite a much smaller death toll, in some ways even

more revealing. For it showed undeniably the direct tie-up between

capitalist business and illegal violence of the most brutal sort. As

Chief Switter of the Massillon police force later testified before the

Labor Relations Board, on June 2Qth Carl Meyers, district manager
for Republic Steel in the Canton-Massillon district, sent for him. Ac-

cording to Chief Switter, "Meyers wanted to know what the hell was

going on over there letting those hoodlums run the town. He wanted

to know why we hadn't done like the Chicago police had done. They
knew how to handle a situation he said. He told me if the mills closed
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down Massillon would be nothing but a junction point, with no need

for a mayor or a chief of police or any other city officials." Meanwhile

a Law and Order League, composed of leading businessmen, was

urging Chief Switter to commission extra policemen who would be

paid and equipped at the League's expense.

Chief Switter declined the offer and emphasized that there had been

neither loss of life nor serious disorder. But later, under added pressure

from General Marlin, who had quartered two companies of the Ohio

National Guard in the Republic plant, Switter gave way. On July 7

thirty to forty "loyal" Republic employees were sworn in as special

policemen. On the evening of July 1 1 Chief Switter drove out of town

on a picnic and Harry Curley, a retired army officer, took unofficial

charge of the police department. Later that night from fifteen to

twenty of the new special policemen, armed with guns and tear gas,

approached strike headquarters where a considerable number of

workers were standing around in front of their building. Without any
more serious pretext than that they felt annoyed by the lights of a

striker's automobile which happened to draw up, the police opened a

murderous attack with gunfire and tear gas grenades, killing two

workers and wounding fifteen.

The scandalous outlawry of civil liberties in Jersey City by Mayor
Frank Hague has centered, like so many other such situations, around

labor's right to organize and the characteristic activities which that

right involves. As far back as 1934 Boss Hague had conceived the

bright idea of attracting new revenue-yielding business to the city by

promising employers that he would prevent trade unions from bother-

ing them. During the spring and summer of that year Hague's police

made a regular practice of arresting peaceful pickets on trumped-up

charges and throwing them into jail. I myself at that time went over

to Jersey City to make a test case on behalf of the Civil Liberties

Union at a factory where members of the Furniture Workers Indus-

trial Union were on strike. I was also interested in the matter as a

trade unionist belonging to the New York Teachers Union.

For the high crime and misdemeanor of walking quietly up and

down in front of the plant in question and displaying an appropriate
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placard, I was arrested, arraigned, fingerprinted and put behind the

bars in a cell of the main city jail for some five hours while waiting

to get bailed out. Though the whole episode was over and done with

in a few hours, I want to make clear that my day in Jersey City was

distinctly not a lark, but rather constituted a grueling psychological

experience. As a matter of fact, my case never came to trial, because

the resultant publicity, first-class legal work, and other factors brought

about the reversal of previous anti-picketing decisions, though not

until they got beyond the lower courts. One of the most sinister things

in the picture is that Hague's puppets sit on the bench and do his bid-

ding. And in 1939 his son, Frank Hague, Jr., with little or no judicial

experience, was appointed by a faithful Hague man, Governor Harry

Moore, to the New Jersey Court of Errors and Appeals, the highest

court in the state. So when Mayor Hague publicly stated, "I am the

law," it was not mere bombast.

For a short time after the 1934 skirmishes Hague allowed picket-

ing; but before long he was again violating the law, and his police

were throwing strikers into jail and deporting sympathizers beyond

the city lines. The situation reached a climax in the fall of 1937 when

Hague decided to bar out completely the organizing efforts of the

C. I. O. in Jersey City. He termed the C. I. O. organizing campaign
and the attempts of the Civil Liberties Union to uphold the C. I. O.'s

legal rights as a "Red invasion." In a public speech Boss Hague de-

clared : "As long as I am Mayor of this city the great industries of the

city are secure. We hear about constitutional rights, free speech and

the free press. Every time I hear these words I say to myself, 'that

man is a Red, that man is a Communist.' You never heard a real

American talk in that manner." Later he advocated the exile of all

whom he considered "Reds" to a concentration camp in Alaska.

Hague's suppression of civil liberties and the counter-offensive of

the C. I. O. and the Civil Liberties Union went on at full blast all

through 1938. Interference with the Bill of Rights by the Jersey City

administration extended to stopping and searching automobiles not

having New Jersey licenses, prohibiting the distribution of leaflets on

the streets, refusing permits for outdoor meetings or demonstrations
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by "undesirables," and intimidating local hall owners so that they

would not rent their premises for indoor meetings under the auspices

of labor, liberal or radical groups. Meetings sponsored by the C. I. O.
or the Civil Liberties Union were the first to come under the ban;

later the same fate befell meetings organized by the Hudson County
Committee for Labor and Civil Rights, the Socialist Party and the

Catholic Worker, a religious periodical. Highlights in the situation

during 1938 were the successive "deportations" by Hague's police of

Norman Thomas, head of the Socialist Party, and Representative

Jerry O'Connell, Montana Democrat, both of whom journeyed to

Jersey City to test the free-speech ban.

The Federal courts, including (in June of 1939) the U. S. Supreme

Court, finally declared unconstitutional Hague's ordinances and

actions violating labor's rights and civil liberties in general, and granted

a restraining injunction against the Jersey City administration. But

the fact remains that for five years Mayor Hague was able successfully

to defy, through the use of physical coercion, both the American Con-

stitution and the Constitution of the State of New Jersey. And one

cannot be too certain that even now Mr. Hague, with the full authority

of the judiciary against him, will condescend to keep within the law.

In view of the fact that Boss Hague is one of the most prominent

Democrats in the country, controlling the state as well as the Jersey

City Democratic machine and sitting on the Democratic National

Committee as a Vice-Chairman, his behavior placed the Party of

Franklin D. Roosevelt in a most awkward light.

One of the salient features of Hague's onslaught on constitutional

liberties is that he has enjoyed the enthusiastic support of local busi-

ness, as represented by the Jersey City Chamber of Commerce. There

can be no doubt, either, that reactionary capitalists in other parts of

America looked with favor upon his tactics. Governor Aiken of

Vermont underscored this point at the Lincoln Day Dinner of the

National Republican Club in 1938. "Would not Lincoln have been

ashamed of us," he asked, "when Frank Hague, the Democratic boss

of Jersey City, forbade free speech and free assemblage and no respon-

sible voice in the Republican national leadership was raised in protest
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against his highhanded procedure? The reason was that free speech

and free assemblage were being denied the C. I. O. and the Tom
Girdlers of the Republican Party want the C. I. O. crushed even if a

corrupt political boss of the opposing party has to tear up the Bill of

Rights to crush them !

"

It is noteworthy that throughout the United States the Bill of

Rights fares worst where the underprivileged make some sort of con-

scious effort to limit the exploitation of the capitalists. Since the deep-

ening tensions brought on by the Great Depression, reactionaries in

widely separated parts of the country have resorted increasingly

to the organization of vigilante groups and to the violent tactics fcnv

merly associated with the Ku Klux Klan. Thus in certain sectors the

embattled businessmen have outdone even Hague, setting up local

reigns of terror with kidnaping, flogging and murder as the regular

order of the day. This is or has been true in such places as Harlan

County, Kentucky, and Gallup, New Mexico, where the coal miners

have been attempting to organize; the Imperial Valley of Southern

California, where the fruit and vegetable workers have been attempt-

ing to organize; and the cotton and farm area of eastern Arkansas

where share-croppers and tenants have been attempting to organize.

The Klan itself, originally founded in the South to maintain white

domination over the Negroes, has extended its persecutions to all

racial and religious minorities and to alleged Communists and radicals

in general. Thus in 1933 Klan mobsters at Tampa, Florida, kid-

naped from his home Frank Norman, an organizer for the Interna-

tional Labor Defense. His wife heard shots, and no trace has ever

been found of him since. One night in 1935, Tampa Klansmen and

city police officers kidnaped and "took for a ride" Joseph Shoemaker,

an ex-manufacturer who was head of a progressive group known as the

Modern Democrats, and two of his co-workers in the organization,

Eugene F. Poulnot and Dr. Samuel J. Rogers. This mob in miniature

stripped the three men, severely flogged them with chains and whips,

and covered them with hot tar. Shoemaker was later found at the

side of a road stripped of all clothing but a shirt, unconscious and

half-frozen, his body bruised and burned. He died a few days later.
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Though the perpetrators of this crime were well known and were put

on trial, they were all finally acquitted, due to their intimate connec-

tions with Klan-dominated government authorities in city and state.

An organization closely akin to the Ku Klux Klan was exposed

in 1936 in Michigan and neighboring states, when it was discovered

that the Black Legion, a secret terrorist society, had brought about the

murder of Charles Poole, a white W. P. A. worker. On joining the

Legion, members took an oath to protect Protestantism, Americanism

and Womanhood and to wage war indiscriminately against Catholics,

Jews, Negroes, Communists and aliens. Eight members of the Legion
were indicted and sentenced to life imprisonment. On the stand they

admitted that the Legion had kidnaped, beaten, or killed a number

of others besides Poole. One Negro they shot to death "just for the

hell of it." The Legion higher-ups, who were thought to include

government officials, and the source of the organization's funds

remained undisclosed.

Most of the vigilante bands operate on a local basis; but recently

it has become apparent that the vigilante spirit in America is country-

wide. And in the programs and pronunciamentos of a number of

organizations formed on a national scale, we find the outlines for

what would be in essence an American Fascist revolution. Here are

the high-sounding names taken by a few of the more prominent

organizations of this type: the American Alliance, the American

Coalition of Patriotic, Civic and Fraternal Societies, the American

Defenders, the Associated Farmers, the Christian Front, the Cru-

saders, the German-American League (the Bund), the Knights of

the White Camellia, the National Civic Federation, the National

Republic, the Patriot Guard of America, the Paul Reveres, the Sen-

tinels of the Republic, the Silver Shirts, and the Vigilantes and Affil-

iated Organizations.

On June 6, 1937? the last-named organization issued a "Warn-

ing," quoted by Dorothy Thompson in her column in the New York

Herald Tribune, which denounced President Roosevelt and John L.

Lewis, head of the C. I. O., as Public Enemies Numbers One and

Two. They threatened Mr. Lewis directly with "appropriate action
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that will let loose the dogs of civil war"; and Mr. Roosevelt indi-

rectly by staring that if certain legislation proposed in Washington

passes, "an indignant army of citizens will be taking things into their

own hands."

The Key-Men of the Vigilantes and Affiliated Organizations

[it is declared] have a large number of twenty-four-hour men

who are ready to respond when called. These men have already

received instructions and could converge on any designated point

in overwhelming numbers. . . . When the time comes no quar-

ter or consideration will be shown to the traitors to American

democracy. Methods will be ruthless, swift, and sure, for when

we start we must at any cost rid the nation of the subversive

elements who today think they are riding the crest of the wave.

. . When the zero hour arrives, there will be no polite knock-

ing upon doors.

Manifestos of this sort, strained and fantastic as they sound, can no

longer be laughed off, as some worthy citizens seem to think. Against

the general background of violations of civil liberties they have an

ominous aspect. And taken in connection with public statements by

persons in positions of power and influence, they make considerable

sense. The anti-Semitic, Fascist outbursts of the Reverend Charles

E. Coughlin have become a national scandal. In New York City we

have George U. Harvey, leading Republican and Borough President

of Queens, advocating in speech after speech that the police go out

and beat up Communists with the well-known instruments of the

rubber hose and the ax handle. At one American Legion Convention

he ranted: "If the Communists push easygoing Americans too far,

there won't be enough telegraph poles in the City of New York to

take care of them."

Then there is ex-Ambassador James W. Gerard, a Democrat, who

prophesies that Communists "will soon be hunted like mad dogs in

our streets." The publisher, Bernarr McFadden, who in his social

and economic views is a twin brother of William Randolph Hearst,
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openly suggests wholesale lynching of radicals and Communists:

"Public enemies," he writes, referring to members of the Communist

Party, "must be treated like man-eating tigers. The order given

recently to policemen in many of our cities to shoot first and question

afterward is a good policy in this dire emergency. 'Death to traitors'

should be the slogan from now on." And Major General George
Van Horn Moseley, retired, before a select audience of businessmen

attending an annual meeting of the New York Board of Trade,

publicly warned those whom he termed "domestic enemies" of a

patriotic uprising against them which would "make those massacres

now recorded in history look like peaceful church parades."

Such statements on the part of reactionary organizations and indi-

viduals obviously amount to direct advocacy of violence, not at some

vague, far-off, future time, but quite definitely here and now. Yet no

one ever hears of prosecutions on account of these incendiary exhorta-

tions. If labor leaders, Communists, or radicals in general ever talked

this way, we can be certain that they would receive short shrift at the

hands of the governmental authorities, who as it is are constantly

prosecuting them for legitimate opinions and peaceful actions which

in no sense constitute, in the late Justice Holmes' words, a "clear and

present danger" to law and order. So we see that the capitalist class

is able both to advocate and to practice violence with little fear of

prosecution; and at the same time, through the officials whom it con-

trols, to terrorize labor and minority groups through illegal use of

the law. Today it is possible to identify the capitalists and their agents

as aggressors in the local or national community just as certainly as

the Fascist governments in the international sphere.

In addition to the instances of violence and the development of

Fascist tendencies that I have been describing, there has gone on in

the United States year after year the horrible lynching of Negroes,

chiefly of course in the South. Since 1882, 5,120 of our fellow Ameri-

cans have been lynched. The average annual number of lynchings

over the past ten years, though showing a drop in comparison with

the previous decade, stands at the shocking figure of sixteen. While

some state administrations have recently been taking a determined
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Stand against lynch mobs, government officials have as a rule either

openly sympathized with lynching parties or made no attempt to bring

the guilty, whose participation is almost always a matter of public

knowledge, to book. Twentieth-century lynchers kill their prey as

often by a volley of bullets or by burning alive as by actual hanging.

Another modern feature is the usually sizable audience, frequently

including women and small children. Entirely aside from the inhuman

fate of the lynch victims there are the terrible psychological effects

on the perpetrators and the spectators, whose most cruel and bestial

impulses are given a powerful stimulus.

The customary charge against Negroes who are lynched is that

they have been guilty of criminal assault against a white woman. If

prisoners arrested on this charge are not taken out of jail and slaugh-

tered, it is only too likely that they will be railroaded to death through

a trial that amounts to little more than a judicial farce. This is what

was attempted in the celebrated case of the nine Scottsboro boys, who

in 1931 were apprehended at Scottsboro, Alabama, and accused of

criminal assault against two white girls of doubtful reputation who

happened to be stealing a ride on the same freight train. They were

quickly tried, in an atmosphere of passion and hysteria, and all but

one, who was aged fourteen, sentenced to die.

Impartial investigation showed that beyond doubt the boys were

innocent victims of a conscienceless frame-up. Seven years of legal

struggles in the courts of Alabama and in the Supreme Court of the

United States resulted in July, 1937, in the acquittal of four of the

defendants. Since the original charges were made without discrimina-

tion against all of the nine boys, it is impossible to understand how

some could be innocent and some guilty. The defense is still making
strenuous efforts to obtain the release of the five remaining prisoners,

all of whom are under what amount to life sentences. The Scottsboro

case has at least had the good effect of causing an unprecedented pub-

licizing of the wrongs perpetrated against the Negro people of the

South and of making some dent in the southern custom of barring

Negroes from juries.

One of the most vital spheres in the struggle for free speech and
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free opinion is that of education. Unhappily, it would be possible to

write a whole chapter or even a book on violations of academic free-

dom in this country. It was back in 1925 that there occurred the

famous anti-evolution trial at Dayton, Tennessee, in which the biology

instructor, John T. Scopes, was convicted and fined for disobeying the

State law against the teaching of the theory of evolution in tax-sup-

ported schools. The State Supreme Court upheld the law, but purposely

prevented a test in the U. S. Supreme Court by dismissing the con-

viction on a technicality. The vast majority of academic freedom

cases, however, arise over unorthodox views of teachers or students

on social and economic affairs or their participation in labor or radical

activities. One would think that our educational institutions, with the

labor movement and Socialist doctrines playing so important a part in

modern life, would make special efforts to secure teachers who could

discuss such matters with knowledge and authority. On the contrary,

our schools and colleges and universities make special efforts not only

to keep out such teachers, but to get rid of those whom they already

have.

The prevailing attitude among those middle- and upper-class groups

who control America's educational system is, I fear, that to which

Mr. Silas Strawn, former President of the American Bar Association,

gave expression in a commencement address at Middlebury College

in 1935: "I am unable to sympathize," he stated, "with the elastic

conscience of those who inveigh against the capitalist system while on

the pay-roll of a college or university whose budget, or whose existence,

is due to the philanthropic generosity of those whose industry and

frugality have enabled them to make an endowment. . . . No one

who is not a thorough believer in the soundness of the fundamental

principles of our government should be permitted to teach either polit-

ical economy, economics, social science, or any other subject."

Out of scores of cases in which the spirit of Mr. Strawn's admoni-

tion has been applied, let me recount some typical examples: In 1931

Professor Herbert Adolphus Miller, prominent sociologist of Ohio

State University, was refused reappointment because of his support of

the nationalist movement in India, his opposition to compulsory mili-
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tary training and his sponsorship of progressive causes. In 1934 Dr.

Ralph E. Turner, Associate Professor of History at Pittsburgh Uni-

versity, was dismissed because of his activities on behalf of labor legis-

lation. This was the same institution which some years earlier had

disbanded the Liberal Club and expelled two of its student officers for

holding a meeting to urge the release of the California labor organizers,

Mooney and Billings. The spirit of Pittsburgh was once well illus-

trated to me when, attending a social function there, I asked a

prosperous-looking guest what all the trouble was about at the Uni-

versity. He replied, "Oh, don't worry about that. We're just getting

rid of the damned Reds."

In 1935 Granville Hicks, Assistant Professor of English at

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute at Troy, N. Y., was dropped for

reasons of "retrenchment." But as indiscreet statements by the Insti-

tute authorities made clear and as the American Association of Uni-

versity Professors later confirmed through special investigation, Mr.

Hicks, acknowledged on all sides as a brilliant teacher and writer,

really lost his position because of his well-known Communist views. In

1936 Yale University refused to renew the appointment of Associate

Professor Jerome Davis of the Divinity School, after twelve years on

the faculty, because of his sympathy for Soviet Russia and Socialism.

And in 1937 Harvard faltered when it decided to drop two crack

economics instructors, Drs. Alan R. Sweezy and J. Raymond Walsh,

who had been active in the formation of the Teachers Union and in

labor causes.

Of the older and more revered institutions of learning in America,

Columbia University has undoubtedly made the most unsavory record

in matters of academic freedom, particularly during the incumbency of

President Nicholas Murray Butler, who has always posed as a great

liberal. Dr. Butler met the crucial test of the war years by expelling

Professors James McKeen Cattell and Henry Wadsworth Long-
fellow Dana. The latter cause celebre induced the noted historian

Charles A. Beard to resign from the faculty in protest. In a number

of cases during the last decade Columbia has done much to re-estab-

lish its bad reputation. Especially scandalous in my opinion was the
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expulsion from the Columbia Medical School in 1935 of six students

and three technicians for anti-war activities. In order to give some

semblance of justification to their illiberal conduct, President Butler

and his associates have pulled out of the hat a trick qualification of

academic freedom to the effect that it does not imply the right to act

contrary to "good manners." If a student or teacher says something

or does something that the authorities do not like, it is always easy to

rule him out on the ground that he has not lived up to Dr. Butler's

definition of a gentleman.

When I was teaching philosophy and economics at Columbia I well

remember being warned by the higher-ups that to take publicly certain

unorthodox and unpopular positions was equivalent to "bad manners,"

in fact, "like going to a dinner party in a golf suit." In 1932 "dis-

courtesy" was one of the main charges that the administration brought

against Reed Harris, militant editor-in-chief of the Columbia Spec-

tator, which under his leadership had waged a constant battle for

liberalism on the campus and had finally made a too, too telling attack

on the management of certain dining halls. When I and fifteen other

faculty members were about to make public a statement protesting

Harris's summary expulsion, the College Dean's right-hand man, a

full professor of long standing, summoned me and insisted that the

protest should be quashed. When I absolutely refused to countenance

any such move, he resorted to the bad manners argument and called

me a "mucker." That was an unforgettable moment in my life. I

walked out of the Professor's office tense and shaking, and personally

issued the statement to the press.

My first experience in the ups and downs of free speech within

academic walls had occurred years before when I was a Senior at

Harvard College in 1924. At that time a movement was launched to

invite some radicals to address the students at the Harvard Union,

which provided its members with an annual program of lecturers. The

Union's Undergraduate Committee, of which I happened to be Chair-

man, recommended that the organization ask as speakers Eugene V.

Debs, the leader of the Socialist Party, W. Z. Foster, organizer of the

great 1919 steel strike and later Secretary of the Communist Party,
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and Scott Nearing, radical economics professor who had been dis-

missed from the University of Pennsylvania. The Governing Board

of the Union, with six out of eight members officers in the University

administration, opposed this move with all its power. And its course

was strongly supported behind the scenes by President Lowell.

In view of the fact that the University authorities kept claiming

that they were wholly in favor of free speech, I thought that their

attitude was rather strange. A little later I felt somewhat enlightened

when one of the college deans suggested to me that I was being

decidedly untactful in stirring up such an issue when Harvard was just

launching a campaign for $10,000,000. Needless to say, Debs, Foster,

and Nearing were never invited to speak. When this episode took place

back in 1924, I was very far from being a radical or a believer in

Socialism. Along with many other students, however, I honestly

wanted to hear the left-wing view of things. After the Harvard

powers-that-be put up such a battle to prevent this, my suspicions

became aroused and I started to study Socialism seriously for the first

time. From then on I became increasingly interested in and impressed

by the radical analysis.

Over the last two decades or so only a handful of American colleges,

such as Smith under President William Allan Neilson and Dartmouth

under President Ernest M* Hopkins, have been really faithful to the

principles of academic freedom. The sort of cases which I have cited

are not only deplorable in themselves, but also result in the intimida-

tion of thousands of teachers not to mention students who decide

that silence is the better part of truth. During my association with

Harvard, where I was a student for more than five years, and with

Columbia, where I took a Ph.D. degree and taught for four years, I

knew personally many teachers who, on all sorts of issues, felt it

unwise to reveal openly what they actually thought. Most of the

younger men, with impermanent appointments as instructors or

lecturers, wanted to put off taking unpopular stands on controversial

matters until they reached the rank of full professors. I have found,

however, that one of the chief troubles with this strategy is that by the

time such teachers achieve professorships the habits of timidity and
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respectability are likely to have grown so ingrained as to be absolutely

permanent.

There are a number of other important sectors where civil liberties

are violated which I can do no more than mention. Such are the

prosecutions under unconstitutional state syndicalism and sedition laws;

the deportation of aliens for radical political beliefs and labor activi-

ties; the use of injunctions against the rights of labor; the forbidding

or breaking up of meetings and demonstrations ; the practice of police

brutality and third-degree methods; the censorship of newspapers,

magazines and books, of the theater, the motion picture and the radio;

the arrests for disseminating birth-control information; the persecu-

tions for religious scruples, such as refusal to salute the flag; the legal

discriminations in many states against atheists and persons disbelieving

in religion ;
and the unjust treatment of our Indian minority and our

colonial populations.

It is not difficult to see that violations of the American Bill of

Rights extend to practically all cultural, political and propagandist

activities and to all sections of the nation and its territorial possessions.

This means a constant abrogation of those principles and processes

which are the very life blood of a healthily functioning democracy.

And those Americans who make a habit of denouncing the lack of

democracy in other parts of the earth would do well to examine more

closely the glass house which they themselves inhabit. But there is, I

feel, little ground for pessimism ; for there are ways and means through

which we can control this anomalous situation of undemocratic

behavior within a democracy, though under Capitalism we can never

put a complete end to it.

3. The Preservation of Civil Liberties

The free competition of ideas in the market place of public opinion

is the best guarantee that truth and right will in the long run prevail.

Any system of civil liberties worthy of the name means, therefore, civil

liberties for everyone, without exception, whether we are considering

persons as individuals or as members of specific groups. It also means

the uncompromising maintenance of Voltaire's famous principle,
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which no one has ever formulated better: "I wholly disapprove of what

you say and will defend to the death your right to say it."

The position of the American Civil Liberties Union since its found-

ing over twenty years ago is, I believe, the only sound one to take.

This organization supports freedom for all forms of agitation and

propaganda not clearly associated with violence or other unlawful acts

and which do not constitute direct incitement to violence or other

unlawful acts. No practical joker, for instance, has the right to yell

"Fire" in a theater, since that would be a direct incitement to riot.

And no one has the freedom to indulge in libel or slander as defined by

law. The Civil Liberties Union has defended on occasion individuals

or groups varying as widely in their outlook as Communists, Repub-

licans, Catholics, Ku Klux Klanners and Fascists. It has publicly come

to the support of its bitterest enemies, such as William Randolph Hearst

and Representative Hamilton Fish, when it seemed that their constitu-

tional prerogatives under the Bill of Rights were being violated. It

protested to the National Labor Relations Board over a ruling against

Henry Ford which appeared to go too far. And it has deplored

lawlessness and violence on the part of organized labor on precisely

the same basis as on the part of labor's opponents.

Those who say that, yes, they are in favor of free speech, except for

Communists or except for Fascists are playing with very dangerous

doctrine. Whatever minority may be concerned, the violation of its

civil rights and the use of illegal violence against it is not only an evil

and disgrace in itself, but necessarily builds up habits that threaten the

liberty and welfare of everyone in the community. If Negroes are

deprived of their privileges under the Bill of Rights, then sooner or

later whites are too; and it is a significant fact that well over one-

fourth of the total number of lynchings which I cited earlier were of

white persons. If Communists are deprived of their constitutional guar-

antees, then sooner or later so are liberals, trade unionists, and, indeed,

any persons who dare lift up their voices on behalf of social and

economic justice ; if Fascists are deprived of their freedom of expres-

sion, then sooner or later so are a host of honest and well-meaning
citizens who happen to hold conservative views. And if Jews are
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discriminated against under the law or outside of it, then in due

course other religious groups such as the Catholics (take heed, Father

Coughlin ! ) are likely to suffer the whips and scorns of insatiate

fanaticism.

A good example of how legislative limitation of any group's free-

dom of speech is likely to react against groups very far afield has

occurred in connection with an anti-Nazi law passed in New Jersey

making illegal all statements which would tend to incite hatred or

hostility against any religion. The first person arrested under this law

was not a Nazi, but a member of the religious sect of Jehovah's Wit-

nesses who had given utterance to anti-Catholic sentiments. And it is

easy to see how ignorant or malicious officials could stretch such a law

to gag legitimate and scholarly criticism of the Church and of religious

theories by persons or groups bitterly opposed to Nazism.

When it comes, however, to members of the Bund or any other

political group participating in threatening acts such as parading and

drilling in uniforms or with weapons, then it is high time to call a halt.

I am in favor of enacting state or federal laws prohibiting private organ-

izations from carrying on military drill or distributing uniforms that

have a military significance. In general I believe that our American

democracy and its organs of government should take a vigorous and

affirmative stand on behalf of civil liberties. I agree with Lewis Mum-
ford's proposal in his militant Men Must Act that when, as in Jersey

City, a local political organization year after year suspends the Bill

of Rights and defies the courts, the Federal Government should inter-

vene and restore, under martial law if necessary, the constitutional

liberties of its citizens. If it is justifiable in some great emergency such

as a flood or hurricane to invoke martial law to save life and property,

it is surely justifiable to invoke it to save our democratic institutions.

During the period subsequent to 1932 when the Democratic Party

was strongly entrenched in nation and state, it can be said that govern-

mental authorities, even to some extent in the lagging South, were on

the whole more sympathetic to the cause of civil liberties than at any

time for decades past. The enactment in 1935 by a Democratic

Congress of the National Labor Relations Act, guaranteeing the
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right of labor to organize and setting up the National Labor Rela-

tions Board to adjudicate disputes in the trade-union field, constituted

a noteworthy step forward in that very sphere where civil liberties are

subject to most frequent suppression. Indicative of a more alert attitude

on the part of the Federal administration toward the Bill of Rights

was the establishment in 1939, by Attorney General Frank Murphy,
of a special Civil Liberties Unit in the United States Department of

Justice. Similar Civil Liberties Units, it seems to me, ought to be a

part of every State government.

Another most important contribution by public authorities toward

sustaining the Bill of Rights was the work of the Senate Committee on

Civil Liberties, with its sensational exposures of industrial espionage,

violent and underhanded strikebreaking, and infringements of civil

liberties in general. I hope very much that Congress will pass the

legislation recommended by this Committee banning the possession or

use of industrial munitions, restricting the zone of private guards to

company property, and outlawing labor spies and strikebreaking activi-

ties. I am also in favor of a national Anti-Lynching Bill designed to

wipe out, with the aid and stimulus of Federal initiative, the utterly

barbarous practice of lynching. If such a law would be an interference

with states' rights, then so much the worse for states' rights !

In non-governmental circles, one of the most significant moves of

recent years was the establishment in 1938 by the American Bar Asso-

ciation of a Bill of Rights Committee, with Grenville Clark, conserva-

tive New York corporation lawyer, as Chairman. Of equal moment

has been the progressive trend of late within the American Legion,

long an organization deplorably zealous in urging repressive legisla-

tion and in extra-legal violence against labor and radical groups. The

highest officers of the Legion have recently condemned participation

by Legion members, officially or unofficially, in doings calculated to

violate the Bill of Rights.

In 1936 a Committee of the New York County American Legion
issued a notable booklet on Americamsniy written by Mr. Cyrus Leroy

Baldridge, Commander of the Willard Straight Post. Among other

things this booklet stated that "Liberty demands Freedom of Speech
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because without Freedom of Speech there can be no search for the

Truth. This search is vital to Americanism; for unless great numbers

of people constantly seek and discover new Truths, we cannot know

how to make our world a better place in which to live. Freedom of

speech includes freedom of inquiry, freedom of discussion, and most

important Freedom of Education. The freedom of teachers to teach

facts without bias and of scholars to learn facts without bias must never

cease. . . . Never was it more necessary than now for all Americans

to support their right to Freedom of Speech and Freedom to Listen

and Learn." The reactionaries in the American Legion raised a tre-

mendous hue and cry over this booklet. But the civil liberties principles

enunciated in it have won more and more backing in the Legion as a

whole.

In spite of the many and ugly violations of the Bill of Rights, I

think that since the Great War its defenders have, by and large, more

than held their own. While a number of deplorable episodes, such as

the Chicago massacre and the Hague rebellion, have taken place, an

equal or greater number of important victories have been registered,

particularly in situations where there have been time and opportunity

to join the issue. An outstanding case in point was the final pardoning,

in 1939, of Tom Mooney by Floyd Olson, the Democratic Governor

of California. Mooney had been in prison for twenty-two years, as

compared with the five-year incarceration of Captain Alfred Dreyfus,

whose frame-up rocked France at the close of the last century.

It will be recalled that Mooney and another labor organizer by

the name of Warren Billings were framed up and sentenced to life

imprisonment for their alleged guilt in the fatal bombing of a Pre-

paredness Day parade in San Francisco in 1916. It was repeatedly

proved that Mooney, around whom the basic issues in the case revolved,

was convicted on perjured testimony and through the collusion of

public officials and private businessmen who wanted to "get" him

because he was an effective labor leader. Mooney and Billings, how-

ever, remained behind the bars, partly because of legal technicalities

and partly because of the reactionary attitude and proud stubborn-

ness of California's capitalist class. It was much the same sort of
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situation that led to the judicial frame-up and execution of the

anarchists, Sacco and Vanzetti, in Massachusetts back in 1927. Before

Governor Olson can issue a pardon for Billings, certain legal pro-

ceedings must still be gone through.

American public opinion, then, especially since the minions of

Fascism have begun to assert themselves so blatantly on the domestic

scene, has been reacting more and more strongly against violations of

civil liberties. While the anti-democratic drives of the Hearst press

and of red-baiting agencies like the congressional committee of Repre-

sentative Martin Dies have achieved minor gains here and there, they

have succeeded mainly in arousing an alarmed citizenry to the menace

confronting it. Americans have been in the habit of taking for granted

that the U. S. A. is a really democratic country and that the Bill of

Rights is the actual law of the land. When they suddenly wake up and

find that this is by no means the case, they usually make their feelings

of protest and disillusionment effective.

It seems to me that sincere conservatives as well as liberals and

radicals ought to be able to unite on the wisdom and necessity of pre-

serving intact the guarantees on civil liberties which our forefathers

wrote into the Constitution. Freedom of speech and opinion is some-

thing that may well be called an eternal principle of mature civiliza-

tion. It will be an evil day if the people of the United States are ever

forced to surrender this principle. However drastically conservatives

and radicals may disagree about current measures and ultimate ends,

they surely can agree on the advisability of using the method of

democracy. For this is the method of freedom and of reason. It ia

during times of social and economic stress that the upper class, feeling

that its position is growing shaky, is most likely to succumb to the

temptation of abandoning the democratic process. Accordingly, it is

not surprising that recent violations of American civil liberties reached

their high point during the economic low point of the Great Depres-

sion. Yet it is precisely during such periods that freedom of speech

and opinion become more essential than ever for the working out of

our basic problems.

Unlike other nations which have possessed practically no demo-
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cratic institutions, we in America are fortunate in having behind us

a long and powerful tradition of democracy and civil liberty. Unlike

other nations which have abolished the democratic institutions which

they had, our parliamentary form of government is still in a relative

state of vitality. As long as civil liberties and the other procedures of

democracy are strictly upheld, there can be no logical reason for a

people resorting to violent revolution and running the gauntlet of

adversities that inevitably come after. For with complete freedom of

opinion the will of the majority is able to prevail. And the more

extreme elements can let off steam in passionate oratory and tracts

for the times. It is only when the free play of ideas is repressed that

violence becomes a necessity for agitators, and revolution becomes the

only way out for the underprivileged.

4. The Transition to Socialism

Now it is possible that at some date in the future there will occur

in the United States a tremendous swing to the Right, bringing with

it a rigorous and Fascist-tending suppression of labor's rights and of

civil liberties. But as long as any chance remains of resolving our

problems in this country through democratic and peaceful means, I

am in favor of abiding by such means. Some radicals have taken the

position that in every capitalist country Socialism can be achieved only

by bloody revolution, since they claim that the capitalist class is sure to

resist by force the coming of a new social order. No class in history,

the argument runs, has ever surrendered its power without a violent

struggle. Hence, it is said, the capitalist class today can be counted

upon to follow the example of its predecessors.

This thesis, in so far as it refers to organized, large-scale violence

as distinct from sporadic outbreaks, overlooks the fact that democratic

processes and habits have never before been so highly developed in

the capitalist democracies as at present. Karl Marx himself declared

in a speech at Amsterdam in 1872: "We know that special regard

must be paid to the institutions, customs, and traditions of various

lands; and we do not deny that there are certain countries, such as

the United States and England, in which the workers may hope to
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secure their ends by peaceful means." Many followers of Marx have

tried to explain away this statement, but it is clear to me that in it

the founder of modern Socialism was merely being realistic and recog-

nizing the facts.

Since the aim of Socialism is the greater welfare of all mankind,

the proponents of this new system naturally wish to bring it about

with the least possible cost in suffering and not to repeat the awful

violence which, for no less than five hundred years, accompanied the

conquest of power by the capitalist class. It is an absurd and malicious

caricature of Marxist policy to picture it in terms of armed working-

men dashing about and shooting down all well-dressed citizens. Even

the most extreme Communists would prefer to win control of the

state through the ballot; and no sensible radical, unless the necessity

is absolute, wishes to initiate a violent revolution and to run the

serious risk of giving up his life just as the vision he has worked for

may be coming true.

A severe civil war, moreover, does not only cause untold human

misery and snuff out a vast number of human lives; it dislocates the

whole economy of a country and sets back economic health and equi-

librium for years or even decades. To attempt the establishment of

Socialism upon the smoking ruins of a devastating civil conflict is a

most unpropitious way of starting a new social order, and creates

handicaps of the most serious nature. During the change to a Socialist

society radicals will have enough problems on their hands without

looking for trouble in the form of unnecessary quarrels.

My hope is that in Great Britain and its Dominions, in the United

States and France, in Belgium and Holland and the Scandinavian

commonwealths all countries in which the democratic tradition is

lengthy and strong the transition to Socialism will take place through

constitutional means. In spite of the enormous advantage which the

capitalist class possesses in controlling most of the instruments of

education and propaganda that is, the bulk of the schools and col-

leges, the newspapers and magazines, the theaters and movies, the

radio and publishing business and in spite of the constant suppression

and distortion of facts unfavorable to Capitalism and favorable to So-
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cialism, a good deal of information helpful to the Left does manage
to seep through, often by way of extremely conservative mediums.

Then, too, the liberal and radical .organs of opinion are quite numer-

ous and exercise a wide and growing influence. In the United States

even that bulwark of conservatism, the Supreme Court, under the

invigorating influence of public opinion and the liberal Justices ap-

pointed by President Roosevelt, has become increasingly sensitive to

the needs of the time in its interpretation of the law.

Such factors as these, together with the pressure of the economic

situation and the ever more convincing example of Soviet Socialism,

lead me to believe that if the present degree of freedom is main-

tained, the Socialist program will eventually win the right of way
in the democracies. But many capitalists, as soon as they sense such

a result in the offing, become bad sports about democracy. They
refuse to keep on playing the game when they see that the score is

going against them. As long as they can control in the main public

opinion, the elections, and governmental policy, they feel that political

democracy is all right. The moment, however, that the people show

signs of choosing for office enough radical and labor candidates to

enact fundamental changes in property relations these reactionary

capitalists become frightened and decide that perhaps the time has

come to dispense with democracy.

An excellent example of this tendency, carried out under the cover

of legal forms, was what happened to the five members of the Socialist

Party who were elected in 1 9 1 9 to the New York State Assembly. As

soon as the Assembly met in 1920 the two major parties, controlled

by different groups of capitalists, got together and proceeded to expel

the duly elected Socialists from the legislature on the ground that,

because of their radical opinions, they were unfit to sit in that august

body. This was, of course, at the height of the post-War reaction and

the Bolshevik scare; but it showed how scandalously the capitalist

class, when it feels itself threatened, can treat the very essence of

American political democracy. Since that time several states have

barred the Socialist or Communist parties from the ballot or have put

almost insuperable obstacles in the way of their getting on it. Such
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considerations demonstrate quite plainly how in these urgent times

the continuation of democracy can easily become a class issue, with

the capitalists trying to suppress democratic institutions and the rest

of the people trying to conserve them.

It is not sufficient to say that the American capitalists have per-

mitted all sorts of reform measures, such as the income tax and unem-

ployment insurance, to go through without attempting to overturn

democracy. Such elementary reforms have all taken place within the

general and accepted framework of Capitalism. When, however, it

becomes a question of doing away with the capitalist system itself, a

very different situation arises. Then there is danger that the ruling

class of today will follow the example of the southern slave-holding

aristocracy which precipitated the Civil War when it felt that its

power and its cherished institutions were threatened. Even the advance

of trade unionism at present provokes a considerable amount of vio-

lence on the part of the capitalist class. These current episodes give

a hint of more serious happenings when Socialism itself draws near.

In other words, nothing can prevent some violence from taking place;

in fact it has taken place and is taking place. But we can hope, by

constant vigilance, to limit and localize that violence.

If and when a President, a Congress, and state legislatures are

elected in the United States pledged to put Socialist economic planning

into effect, I expect that capitalist groups here and there will attempt to

thwart the will of the people by resorting to force. Our Socialist gov-

ernment must be on the watch for just such an eventuality and be fully

prepared to crush the aggressor capitalists with swiftness and severity

in order to keep scattered violence from developing into full-fledged

and nation-wide revolt. If the die-hards start trouble, it will be their

own fault if they get hurt. In any event, the first Socialist government
in America cannot permit a repetition of the Spanish experience, in

which a lax and unrealistic People's Front regime dozed in dreamy
siesta while the Fascists and their generals went about blithely organ-

izing a formidable and large-scale insurrection.

I doubt, however, if the American plutocracy will ever try any-

thing on the scale of the Spanish Fascist rebellion. Spain, after all, was
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in 1936 just emerging from semi-feudal conditions and had about as

little background in democratic institutions as the Russia of 1917. In

fact, it can be definitely stated that in all those nations in which Fascist

revolutions either have been successful or have developed into a major

threat, democratic traditions were relatively weak and of short dura-

tion. But there is certainly a possibility that such movements will arrow

powerful in the democratic countries. Hence, while I am in favor of the

working class and the radicals in nations like England and America

relying on democratic methods, I also say that they must ever be on

the lookout.

In countries where Fascist or other types of autocratic dictatorship

exist, the means of attaining Socialism is a very different matter. Such

a country was Tsarist Russia at the time of the overthrow of Nicholas

II in 1917. There no other method was possible for the liberals and

radicals but revolution. There no other form of government could

have brought Socialism into being but a Left dictatorship. The other

alternatives were the continuance of the iniquitous Tsarist autocracy ;

a military dictatorship of the Right maintaining the same inhuman

system under slightly different forms; or complete and awful chaos.

With such alternatives on the agenda of history, what intelligent or

humane person could fail to choose a radical dictatorship which would

certainly be no more violent than other kinds, and which would lead

Russia forward to a new and better social order?

Some Americans claim that persons like myself are insincere because

we have sympathized with Communist revolution and dictatorship in

Soviet Russia and at the same time have been agitating for democracy
and civil liberties in the United States. But our position is perfectly

logical, it seems to me, when we take into consideration the vast

differences in social structure between the Russia of 1917 and modern

America. The same logic must lead progressive-minded people to

recognize revolution as the necessary path to basic change in the

Fascist states, where democracy has been wiped out.

If, for instance, liberals, radicals and labor combining in a united

front were able to oust by force the respective governments of Hitler

and Mussolini, they would have to take the next step and set up tern-
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porary dictatorships, perhaps of very short duration, in order to

stabilize their power and institute the proper measures for the creation

of democratic Socialist republics, dedicated to the policy of domestic

and international peace. In Germany and Italy the chief practical

alternative at present to such regimes is the persistence of the brutal

Nazi and Fascist imperialisms. Especially applicable to these lands is

Strachey's trenchant generalization : "The alternative to the violence

entailed by the lifting of human life to a new level is the violence

entailed by the decline of human society, the break-up of such world

civilization as exists, the dawn of a new dark age of perpetual conflict.'*

In the Fascist nations the only chance of a return to civilization and

democracy is an advance to Socialism. Again, what civilized man

could fail to choose in favor of the Left?

However, let no one think for a moment that I like dictatorship of

any variety as a form of government. In fact I sharply dissent from

those radicals who sometimes portray a Left dictatorship as a lovely

and beautiful thing in itself. But when it is obvious that dictatorship

is essential for progress, I cannot do otherwise than to grit my teeth

and support it, bearing as best I can the many cruel and violent things

that it implies. I do not expect a dictatorship, even when managed by

the most idealistic radicals, to avoid becoming involved in very unideal-

istic actions. And that is why I have never been greatly surprised at the

violence which has taken place in the Soviet Union, much of which I

am convinced is an integral part of dictatorship as such, whether

proletarian or otherwise.

As I have shown elsewhere in this book, the trend toward democ-

racy has been very marked in Soviet Russia. There, in the world's one

Socialist country, the people already enjoy economic, cultural, sex and

racial democracy; they are well on their way toward full political

democracy ; and they stand unwaveringly for international democracy.

This outcome of events in the U. S. S. R. is by no means the first

example in history of democracy being advanced through revolution.

It is, indeed, only the latest instance of this phenomenon. For it should

not be forgotten that the democratic privileges and the civil rights to

which we have grown accustomed in the West were the result of
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centuries of bitter and violent struggle against monarchical and

religious absolutisms upheld by intransigent ruling classes.

I was once cut off the radio when I came to a passage in an address

in which I made a mild and qualified comparison between the Russian

and American Revolutions. But I think that I can safely state here that

the American nation did win its characteristic institutions of democ-

racy through a revolutionary war of five years' duration. And for

many years following the end of that war in 1781, the American Gov-

ernment did not treat at all gently the Tories who had sided with

King George III or who still wished to see the newly founded Repub-
lic return to his rule. Americans, therefore, cannot with consistency

deny the present right of oppressed peoples to throw off the yoke of

twentieth-century autocracies, even if revolutions are essential to do

the job; nor criticize too harshly drastic measures on the part of

recently liberated nations to secure their gains against domestic and

foreign enemies.

We should not forget, either, that the defenders of the status quo

always tend to minimize the amount of violence which is implicit in

the functioning of the ordinary capitalist state. Without repeating my
story of extra-legal violence on the part of government officials and of

international war on the part of whole governments, I want to call

attention to the fact that coercion or the threat of it, on behalf of

certain socially recognized purposes, has been a necessary element in

every state that has ever existed. The majesty of the law is only a

shadow unless there stands behind it the physical power of enforcement.

And the Marxist theory is that the coercive power of the state has on

the whole been used, and often very harshly, on behalf of the ruling

class in the community.

Since radicals are in general idealists and, in the ultimate sense,

pacifists, they have often played into the hands of the reactionaries, who

are almost always hardheaded, realistic men who do not hesitate to

use force whenever convenient. What Marx and Lenin and Stalin

have taught the radical movement is that in order to succeed, or even

survive, it must on occasion fight fire with fire and employ some of the

traditional capitalist methods to defeat the capitalists. This does not
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imply the principle that the end justifies the means; what it implies is

that some ends justify some means. Those liberals and radicals who

have become disillusioned with the Communist dictatorship in the Soviet

Union have in my opinion overlooked the fact that until we have a

perfect society, we cannot expect to arrive at new social and economic

forms through perfect methods; that until we have a perfect democ-

racy, we cannot expect to bring about fundamental changes through

perfectly democratic means.

Communists and Socialists, who are in accord on most of the chief

ends of Socialism, have disagreed primarily on the methods of attaining

it. The traditional policy of the Socialist Party and its equivalents,

such as the Labor Party in England and the Social Democratic Party

in pre-Hitler Germany, has been to rely entirely on peaceful and

parliamentary means for achieving a Socialist order. The Communist

Party, on the other hand, has been more realistic by coming out forth-

rightly for revolution and proletarian dictatorship in those particular

situations where no less drastic alternatives have seemed feasible.

The German Social Democratic Party threw away a magnificent

chance, the Communists believe, when, having attained state power
with the overthrow of the Kaiser in 1918, it permitted the capitalists,

the landowners and the militarists to retain most of the key positions in

the economic life of the country and many important posts in the gov-

ernmental apparatus itself. Had the Social Democrats followed through

with the revolution and seen the necessity of employing uncompro-

mising measures against the capitalist class, there might well have been

a highly developed Socialist economy in Germany today in place of

Fascism. Instead, they dilly-dallied with technicalities and reform, and

threw away their one great golden opportunity. Exactly the same holds

true of the Social-Democratic Party in post-War Austria. And the

Socialists in Italy likewise met disaster, at the hands of Mussolini,

through their excessively pacifistic course.

As the sad case of Great Britain has demonstrated, however, it is

not merely a naive and mystic faith in democratic and legal forms

that has afflicted the Socialists. They have also on critical occasions

exhibited an appalling lack of principle and courage. The most flagrant
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instance of this was, in my opinion, during the British financial crisis of

1931. In August of that year the late Ramsay MacDonald, leader of

the Labor Party and Prime Minister, together with two other promi-

nent members of the Labor Government, Philip Snowden and J. H.

Thomas, deserted to the capitalists, joining with the Tories, of all

people, to form a coalition National Government. MacDonald

remained Premier in name for four years, but the power went to the

Conservative Party and Mr. Stanley Baldwin. British labor stood

betrayed by its own leaders. And Mr. MacDonald became even more

than before a pathetic prisoner of the London "social lobby."

Fortunately, the Socialists themselves have learned a good deal

from the inglorious examples of the MacDonalds and their opportunis-

tic, ever-compromising policies. Their education has been further

stimulated by the rise and triumph of the German Nazis in 1933, by

the slaughter and suppression of the Austrian Social Democrats in

1934, by the success of the Franco-Hitler-Mussolini revolt in Spain

and by the alarming gains made by Fascism in the world at large. At

the present time the Socialists and Communists are much closer

together than ever before in their general strategy of achieving power.

In Spain they stood side by side on the firing line and in the Loyalist

government. In all the Fascist nations they both work in underground

movements which assume from the start that the only way to get rid of

Fascism is through revolution. In the democratic commonwealths they

both are in favor of proceeding through constitutional means. The

American Communist Party, for instance, long generally considered

an advocate of revolutionary violence, unequivocally declared in its

new 1938 constitution allegiance to the United States Constitution

and to the traditions of democracy.

But whatever method, whatever strategy, of transition Socialists,

Communists or other varieties of radicals adopt in particular countries

or in particular situations, they all agree that only through Socialism

can the democratic promise be fulfilled, and that only a society which

ultimately brings democracy in the broadest sense has the right to call

itself Socialist.
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5. Socialist- Democracy

None but those who make their observations in the manner of the

familiar ostrich can continue to think that Capitalism and democracy

are synonymous. It is impossible to achieve democratic tranquillity

within nations, any more than peace between them, as long as Capi-

talism prevails. The riots and revolutions, the brutal violations of civil

liberty and ordinary humanity, which keep taking place all over the

capitalist world are, I am convinced, directly or indirectly due to the

class struggle inherent in the capitalist system a struggle in which

the ruling class constantly tries to suppress the efforts of the proletariat

and the other exploited sections of the people to obtain economic justice

and a proper share in the abundancies of life. Radicals believe, in fact,

that all through history the central role has been played by class

struggles, revolving around conflicting economic interests and often

expressing themselves in religious or nationalist manifestos and move-

ments.

One does not have to be a follower of Karl Marx or a supporter of

Socialism to believe in some such economic interpretation of history and

politics. Before Marx was born, James Madison, fourth President of

the United States and justly called "the father of the American Con-

stitution," wrote:

The most common source of factions has been the various and

unequal distribution of property. Those who hold and those who

are without property have ever formed distinct interests in society.

Those who are creditors and those who are debtors fall under a

like discrimination. A landed interest, a manufacturing interest, a

mercantile interest, a moneyed interest, with many lesser interests,

grow up of necessity in civilized nations and divide them into

different classes actuated by different sentiments and views. . . .

From the protection of different and unequal faculties of acquiring

property, the possession of different degrees and kinds of property

immediately results; and from the influences of these on the senti-

ments and views of the respective proprietors, ensues a division

of society into different interests and parties.
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Now it is the general status and relationship of the "different

interests and parties" that determines the extent and form of democ-

racy in any country. A completely democratic society requires appro-

priate economic foundations; democratic rights, whether in a political

or some other sense, follow upon the possession of economic power.

The bourgeois class was able to overthrow the absolutisms of feudalism

and to establish democracy, for itself, only when its economic power,

as evidenced in the ownership of the means of production and distribu-

tion, had reached a high state of development. Similarly the working
class in capitalist nations, though it has the strength to exert consider-

able pressure and win significant concessions, will not be able to attain

full democracy until it achieves ultimate economic power through

collective ownership of the processes of production and distribution.

And that means Socialism.

It also means the end of the class struggle, which has reached its

final phase in the opposition between the capitalist class and the working
class. For Socialism eradicates the class struggle by setting up a classless

society in which the proletariat disappears as a separate class as well as

the capitalists. Though the apparatus of government as an administra-

tive agency continues, the state, as a super-policeman wielding a big

stick for one class as against another class, "withers away." And there

no longer remains any occasion for the curtailment of democracy or

the violation of civil liberties.

As an instance of how the class struggle dissolves in the new order,

consider what becomes of that apparently unceasing antagonism

between workers and employers which manifests itself in strikes and

results in the most frequent infringements on democratic rights.

Strikes, which inevitably cause a temporary crippling of production, are

not regarded by radicals as an eternal principle of things. Today strikes

are a necessary part of labor's uphill fight, the most effective weapon in

the trade-union arsenal. Tomorrow when the working class itself is

running the economic machine, when there is no longer a capitalist

class from which it has to wrest the very necessities of existence, when

material security and growing prosperity are the sure possession of

everyone, strikes will be few and far between. Accordingly in a
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Socialist America, though practically the entire working population

will belong to trade unions and regular collective bargaining will go

on with the managements of factories and other enterprises, there

will be no great difficulty in arriving at satisfactory labor agreements.

And most of the bitter bickering and long drawn-out disputes of the

present will disappear.

Socialism's unlimited abundance in material goods lays the basis

for a like abundance in democratic as well as cultural desiderata. A
Socialist republic in the United States will not only preserve our demo-

cratic form of government, but will vastly enlarge our civil and

political liberties by enforcing all constitutional guarantees in every

corner of the land and by assuring equal political opportunity to indi-

viduals and groups through an equitable distribution of wealth. Re-

ligious and racial minorities will enjoy full political and social rights.

Women will see the dawn of a new day for their sex. The extension

and qualitative improvement of education will create such a high level

of enlightenment that at last democracy will possess the proper intel-

lectual bases. Socialization in the realm of culture does not mean that

government authorities take over all cultural activities. Newspapers

and magazines, for instance, while they will not be owned by indi-

vidual proprietors, will be for the most part organs of trade unions,

professional associations, co-operatives and other non-governmental

bodies. And many such organizations will have their own educational

institutions.

Under Socialism, as under any other system, novel and unorthodox

ideas will meet a certain amount of resistance and will be required to

prove themselves. Undoubtedly, too, whenever the new society is

forced to come into being through revolution and violence, there will

be a transitional period during which rather strict controls will be

maintained over opinion. But eventually and on the whole, the social-

ization of culture will usher in a milieu far more favorable to the

reception of innovations in every field than has ever been known before.

With the material security of men and of nations established on a firm

footing, there will no longer exist the haunting fear that new theories
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will lead to catastrophe. Nor in the classless society will there be any

privileged class interested in suppressing new truths.

The individual in a Socialist democracy, far from being regimented
or permanently confined to some one particular job, has a much better

chance of proving his worth than under any other system. Since

economic advantage or disadvantage due to accidents of birth and

environment is no longer a consideration, true equality of opportunity

comes far nearer fulfillment. The old distinctions grounded in property

and caste fade away; men are judged by what they are instead of by

what they possess. And there results the closest possible approximation

to a society in which there can emerge what the great American demo-

crat, Thomas Jefferson, called "the natural aristocracy of talent and

virtue." Of course, young men and women must prove their worth if

they wish to rise, must take and pass examinations, and go through

other tests of intelligence and ability. These are necessary and salutary

processes in any kind of society.

There can be no doubt, then, that Socialism, reared on the firm

foundation of economic democracy, will secure for us those other forms

of democracy which are so essential to complete the picture. Here in the

United States it will bring to final fruition that deep-lying democratic

tradition, often thwarted but never downed, which has been so central

in American life since the founding of our Republic. Furthermore, if

we do not reconstruct our democracy on a Socialist basis by imple-

menting it with an economic system that works and provides the

material prerequisites for democratic privileges, there is grave danger

of tensions becoming so aggravated that American constitutional gov-

ernment will be done to death in the resulting melee. Indeed, as long

as Capitalism exists in any form, there always remains inherent in it

the threat of anti-democratic Fascism. Thus the issue is likely more

and more to become Socialist democracy or none at all.

Yet even under Socialism we must remain vigilant. Human liberty

is not something that can ever become automatic. And no matter what

social-economic system governs this country or the world, men will

need to exert effort to maintain the freedoms already won and to win

others we know not of.



Chapter VII

The Culture

and Philosophy

of Socialism

I. Culture and Capitalism

IF WE study the great periods of cultural upsurge in human history, we

find that one and all of them sprang from a definite material base.

They usually coincided with or followed a vigorous outpouring of

economic energies, frequently resulting in relative prosperity, on the

part of the people concerned. This was true, for example, in the case of

ancient Egypt, of Greece in the fifth century B. C., of the high tide

of medieval culture, of the Renaissance and Elizabethan England,
and of Europe and New England during the nineteenth century. I

do not mean that there has been anything equivalent to a scientific

correspondence between material and artistic progress. No one could

pretend, for example, that Western culture as a whole in the twen-

tieth century, despite its extensive material foundations, has ever

approached very closely the qualitative summits which Greek art,

in a quite primitive economy, was able to attain.

The point is that for art to flourish there must always be some

material foundation, some accumulation of wealth beyond that pro-

viding for the bare necessities of life, to sustain the characteristic activi-

ties of culture. For the reason that surplus wealth in a community
has ever been the monopoly of a small minority, full participation in

229
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and enjoyment of literature and the arts were, in the representative pe-

riods of civilization I have mentioned, confined to the ruling class and

those upon whom it bestowed its favor and munificence. The upper-

class aristocrats have always claimed that the masses of the people are

innately incapable of developing the mental capacity and aesthetic

sense to appreciate art, and that education only does them harm by

making them dissatisfied. But the truth of the matter is that never

in all history have the masses had a fair and decent chance to enter

into the broad and fascinating realm of culture. I do not hold in a

literal sense that all men are born equal. What I do hold, though, is

that all men, except those mentally sub-normal or belonging in

asylums, are capable of relatively high educational and cultural devel-

opment.

Just as the creation and enjoyment of art in a society as a whole

requires certain material prerequisites, so does the work of the indi-

vidual artist. He must either have money to start with or speedily

acquire it from some source. Those geniuses who have arisen from

the lower ranks have always been dependent on the financial patron-

age of wealthy individuals or of wealthy institutions like Church

or State. For every artist who has succeeded in changing his lot from

starving in a garret to dining at court and along the Park Avenues

of this world, there have been twenty others, full of promise, whose 1

careers poverty and lack of opportunity brought to a dismal end. The

idea that undernourishment and economic want are a great stimulus

to artistic expression is on a par with the argument that insanity

should be encouraged because some notable artists have been mentally

abnormal.

Today under the capitalist system artists, writers and other pro-

fessional workers are finding it increasingly difficult to make a living.

Painters without patrons, actors without audiences, authors without

publishers, teachers without schools, doctors without patients, lawyers

without clients, engineers without employers these have become

common phenomena of our times. Usually in a business crisis we hear

mostly about the declining stock market, about the huge drop in steel

output, about the bankruptcies and the suicides, about the mounting
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millions of unemployed and the growing tension between classes and

nations. But all the time there is a cultural crisis just as serious in its

proportions and, in its own sphere, just as far-reaching in its effects.

The books that are not written, the works of art that are not finished,

the music that is not rendered such things in any ultimate human

sense are no less important than the sinking production schedules of

factories and the falling off in domestic and foreign trade.

In the field of writing, the financial returns for the average author,

never too lucrative under any circumstances, sharply diminish as

publishing houses and bookstores, magazines and newspapers begin

to feel the pinch. The business of writing must be carried on as a

business, that is, as an enterprise that makes money. Few would claim

that the profit criterion is an adequate one for evaluating literature;

yet that must be the primary criterion of publishers under Capitalism.

Authors themselves can hardly afford to overlook this little fact. In

the sharing of profits, however, if there are any profits, the author,

with his usual ten per cent royalties, lags pretty far behind. And I

think it is possible to state definitely that relatively few writers are

able to earn a minimum competence by their work. Reliable estimates

indicate that the average writer of talent makes an annual profit of

only about $300 for his first ten years of literary endeavor. It is no

wonder that so many authors prostitute their gifts and, in a desperate

effort to keep the wolf from the door, turn to writing cheap pot-

boilers, lurid sex tales, and propaganda tracts for public utilities or

other capitalist interests.

From the point of view of the reading public the situation is equally

bad. In order to make his profit the publisher has to sell most books

at so high a price that the masses of the people cannot ordinarily buy

them. Selling 5,000 books at $3.00 is much more profitable than

selling 10,000 at $1.00. Though the potential book-purchasing public

in the U. S. A. runs into the tens of millions, only 2,000,000 of

America's population regularly buy books. Half the towns with popu-

lations of 5,000 to 100,000 are without bookshops of any sort. Our

public libraries, excellent as has been their work, only partially redeem

this situation. They are increasingly handicapped by budget difficul-
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ties. And there remain 45,000,000 Americans completely without

library service.

What is true of publishing under Capitalism holds, with few quali-

fications, for every other aspect of culture. Painting, sculpture, archi-

tecture, the theater, the opera, music, the radio, the motion picture

and journalism are all in bondage to the profit system. While com-

paratively low prices have made mass distribution possible in radio,

motion pictures and journalism, standards in these fields have been

corrupted and vulgarized by the profit motive. Painting and sculpture,

theater and opera, poetry and music of quality are still luxury products

in the American scene. They do not enter in a significant way into

the life of the people as a whole.

In the sphere of education the situation is likewise far from ideal.

To a large degree the extent and the quality of education depend

upon the funds available for material equipment and the teaching

staff; and upon the financial capacity of young people to take advan-

tage of educational opportunities. To attend private institutions of

course costs money; but to attend public ones also costs money. For

the student cannot be at home helping his family or, if he is old

enough, working at a regular job and receiving wages. According

to the United States Bureau of Education, approximately 45 per cent

of American youth do not attend high school, approximately 25 per

cent do not reach the eighth grade, approximately 14 per cent do not

reach the seventh grade, and approximately 10 per cent do not reach

the sixth grade. Altogether more than 3,000,000 children between

the ages of seven and seventeen are not going to school at present.

Only slightly over 10 per cent of American youth of college age go

to college and fully 90 per cent of these come from middle-class or

upper-class families.

The trials and tribulations which, since 1929, have descended in

such abundance on our schools and colleges, our students and teachers,

show very clearly how educational conditions fluctuate in accordance

with economic conditions. When there is a business crisis or depres-

sion, the capitalist-controlled city and state governments look around

for reductions that can be made in the budget. And one of the first
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possibilities that comes to their attention is the appropriation for public

education. For example, in 1939 the Republican majority in the New
York legislature slashed more than $10,000,000 from the total allo-

cated to education in Governor Lehman's budget. Ten other states

have drastically cut their state aid to education during the past two

or three years.

In private education during times of depression there is a tremendous

falling off not only in donations to schools and colleges, but also in

the interest on their endowments. Since 1929 there has been a shrink-

age of approximately one-third in the return on such endowments.

Even during good times private schools and colleges rarely have suffi-

cient funds to carry out adequately their minimum functions and to

give their staffs decent salaries. Furthermore, the distribution of

financial resources is very uneven. In the field of higher education,

for instance, a group of ten colleges and universities owns 43 per cent

of the recorded endowment funds, though it teaches only 1 7 per cent

of the students; a middle group of ninety owns 38 per cent of the

total and teaches 42 per cent of the students; while the large number

of 300 institutions owns only 19 per cent of the endowment funds

and teaches 41 per cent of the students. Quite evidently the modern

concentration of capital extends into the cultural field.

The fact that private educational institutions are dependent on

the gifts of the wealthy and well-to-do is a weighty reason for

their well-known conservatism in social and economic affairs. The
academic officials of great universities such as Harvard with an

endowment of about $142,000,000, Yale with an endowment of

about $100,000,000, and Columbia with an endowment of about

$70,000,000 feel that the welfare of these institutions is bound

up with that of the capitalist system. In addition, since upper-class

business and professional men are preponderant on most boards of

trustees, whether of private or public educational institutions, it is

inevitable that American education in general should pursue a course

calculated to help preserve the status quo.

The permeation of American educational institutions by the pre-

vailing capitalist spirit and psychology leads them frequently to act
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toward their staffs and particularly toward their more humble em-

ployees in as thoroughly hard-boiled a manner as businesses with a

backward labor policy. Thus, in 1929, Harvard University, of all

places, peremptorily dismissed twenty scrubwomen in order to

avoid paying them the 37 cents an hour minimum established by the

Massachusetts Minimum Wage Commission. Harvard had been vio-

lating the Commission's decree by paying the women only 35 cents

an hour. The Treasurer of the University, backed by President

Lowell, actually had the gall to argue before a committee of the

State legislature that there had been no underpayment because the

wages of the women came to more than the required 37 cents if a

twenty-minute rest period permitted during their working day was

counted as time off without pay.

Few occurrences have ever so thoroughly aroused my indignation

as this scrubwomen episode. I personally became the executive secre-

tary of a group of distinguished Harvard alumni who made a public

protest on the matter to the Harvard authorities and tried to persuade

them to reverse their decision and pay the women the back wages
due them. But Dr. Lowell and the Harvard Corporation stood pat.

Eventually the alumni group raised from Harvard men a special fund

of $3,880 and itself paid back the scrubwomen. Today, I am glad to

say, with Dr. James B. Conant as President, Harvard can boast of

a labor policy that is liberal and enlightened.

Incidentally, the general public in America has an extremely exag-

gerated impression of the munificence of the capitalist class towards

educational and charitable institutions. According to Ryllis A. and

Omar P. Goslin in Rich Man, Poor Man, "the total gifts of all who

filed income taxes has never amounted to as much as two per cent of

their incomes." The great foundations which are constantly receiving

such favorable publicity, and which have admittedly provided the

economic wherewithal for a number of worth-while projects, possess

an aggregate capital of less than $1,000,000,000, well under two-

thirds of the approximate amount allocated by the U. S. Government

to the army and navy in 1939. And the appropriations of two multi-
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millionaire capitalists, Andrew Carnegie and John D. Rockefeller,

account for at least a third of this total.

From a careful study of the wills probated and estates appraised

during four recent years in New York, the richest city in the nation,

Professor Eduard C. Lindeman of the New School for Social Research

finds that "only six per cent of the wealthy distribute their estates

among agencies and institutions. Moreover, the sum which they thus

distribute amounts to only six per cent of the total wealth bequeathed.

And, what is of greater significance, perhaps, is the fact that the

bulk of wealth thus distributed flows into the treasuries of churches,

hospitals and conventional charities." Of equal import was the state-

ment made by the eminent sociologist, Abraham Epstein, in an article

in 1931, that "the 360 American community chests, in spite of the

energetic trumpeting, cajolery, and high-pressure salesmanship that

go with them, do not raise more than $80,000,000 a year less than

half the sum now spent through workmen's compensation laws alone."

Mr. Epstein went on to say: "That the slackers in the United States

are not the poor people but the richest and most respectable is well

known to persons engaged in the business of raising money for char-

itable purposes."

In so far as scientific research and progress are bound up with the

great universities and technological institutes, they inevitably suffer

when education in general suffers. In so far as they are directly bound

up with business enterprise, they are retarded not only by lack of

appropriations in times of economic stress, but also by the general

effect of the profit motive. As I showed in a previous chapter, because

of the fear of over-production, of technological unemployment, of

costly machinery becoming obsolete and of new products taking away
the markets for old, Capitalism, especially in its later monopoly stage,

has seriously hindered the unfettered advance of applied science.

One of the most vital fields of science is that of medicine. And
because of medicine's spectacular progress during the last century,

health, like so many other things, has become largely a purchasable

commodity. For it is the power of the purse that is able to obtain not
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only proper medical supplies and services, but also the sort of working
and living and recreational conditions in which the sound mind and

the sound body naturally flourish. Public health work, held back

everywhere by conservative physicians and laymen alike on the ground
that it is Socialistic, has not filled more than an iota of the needs.

At the same time, although there are not enough medical schools to

take care of the young men and women who wish to enter the pro-

fession, there are not enough well-paid jobs to take care of the present

graduates of medical schools.

The United States Public Health Service stated in 1938 that "one-

third, perhaps one-half, of the population of the United States is too

>r to afford the full cost of adequate medical care on any basis."

The same report proved up to the hilt that health varies according

to the economic status of the individual, disabling illness being greatest

of course among families on relief or having low incomes. "The non-

relief group with an income under $1,000 showed a volume of dis-

ability over twice that in the highest income group; the families with

incomes between $1,000 and $2,000 showed a 20 percent excess. . . .

Not only do relief and low income families experience more frequent

illness than their neighbors, but their illnesses are of longer duration."

An earlier report of the Health Service had estimated that the death

rate, from the ten major diseases, among American families or single

individuals with incomes of less than $1,000 was double that of the

rest of the population. Every year in America 144,000 babies, well

over the entire U. S. death toll in the Great War, are born dead or

die within a few months of their birth. Proper medical care would

save 45 per cent of them. Seventeen thousand American mothers die

annually in pregnancy or childbirth. Proper medical care would save

66 per cent of them.

f Economically conditioned ill health and neuroticism are prime

|
factors in establishing Capitalism as the greatest home wrecker that

\has ever been at large in the world. And there are other causes con-

tributing to this result : the capitalist system drives millions of children

to grueling labor at a tender age ;
it forces hundreds of thousands of

young boys out of the home and onto the road, footloose and pathetic
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wanderers in a land of plenty ;
it leads scores of thousands of girls and

women into houses of prostitution ; it corrupts sex love and the rela-

tionship between parent and child through considerations of money
and property; it creates millions of widowed and fatherless homes

through terrible civil and international conflicts; it makes satisfactory

home life all but impossible for the masses of the people because of

the execrable living conditions thrust upon them; it breaks up the\

families of the middle and upper classes as well as of the working j

class through the collapse of its moral codes and its failure to providaf

a worth-while purpose and philosophy of living.

By no means unrelated to the state of the family is another field in

which Capitalism has a very bad record. I refer to the matter of crime,

which costs the United States the appalling sum of $15,000,000,000

every year. The Socialist view is that while subnormal mentality and

sexual aberration, uncontrolled passion and the lure of excitement, all

enter into the picture, crime is principally the result of an environment

deficient in the social and economic prerequisites of wholesome living

and often in the very necessities of existence. It was Marx who some-

where said, "Crime is the private war which the poor wage against

the rich." But it was a leading capitalist, Daniel Willard, President

of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, who, referring to unemployment
in a public speech a few years ago, frankly remarked, "I would steal

before I would starve." Many large-scale thieves and robbers, includ-

ing our atrocious crop of kidnapers, having accepted the regular

capitalist aim of getting rich quick, see in their profession an easy

short cut to success. And not a few of them, as some of our recent

business scandals have made plain, come from the highest ranks of capi-

talist enterprise.

Now if mere reform cannot, as we have seen, resolve the economic

contradictions of Capitalism, then obviously it cannot cure the cul-

tural deficiencies that stem from the present system. Under Capitalism

there is precious little prospect of eliminating crime, of guaranteeing

good health and physical well-being to the masses of the people, of

making available to them the full fruits of art and education. If

Capitalism is not able to distribute to its teeming millions even a
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sufficiency of material necessities like food and clothing and shelter,

then what chance has it of enabling them to share in the enjoyment
of good books, beautiful paintings and all the other products of culture ?

In any case I am most doubtful whether in a civilization that lays

its primary stress on the making of money there can exist an atmos-

phere in which the things of the spirit will grow and flourish on the

widest scale. It is surely no accident that the greatest and most highly

developed capitalist nation, America, has given birth to so little in /

the realm of art that is unmistakably great. jf
All in all, then, I am constrained to say that though culture may

)ret experience occasional fits and starts which will temporarily look

like progress, it can no longer fundamentally and in the large go
forward under Capitalism. But in our present system it can retrogress

far and quickly, as any study of what has happened in the book-burning,

art-killing, genius-banishing Fascist states discloses. The one chance,

as I see it, for culture to advance is in a planned Socialist society.

2. Culture under Socialism

Socialism drastically alters the whole cultural scene. It frees litera-

ture and art, education and science, from the economic ups and downs,

the chills and fevers, the corrupting contagion and mortal illness of

Capitalism. Under Socialism there are no depressions, no workers of

hand or of brain unemployed or threatened with unemployment, no

grounds for the curtailment of educational and cultural programs.

Consequently culture expands steadily along with the economic life

of the country and with each annual increase in the national income.

For income and basic wealth are always on the rise in a Socialist

society. Such a society will spend proportionately ten no, a hundred

times as much on culture as any upper class that has ever lived. It will

invest in cultural activity sums comparable, let us say, with what

Capitalism puts into armaments and war.

Thus Socialism permanently releases both ordinary ability and

genius from the cramping pressures of penury and the profit motive.

Writers and poets are no longer compelled to choose between pro-

duction for money and starving for their ideals; if their work has
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merit, they will easily earn the means of carrying it on. Publishers,

too, will not have to subordinate literary standards to monetary profit.

Science will make more rapid strides than ever before, both in the

realm of pure research and of practical application, with labor-saving

inventions becoming an immediate boon to mankind instead of a

possible road to ruin. Scientific knowledge and the scientific spirit,

with its cordial hospitality to new hypotheses, will everywhere replace

the old religious, social and economic superstitions.

In a Socialist society education will finally come into its own; it

will be planned on a country-wide basis; its proportion of the national

budget will rise immensely. Its physical plant and equipment will

expand accordingly and its teaching stafiF, no longer underpaid, will

become ample in numbers. Schools and colleges will cease to be over-

crowded; and classes will be reduced to that size which best combines

the advantages of individual attention from the teacher with collective

stimulus from the group. The Socialist curriculum will close the un-

fortunate cleavage between theory and practice that prevails today in

capitalist countries, thoroughly integrating culture with economics,

and what is learned inside school and college with the actualities of

existence outside. The permanent purpose of Socialist education is to

turn out individuals who are fully educated and who, to quote the

French philosopher Henri Bergson, "will act as men of thought;

think as men of action."

It was America's Walt Whitman who said, "To have great poets

there must be great audiences, too." Pushing this thought further, I

think we can safely state that a Socialist commonwealth will provide

writers and artists in general with an appreciative public practically

as large as the whole literate population of a country. Under Socialism,

with its economic security and progressively shorter hours of work, the

leisure class is everyone. This new leisure class is not just a passive

recipient and consumer of culture
;

it actively participates and creates,

putting into effect the principle enunciated by the late American

painter, Robert Hallowell, that "Each bears a gift for all." In the

new society every individual becomes the practitioner of some cultural

skill, at least as an amateur, and takes part in group cultural activities.
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Those of really professional ability enter the cultural field as a voca-

tion and work upward toward the summits of achievement.

This spread of culture to the masses of the people does not imply

any letdown in standards; on the contrary it results ultimately in just

the opposite by raising to unprecedented heights the general cultural

level and by broadening to an unprecedented extent the ranks of first-

rate accomplishment and genius. At the same time the democratization

of culture under Socialism brings art out from its cloistered retreats

among the wealthy and the professional aesthetes, and transforms it

from a thing apart, residing in private mansions and public museums,

into a pervasive complement of man's work and play. The quality of

beauty enters universally into the products of industry and the com-

mon objects of daily life. Science and art, no longer at cross-purposes,

work harmoniously together to build a more beautiful world.

Literature and art in a Socialist society will without doubt express

chiefly the fundamental principles and philosophy, problems and

aspirations, of that society. In other words, writers and artists like

other men will come to reflect their environment so completely and

naturally that they will embody in their work, more or less uncon-

sciously, the general features of the Socialist synthesis. Certain critics

profess to find this prospect sinister. Throughout history, however,

including the period of capitalist hegemony, writers and artists have

always and everywhere given expression to the particular economic,

social and cultural characteristics of the civilization in which they

have lived. As Marx puts it, "In every epoch the ruling ideas have

been the ideas of the ruling class."

It can be said, I think, that the predominance of a generally

accepted and pervasive set of cultural and philosophical principles is

an aid and inspiration to literature and painting, sculpture and archi-

tecture. As John H. Randall, Jr., sums it up: "The supreme art has

worked with the feelings and symbols of a great imaginative tradi-

tion. Periclean Athens, the Christian thirteenth century, Medicean

Florence, the Elizabethan age, the last backward yearning of the

Romanticists, not to go outside our own past from these eras of a

common faith and a common world of the spirit have come the great
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masterpieces of individualized genius." And there is every reason to

expect that under Socialism, whether in the United States or else-

where, a great art and literature will likewise in due course develop.

But this outcome will take time, since the energies of the people must

necessarily be preoccupied over a considerable period with laying deep

and broad the foundations of the new order. It is well to remember

that America's golden day of culture, the flowering of New England,

did not reach its zenith until some six or seven decades after the

Revolution.

That the Socialist economic system will significantly affect Socialist

culture should not be considered as anything unusual. According to the

doctrine of Historical Materialism as expounded by Marx and Engels,

the underlying factor in the flow of human history at any particular

time or in any particular place is the economic structure of society

as embodied in the total relations of production. The existing mode

of production expresses itself in certain property relations which are

crystallized in definite class forms covering all the various aspects of

social life. In Engels' words: "The political, legal, philosophical,

religious, literary, artistic, etc., development rest upon the economic.

But they all react upon one another and upon the economic base. . . .

Men make their own history, but in a given, conditioning milieu, upon
the basis of actual relations already extant, among which the economic

relations, no matter how much they are influenced by relations of a

political and ideological order, are ultimately decisive, constituting a

red thread which runs through all the other relations and enabling us

to understand them."

While, then, human minds and cultural activities possess plenty of

efficacy in their own right, they are on the whole conditioned and

channeled by the fundamental economic forces and relationships. For

instance, the superb cultural phenomenon that we know as the modern

symphony orchestra could never have occurred until certain economic

and mechanical techniques had come into being with the Industrial

Revolution and made possible certain complicated and delicately

adjusted musical instruments. Nor could the airplane have become an

actuality, no matter what brilliant and beautiful ideas men had about
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flying through the air, until firm foundations had been laid in the

realm of economics and mechanics.

Marx's comment on Greek culture illuminates another aspect of

the problem. "It is a well-known fact," he says, "that Greek mythology

was not only the arsenal of Greek art, but also the very ground from

which it had sprung. Is the view of nature and of social relations which

shaped Greek imagination and Greek art possible in the age of auto-

matic machinery, and railways, and locomotives, and electric tele-

graphs? Where does Vulcan come in as against Roberts & Co.;

Jupiter, as against the lightning rod; and Hermes as against the

Credit Mobilier? All mythology masters and dominates and shapes

the forces of nature in and through the imagination; hence it dis-

appears as soon as man gains mastery over the forces of nature."

As writers in a Socialist civilization will no doubt emphasize,

one of the most profound qualitative advances under Socialism is that

ordinary labor, always looked down upon with unconcealed con-

tempt by the upper classes, possesses genuine social dignity. From this

viewpoint, the carrying on of useful work is, to quote Marx again,

"not merely a means to live but is in itself the first necessity of living."

Everyone will work under Socialism both because there is plenty of

work to do and because having a job is recognized as a prerequisite

for leading a full and satisfactory life. Capitalist America's wealthy

/idle would be far more normal and more happy human beings if they

would take a hint from Socialist sagacity and substitute absorbing work

V for dull and trivial loafing.

Socialism envisages going much farther than establishing the dignity

and universality of socially worth-while labor. Its goal is to overcome

more and more the distinction between manual and intellectual work.

As Engels phrased it: "Productive labor, instead of being a means to

the subjection of men, will become a means to their emancipation, by

giving each individual the opportunity to develop and exercise all his

faculties, physical and mental, in all directions; in which, therefore,

productive labor will become a pleasure instead of a burden." The

ideal, according to Marx, is "to replace the detail-worker of today,
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crippled by lifelong repetition of one and the same operation and thus

reduced to the mere fragment of a man, by the fully developed individ-

ual, fit for a variety of labors, ready to face any change of production,

and to whom the different social functions he performs are but so

many modes of giving free scope to his own natural and acquired

powers."

Since Marx's day the tendency in a good many industries has been

toward even greater specialization. The word "robot" is, after all, a

twentieth-century invention. Yet we can still remain certain that

under a fully developed Socialist system, where the employment of new

inventions is geared to human well-being instead of to profit, a close

approximation can be made to the picture Marx and Engels had in

mind. In capitalist industry, as Mr. J. D. Bernal, eminent scientist of

Cambridge University, informs us, "The machine is designed to

employ the cheapest and, consequently, the most monotonous labor.

This is completely contrary to the spirit of mechanical inventions.

Those operations which are repetitive and monotonous are just those

that could be done best by the machines themselves. What people speak

of as the slavery of man to the machine is really the devotion of manu-

facturers to profits. If machines had been designed from the point of

view of the worker rather than that of minimum cost of operation, they

would be as interesting to work and far less laborious than farming or

hunting."

Another goal of Socialism is to eliminate that sharp and unhappy
distinction between town and country which capitalist industry and

concentration has so accentuated. Only nation-wide economic planning

can distribute industry and agriculture in such a way that productive

efficiency and the living conditions of the population will both benefit

to the utmost. No observer can deny that over-crowded cities, with

their poisoned air and awful slums, are one of the chief banes of capi-

talist civilization. Just as important as any material and geographic

improvements required in the relationship between town and country

is the drastic change which their cultural relationship demands. A pri-

mary plank in the Socialist platform is the elimination of the cultural
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lag of the rural areas. Proper educational planning will bring to these

districts standards and services on a par with the wealthier urban

sections.

The Socialist transformation of both town and country is of prime

importance for the health program that the new order makes feasible.

Socialism's provision of good housing and good air, as well as of good
food and good clothing, is the natural foundation for good health.

Adequate medical facilities will also become available to the masses of

the people. And all sections of the population will have the time and

financial means to enjoy America's superb recreational possibilities:

cool beaches in the summer, the refreshing countryside, the myriad
beauties of forest and mountain, the crisp and invigorating delights of

winter ice and snow. Everyone will actively participate in the world of

sports. But the usual capitalist commercialization of sport for the sake

of private profit will be impossible ; nor will there take place any prosti-

tution of educational institutions to football in order to finance a

general program of athletics and attract donations from the more

adolescent wealthy.

The new social and economic bases of life in a Socialist society exer-

cise a profound effect on the family as on everything else. By guaran-

teeing economic abundance and first-class living quarters to everyone,

Socialism lifts domestic life to a new and higher plane. Parents, no

longer fearing poverty or insecurity, feel free to go ahead and have as

many children as they wish. Simultaneously the general cultural

advance greatly affects the home for the better, not only by giving the

children vastly improved educational opportunities, but also by making
sure that both mothers and fathers are educationally equipped to bring

them up. No matter how excellent our schools and colleges become, the

role of the parents in the education of the child, especially in the early

formative years, will always remain most important. Another point is

that in a Socialist society parents will possess far more leisure and vaca-

tion time to spend together with their children. Under Capitalism most

of us, and especially husbands and fathers, are so busy trying to make

the system work or trying to get rid of it entirely that we do not have
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one-tenth of the spare time that we would like to devote to home

activities.

Not the least of Socialism's contributions to the institution of the

family is its liberation of women. This means, among other things^X

that wives will no longer subordinate themselves morally and spirit- \

ually to their husband's careers, sacrificing their existence as inde- I

pendent human beings, giving up their freedom of opinion, and becom-yf

ing mere reflections of masculine will and mind. Expectant parents

will no longer, as so generally now, prefer a boy to a girl because of

the discriminations and disadvantages that the latter will suffer

throughout life. And whatever degree of sexual freedom the mores of

the community sanction, there will be an end of the double-standard

in which men have such freedom, but women do not.

While some radicals in the field of economics and politics have also

been extremists in the theory or practice, or both, of sex relations, it is

sheer nonsense to think that authentic Socialism ever envisaged "the

abolition of the family" or a system of "free love." Friedrich Engels

himself wrote in his Origin of the Family that the monogamous family,

"far from disappearing" with the advent of Socialism, "will then on

the contrary be fully realized for the first time. . . . Prostitution dis-

appears; monogamy, instead of collapsing, at last becomes a reality

even for men." Lenin minced no words in denouncing sexual promis-

cuity and expressed particular repugnance for "the glass of water

theory," which held indiscriminate sexual intimacy to be a natural act

no more to be criticized than drinking water when thirsty. "The revo-

lution," he said, "demands concentration, increase of forces. From the

masses, from individuals. It cannot tolerate orgiastic conditions, such

as are normal for the decadent heroes and heroines of D'Annunzio.

Dissoluteness in sexual life is bourgeois, is a phenomenon of decay. The

proletariat is a rising class. It doesn't need intoxication as a narcotic or

a stimulus intoxication as little by sexual exaggeration as by alcohol."

Finally, Socialism, by improving so immeasurably the environ-

mental aspects of human existence, does away with the poisonous at-

mosphere in which crime and vice are a natural growth. Simulta-
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neously, because of its humane and intelligent attitude, it drastically

reforms the whole theory and practice of penal administration. A So-

cialist regime treats persons who would ordinarily be classed as crim-

inals as sick men who have succumbed to a disease and must be put

in quarantine until they recover. It runs its prisons on the basis of

making the inmates feel like self-respecting citizens and of retraining

them for normal life in the world outside. All prisoners will do or

learn to do some form of useful labor in accordance with the prin-

ciple that work is the most efficacious of curatives. And unlike the dis-

tressing situation under Capitalism, where released prisoners habitu-

ally wander from pillar to post hunting hopelessly for a position and

often feel driven to take up crime again as a profession, prisoners

under Socialism will always find a good job open to them when they

have served their term.

There can be no absolute proof, before the event, that a Socialist

society in America and other capitalist nations will be capable of the

cultural accomplishments which I have been reviewing. But there are

many present-day indications that I have not been exaggerating. For

instance, there is the general excellence, considering the many retard-

ing economic factors, of those outstanding socialized institutions in

America our system of public education in school and college and our

system of public libraries. Nor can we afford to overlook the striking

achievements of the Federal Art Project, the Federal Music Project,

the Federal Theater, including its special Radio Division, and the

Federal Writers' Project, all carried on under the aegis of the United

States Government. When all is said and done, however, the most

palpable proof of what Socialism can attain in the realm of culture lies

in the astounding record, during the first two decades of its existence,

of the Soviet Union, arising Phoenix-like out of the ashes of its semi-

feudal and semi-barbarous past. That story I have told in an earlier

chapter.

3. The Transformation of Motives

But how, asks the ordinary capitalist-minded individual, can Social-

ism possibly bring about all the economic and cultural achievements I
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have discussed in this book, when there no longer exists the profit

motive, supposedly the mainspring of human energy under Capitalism?

This is a question which I must attempt to answer fully. And I shall

begin my answer by denying that the profit motive is predominant with

the majority of people working in the capitalist system. As I stated in

Chapter II, profit is the money which a business makes above total

costs in the selling of goods or services. It constitutes the basic regulator

of capitalist enterprise and the basic motive of the capitalists owning
and operating such enterprise. Workers and professionals under Capi-

talism are not spurred on by the profit motive; but it is the profit

motive which leads businessmen to exploit them.

If a man, because of greater skill or ability, earns a higher wage or \

salary than his fellow, that does not in itself mean that he is working
for the profit motive. Most Americans want substantial wages or

salaries, not necessarily in order to indulge in great luxury or make

some kind of social splurge, but in order to guarantee themselves and

their families a decent standard of existence throughout the many eco-

nomic vicissitudes which the present system makes inevitable. AccordA

ingly, they need sufficient funds to build up reserves for whatever/
eventualities depression, ill health or old age may bring. Unfortunately/

the indiscriminate identification of practically every form of making
a living, or of manifesting self-interest, with the operation of the profit

motive has brought endless confusion into the subject of incentives

under Capitalism and Socialism.

The tens of thousands of devoted men and women in capitalist

countries who have entered such vocations as teaching or medicine or

scientific research can scarcely fail to recognize the absurdity of ascrib-

ing all professional endeavor either to the so-called profit motive or to

economic considerations in general. For any physician worthy of the

name, a motivation at least equal in importance with earning a living

is that of preventing disease and preserving life
;
for any teacher worthy

of his position, that of spreading knowledge and stimulating intelli-

gence ;
for any scientist worthy of his laboratory, that of searching for

the truth and advancing the frontiers of authenticated fact. When

Capitalism forces professionals to subordinate such motives to money-
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/making, which it constantly does, it is corrupting the very basis of

V professional ethics.

Even in the upper ranks of capitalist industry the profit motive is

not nearly as controling as the capitalists would have us think. As

any number of reliable studies have pointed out, there is a growing

separation in business between ownership and management. Most of

the engineers, the superintendents, the administrative officers, and the

more highly paid white-collar workers are not profit-receivers in a

direct sense, however remunerative their salaries may be. Then, under

Capitalism, there are the scores of thousands of employees in the

national, state, and local governments. These men and women can

hardly be classified as working from the profit motive. And these

public services would long ago have completely broken down, with

anarchy as the result in the various capitalist governments, had the

orthodox idea about the necessary profit motivation at the root of

useful endeavor been true.

We also have the lesson of the consumers' co-operative movement.

The owners of the co-operatives are the members. These organizations

are run at cost and any surplus is paid back to the consumers every few

months in proportion to their purchases. The managers of the co-opera-

tives receive a salary and do their work efficiently without benefit of

the profit motive. The co-operative movement is now an important

phenomenon in most non-Fascist industrialized countries. In Great

Britain, for instance, the co-operatives carry on a retail business of

more than a billion dollars a year.

Whatever motives are operative in any society at any time, every

competent modern psychologist or teacher knows that education,

through the medium of economic processes and social pressures as well

as of formal schooling, can achieve the most far-reaching changes in

the basic attitudes of a people. This is true whether a Socialist, a Fascist,

or a democratic-capitalist system is determining the general outlines of

what the people learn and of how they act. If your whole educational \

and economic system is geared to the idea that the profit motive is what i

makes the world go round, then the people may accept this myth as the /

gospel truth and become so conditioned to it that any other notion /
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appears like an interference with the natural order of things. Theoreti-

cally, I suppose, they might become unable to perform their accustomed

work on any other assumption; actually, however, we need have no

such fear, since this myth of the all-ruling profit motive finds so little

support in fact.

Clearly, fundamental alterations in motivation can be achieved

regardless of the old adage, "You can't change human nature." Or,
j

rather, this hoary half-truth becomes irrelevant because its applicationj
all depends on which of a thousand and one definitions of humanf

nature you use. As one eminent psychologist, the late Dr. Frankwood

E. Williams, has put it, our conceptions of human nature are extremely

unreliable, because under Capitalism we have been studying human

nature "in captivity." In a sense, as Karl Marx himself once said, "the\

whole of history is nothing but the progressive transformation of

human nature." In another sense, of course, there has been no real*

change in human nature, even under Soviet Socialism.

So we do not get very far by talking about human nature in the

abstract, independent of time and circumstance. What we can

definitely establish in the concrete, however, is that under certain

economic and educational conditions human beings can perform won-

ders irrespective of the profit motive, or, indeed, of ordinary self-interest

at all. When a nation becomes involved in war, for instance, the capi-

talists expect the workers promptly to forget about the money motive,

to substitute for it sublime thoughts about patriotism, and to go out

and die like heroes. And usually in the past they have succeeded through

propaganda in persuading the masses to follow this very course.

Let us reflect for a moment, too, on the nature of the female sex. I

do not suggest in the least that women are more noble than men ;
but

it would be a rash observer indeed who could seriously maintain that

women throughout the ages, in their characteristic functions as wives,

mothers and managers of the household, have been mainly spurred on

by the profit motive. Though a small percentage of women today do

work for profit, 95 per cent of them throughout the world are still

moved to all sorts of energetic and altruistic action for reasons entirely

unconnected with profit-making.
i)
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The truth is that human nature, whether going through a process

of change or not, is an exceedingly complex thing. It takes in such a

wide range of impulses and motives that psychologists find great diffi-

culty in even naming them all. The classical economists of Capitalism

constructed in their imaginations something called "the economic

man," who is no less of a monstrosity than "the warrior man" of those

who wish to justify armed conflict and conquest, or "the sexual man"

of those who are hipped on the importance of biological urges,

expressed and suppressed. You cannot reduce man to a mere part of

himself in such ways without grotesquely over-simplifying human

nature. What Socialist psychology attempts to do is to view the total

man in relation to his total environment. And in so doing it gives due

attention to all the various factors whether associated with economics,

pugnacity, sex, intellect, play, or something else which go to make

up human nature. One of the most pressing tasks of this psychology

today is, incidentally, to assimilate whatever is sound in the Freudian

school with the existing body of Marxist doctrine.

Though modern psychology has clearly shown, especially through

the study of children, that human beings are innately active^ the capi-

talists claim that the overwhelming majority of men need to be goaded

into economic activity by the profit motive because they are naturally

lazy and greedy. As Professor Harry F. Ward puts it: "This is

the assertion of the doctrine of total depravity in the economic field,

and that without remedy. It is one of the wonders of the modern world

that men of scientific training who indignantly reject the dogma of

the Fall of Man will yet locate him among the swine and insist that

he never can get up from among them. Thus the argument for the
s

profit motive comes full circle. It first asks us to accept a degrading

view of life for the sake of economic efficiency and finally requires us

to tolerate an inefficient economic process on the ground of a debasing

concept of human nature."

What the usual argument for the profit motive essentially represents

is an attempt to rationalize the stupidity of the capitalist system byy
grossly libeling mankind. It is on an exact par with the argument or

those apologists for militarism who say that we can never get rid of
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war because human nature is afflicted with an instinct of pugnacity. Of

course any number of businessmen recognize how intellectually

disreputable is the latter proposition. But capitalists who talk about

motivations seldom if ever seem to become aware of the mass of

inconsistencies in which they are involved.

Thus they will argue hotly for the profit motive all week, but on

Sunday will piously plead that belief in God and immortality consti-

tute the central nerve of human initiative or that the Christian ethical

ideals of love and brotherhood are the real inspiration of mankind. Few

capitalists have the gall to stand up and say that their own main moti-

vation in life is to pile up profits; they will always tell you that they

are animated by the highest social and humanitarian considerations.

And they sometimes actually have the moral complacency to state that

it is chiefly the low-minded masses (only a tiny fraction of whom ever

have the chance to make profits) who are swayed by the profit motive.

It likewise strikes my sense of the ludicrous to hear capitalists railing\

against the deplorable lack of incentive that Socialism would entail,

when in the present capitalist order millions and millions of men, no /

matter what incentives they may have, cavtt work because there are /

no jobs. Again, some capitalists go so far as to assert that economic

fear and insecurity are good things in that they keep the workers on

their toes; but it is not noticeable that these same capitalists take pains

to make their own children economically insecure. On the contrary, \

they usually endow them with a very considerable share of this world's?

goods. And it has never been clear to me why substantial subsidies fronV

one's parents should necessarily result in hard work and nobility of

character, whereas the guarantee of a mere living wage by the state, or

even the granting of minimum unemployment relief, should

men and ruin their initiative.

As a matter of fact, we all know well enough that the inheritance

of great wealth, or its acquisition through other means, frequently

turns men and women into idle, high-living, anti-social wastrels. Here

again the general social milieu is the determining influence. In capi-

talist families where the tradition of work and achievement in the

business or professional world remains strong, the offspring usually do
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not degenerate into loafers and spendthrifts; but there is always a fair

chance that this tradition will grow weak in the second or third

generation.

Several years ago the New York World-Telegram gave me a hearty

laugh when it began a friendly editorial about me with the following:

"He might spend his life cruising the seven seas in a yacht, his summers

in Switzerland, his winters on the Riviera and all that sort of thing.

Or if he didn't like that kind of navigation he could cruise the 36,000

speakeasies and night clubs that his home city affords. He could devote

his days to polo if he chose. Or to golf or horse racing or roulette, or

any of the other occupations that so many rich men's sons go in for."

Now I am no Puritan and have visited in my time plenty of night

clubs, not to mention speakeasies. But in the social atmosphere in which

I happened to grow up there was not much danger that I or my
brothers would go in for the playboy type of career so often satirized in

(the

public prints (though the ruling class as a whole would no doubt

much prefer the younger generation to become ne'er-do-well socialites

than serious radicals) .

All of which goes to prove that members of the capitalist class,

including myself, do not inevitably have the will to work destroyed by

the absence of economic fear and the possession of relative economic

security. Thus, again, the behavior of the capitalists themselves dis-

proves their argument that under Socialism, where everyone has mate-

rial security, individual initiative will for that reason be undermined.

The persistence of the notion that insecurity is required as a goad to

productive work is largely due, I think, to the illegitimate hold-over of

theories formulated in the long ages when an economy of scarcity made

it inevitable that insecurity should in fact be the primary motivation for

99 per cent of those earning a living. The evolution of our present

economy of abundance obviously makes such theories very much out-

of-date.

Once in a while a capitalist more intelligent and outspoken than the

average will admit much of what I have been saying about motivations.

Thus one of our country's most important executives, Mr. Walter P.
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Gifford, President of the American Telephone and Telegraph Com-

pany, sees a growing change in business psychology.

From the incentives of personal profit [he writes] the change

to me is one of pride in the job and the satisfaction of rendering

a public service. . . . More and more I encounter men of the

highest ability who regard business not as a means to acquire

personal wealth, but as a fascinating profession and as an oppor-

tunity for accomplishment. They do not seek more money from

it than enough to give them comfortably only those things really

worth having that money can buy freedom from financial

worry, security for their families, books, art and travel. But they

do want outlet for their energies, exercise for their brains, and

above all, they genuinely want to be useful. . . . Business is

becoming a profession.

New incentives to effort are in force. I know it is popular to

smile at the notion that the ideal of service, of a job well done, is

an adequate substitute for mere acquisitiveness but it is becoming

daily more evident that this is really so. Today, without the

possession of great sums of money one may live well, and it is

increasingly questioned whether great fortunes are a real help

to happiness.

Now though Mr. Gifford gives expression to ideals which enter

intermittently the minds of many capitalists, the trouble is that under

the existing system businessmen in their characteristic business func-

tions must make profit their major end or go to the wall. When,
however, they are functioning as philanthropists, Sunday School super-

intendents, Commencement orators or heads of families, they may
sincerely lend support to other motivations which for the most part

they cannot possibly follow out in the day-to-day actualities of eco-

nomic life.

Another illuminating slant on motives is to be found in a statement

by the late Charles P. Steinmetz, next to Thomas Edison probably the

most distinguished inventor the electrical world has known. "Under
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Socialism," he averred, "I would have even greater incentive than at

present. If I invent anything now, the invention accrues immediately

to the advantage of the General Electric and its full benefits reach

society only after a long period of time. Under Socialism, anything

invented could be used immediately by the entire industry and sold to

the public at cost." The point made by Dr. Steinmetz brings out the

fact that even if one has a job and a fairly well-paid job under Capi-

talism, one's sense of workmanship is likely to be frustrated. The

scientist who sees the discoveries of years of experimentation resulting

chiefly in higher profits for a little group of privileged capitalists, in

suppression by some monopolistic corporation, in a disastrous increase in

technological unemployment or in the multiplied power of death-

dealing military weapons, must feel as sick at heart as the artist or

writer who is driven to work that is lucrative but inferior in order to

maintain his livelihood.

Steinmetz's belief that under Socialism there would be "even greater

incentive" has been thoroughly borne out in the Soviet Union. In

view of the tremendous outpouring of energy in that country during

the past twenty years, it is simply fantastic for comfortable capitalists in

other lands to claim that a Socialist system destroys initiative and the

human will to action. The impact of Socialism on the psychology of

motivation is such, to quote Dr. Ward again, as to bring about "the

most effective co-ordination of the egoistic and altruistic tendencies in

human nature by developing a system of ownership which makes it

true that when a man works for others he is also working for himself.

(Thus

it has a chance to avoid the futility of Capitalism, which tried in

vain to unite the same tendencies in the reverse order by saying that

when a man worked for himself he also worked for others."

Most emphatically Socialism does not seek to abolish the basic

motive of obtaining economic security and abundance, or to prove that

all economic motivation is bad. On the contrary, its primary appeal to

the masses of the people is precisely that only under Socialism can they

win security and abundance. It has always been a part of Socialist

theory that under Socialism the amount of compensation shall be

according to the quality and quantity of work performed. I suspect
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that the idea, especially prevalent in the English-speaking world, that

Socialism means absolute equality of wages is due in no small measure

to Bernard Shaw's independent and non-Marxist views along these

lines. The present inequality of wages in Soviet Russia does not in theS^

slightest represent a return to the profit system, despite constant propa-

ganda to this effect in the capitalist press. And there can be no doubt j
that Soviet Socialism has outlawed the profit motive proper almost I oo .f

per cent.

The establishment of material security for everyone and the result-

ing disappearance of economic fear have been even more important

than education and propaganda in changing the basis of motivation in

the U. S. S. R. For genuine security makes it unnecessary for a
mait^

to carry on a bitter struggle with others to maintain himself and
hisy

family. It is difficult to feel full of brotherly love toward your neigh^
bor when he is well-fed and you are half-starving, and when the com- \

petition for jobs and the brute necessities of life is so severe that another
\

man's gain is likely to be your loss. Such is the kind of situation that the /

capitalist system is always making inevitable. Within a country its

overwhelming urgencies are always turning well-meaning men into

enemies; in the world at large the same pressures on a vast scale turn

whole countries into enemies. Individual and national economic

security make for psychological security and for tolerance and friend-

liness. So only in the Soviet Union do the basic economic relationships

harmonize with and support the highest ethical and social ideals instead

of brutally contradicting and counteracting them, as elsewhere.

In the capitalist system the worker, thinking over the experience

of the past, is quite prone to say to himself: "Why should I try to work

harder and produce more when I know that the result may well be

over-production and the consequent loss of my job?
" Or he may object

strongly to the installation of new machinery, which is also likely to

make for unemployment. Trade unions have sometimes enacted such

sentiments into a definite and considered policy. In the Soviet Union,

however, the workers can be certain that increased production, far

from leading to unemployment and economic misery, will raise the

standard of living all around. They know, too, that no part of the
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fruits of their labor will be diverted, in the form of surplus value, into

the pockets of a small group of private capitalists.

For these reasons the Soviet workers enter with eagerness into

schemes for heightening productivity. Shock brigades, led by the

Stakhanovites, set the pace in increasing the quantity and improving the

quality of production. Individual factories, coal mines, trade unions and

other organizations enter into "Socialist competition" to do the same.

"Socialism," writes Lenin, "does not do away with competition; on

the contrary it for the first time creates the possibility of applying it

widely, on a really mass scale; of drawing the majority of toilers into

the field of this work, where they can really show themselves, develop

their abilities and disclose their talents, which have been an untapped

source trampled upon, crushed and strangled by Capitalism."

And Stalin adds: "Socialist competition and capitalist competition

represent two entirely different principles. The principle of capitalist

competition is: defeat and death for some and victory for others. The

principle of Socialist competition is: comradely assistance to those

lagging behind the more advanced, with the purpose of reaching

general advancement." This very important fact of competition under

Socialism has always made me think that it is highly confusing to call

Capitalism, as a number of economists do, "the competitive system."

Socialist competition, according to Stalin, has been a primary

factor in the "radical revolution" in men's views of labor, "because it

transforms labor from a disgraceful and painful burden, as it was

reckoned before, into a matter of honor, a matter of glory, a matter of

valor and heroism." The power of public opinion in the Soviet Union

has been shifted from the money criterion of success to approval of

socially useful labor in all fields, whether economic, cultural or govern-

mental. At the same time the full weight of community ^approval is

brought to bear on individuals who are acquisitive, inefficient or lazy. It

is noteworthy that the new Soviet Constitution is the only national

constitution in the world which writes into the basic law of the land

the good old Biblical principle: "He who does not work, neither shall

he eat."

In addition to these various sorts of incentive, there is in the Soviet
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Union the stimulus of the ordinary urge toward positions of greater

responsibility and leadership; and also, of highest importance, the per-

vasive collective enthusiasm for carrying through the Five-Year Plans

and constructing a Socialist society. The Soviet people feel that they

are writing into the realm of actuality an achievement of world his-

torical significance and one that will exercise a more profound influence

on humanity than either the American or French Revolutions. And

they have, too, that same sense of daring and resolute pioneering in the

face of enormous difficulties, of opening up a whole continent to a new

civilization, that inspired our own American forefathers.

If and when other countries go Socialist, their peoples will discover

much the same satisfaction and joy in their work that the Soviet

people have today. In my opinion, what most men and women want

the world over and have a right to obtain through their occupational

activities, is a reasonable level of economic security and well-being,

the money and leisure to enjoy the things of culture, the realization of

their potentialities in useful and significant work, and social recognition

of their abilities and achievements. Most persons are anxious to do a

good job; they have a genuine sense of workmanship and a deep-

seated desire to function effectively and well in the community. All

these fundamental needs and wholesome wants, so terribly thwarted

under Capitalism, will find fulfillment under a planned Socialist order.

Beyond all this is the spiritual imperative of the average person

toward the pursuit of a worth-while purpose and toward the unifica-

tion of his actions in the light of a general philosophy. Socialism not

only provides the aim of building a more perfect society and the eco-

nomic and political programs whereby this can be attained, but rounds

out its synthesis by sotting forth a carefully considered and consistent

set of philosophical principles which are immensely superior to the con-

fused medley of beliefs which Capitalism presents in this same realm.

This philosophy of life is best described as Socialist Humanism.

4. The Philosophy of Socialist Humanism

The inclusive philosophy of Socialist Humanism has as its supreme
ethical aim the welfare and progress on this earth of all mankind,
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irrespective of race or nationality, religion or occupation, age or sex.

Its methods for achieving this goal and here is where it differs most

radically from other kinds of Humanism are reliance on the prin-

ciples of experimental science, of Socialist planning, and of democracy
in the broadest sense. Extending the scientific outlook to the universe

as a whole, Socialist Humanism maintains a world-view (in technical

philosophical terms, a cosmology or metaphysics) which rules out all

forms of the supernatural and looks upon Man as a fully natural part

and product of the Nature that is his home. Since at the outset the

principal field of my more serious studies and of my teaching was

philosophy, it is not astonishing that I first became convinced that

Socialism is right in its philosophical position and only somewhat later

adopted its outlook in economics and politics.

The emphasis of Socialist Humanism is positive, not negative. It

stands for the full-hearted enjoyment and affirmation of life, for a

forward-looking and socially-minded attitude in relation to the prob-

lems of society, for the co-operative endeavor of liberated individuals

toward making human existence in this world attain those noble possi-

bilities which have been the dream of every great prophet and statesman

from Jesus and Plato to Lincoln and Lenin. To paraphrase Karl Marx,

the philosophers of the past have only interpreted the world
;
but the

point is to change it. Humanism carries out the most important function

of traditional religion by giving to men and women a central and com-

pelling purpose around which to integrate their lives and through

which to rise above their personal difficulties and dilemmas. And it

offers, as a basis for happy and harmonious living, a philosophical and

psychological outlook which is completely relevant to the conditions

and spirit of modern civilization.

Socialist Humanism takes the position that Nature, as it discloses

itself in the facts of science and especially of biology and astronomy,

does not show favoritism to man or any other of its creatures. This

little world of ours is only a tiny speck in an immense and unbounded

universe, as vast in its spans of time as of space ;
and there is no reason

to suppose that Nature cares more about our puny earth and what
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transpires upon it than about any other spot in the cosmos. What is

primary, fundamental and prior in Nature is matter or energy. Mind

appears on the scene only when, as on our planet and in the species

Man, matter has become organized in a certain complicated manner

after millions and millions of years of evolution. The truth of this

world-view is not dependent on the definition of matter or energy in

terms of a particular stuff, such as atoms, electricity or anything else. It

is based simply on the proposition that there is objective reality existing

independent of any sort of mind or minds.

In adopting this world-view contemporary Humanism takes over

and brings up to date the great tradition of Materialism and Natural-

ism in philosophy. This tradition started in the ancient world with

Democritus, Aristotle and Lucretius, came down in modern times to

Hobbes and Spinoza, Feuerbach and Marx, and is supported in the

twentieth century by noted American philosophers like George

Santayana, Morris Cohen and John Dewey, as well as by all schools

of Marxism. So Humanism throws into the discard every variety of

metaphysics which reads into the universe-at-large human traits,

whether they be mind or personality, love or purpose. And it definitely

repudiates the religious bias running through most philosophies of the

past. For "Divine philosophy," as Plato called it, has only too often

been the philosophy of Divines.

Humanism puts the outcome of man's career in this world entirely \

up to man and does not postulate any All-Guiding Providence or \

Cosmic Purpose that guarantees the ultimate triumph of humanity or /
its values. This philosophy, incorporating the indomitable spirit of

Stoicism, encourages us to play the game boldly and well, come what

may. It also contains an element of Puritanism in the sense that it

recognizes the necessity, in times of great crisis, for men to concentrate

all their energies on the accomplishment of a certain task to the tem-

porary exclusion of almost everything else. But Humanism does not

coddle us like pampered children by saying that we are sure to enjoy

victory in any particular mundane aim or as individuals in some other-

worldly realm of immortality or as a society in some paradise on earth.
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This is why Humanism is pre-eminently a philosophy of sportsmanship.

It never loads the dice by assuming in advance the actualization of its

ideals in the anthropomorphic operations of some omnipotent God.

Nevertheless Humanism is basically optimistic and is confident that

man has the courage and ability and intelligence to gain the day. In

the tremendous achievements of the race so far, in the brilliant course

of Socialism in Soviet Russia, it sees the promise of almost infinite

progress. Looking very far into the future, it refuses to accept that

doom for man and his earth predicted by both Christian prophets and

modern astronomers. It has faith that the advance of science and of

social-economic planning on an international scale bringing into

being a sort of world mind which is the nearest thing to divine om-

niscience that Humanism can imagine as existing will result in such

further conquests of Nature that human life and culture will be indefi-

nitely and perhaps immortally prolonged on this planet. Here again

it is up to man. He may lose out. In any event the future is open and

there is a good sporting chance of success. Thus Socialist Humanism

presents an unending challenge to what is best and bravest in the

human race.

Since man is at least as much an emotional as an intellectual being,

one of the important functions of writers and artists in the new society

will be to work out rites and ceremonies that give adequate and artistic

embodiment to the central tenets of Socialist Humanism, and which

appeal to the hearts as well as the minds of the people, capturing their

imagination and giving their feeling for pageantry an outlet. Human-

ism definitely encourages intellectual and emotional activities which

express man's kinship with the Nature that produced and sustains him.

It definitely discourages the attitude of shaking one's fist at the uni-

verse, as some disillusioned and despairing philosophers have done.

Though Nature is neutral toward men's aims, it can be well utilized

on behalf of those aims, as the whole history of science demonstrates.

Nor does Humanism belittle those natural reactions of awe and wonder

which we all feel so keenly from time to time ; Humanists, like other

men, look up at a beautiful night of stars and are overwhelmingly
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impressed with the sweep and majesty of the heavens. And they do

not think that disbelief in the supernatural in any way detracts from

the depth of such feelings.

In the Soviet Union we find the only nation in the world where

Socialist Humanism, including the technical Marxist philosophy of

Dialectical Materialism, is the prevailing doctrine and where the gov-

ernmental authorities officially side with and support the campaign
to substitute the procedures of modern science for those of old-time

religion. It is essential to remember that the dominant Greek Orthodox

Church of old Russia was in almost all respects, intellectually as well

as morally, inferior to the Catholic and Protestant Churches of the

West. As Professor Julius Hecker puts it, the ascetic outlook on life of

the Orthodox Church "was directed not merely toward the mortifi-

cation of the flesh, but equally toward the mortification of the mind."

In Holy Russia before the Revolution there never took place, as in

Western Christianity, any movements that were successful in sub-

stantially reforming or liberalizing the Church, all such attempts being

promptly and harshly suppressed. Indeed, in 1917 the Russian Church

had reached the very depths of decadence, with the corrupt, licentious

and half-illiterate monk Rasputin controlling it through his personal

sway over the Tsar and his court.

Most of the superstitions which the Soviet Union has been trying to

eradicate are of a sort which the bulk of church members in America

would consider relics of the Dark Ages. For example, part of the old

agricultural technique in Russia was to have a procession march

through the fields led by a Greek Orthodox priest, who would sprinkle

holy water over the earth to the accompaniment of a chant such as the

following:

Worms and grasshoppers!

Mice and rats!

Ants, moles, and reptiles!

Flies and horseflies and hornets!

And all flying things that wreak

Destruction.
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I forbid you in the name of the Savior come on earth to suffer

for men. I forbid you in the name of the all-seeing cherubim and

seraphim, who fly around the heavenly throne. I forbid you in

the name of the angels and the millions of heavenly spirits

standing in the glory of God. I forbid you to touch any tree,

fruitful or unfruitful, or leaf or plant or flower. I forbid you to

bring any woe on the fields of these people.

No one can doubt that the Soviet farm program would have ended

in failure had the peasants continued to rely on such primitive mumbo-

jumbo.

The Russian Communists have naturally utilized every conceivable

device that might help uproot the superstitions of the workers and

peasants, including the very interesting and effective anti-religious

museums, which are equally pro-science, in many of the big cities.

But most far-reaching of all in its consequences upon religion has been

the great social and economic progress of the U. S. S. R. The Marxist

theory is, in Lenin's words, that

In modern capitalist countries the basis of religion is primarily

social. The roots of modern religion are deeply embedded in the

social oppression of the working masses, and in their apparently

complete helplessness before the blind forces of Capitalism. . . .

Fear of the blind force of capital blind because its action cannot

be foreseen by the masses a force which at every step in life

threatens the worker and the small businessman with "sudden,"

"unexpected," "accidental" destruction and ruin, bringing in their

train beggary, pauperism, prostitution, and deaths from starva-

ion this is THE tap-root of modern religion.

The truth is that the social-economic roots of religion are well on

the way toward being totally abolished in Soviet Russia. With unem-

ployment non-existent and economic security guaranteed, with health

and education and old age all properly provided for, with art and

culture constantly expanding and increasingly available, the masses

of the people in the U. S. S. R. no longer have their old need for the
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consolations and escape mechanisms of supernaturalism. And they no

longer require the moral sanctions of traditional religion because the

principles of Socialist Humanism are providing them with an inclusive

code of life that unifies the country as a whole and also the individual

personalities within it. In general it is possible to say that the situation

in Soviet Russia indicates the prospect, for the first time in history, of a

great and populous nation becoming totally free from supernatural dis-

tractions and able to concentrate wholly upon man's welfare on this

earth.

No one has described better than Sidney and Beatrice Webb the

significance of the honest and thoroughgoing Humanism for which the

Soviet Union stands. This philosophical position,

has, it is claimed, the merit of a public and persistent repudiation

of the equivocal hypocrisy in which the governments and

churches of other countries, together with hosts of merely con-

ventional Christians, are today implicated. That is, for the

remaking of man, no small matter. It is not with impunity that

nations or individuals, outgrowing any genuine faith in a personal

deity who hears their prayers and governs alike the ocean and the

earthquake, the harvest and the hearts of men, can continue to

practise rites and accept religious institutions as if they were still

believers. No code of conduct professedly based on the supposed

commands of an all-powerful ruler will outlast the discovery that

it has, in fact, no such foundation.

One result of this widely spread equivocation is seen in the prac-

tical abandonment at the present time by millions of young

persons in Europe and America, not only of Christianity, but also,

along with it, of nearly all the commandments by which their

parents were guided, without acquiring any substitute. Another

result is the actual retrogression, in principles and in acts, of this

or that nominally Christian country, if not of many of them, to

the characteristics not of civilization but of barbarism the blood-

lust and sadism accompanying the worship of a tribal god out

of which they seemed to have emerged centuries ago.*
* Sidney and Beatrice Webb, op. cvt., p. 1134.
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In other words, lip service in the supposedly Christian nations of the

West to an outworn faith and to an outworn code of morals derived

from it prevents the development, which has taken place in the Soviet

Union, of a positive philosophy and ethics appropriate to a modern

civilization based on science and the machine.

It remains to be said that the progress of Socialist Humanism in the

U. S. S. R. has not, as hostile reports would indicate, been tied up with

the persecution of religion. In Tsarist Russia the official and govern-

ment-supported Greek Orthodox Church was extremely active in

persecuting all minority religious groups, whether Roman Catholic or

Protestant, Hebrew or Buddhist or Mohammedan. Today all religions

in the Soviet Union are on an absolutely equal basis. And though

localized excesses against the Church undoubtedly occurred in the first

tumultuous years of the Revolution, the Government has from the start

upheld the principles of freedom of conscience and religious worship,

which are guaranteed in the Constitution. The bitterly hostile attitude

of the Church toward the Socialist state since its inception shows clearly

enough why priests and other religious persons have not infrequently

been punished, and even shot, for counter-revolutionary activity against

the Soviet Republic. In such cases they have simply been treated the

same as others committing the same offence.

The Soviet Government, heeding the example of countries like the

United States, early decreed the separation of Church and State, thus

ending the special privileges, including public subsidies, of the Greek

Orthodox religion. The government also took control of the schools

away from religious organizations and ruled that the Church should

confine itself to strictly religious activities. Parents can teach what

they choose about religion to their children at home; and religious

rites are freely permitted for births, marriages and burials according

to the desires of the family concerned. Of course a great many churches

have been closed and either demolished or converted into such secular

institutions as schools, recreation centers or museums. No mere major-

ity vote of the people in a community leads to the shutting down of

a church; before this step is taken an overwhelming proportion of

citizens must be in favor of it.
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The number of churches, synagogues and mosques still open in the

Soviet Union is as high as 60 per cent of the total prior to 1917, with

more than 50,000 priests, rabbis and other religious officials carry-

ing on their accustomed duties. Anyone who travels through the

U. S. S. R. can attend church services wherever he goes and see for,

himself, as I have done on numerous occasions, that religion is func^

tioning freely and widely in Soviet Russia.

5. Religion and Radicalism

There can be no doubt that organised religion, whether in its

Christian or other forms, has on the whole strongly supported the capi-

talist system and its characteristic institutions. The Church every-

where has a heavy stake in the status quo y
because of its interest-bearing

investments in business enterprise, because of its huge land holdings

and because it is the ruling classes which contribute the greatest share

of the money to keep it going. In Tsarist Russia at the time of the

Revolution, the Greek Orthodox Church had a bank account of

8,000,000,000 rubles (well over $4,000,000,000) and owned

20,000,000 acres of land. Marx trenchantly summed up this matter

of the relationship between the Church and private property when he

said: "The Anglican Church will more readily pardon attacks upon

thirty-eight of its thirty-nine articles, than upon one thirty-ninth of its

income."

During the twentieth century, as previously, the Christian hierarchy

in general has maintained a conservative, if not reactionary, position

in social and economic affairs and has tended to reflect the dominant

capitalist attitudes of the day. In the imperialist war of 1914-18 the

Christian Church throughout the world with almost one accord (there

were exceptions among individual ministers) gave its enthusiastic

backing to the various belligerent governments. The churches of alft

denominations suddenly transformed Jesus from the Prince of Peace j

into the Son of War, urged the soldiers of either side to go out
and|

butcher one another "for Christ and country," and blessed them all in|

the name of the same God. Today certain elements in the Church,

especially in the Catholic communion, tend to be apologists for Fascist
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dictatorship and aggression in Spain and elsewhere. In the United

States probably the most dangerous influence of a Fascist variety is

that of the broadcasting Catholic priest, Father Coughlin, who num-
bers among his followers many adherents of the Protestant faith.

At the same time, however, under the pressure of recent events, a

notable awakening has taken place in many religious quarters. Scores

of clergymen, particularly of the Protestant calling, have resurrected

the radical tradition that always existed in the Church, discovering that

Jesus was a leftist and that his Sermon on the Mount implies Socialism.

My own interpretation does not go so far. But while it is notorious

that quotations can be found in the Bible to justify practically every

social and economic view imaginable, it is also true that the general

trend of the New Testament, ambiguous as it is in many places, is to

support a co-operative society. This does not mean that Jesus foresaw

the necessity of modern Socialism ; it does mean, though, that his teach-

ings about the beauty of love, peace on earth, and the brotherhood of

s
man cannot today conceivably be fulfilled except in a Socialist order.

Likewise there runs through the New Testament a radically demo-

cratic spirit, a deep equalitarian feeling, which Capitalism betrays

every day of its existence. I think that in my own case my thorough-

going allegiance to democracy and to the ideal of the greatest happi-

ness of the greatest number is due in a considerable degree to my early

and intimate acquaintance with the New Testament, in the superb

King
1

James version. As England's eminent Dean of Canterbury says,

Jesus "addressed his blessings to the common people, who welcomed

him; people of the soil, peasants, fishermen and artisans like himself.

He tells these common people that the new world is for them, not for

the rich, the prosperous, the self-satisfied. ... It was. the plight of

these 'little people,' borne down as our unemployed are borne down

today, under social and economic burdens; the widow vainly seeking

for justice, the penniless Lazarus begging bread at the door of the

heartless rich man, the laborers standing all through the heat of the

day in the village market place, ready to work but idle 'because no man

hath hired us,' which called forth the anger of Jesus."

Thus Jesus was very much aware of the material needs of man. It is
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recounted that he himself fed the hungry and healed the sick. And in

the Lord's Prayer recorded in the Book of Matthew he included as

one of the major points: "Give us this day our daily bread." On other

occasions Jesus said : "Ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make

you free" and "I am come that they might have life, and that they

might have it more abundantly," statements singularly appropriate to

the Socialist outlook.

As for the brutal selfishness and the profit motive which the capi- ,

talist system upholds as its activating principles, certainly they directly \
violate the ethics of Jesus. For it was Jesus, let us remember, who in \

indignation drove the money-changers out of the temple and who \

denounced the scribes and Pharisees, representing the ruling class of

his time, with the withering words: "Ye serpents, ye generation of

vipers, how can ye escape the damnation of hell ?
" And it was Jesus,

too, who said : "The love of money is the root of all evil"
;
"It is easier

for a camel to go through the eye of a needle, than for a rich man to

enter into the kingdom of God"; "No man can serve two masters.

... Ye cannot serve God and Mammon"; and "What is a man /

profited if he shall gain the whole world and lose his own soul?" No /
wonder that Jesus was finally executed on the cross as a dangerous /J J O ,

revolutionary!

Like the modern radical, Jesus expected the last full measure oK
devotion to his cause. Thus he made it clear that he thought there were -

higher loyalties than to one's family, telling his disciples: "He that

loveth father or mother more than me is not worthy of me : and he that

loveth son or daughter more than me is not worthy of me. And he that

taketh not his cross, and followeth after me, is not worthy of me. He

that findeth his life shall lose it: and he that loseth his life for my sake

shall find it. ... Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay

down his life for his friends." Nor, when the critical hour came, di<

Jesus hesitate to sacrifice his own life.

So even the rather drastic methods which radicals sometimes feel

constrained to advocate in their endeavors for Socialism find significant

support in the words and actions of Jesus. Pursuing this point further,

I think it is essential to state that the Marxist stress on the class
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struggle and its concomitants is justifiable only in the light of exist-

ing conditions in a very imperfect society. It is a society in which

hatred and ill-feeling already run rife. The Marxist radicals believe in

harnessing these emotions to a good end and in trying to educate people

to hate in the right direction. A civilized man, for example, must hate

war; but he must go a step further and hate those who are responsible

for war. Is it not true, therefore, that we ought to teach people to hate

with all their capacity the Hitlers and Mussolinis and Francos of this

world? And is it not true in general that a profound regard for the

welfare of mankind necessitates an equally profound hatred for what-

ever and whomever bring misery to mankind?

Let me quote a well-known American on the subject: "Love degen-

erates into a vague diffusion of kindly feeling unless it is balanced by the

capacity for righteous indignation. Without abhorrence of evil, kind-

ness becomes undiscriminating and flaccid; together they make the

magnanimous man, who by as much as he loves his fellows, by so much

hates the evils that destroy them." The author of these lines is no radi-

cal; he is the Reverend Harry Emerson Fosdick, pastor of the New
York Riverside Church, writing in a forceful little book on Jesus

called The Manhood of the Master. The "righteous indignation"

which Dr. Fosdick discovers as one of Jesus' chief traits and which he

recommends to all true Christians partakes of, I believe, much the

same emotional quality as the bitter and fervent class-consciousness of

many radicals.

Such similarities as I have been discussing between Christianity and

radicalism are not usually stressed by the orthodox Church and ortho-

dox churchmen. In the light of contemporary affairs, however, they

are bound to have a growing significance for religious people. Unques-

tionably an increasing number of Christians, including many individ-

ual Catholics, have come to realize more and more that only Socialism

can bring their social ideals to pass, by setting up a society where the

economic and political realities will encourage those ideals to flourish

instead of stamping them under foot. They have come to see that t)

golden rule can be established only when the rule of gold as typified

in the heartless profit system is forever broken.
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Meanwhile, during the past few years there has arisen a powerful

anti-Fascist sentiment among religious people in all countries. This is

due not only to Fascism's assault on peace, democracy and culture in

general, but also to its outright persecution of religious groups. The

Fascist treatment of the Jews has become a world scandal; and its

barbaric and anti-scientific racial theories have been excoriated by all

the outstanding leaders of Christendom, including the late Catholic

Pontiff Pius XI. The Fascist attitude toward the Christian Church

itself has also been most menacing, particularly in Nazi Germany.
There Hitler, enraged by the outspoken opposition to him among the

clergy, has thrown hundreds of pastors and priests into jail ;
while his

followers write insulting pieces that denounce Christ as "that swine"

and "a Jewish tramp" and refer to his Sermon on the Mount as "the

first Bolshevist manifesto." For these various reasons, then, it is not

surprising to find both clergymen and ordinary church members

prominent in united front movements on behalf of liberal, labor and

radical causes.

It is significant that in both Europe and America the Communist

Party, reputedly the most hostile of all radical groups toward religion,

has been making much of the policy of "the outstretched hand" toward

Catholic workers and Catholic anti-Fascists. In Spain, of course,

Catholics and all varieties of non-Catholic radicals fought together to

save the country from reactionary Fascist dictatorship. In the United

States Earl Browder, General Secretary of the Communist Party,

explicitly stated the attitude of his organization at its tenth national

convention in 1938. "Within the camp of democracy," he said, "are

included the great majority of the members of the Catholic Church.

We Communists extend the hand of brotherly co-operation to them,

and express our pleasure to find ourselves fighting shoulder to shoulder

with them for the same economic and social aims. The Catholic com-

munity, composing about one-sixth of the American population, shares

fully all the hardships and aspirations for a better life of our whole

people."

In 1939, in an address at the Community Church of Boston, Mr.

Browder made it clear that the Communist Party "stands for uncon-
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ditional freedom of religious beliefs and worship, as a matter of prin-

ciple ; for the complete separation of Church and State
; for the removal

of every element of coercion in matters of conscience. . . . Within

our Party we place no tests of religion whatever upon our membership,

which includes, as a matter of fact today, persons of all shades and

tendencies of religious belief, as well as skeptics, agnostics and atheists."

Mr. Browder also revealed the interesting point that there are more

communicants of the Catholic Church who are members of the Ameri

can Communist Party than of any other denomination.

Radicals, then, whether they be Communists or other kinds, while

obliged to oppose strenuously any specific anti-progressive manifesta-

tions masquerading in the mantle of the Church, are more than glad

to co-operate with religious persons of any faith whatever in defense

of democracy or in behalf of Socialism. On the other hand, it is per-

fectly possible for religious persons sincerely to believe in and work for

the social and economic program of Socialism, without necessarily

subscribing to the philosophy of Socialist Humanism. Brought up

myself in a Presbyterian family and having many close personal ties

with ministers, students of theology and other religious-minded indi-

viduals, I feel keenly that the place for all true Christians is in the

struggle to create a Socialist society. Those of them who have already

joined the ranks are the best of comrades; those who come later are

assured of a warm welcome.

It remains legitimate to hope that many of those who enter the

radical movement from one church or another will of their own

volition ultimately adopt the philosophy of Socialist Humanism. For,

to recapitulate, I submit that this philosophy constitutes a consistent

and integrated interpretation of life worthy of the great traditions of

the past and appropriate to the complex and dynamic conditions of the

present. It is, I believe, the best moral and intellectual guide that we

moderns can possibly find. And I dare to hope that one day Socialist

Humanism will command the allegiance of men throughout the four

corners of the earth, that it will become the first real world synthesis

in philosophy.

j

o



Chapter VIII

The Prospects

for

Socialism

I. General Considerations

To TRY to estimate the prospects for Socialism in the world of today

is very definitely to enter the dangerous field of political prophecy.

Here more than anywhere else judgments have to be reached on the

basis of probabilities. Yet there are a few indisputable facts with which

we can begin the discussion.

In the first place, there has of recent years been a growing unity

among radical, labor and liberal groups in most countries, in spite of

unfortunate splits here and there like that between America's C. I. O.

and A. F. of L. Today's united front goes far beyond official Socialists

and Communists to include all genuine radicals who envisage Socialism

as their goal and also all persons who, through the trade unions or

otherwise, are seeking to advance the labor movement. On certain

specific issues, such as the preservation of civil liberties or opposition to

war and Fascism, the united front is bound to embrace many who call

themselves liberals and even some who call themselves conservatives.

In Germany it was the absence of such a united front of anti-Fascist

forces and their splintering into hostile sects that finally made it possible

for Hitler and his Nazis to win out.

The drift of radicalized proletarians and middle-class elements has

271
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everywhere in the last decade been toward Marxist tactics and the

Marxist political organizations, that is, toward either the Communist

Party or toward the Socialist Party and related groups such as the

Social Democratic and Labor Parties of Europe. Spain and particularly

its Province of Catalonia was the last stronghold of the Anarchists or

Anarcho-Syndicalists, who aimed at the immediate abolition of the

state, stressed economic rather than political action, and encouraged

individual, terroristic deeds. These policies were always vigorously

opposed by Karl Marx, who fought bitterly with the Anarchist leader

Mikhail Bakunin, and by Marx's followers. Under the pressure of the

Franco rebellion and the dire need for organization and discipline

among the Loyalist workers, the Spanish Anarchists were steadily

losing ground and compromising their philosophy. Now of course the

victorious Fascists have wiped them out organizationally, except for

what remnants may be functioning underground.

As between the Socialist and Communist Parties the most desirable

step possible in every country would be the extension of their united

front into actual organizational merger. In the trade-union field con-

siderable progress has already been registered for such a policy. In

France, for example, the Socialist and Communist unions have joined

together in the great Confederation Generale de Travail. The Soviet

trade unions, instead of continuing to promote the Red International

of Labor Unions, known as the Profintern, have been working for

affiliation with the International Federation of Trade Unions, which

has its headquarters at Amsterdam and has been composed of Socialist

and non-Communist unions. Unhappily, the International Federation

has not as yet been very responsive to the Soviet gestures of friendship.

In the political sphere, the Communists have also been urging a merger

of the Socialist and Communist Internationals.

Since the time of Karl Marx the labor movement has been formally

organized on an international scale. The First International, initiated

by Marx and Engels themselves, was established in London in 1864

and after accomplishing much useful work, passed out of existence in

1876. The Second or Socialist International started in 1889, failed

miserably in preventing a world war and proletarian participation in
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that war, and continues to act at present as the representative of the

various Socialist, Social Democratic, and Labor Parties. The Third

or Communist International, usually called the Comintern, was

founded in Moscow in 1919 by the Communist Parties and other

groups which had broken away from Socialist leadership. The existence

of a central international body for the guidance of the world radical

movement obviously has great advantages. In its function as a center

of information it can communicate its specialized and often "inside"

knowledge to the labor and radical groups in every country. And in its

function as a general staff it can attempt to co-ordinate the activities

of these groups in view of the total international situation at any

moment.

The Internationals, however, whether Socialist or Communist, run

the danger of antagonizing nationalist elements, either by giving the

capitalists a chance to claim that a secret foreign plot is being hatched

or by making workers and radicals themselves feel that they are

being dictated to from abroad. Thus there have sometimes been unfor-

tunate reactions against the Comintern on the grounds that "we are

not going to take orders from Moscow." Unquestionably a political

movement in any country labors under a severe handicap if it is widely

thought to be under the control of a powerful group in some foreign

land. The leaders of the Comintern realize this fact well enough
and have lately been taking pains to make clear that close collabora-

tion between the different Communist Parties of the world, matching
in its own way the close collaboration between capitalist groups

throughout the world, need not and does not mean dictation from the

Russian Kremlin or anywhere else.

For many years there have been rumors that the Communist Inter-

national has given up its goal of bringing about Socialism over the

entire earth and has become simply the creature of the Soviet Gov-

ernment, which allegedly is interested only in building Socialism in

the U. S. S. R. I do not think that there is much in this talk. The
Comintern has certainly shifted its policy from time to time

;
but this

means merely that it tries to keep abreast of changing conditions. And
its support of the People's Front tactic at its Seventh World Congress
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in 1935 was a very sensible course. So far as the Soviet Union is con-

cerned, Stalin's statement in 1938, reaffirming the ties between the

U. S. S. R. and the workers of other countries, made perfectly clear

the philosophy of internationalism inherent in Soviet Socialism.

A second fact from which we can reckon today is that the radicals

have been more and more successful in welding together the theo-

retical and the practical; in giving theory its full and of course inval-

uable place, while bringing it down to earth and embodying it in

action
;
in expounding the ends for which Socialism must stand, and

also in working out the necessary means for their attainment. One
/of the chief banes of the radical movement has always been the

/ presence of too many impractical idealists and intellectuals in its

/ ranks, ultra-pure souls who prefer to keep their beautiful abstractions

totally and eternally unbesmirched by reality, rather than to make

real progress toward Socialism by bowing in the direction of the

hard facts. This type of theorist conceives of himself as an important

\ thinker whose function it is to direct the battle, but to remain above

\ it. He loves to argue over fine points of theory, to draw up blueprints

\ for the Socialist Utopia, to puff his pipe and pucker his brow and think

\ip splendid new ideas for the guidance of the working class.

But today in increasing measure the radical intellectuals have been

coming down from on high and participating in the necessary day-

to-day organizational and trade-union and political work of the

radical movement. I believe myself that the greatest need of this move-

ment still is for men and women of real business and administrative

experience, people who know how to run an office, what it means

to balance a budget and how the ordinary political machine operates.

For one major reason why the capitalists score so many victories is

that they have most of the practical-minded men, the common-sense

business executives and politicians who understand when and how to

compromise, when and how to retreat, and when and how to make

the advance that checkmates.

Idealistic radicals sometimes become disillusioned over the fact that

in the movement toward Socialism there are a lot of rather unidealistic

people, to whom material well-being and personal advancement are
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more important than the progress of humanity. No great political

movement, however, could ever hope to achieve success if it relied

only on idealism. It is no secret that the advocates of Socialism, besides

tapping so far as possible the sources of social altruism, count on win-

ning over the masses of the people through showing them that eco-

nomically and culturally they will be far better off under a Socialist

than under a capitalist system. When large numbers of people start

to support the radical cause out of motives of self-interest and some

even begin to view it as a good bandwagon to step aboard, then we

may be certain that Socialism is well on the way to victory.

For the very reason, then, that a great mass movement attracts to

itself an extremely varied assortment of individuals, the greater pro-

portion of workers for Socialism can hardly be expected to be super- I

men, either in an ethical or intellectual sense. They will be average

persons who have seen the light of a new day in the distance and who

are ready to work hard to make that light shine over the whole earth.

Naturally in this endeavor they will make many mistakes, both small /

and serious.

One thing that rather disconcerts some people is that, in spite of

the united-front spirit of today, there seems to be still much hot and

useless vituperation on the Left, with the different radical groups

frequently becoming more abusive of one another than of their com-

mon foe on the Right. Such bitter quarreling, however, among the

advocates of social change has been a regular phenomenon all through

history; and it would appear rather pointless to become agitated about

it at this late date. Politics is politics, whether on the Left or on the

Right; and politics is not the vocation for those who expect to dwell

in the calm and comforting atmosphere of sweet reasonableness. So

I have come to the conclusion that radicals must steel themselves to

be hard-boiled in the sense that they can "take it," if abuse becomes

so savage that they can no longer laugh it off.

During my relatively short career as a radical I have myself been

subject to a very generous share of insult and invective from prac-

tically all directions. Personally a lot of the things I am called from

time to time strike me as extremely funny. Whether it be that I
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delight in the stridency of battle or for some other reason, I have

come rather to enjoy having good, full-blown epithets hurled at me.

It is of course always flattering to be termed, as I am occasionally,

"Public Enemy No. I." Then I cannot help chuckling over news-

paper articles that refer to me as "an over-reformed blue blood," "a

silk-shirt Communist" or "a young Park Avenue socialite whose

palms have never known the corns and bunions of hard toil." I also

am charmed with a tongue-twister like "pseudo-revolutionary with

an acrobatic conscience." And I have even learned to smile when

some indignant citizen tells me that I am "an associate of murderers,"

"knee-deep in blood" or "morally dead."

To return to our general summary, the third certainty on which

we can base contemporary predictions is the power and influence of

the Socialist Soviet Republic, standing ever more firmly, in a world

of misery and violence, as the great beacon of hope for the masses of

mankind, for beleaguered nations and oppressed races, for the unem-

ployed, the downtrodden and the poverty-stricken of the earth. De-

spite all kinds of propaganda and censorship, the capitalist classes can

no longer conceal from their peoples the exciting news about the

economic and cultural advance of the U. S. S. R. In the end the

truth knows no frontiers. And today the truth about Socialism in

Soviet Russia cuts across and through all ordinary barriers of nation

and of race, of religion and class and occupation. As this truth sinks

in, the people of other countries will ask more and more insistently:

"Why do we not do the same and have Socialist planning here?"

The strategic geographical position which the Soviet Union has

for influencing the rest of the world is rivaled only by that of the

far-flung British Empire. The U. S. S. R. fronts on both Europe

and Asia and is itself both a European and Asiatic country. Among
the many different minorities which go to make up its population

there are blood-brothers of almost every race and nationality which

are to be found along its interminable frontiers a favorable factor

of weighty significance for the eventual spread of Soviet doctrines.

The influence of Soviet Socialism is becoming especially strong among
the subject and colonial populations who dwell upon the continent
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of Asia, whether in China or India, in Persia or Iraq or elsewhere.

These hundreds of millions, hideously exploited in an economic sense

and tragically humiliated in a moral sense by the capitalist imperial-

isms, cannot fail to be greatly stirred by realizing that the formerly

oppressed peoples of the U. S. S. R. now live in freedom and security,

with full legal and social equality their unquestioned right.

The prestige of the Soviet Republic is already so great and its

example so potent that any deep-going crisis, at least in the capitalist

lands of Europe and the East, can be counted upon to put Socialist

regimes on the agenda of distinct possibilities. The profound appre-

hension of social revolution has been and still is one of the principal

factors acting as a brake on those who juggle with the idea of risking

a general war. Unquestionably the capitalists of the world, especially

the European species, genuinely fear the radical movement. "A spectre

haunts Europe the spectre of Communism." These words of Marx

and Engels are today, largely because of the Soviet Union, far more

of an actuality than when they wrote them in the middle of the nine-

teenth century. For there is a contagious element about great social

movements that all the doctors of reaction with all their counter-

revolutionary antitoxins have never been able to cope with.

2. The Effects of War and Fascism

The last, but by no means the least important, fact that I wish to

emphasize is that those husky twin brothers, War and Fascism, with

all their sudden and unpredictable possibilities, continue to devastate

large sections of the world. Large-scale military conflict has already

engulfed, in the East, more than a fourth of the human race and

promises at any moment to plunge the West likewise into catas-

trophe. The immediate fortunes of Socialism are inseparably bound

up not only with existing and possible war situations, but also with

the course of events in the aggressor Fascist states. For Fascism is

the most deadly enemy of Socialism and at the same time Capitalism's

last defense against it. When the Fascist regimes crack up, it is more

than probable that Socialism will take over.

Let us consider first what are likely to be the effects of war and
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Fascism in the Far East. In the Sino-Japanese struggle the indica-

tions are decidedly that China's 450 million will keep on resisting

long enough to bring the Mikado's Fascist empire dangerously near

to economic collapse. Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, with his head-

quarters in the vast, rich, quickly developing hinterland of western

China, now possesses an army of several million men well-trained in

guerilla strategy and well-equipped for this type of warfare. The

Chinese tactics of constantly harassing the far-extended line of enemy
communications in a large and hostile country are admirably suited

to break down the military strength and morale of the Japanese.

Success in this form of fighting is not dependent on heavy artillery,

tanks, and the other highly mechanized weapons which are necessary

for positional warfare and which China lacks; small arms and ammu-

nition, which China can manufacture in considerable quantities,

together with such airplanes and other supplies as she can obtain from

abroad, ought to be sufficient to turn the trick.

Moreover, as one of our Far Eastern experts, Mr. F. V. Field,

informs us, "China's very backwardness in economic development has

the advantage of making her invulnerable to the destruction of highly

organized economic nerve centers which in her case do not exist.

This backwardness, furthermore, provides China with a degree of

local self-sufficiency which would not exist in a highly industrialized

nation." Thus, no matter how many cities the Japanese capture along

the coast and in the eastern part of China and no matter how many
miles of railway their troops occupy, they find themselves unable to

administer a decisive defeat in either a military or economic sense,

but instead become bogged down deeper and deeper in the unending

Chinese morass.

Then there is the growing pressure on Fascist Japan from abroad

in the form of the world-wide boycott movement against its goods.

This greatly handicaps Japan, with its dwindling gold reserve, in

the realm of foreign trade. Because it is a nation very poor in raw

materials and especially in those needed for heavy industry, it cannot

possibly continue the war or even maintain the home economy with-

out extensive imports from other lands. If the conflict goes into a
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third or fourth year, the cumulative strain will begin to shake Japan

to its foundations. And even an eventual victory for the forces of

Nippon is likely to be a Pyrrhic one and so exhaust the country

that Japanese Capitalism will never recover from its latest military

exploits. It looks to me as if its national symbol should be the suicidal

act of hari-kari rather than the figure of the Rising Sun.

Revolution from the Left and toward Socialism is by no means

excluded as a possibility in Fascist Japan. In several respects that

country is today much like the old Russia of the Tsars. It is still

semi-feudal in its aristocratic hierarchy, its political organization and

cultural outlook; it is primarily a peasant country; and the great

masses of the people live under conditions of economic misery and

political terror. Socialist ideas, too, have been current in Japan for

some time, having been imported from Germany many years ago

along with German industrial technique and legal procedures.

In China one important result of the Japanese imperialists' aggres-

sion has been vastly to enhance the strength and influence of the

native Communists. This is because of their own effective participa-

tion in the defense, because of the internal economic havoc which the

war is causing, and because the Chinese people are now looking more

and more toward Soviet Russia as their chief friend and potential

ally in the world. Hence the Japanese assault is likely to make China

psychologically ripe for a quick transition to a radical form of gov-

ernment. Furthermore, the pressure of hostilities has driven Chiang
Kai-shek's administration to put certain Socialistic measures into effect,

such as the nationalization of the munitions industry and strict gov-

ernmental control over other economic enterprises essential to the

conduct of the war. The Japanese propagandists have been quick to

brand the Chinese Government as "Red" for taking those natural

steps of self-defense forced upon it by the Japanese attack itself.

The Chinese Communists today, under the political leadership of

Mao Tse-tung and the military direction of Chu Teh, actually rule

a large area and population in the provinces of northwest China.

Because the regions under their control have always been primarily

agricultural, they have not been able to institute very far-reaching
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steps toward Socialism. Outside of their military feats, the Reds'

most effective and lasting work has thus far been educational. Now,
since they are actively co-operating with Chiang Kai-shek's Govern-

ment against the Japanese, they are subordinating their more radical

aims to the present supreme task of driving out the invader. Once

the war is over, the Communists will no doubt resume their cam-

paign on behalf of a Chinese Socialist state.

Another significant element in the complex Chinese situation is the

existence of the People's Republic of Outer Mongolia, a huge ter-

ritory lying between northwest China and Soviet Siberia. It is almost

a third as large as the United States, but has a semi-nomadic popula-

tion of only 700,000. This republic is organized along Socialist lines,

maintains close economic and political co-operation with Soviet Rus-

sia, and has entered into a mutual assistance pact with that country

for defensive purposes. This means that if the Japanese militarists

attack Outer Mongolia, the Soviet Union will come to its aid. At

the same time the U. S. S. R. recognizes official Chinese sovereignty

over Outer Mongolia. Short of a sweeping victory of the Japanese

imperialists over Soviet Russia itself, Outer Mongolia will in all

probability remain a Socialist Republic and exercise a permanent

radicalizing influence on its racial kinsmen in the adjoining Chinese

Province of Inner Mongolia.

Should the various factors now operating in the Far East so even-

tuate as to bring into existence within the next ten or twenty years

a Socialist government in industrially and culturally backward China,

such a regime would face most of the difficulties with which the

Soviet Union has had to cope and some fresh ones in addition. It will

take decades to build a Socialist commonwealth in China, but it can

be done. And there is the advantage of Soviet Russia being an adjoin-

ing country, with communication facilities that link it closely to the

Chinese Republic being constantly improved. In any event, if a

radical regime comes to power in either China or Japan, the reper-

cussions will travel far and wide over the earth, especially throughout

the East and including the huge Empire of India.

The extent to which the Japanese Government has become involved
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in China means that its usefulness as an active military ally for

Germany and Italy is more than doubtful. This is one of the impor-

tant reasons why, in case the Fascist powers force a general war on

the world, I believe that France, Great Britain, Soviet Russia and

their allies, even with the United States rendering the democratic

bloc only economic aid, will be more than a match for their foes.

Another important reason is that the populations of the democratic

nations and their associates will be united in the spirit of self-defense.

In the Fascist states, however, despite all the militaristic propaganda,

the people are getting bored with the idea of glory and would much

prefer three square meals a day and a little quiet to dying on the most

glorious battlefield.

In Greater Germany only a few years ago almost a third of the

people were voting Socialist or Communist; and the radical tradition

was so strong that the Nazis felt compelled to make a demagogic

gesture in its direction by calling their party the National Socialist

Workers' Party and by designating their goal as National Socialism.

We know for sure that numberless German workers and members

of the middle class view a Nazi war of aggression with fear and

loathing. And if Hitler plunges his country into the ordeal of battle,

there will be, in addition to the sullen Czechoslovaks, millions of

Germans, a large proportion of them in the army, eager to sabotage

and defeat his plans. A protracted war, straining to the utmost the

Reich's already dangerously debilitated economy, would undoubtedly

transform the present underground movement in Germany into an

immediate and substantial threat to the Nazi Government. As for

Italy, although the holdover of the radical tradition is less potent

there, it is well known that Mussolini and other leading Fascists

do not feel that the population would be over-reliable under the vicissi-

tudes of a major conflict. Economically speaking, Italy is the weakest

of all the Great Powers and is even less able than Germany to stand

the stresses of a big war.

If and when the Fascist regimes in Italy and Germany go under,

it is difficult to see what permanent alternative there would be to

working-class governments with a Socialist program. Purely military
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dictatorships might, I suppose, temporarily replace Mussolini and

Hitler. But they would be so much a replica of discredited Fascism

and so powerless to solve fundamental economic problems that I

cannot believe they would last very long. Nor is a return to a system
of capitalist democracy a major likelihood in Germany or Italy.

Should these two nations go Left, it will mean that Socialism is well

on its way toward winning the whole of Europe. Germany, par-

ticularly, with its great productive efficiency and vigor, would give

to Socialism elsewhere a tremendous stimulus, especially in the central

eastern portions of the continent.

Even in the improbable event that the Fascist states win a World

War, the results for international Capitalism will be disastrous. Can

anyone imagine, for instance, a greater blow to the present order

than the collapse and disintegration of the British Empire? If the

First World War led to the establishment of Socialism over one-

sixth of the earth, the Second World War, no matter which group
of powers are victorious, is likely to extend the sway of Socialism

over one-half the earth. Fascist dictators who think that they can

halt the radical movement by invading other countries stimulate in

the long run the very thing they fear. And they will in the end meet

the same failure that came to Count Metternich and his allies in

reaction when they tried, after the downfall of Napoleon in 1815, to

suppress by force and armed intervention the rising tide of liberalism

and democracy throughout Europe.

Yet the Fascist regimes, as I explained in Chapter II, are also

doomed if they remain at peace. This prediction applies to Spanish

Fascism as well as to the other varieties. General Franco's Govern-

ment in Spain, ruling by means of terror over an economically ex-

hausted country and a deeply embittered population, is likely to prove

extremely short-lived. This Government, itself composed of diverse

and dissident elements, has no program that can possibly cure the

social-economic ills of the Spanish people and still their revolutionary

impulses. So even without a fatal involvement on the Axis side in a

general European war, the Franco regime will, in my opinion, fall
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within the next few years before a renewed upsurge of democratic and

Socialist forces.

3. The Non-Fascist Countries

Capitalism in the countries of Eastern Europe in Hungary and

the Balkans, in Poland and the Baltic states is so shaky already

that the next definite move toward Socialism may come from one

of them. In all of these lands the bulk of the population are des-

perately impoverished peasants seething under the oppression of great

landlords and a semi-feudal economy. We can be certain that the

spectacular rise of living standards on the collective farms of the

Soviet Union is not being lost upon these peasants. Racial factors

are also important. For in Jugoslavia and Bulgaria, Poland, Lithua-

nia and Latvia, a very large proportion of the people are Slavs who

feel a definite kinship with the Slavs of Soviet Russia.

Of course as long as the threat of Fascist aggression remains, it is

most doubtful how far any European nation can go in the direction

of Socialism without forceful intervention from beyond its borders.

Even in so powerful a country as France the menace of war is the

greatest obstacle holding back social progress. And it is tragic that

some of the most important gains that the French people made during

1936 under the first Popular Front Government, headed by the

veteran Socialist Leon Blum, were later nullified by the brink-of-war

measures of Premier Daladier. It was, moreover, disagreement over

the policy to be adopted toward the Fascist dictators that led to the

split in the promising French Popular Front composed of the Com-

munists, Socialists and Radical Socialists.

The virtue of the French Popular Front, which actual war might
well restore, was that it not only united all the workers, whether

followers of the Socialist or Communist Party, in the anti-Fascist

struggle, but also drew in and educated numerous middle-class ele-

ments through the Radical Socialist Party, which, in spite of its name,

is a good deal less radical than the Socialist Party. The weakness of

all Popular Fronts is that if they initiate measures for establishing
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real Socialism, their right wings are certain to break away. For this

reason the Popular Front strategy is principally worth-while in that

it serves as a bulwark against Fascism and as a bridge to a more

thoroughly leftist coalition which will undertake to abolish Capitalism.

The chances of such a coalition winning out in France, where radical-

ism is now stronger than in any other part of Western Europe, will be

fairly good when the danger from foreign Fascism has finally abated.

In Great Britain, though a Conservative Government has been

in power since 1931, the forces of labor and Socialism remain quite

powerful. With the Liberal Party gradually sinking into oblivion,

Sir Oswald Mosley's Fascists negligible, and the relatively small

Communist Party favoring co-operation and merger with the Labor

Party, the Laborites constitute the substantial opposition in Parlia-

ment and in the general political life of the country. In the last gen-

eral election in 1935 the Conservatives utilized the foreign crisis,

precipitated by Mussolini's invasion of Ethiopia, to win a heavy

majority. But the opposition, with Labor as its nucleus, made on the

whole a promising show of strength by obtaining 184 seats out of

615 and by polling over 46 per cent of the popular vote. Meanwhile

the Labor Party has been steadily gaining ground in the municipali-

ties. In the fall of 1937 it won an absolute majority in fifty-seven

out of 130 important Town Councils, and control of twenty-seven

more in coalition with other groups. Very significant is the fact that

since 1934 Labor has governed the city of London, where the able

Socialist Herbert Morrison has been leader of the London County

Council, a position that corresponds roughly to that of Mayor
LaGuardia in New York City.

Since the First World War socialization in Great Britain has

gone ahead impressively, to a large extent under the leadership of

the Conservatives themselves. Municipal ownership and operation

includes 80 per cent of the tramway services, 66 per cent of the elec-

tricity, and 40 per cent of the gas. The London Passenger Transport

Board, for instance, the greatest public transport authority of any city

in the world, owns and administers practically all transport services
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over an area as large as the State of Delaware and for a population

of more than nine million. This Board was established by Prime

Minister Baldwin's Conservative Government. The same Govern-

ment, in the national sphere, set up a Central Electricity Board

to co-ordinate the generation and distribution of electric power

throughout the country. The Minister of Transport appoints, on the

basis of technical ability and not politics, the eight members of this

Board. The British Broadcasting Corporation was also instituted

during Mr. Baldwin's term. The Postmaster-General appoints the

governors of this semi-public corporation, which on the whole has

been successful in maintaining English radio standards on a decidedly

high level.

Then in 1937 the Conservative Government of Prime Minister

Neville Chamberlain announced a bill for the nationalization of all

coal mines in the United Kingdom. A special Coal Commission is

putting this plan into effect over a period of five years and will deter-

mine the amounts to be paid as compensation by the state to the

present four or five thousand mine owners. It is significant that the

government has set the maximum total purchase price at less than half

the sum demanded by the owners, the most substantial of whom are

the Church of England and several members of the nobility. What

is sometimes called "Tory Socialism" in England is indeed enough

to make the hair of the average American capitalist stand permanently

on end.

In other ways besides actual socialization Britain is much further

advanced than the United States. Government unemployment insur-

ance has been in effect since the Great War; minimum wages are

the law in sweated industries; the Government spends, as a matter

of permanent policy, huge sums on the improvement of housing in

London and other urban communities; no court can set aside an

act of Parliament as unconstitutional; there is no doctrine com-

parable to America's "States' Rights" theory to hold up social prog-

ress; and a relatively high proportion of the workers are organized

into trade unions, which exist in unquestioned right in all forms of
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industrial life. In the light of this state of things in Great Britain,

President Roosevelt's New Deal policies hardly look Communistic

or even radical.

In certain of the British Dominions the process of socialization has

gone beyond that in England. Public ownership in New Zealand and

Australia covers almost all public utilities. The Australian Govern-

ment in addition operates the radio, oil refineries, and the Common-
wealth Bank; while individual Australian states have extended gov-

ernment ownership and operation to all sorts of enterprises, from coal

mines and stockyards to canneries and butter factories. In Canada

the public generation and transmission of electricity has made rapid

strides since the turn of the century, particularly in the Province of

Ontario. There the Hydro-Electric Commission, utilizing the im-

mense power of Niagara Falls, has for many years been administering

one of the most successful public projects in the world. And it has

been able efficiently to provide electricity to all categories of con-

sumers far more cheaply than private systems in the rest of Canada

and in the United States.

In Australia the Labor Party has intermittently won control in

several of the states and once, in 1929, captured the federal govern-

ment itself; while in the Dominion of New Zealand the Labor Party

has been in power for the past few years. Labor as a political entity

has not made much headway in Canada and the Union of South

Africa. Recently in Canada and particularly in the Province of

Quebec, there have taken place dangerous curtailments of the rights

of labor and radical organizations, with hints of Fascism in the air.

In South Africa both labor and political issues are seriously compli-

cated by the deep-seated antagonism between the ruling whites and

the native Negroes, who make up four-fifths of the population. In

India the advance of the labor and radical movement is bound up not

only with racial factors, but also with the religious enmity between

Hindu and Moslem and, above all, with the struggle for independence

from Britain. Socialist and Communist influence has been gaining,

ground, however, among India's 350 millions, all of whom but a

small minority live at a bare subsistence level. And it is significant
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that the younger and more militant leaders, such as Nehru and Bose,

view Socialism as the only eventual remedy for their nation's com-

plex problems.

Though, again, a great deal depends on the fortunes of war and

of Fascism, the movement toward Socialism in Britain and its Empire

on the whole looks reasonably propitious, especially in England itself.

During the next decade there is an excellent chance that British labor

will win a clear and effective majority in Parliament. The main

trouble with the 1924 and 1929 labor governments in England, be-

sides the timidity and treachery of their leaders, was that they lacked

a legislative majority and had to depend, therefore, on the uncertain

support of the Liberals. Yet even a substantial majority in the House

of Commons will not guarantee Labor's success. A real Socialist pro-

gram is sure to meet resistance in the House of Lords. And if it is

enacted with the gradualness which has so far ruled the tempo of

British radicalism, the capitalists are only too likely to bring on an

acute economic crisis either through conscious sabotage or through a

panic caused by genuine fear of Socialist measures.

Another region of the world where the outlook for Socialism is

favorable is in the Scandinavian countries of Norway, Sweden and

Denmark, the last two of which I visited in 1938. In all three of

these nations Social Democratic or Labor governments control the

state and many of the municipalities; in all three, government owner-

ship of public utilities and other services has gone far; in all three the

co-operative movement has made great headway. This is particularly

true in Sweden, whose progress in co-operatives has been popularized

by the American author, Marquis W. Childs, as "the Middle Way."

Though Nazi intrigue has not neglected the Scandinavian democ-

racies, Fascism has gained even less of a foothold in them than in

Holland and Belgium.

I cannot conclude this survey of the prospects of Socialism in

Europe without mentioning how certain developments in the United

States have brought added difficulties to the ruling classes of the old

world in holding down the boiling lid of unrest and revolution.

Firstly, the restrictive immigration policy that Congress enacted after
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the Great War has reduced to a comparatively small stream the influx

from abroad of poverty-stricken workers and politically oppressed

dissidents. The capitalist governments of Europe, repeatedly in the

throes of internal crisis, can no longer count on the U. S. A. to perform

the function of safety-valve for discontented populations.

Secondly, since the Great Depression, the beautiful dream which

many workers in Europe cherished of America as a sanctuary of

security and wealth has totally collapsed. The hope that similar

paradises could be created elsewhere under Capitalism has disap-

peared because the fancied American model, the fabulous "land of

opportunity," has itself plainly and indubitably disappeared. Because

of its spectacular failures and flounderings since 1929, the Europeans

know finally that the United States, whose weight and influence prob-

ably counts for between a third and a half of world Capitalism as a

whole, has no magic formula for making the capitalist system work.

They know that Capitalism everywhere runs into the same general

impasse. And this disillusionment is of inestimable significance.

4. Mexico and South America

From a radical point of view the most hopeful thing in the Western

Hemisphere has been Mexico's noteworthy progress toward the Left

during the past few years. On the surface it appears paradoxical that

our southern neighbor, which is relatively so backward in the develop-

ment of modern industry, should at present be advancing further

along the path to Socialism than the United States. The key to this

seeming paradox resides in the fact that in the colonial and semi-

colonial countries contemporary movements for liberation from for-

eign imperialism and domestic feudalism tend, under twentieth cen-

tury conditions and influences, to go beyond these goals, telescoping

two revolutions into one and ending up with Socialism. This is pre-

cisely what happened in Soviet Russia, what is happening now in

China and Mexico, and what may happen before long in India. And

this is the biggest reason why the capitalists of the imperialist states

are desperately opposed to such countries trying to establish full

national independence.
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The Mexican people, in a revolutionary ferment since the over-

throw of the Diaz dictatorship in 1910, have repeatedly found them-

selves betrayed by the weakness or corruption of the men they elevated

to leadership, such as Presidents Madero, Carranza and Calles. In

1934, however, they elected as President Lazaro Cardenas, candidate

of the National Revolutionary Party (the P. N. R.), a real friend of

the common man and a radical who meant business. He soon broke

with the rich and conservative ex-president, General Calles, ousted his

sympathizers in the cabinet and in other important positions, and

finally deported the General himself to the United States. The new

President then proceeded to put teeth into the Six-Year Plan, which

the P. N. R. had adopted in 1933, but which had largely consisted

of eloquent generalities and verbiage.

Under the Cardenas administration the expropriation of land from

large private estates for the benefit of landless peons and peasants

has proceeded apace. In 1939 there was a total of more than 1,500,-

ooo peasants living in communal farms on approximately 60,000,000

acres of tillable soil so expropriated. The Government also financed

much of the initial equipment and cultural services for these farms.

Mexico, like Spain, and South America in general, is still primarily

a peasant country with its agriculture organized on a semi-feudal

basis. The Cardenas program represents both a return to the old Indian

system of the communal farm, the "Ejido," which was destroyed by

the Spanish conquest, and a step toward modern collective farming
with its scientific techniques and Socialist outlook. There is, however,

a long way yet to go, since some 150,000,000 acres of land remain

in the hands of the feudal landlords.

At the same time Cardenas and his associates moved steadily toward

the restoration of the country's industry to the Mexican people and

toward actualizing the provisions of the 1917 Constitution which

vested in the nation ownership over all minerals and non-solid com-

ponents of the subsoil such as petroleum and gas. Practically all Mexi-

can industry oil, mining, public utilities and textiles was owned

until recently by foreign corporations, mainly American and British.

This has meant not only that the development of native business
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talent is held back, but also that the bulk of the profits flow abroad

instead of staying to enrich Mexico itself.

The Mexican Government has acted firmly, though perhaps some-

what too hurriedly, in trying to remedy this situation. In 1937 it

took over the National Railroads of Mexico, consisting of the bulk of

trackage throughout the country. Then in 1938 it made the far-

reaching move of expropriating the foreign-owned oil properties,

representing an investment of some $450,000,000 and turning them

over for administration to the organized oil workers. The immediate

cause of this measure was the refusal of the foreign oil companies to

abide by the decision of the Mexican Federal Labor Board, sustained

by the country's Supreme Court, that wage scales in the oil industry

should be substantially increased. The decree of expropriation prom-
ised indemnification of the foreign companies, but the exact amounts

involved and the methods of payment to be used are still in the realm

of controversy.

The present administration has, in addition to its expropriation

acts, discouraged all varieties of foreign capitalists by supporting

the workers and trade unions in their demands for higher wages,

shorter hours, and better working conditions in general. The over-

whelming majority of labor is organized in the Confederation of

Mexican Workers, whose outstanding leader is Vicente Lombardo

Toledano. Labor has all along actively backed Cardenas and has

constantly used its influence to push him leftwards. Cardenas, on

his part, has naturally been very friendly toward labor. One of his

latest and most significant measures was to set up a National Labor

and Industrial Development Bank, to provide credit for co-operative

factories run by the workers.

In the field of culture the achievements of the Cardenas Gov-

ernment have also been impressive. It has made substantial progress

in cutting down illiteracy, has increased the number of rural schools

by some 50 per cent, and has doubled the total federal appropriations

for education. President Cardenas has continued the already estab-

lished policy of secularizing the schools and has supported the aim

stated in the Six-Year Plan for Socialist education. The meaning
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of "Socialist" in Mexico is rather inexact and broad, though it im-

plies at least a Marxian theoretical basis and opposition to religious

supernaturalism. The educational policy of the administration is one

of the fundamental reasons why the Catholic Church in Mexico is a

bitter foe of Cardenas.

It is the opposition of the Church hierarchy, together with that of

the big landlords, disgruntled officials, foreign capitalists and inter-

national Fascism itself, which has made a Fascist coup in Mexico

enough of a danger for Cardenas and his supporters to be continually

on guard. It was this vigilance that enabled the President to suppress

swiftly the rebellion staged by ex-general Saturnino Cedillo, reac-

tionary Governor of the State of San Luis Potosi, in the middle of

1938. The Mexican Government remains alert and has not failed to

profit from the tragic example of Spain. Cardenas, himself a general

and revolutionary fighter of long experience, has succeeded in trans-

forming the Mexican army into a real people's army. By far the

greater part of it, including the officers, can be counted upon to stand

by him in a crisis and not go over to the Fascists as in Spain.

There is also now a uniformed and drilled workers' militia more

than 100,000 strong and outstripping the regular army in size by

almost two to one. In addition a large number of loyal peasants have

been armed. Without question the reforms of the last few years have

won the vast preponderance of workers and peasants to militant sup-

port of the present regime. Finally, whatever Fascist elements there

may be in Mexico, they can expect no support from the present Gov-

ernment of the United States. So it looks very much as if Fascism

in Latin America will continue to find a formidable obstacle in

progressive Mexico, standing as it does for a liberal and leftward

trend in economic affairs, serving as a ray of inspiration to the vacil-

lating countries to the south, and providing a refuge for those exiled

by dictatorship in various parts of the world.

Whatever the course of events in Mexico, the chances are not

bright that Socialism will become established in the near future in

any of the South American republics. On the other hand, it is easy

to fall into the error of overrating the strength of recent Fascist
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tendencies in these countries. For democratic institutions in the

South American nations have always been notoriously unstable and

have frequently given way to old-fashioned military dictatorships,

headed up by whatever president happens to be in office. The con-

tinuation of or reversion to such dictatorships at the present time does

not, therefore, necessarily mean Fascism. The nearest approach to

genuine Fascist set-ups have been in Bolivia and Brazil. Since the

latter country is the continent's largest, possessing an area bigger than

that of the U. S. and vast natural resources, the course of events within

it is of special importance. Getulio Vargas has been dictator of Brazil

since he seized the Government in 1930. In 1937 he foisted on his

countrymen a "corporative state" constitution, substantially a copy of

Portugal's. But a little later he suppressed the Integralistas, the

original Brazilian Fascists, entered into a commercial and diplo-

matic feud with Nazi Germany, and drew closer to the United

States. And it would not be accurate to say that Fascism has definitely

been established in Brazil.

Most of the other nations of South America are under dictatorial

rule, though they commonly retain a number of democratic forms.

In the Republic of Colombia full political democracy still functions.

In Chile, in the fall of 1938, the Popular Front scored its greatest

victory with the election of Pedro Aguirre Cerda to the presidency.

Cerda's administration is proceeding with a vigorous program of

economic reconstruction, including plans to weaken the hold of

foreign imperialists on the country. The Popular Front movement

in Latin America as a whole, including Cuba, received a strong im-

petus at the International Congress of American Democracies held

at Montevideo early in 1939. This Congress initiated an inter-

American organization to fight Fascism and issued a declaration of

democratic faith and solidarity.

The whole Latin American situation is complicated by the criss-

cross of various foreign imperialisms throughout the continent and

by the extent of their economic power in each country. The con-

flicting interests of American, British, German, Italian and Japanese

Capitalisms meet at every turn and are everywhere entangled with
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national politics. One of the most significant features of the last few

years has been the energetic and successful Nazi trade drive. But

whatever the maneuvering of foreign capitalists against one another

in Latin America, they agree in favoring rightist regimes and in

opposing the advance of labor and the Left. American business of

course pursues its old game of economic imperialism and chafes at

the refusal of Washington to intervene more strenuously on its behalf

in strategic places like Mexico.

5. The United States

Though the highly developed United States, representing the quin-

tessence of twentieth-century industrialism and machine technique,

is uniquely ready in an objective economic sense for Socialism, up

until recently the Americans, still feeling favored among the peoples

of the earth, have been quite unready in a psychological sense for any-

thing approaching Socialism. Right up to the last few years of the

nineteenth century, America had a frontier and rambunctious Indians,

a yet unsettled region to absorb the pioneers still pushing westward

and to relieve the economic pressures in the country's eastern sections.

Then, too, the democratic spirit of the new world and its lack of

caste distinctions held back the development of Marxian Socialism,

which lays such stress on the class struggle and class consciousness.

Likewise America's isolationist attitude, its underlying suspicion of

foreign "isms," was unfavorable to the growth of Socialism in the

European sense.

During the past twenty-five years, however, a different story has

been unraveling. The American people, stimulated by the tremendous

world events in which they have participated and disillusioned by

repeated economic disasters on the domestic front, have seriously

begun to question the system under which they live. They have begun
to awake to the relevance of radical doctrines and even of ones origi-

nating abroad. Few of them are now unaware that American Capi-

talism has been slipping badly. It would be absurd to call President

Roosevelt's New Deal Socialist, but there can be no doubt that his

administration has helped to loosen some of the accepted and tradi-
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tional assumptions of the American people and has educated them

to expect perhaps more drastic measures. And many Americans are, I

believe, already sympathetic to Socialism without knowing it.

The groups working directly for Socialism on the American scene

are still very weak in numbers, though their influence is surprisingly

strong. The Communist Party, under the able leadership of Earl

Browder, like Alfred M. Landon a native Kansan, has a member-

ship of over 75,000; active sympathizers, including youth groups,

mounting up to more than ten times that figure ;
and numerous news-

papers and magazines, together with extensive publishing facilities. The

C. P., as it is familiarly known on the Left, not only has a far larger

following than the sect-torn and dwindling Socialist Party, led by

Norman Thomas, a sincere and vigorous ex-minister, but is immeas-

urably superior in brains, energy and effectiveness. It is wholly evi-

dent, however, that at the present juncture of affairs no American

political party advocating the full agenda of a Socialist society has even

a small chance of coming into power. Hence the Communists and

other radicals in the United States have wisely been putting more and

more work into the already substantial united-front movement, with

its limited objectives.

In the economic sphere the united front expresses itself through the

rapidly increasing unionization of American workers and in the effort

to heal the unhappy breach between the C. I. O. and A. F. of L. sec-

tions of labor. In the political sphere it supports labor and progressive

candidates everywhere and advocates the idea of forming, at the

proper time, an independent third party, probably to be called the

Farmer-Labor Party. This party would have its base among wage-

workers, both industrial and agricultural, numbering 30,250,000 in

1935 and constituting 59.3 per cent of the gainfully employed; the

dissatisfied elements from the middle class, which is now more than

75 per cent composed of dependent salaried employees; and the small

independent farmers. One of the main lessons of Germany's fate has

been to teach the radicals in other capitalist nations to take special

pains to draw into the united front white-collar workers, profes-
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sionals, small farmers and small businessmen all of whom are poten-

tially promising material for the Fascists.

The Farmer-Labor Party would be able to go ahead on a broad

and progressive social program unhandicapped by the reactionary

ties and influences which so hold back the present Democratic Party.

The Democrats still have as their chief stronghold the Solid South,

the most reactionary section of America. In the North, in pivotal

centers like New York City with its Tammany Hall, Jersey City

with its democracy-hating Boss Hague, and Boston with its semi-

Fascist Democratic-Catholic machine, they find themselves bound up

with some of the most corrupt and politically backward elements in

American life. In all probability Franklin D. Roosevelt and the pro-

gressive wing of the Democratic Party will meet increasing diffi-

culty in shaking themselves loose from the right wing and at the

same time preserving their own political power.

A Farmer-Labor Party would break across present political lines

to unite all independent progressives with the progressives in both

the Democratic and Republican Parties. The conservative Democrats

and Republicans would then presumably join together in one party.

Thus we would have a far-reaching and healthy political re-orienta-

tion on the basis of progressivism vs. conservatism. There have

been numerous third-party movements in American history; the

Republican Party itself, starting in 1854 and coming into power in

1860, was such a movement. Since that turbulent period in this coun-

try's evolution there has never been, until recently, any one big all-

engrossing issue which goes to the very roots of the American system,

nor the necessary alignment of political forces to take advantage of

such an issue in a successful third-party movement.

Today, however, with Capitalism so decidedly on the downgrade,

this country is face to face with the most important issue that has

ever arisen within it. At the same time, due to the increasing restive-

ness of the economically underprivileged elements in the population,

to the swiftly increasing organization of American workers into

trade unions, and to the internal turmoil and disorganization within
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both old parties, the political prerequisites for a great and powerful

third party on a national scale are clearly coming into being. The

propitious moment for the launching of a Farmer-Labor Party de-

pends largely on developments inside the Democratic Party. In the

event that the progressive Democrats can win complete control of

their party and drive out the reactionaries, a new political situation will

have been created. In that case it may be possible for labor, progres-

sive and radical groups to work as effectively through what would, in

essence, be a new Democratic Party, as through a new party of their

own creation.

The platform of the Farmer-Labor Party would at the start include

planks for more adequate unemployment insurance, more adequate

unemployment relief and more adequate old age pensions; a system

of public health providing proper medical care to low-income groups

throughout the country, with special attention to the rural areas and

to mothers and children; a far more extensive program of Public

Works, with a $5,000,000,000 appropriation for housing and a

union scale of wages for those employed on such projects; heavier

income taxes, aid for poor farmers and agricultural workers, and the

abolition of child labor; further protection of the workers' right to

organize, the enforcement of civil liberties, and equal rights for

Negroes; federal aid to education and the institution of a Federal

Department of Education; the nationalization of coal, railroads and

the munitions industry; and the adoption of a strong foreign policy

opposing war and favoring co-operation with other countries on behalf

of world peace and collective security.

Finally, this party would stand for the passage of a constitutional

amendment granting Congress the power to make all laws which it

considers necessary to the welfare of the American people. This last

plank is, of course, aimed to make our governmental processes more

democratic and more efficient by ending the veto power of the Supreme

Court over congressional legislation. As time went on the adherents

of Socialism within the Farmer-Labor Party would try to push it as

far leftwards as the political situation at any time warranted. Thus

the radicals would fairly soon press for the extension of public owner-
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ship and operation to all natural resources, all transportation and

communications, and the banking system. In any case the Socialist

and Communist Parties would retain their organizational independ-

ence and continue to carry on vigorous education for the ultimate goals

of Socialism.

Those impatient souls, the radicals-in-a-hurry, who are always

becoming restive over what seems to them an infuriating slowness in

the processes of history, need to be reminded that whether a left

party achieves office soon or late, it will have to enact a number of

transitional measures before it proceeds to institute full-fledged

Socialist planning. If some of these measures, such as the nationaliza-

tion of certain industries, can be put into effect by prior administra-

tions of a progressive character, then so much the better. For in that

case not only is the economic approach to Socialism facilitated, but

also the working out of the measures in question has immense educa-

tional value in a Socialist sense, both for their administrators and the

people in general.

One of the most important points to which American radicals must

give deliberation in their political activities is the strategy of words

and slogans. Stuart Chase's provocative book The Tyranny of Words

throws considerable light on this matter, although Mr. Chase dis-

tinctly overdoes his theme. What I wish to emphasize here is merely

that there are certain words and phrases which antagonize people

and that there are also certain words and phrases which naturally

arouse a favorable response. These "scare-words" and "charm-words"

depend to a large extent on tradition, education, and the kind of

propaganda that newspapers and other instrumentalities of opinion

have been playing up. Words and phrases which evoke quick, deep,

and unthinking reactions, whether favorable or unfavorable, we

call "stereotypes." The average person often reacts emotionally to

the stereotype rather than rationally to the idea originally associated

with it. In recent years we have become very familiar in the United

States with such stereotypes as "un-American," "Communist,"

"Fascist," "Reds," "reactionaries," "economic royalist" and "the

preservation of the Constitution."
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Radicals and conservatives hurl terms like these at each other

with equal vehemence and sometimes with good results. Stereotypes,

however, can be overworked. During the presidential campaign of

1936, the Republicans tried in vain to pin the label of "Communist"

on President Roosevelt. Only a year later, in the New York City

election of 1937, Jeremiah Mahoney, Democratic candidate for

Mayor, absurdly attempted to make Mayor LaGuardia's alleged

"Communism" the chief issue in the campaign. He charged that the

American Labor Party, which was supporting LaGuardia, was "Red"

and that LaGuardia himself had insidious tie-ups with Soviet Russia.

In both cases the candidates who were accused so vociferously of

being Communists won by unprecedented majorities. It is apparently

becoming less easy to stampede the American people by means of

artificial Red scares, and the right-wing forces will have to look

hard for other electioneering methods.

Some expressions habitual to the proponents of Socialism are in

their very nature conducive to misunderstanding. For instance, "the

abolition of private property" is frequently interpreted as meaning to

embrace personal property, so that many an American citizen is sin-

cerely convinced that a Socialist system entails the nationalization of

household furnishings and intimate belongings. "The elimination of

the profit motive" is wrongly taken to imply absolute equality in

wages; and the Marxist "withering away of the state" as equivalent

to complete anarchy in the realm of government. I consider affirmative

slogans such as "production for use," "Socialist economic planning,"

and "an economy of abundance" much more effective than some of

the older phrases. On the other hand, if we on the Left are to be

clear in our own minds and make ourselves clear to others, there are

some basic words, like some basic principles, that we cannot afford

to desert.

Again, a number of peace-loving and democracy-defending radi-

cals like to talk eloquently about "the Revolution" and evidently get

quite a thrill from drinking loud toasts to it. What they mean by

the term is the transference of political power from the capitalist to

the working class and not necessarily any sort of bloodshed or vio-
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lence. But the vast majority of Americans understand "revolution"

as implying civil war, with force and violence sweeping the nation.

I recommend this fact to the serious attention of our more exuberant

comrades. Because of my own faith in American democratic processes

and my desire to be strictly accurate I have never come out for

"revolution" and have never called myself a "revolutionary."

An important aspect of this general problem of language is the

extent to which concrete terms can be used in place of large abstrac-

tions. Homely American political slogans like "a chicken in every

pot" and "the full dinner pail" are effective because they are in the

American idiom and clearly understandable to the average citizen

living his everyday life. The late Senator Huey Long's basic slogans,

"Every man a king" and "Share the wealth," were successful for

much the same reason. So were "The Square Deal" of President

Theodore Roosevelt and "The New Deal" of President Franklin D.

Roosevelt. It is interesting to note that in Russia Lenin, who himself

wrote an excellent piece "On Slogans," won the Revolution with

the simple and concrete battle cry, "Peace, bread, and the land." In

the United States I do not think that any of the various labor and

radical groups have yet hit upon the best possible slogans with which

to put across their cause.

Lately the Communist Party especially has been paying more atten-

tion to the social realities of language in this country. This organiza-

tion has culled the slogan, "Communism Is Twentieth-Century

Americanism." Its official newspaper in the East, the Daily Worker^
calls itself "People's Champion of Liberty, Progress, Peace and

Prosperity." Such attempts at Americanizing radical phraseology are

all to the good in my opinion. I am by no means certain that the

best name for the third party I have been discussing is "Farmer-

Labor," since it may scare off middle-class people who would other-

wise be sympathetic. One third-party group has taken the name of

"The American Commonwealth Federation," which seems rather

awkward and uninspiring to me. Perhaps the third party would go

farthest under the familiar but meaningful name of "Progressive."

Whether the third party I have in mind can become the instru-
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ment of eventually creating Socialism in America it is not possible

definitely to say. It will certainly have to watch out against repeat-

ing the mistakes of the British Labor Party and the Social Democrats

in general. Thus, in so far as it has a trade union base, it will have

to guard against the creeping conservatism which sometimes affects

labor officials when their organizations become powerful and well-

established. It will have to guard against faint-hearted and fickle

leaders who go over to the enemy in moments of crisis, and against

prima donnas who have their heads turned by success or their egos

disgruntled by criticism. And such a party will also have to guard

against timid programs which do not differ fundamentally from those

of the opposition and which are not able to arouse the enthusiasm

of the electorate.

I believe that the great radical opportunity of this party, will come,

not necessarily during the next big depression, which American Capi-

talism is probably strong enough and rich enough to pull through,

but in the depression following that. If our next and prolonged eco-

nomic crisis takes place in the early forties, and another occurs ten

years or so later in the early fifties, I suggest that during the latter

period an alert and radicalized Farmer-Labor Party, Progressive

Party, revamped Democratic Party, or whatever it may be called, will

have the chance of laying the foundations in the United States of a

planned Socialist order. And perhaps its winning slogan will be,

"Make this the last depression !

"

Socialism in America, like Socialism in all other countries, is

bound to possess features which nobody can foresee. Those radicals

who insist that a Socialist society is a failure unless it conforms to

every last detail of some pre-ordained picture, unless every last

hangover from the past is eliminated and every rough edge planed

smooth, will continue to be deeply disillusioned. Socialism, we can be

sure, is not going to usher in the final millennium and establish per-

fection in the affairs of men. The choice between Socialism and Capi-

talism is not one between absolute good and absolute evil. And it is

a mistake, I feel, to think of Socialism at all in terms of Utopias,

especially those of the traditional sort.
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For those Utopias, like the after-life paradises of supernatural

religion, have conceived of the ultimate society as a static place and

as a sort of glorified rest-home where men would be forever free

from the arduous and soul-killing work with which they were

afflicted in earthly life. When we adopt an evolutionary view and

one which looks upon labor, under decent conditions, as a thing of

dignity and value in itself, then any ideal society must always give

to the people big and creative and inspiring tasks to perform and

must include also the hope of transcending itself. Thus Socialism will

eventually give way to Communism and Communism to an even

higher form of social organization.

It is impossible to state with assurance how soon we may expect

the definitive victory cf Socialism in our present-day world. Cer-

tainly that victory is in no sense inevitable; and Capitalism has too

many tricks in its bag for any radical to await complacently its

demise. In some countries Socialism will come gradually, in others

suddenly; in some peacefully, in others violently. In most it will be

a story of the capitalists winning all the battles, but the radicals win-

ning the war. And if we consult with reality, we must recognize that

at least another hundred years will probably pass before the Socialist

order is triumphant over the entire earth. Capitalism, let us remember,

took something like five hundred years to achieve control of the

world.

The pessimistic German philosopher, Oswald Spengler, has written

two lengthy and erudite tomes about The Decline of the West. But

the only decline which we radicals recognize in either West or East

is the Decline of Capitalism. Fortunately that need not be synony-

mous with the retrogression of society in general. No matter how
bad things may seem at any specific time, a means does exist through
which civilization can continue its advance. That is why whether

there is peace or war, economic crisis or another flashy period of

recovery, the radical movement goes on, unshaken in its faith in the

inexhaustible potentialities of humanity and firm in its conviction

that a planned and democratic Socialist system can bring peace and

security, happiness and freedom, to this modern epoch. Among all
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sorts and conditions of men, in all quarters of the globe, Socialism

marches forward as an economic program, as a political battle cry,

as a cultural goal, as an international commonwealth, as a compelling

philosophy, as a total way of life that may well in this era become

the way of life for an overwhelming majority of mankind.
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